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Abstrac{

While there have been repeated exhortations that the study of political behaviour be accorded

greater status in social psychological research, such calls have gone relatively unheeded. This

thesis is intended to address to sorne small extent this problem.

Specifically, an argument is presented to address the flaws of a litfle-heralded fieory of political

behaviour, symbolic politics theory (Sears, 1993), by re-articulating that theory within a broader

theory of social behaviour, social representations theory (Moscovici, 1973; 1988). At its heart

symbolic politics contends that political behaviour is based on the evocation of 'symbolic

predispositions' in response to symbolic content of political objects. Following Verkuyten (1985)

political symbols and symbolic predispositions are re-interpreted fiom the perspeciive of social

representations theory.

The result is a shift in emphasis onto the role of values, discourse, and social interaction in

political preference and opinion. These concepb are investigated using data derived ftom a four-

phase panel survey of the Wellington, New Zealand, electorates, as well as fanscripts of

parliarnentary debates, and a laboratory experiment to provide support for the re-articulation of

symbolic polilics within fiis fiamework.

The first two studies present qualitative and quantitative analyses of open-ended questions

designed to probe the sutrjective rneanings of ideological labels, and fie concepb, ideas, and

values associated with the major political parties of the time. The results indicate that the

boundaries of group membership are defined by differences in representational content between

groups, as wellas within-group consensus.

The second set of studies investigate ffre role of social values in political perception and

preference. Firsty, political parties were difierentiated by the fiequency of rhetorical use by their

members of fie two values of fteedom and equality, consistent with the predictions of Rokeach

(1973). Secondly, survey respondenb used a value-atfibution insfunpnt to indicate the values

which fiey perceived parties to oppose or endorse. Again, fte values associated with these

parties were shown to be predictive of preference. Thirdly, respondents completed the Schwartz

(1992) values inventory, which was used to produce a value profile of supporters of difierent



parties' supporters. Weak suppoft was found for Rokeach's (1973) two-value model of politics,

with the parties differentiable on two discriminant functions defined by self+eliance values and

equality values, The finalstudy in this section presents the results of a laboratory manipulation in

which groups of participanb viewed different party political advertisemenb before rating the

major parties for favourability and value atfibutions. This study indicates that exposure to political

media may influence the values parties are seen to represent, and ftat$is may impact posilively

or negatively on perceptions of the favourability of those parties.

The final empirical chapter utilises a social network measure to investigate the role, if any, that

one's interpersonal environment may play in political preference and representations. A dear

relationship was found between fte political composition of he environment and primary

respondent preference and ideological self-identification. These findings are interpreted as

supporting $e social representational theory of symbolic politics.

Qualifications and limitations of a representational theory of symbolic politics are discussed, as

are he implications br such a conceptualisation of political and social behaviour.

iv
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CHAPTER ONE

AIMS OF THE RESEARCH PROGRAMME AND SUMMARY OF

CHAPTERS

"Oh, what a tangled web we weave

when firstwe practice to deceive!

And when the praclice is perfected

we're just the boys to get elected.'

(Fairburn, 1 967, p.1tt8)

The first two lines of the quotation above are familiar to most people. Less well known are the

closing lines which indicate fiat the verse pertains to politics. Even less well known is the fact

that fie author, Arhur Fairburn, is a New Zealander. This leads in a roundabout way to the focus

of this ftesis: political behaviour in New Zealand.

This is a thesis about how we make decisions about the shape of our political future, and why

sometimes we choose not to make a decision at all. Unlike much of the research into human

decision making tre voting decision comes about infiequenty, in rnost Western democracies

most likely only once every hree or four years. We head in literally millions to fte nearest polling

booths driven by a varieg of motivations, to place our ticks and set he scene for the next three

years, before we next get $e opportunity to vote for hose who will sfucture the social and

political environrnent in our counfy, I intend to illusfate in he course of this work a view of voting

behaviour more dearly sifuated in the context in which it occurs- culture, society, neighbourhood,

and ultimately individual social networks while retaining $e role of he individual as the ultimate

arbiter in fie act of voting.

The second chapbr describes fie advantages and disadvantages of he historically important

perspectives on voting and political behaviour, giving particular emphasis to he Michigan or party

identificalion approach (eg. Campbell, Gonverse, Miller & Stokes, 1964), sociologicalapproaches

(eg. Lazarsfeld, Berelson & Gaudet, 19t14; Dunleavy & Husbands, 1985), rational choice or

rational actor approaches (eg. Downs, 1957; Himmelweit, Humphreys & Jaeger, 1987) and the

symbolic politics perspective (eg. Sears, 1992). This chapter highlights the problems associated



with adopting each of these perspectives in addressing the question of how people decide for

whom to vote, placing particular emphasis on the debate between proponents of rational choice

and symbolic politics. As well as describing the general approaches to political behaviour,

chapter one also describes the research that has been canied out in New Zealand using these

approaches.

Chapter three presenb the historical and political background against which ttis research was

conducGd. This is parlicularly important given the aim of this thesis in locating political behaviour

in inter-psychic as well as infa-psychic processes. In the course of a hief summary of 20",

century New Zealand politics attention is focussed on fte developrnent of the two major parties

(Nalional and Labour) and the changes in the number and nature of parties following a change 6f

electoralsystem. Following this summary of New Zealand's political history is a brief summary of

voting behaviour research in New Zealand.

Chapter four presenb an attempt at resolution of some of he major problems afiecling the

symbolic politics approach to political behaviour, concluding that many of the weaknesses of

symbolic politics may be addressed by reformulating symbolic politcs using social

representations theory. Social representations are conceptualised as knowledge stuclures (akin

to social schemas) with emphasis placed on boflt the content of $e representation and

communication as the mode of generation and tansmission of the representalional content. This

re-concepfualisation places greater importance on he context in which political behaviour

occurs- the social impact on the individual. In so doing, symbolic politics becomes a process

which occurs notonly wihin fie individual but also firough communication between people.

Using the framework of social representations heory he remainder of he thesis reports studies

investigating fie role in political perception of social and personal values, the stategies used by

voters and parties to position $emselves discursively in relation to each other (and the way in

which this is minored in the representations held of hose parties), and the tansmission of

representalio nal content fi ro u gh i ndividual's social networks.

Chapter five opens with a summary of tris attempt d theoretical integration, and reviews previous

studies on social representation and politics. The data colleclion stdegy for the research



programme is described - primarily a four-phase survey using the same suFsample of the

Wellingrton area electorates fom a year out ftom he 1996 election until the month after. Two

studies are presented: The first sfudy describes the respondenb' understanding of what it means

to be politically liberal or politically conservative (liberal+onservative self-identification being one

of the primary symbolic predispositions cenfal to the operation of symbolic politics). This study

shows trat liberal-conservative self-identification reflecb certain ways of viewing the world which

are not only relevant to frre domain of political behaviour. There follows an analysis of first phase

open-ended responses which illustates he use of values, social groups, and representalional

content to justiff the respondents' own preferences. lt is argued that there are a number of

'legitimising myths'or repertoires which people draw upon which are inlimately related to social

and personal values.

Chapter six takes up the $eme of human values in a series of studies. The first study looks at the

rhetorical use of fte treoretically important values of fieedom and equality (building on he work

of Rokeach, 1973) in parliamentary speeches, The second study presenb analyses of value-

based political representations of the major parlies in tre lead-up to the eleclion, illustating

possible relationships between the representations held of parties and preference for those

parties. Thirdly, analyses of fre personal and social values of the Wellin$on sample are

presented that suggest tre importance placed on he value of fteedom may be largely rhetorical.

That is to say there is a level of incongruence between the public endorsement of he values of

fteedom and equality by political parties and the personal endorsement of those values by fie

people who afiliate witr trose parties. Finally, an experiment is reported which examines he

impact of political party advertisemenb (screened on national television prior to the election) on

he valuebased political representations of the major parties, and prebrence forfiose parties,

Chapter seven presenb results of several investigations inh the impact of the social environment

on respondenb' polfical views and prehrenoes. The emphasis on communication as the mode

fur fansmission of representational content is tested by surveying respondents about fie political

views of ffre people making up ttreir social networks, and relaling he polilical composition of he

network to primary respondent preference and ideological self-identification.



Flnally, charor sight s[|flmadsffi fie findhgs of fie rsearch Sogrflnme and pr,esenb

oordusions abut the rcIe of $oqld rcp@n@ons in politioal pgwpiion, preferene, and

behafiour.



CHAPTER TWO

Theories of Electoral Behaviour

It will first be appropriate to describe the more cunent approaches to electoral behaviour as well

as recounting the historical antecedents of these contemporary approaches, and in the process

illustate how the research conducted has come full circle.

It is appropriate to start with a survey of fte separate threads of research which different

disciplines have woven about the topic of political preference. The greater volume of research on

political preference and behaviour occupies hree camps deriving out of sociology, psychology,

and economics. The following section reviews the broad perspectives these $ree disciplines

adopt in addressing the question of why people choose to vote br one of a range of parties,

starting with the seminal political sociology work of the Columbia school with its primary focus on

objective group nembership, followed (chronologically) by fie major psychological contibution of

the Michigan school focusing on socialised subjective pafi identification. This survey of the

major approaches is completed wih the rational choice perspective, the culmination of centuries

of economic theory and viewing political preference as being based on the desire of the voter to

maximise he benefib associated with political choice.

Each of these perspectives is illusfated with rebrence to classic and contemporary examples of

he research conducbd under the umhella of ftat tadition. Each perspective can be shown to

be conceptually flared, or alternatively fails to take into account important elements of competing

perspec{ives. Finally I shall infoduce a contemporary socio-political theory, symbolic politics,

upon which this tresis is inifially based, attempting to illusfate how the heory may be

conceptualised to counter the common oiticisms made about it. Ultimately this re-

conceptualisation, based on social representations theory, highlighb he role of inter-individual as

well as int+individual influences on political behaviour.



CONTEMPORARY VONNG RESEARCH

The question of how people vote has been the subject of many questions (and nunrerous

answers) since the early days of social scientific inquiry, with explanatory approaches

difierentiated into two main camps. Hanop and Miller ask the question 'ls voting an act of

affrmation or of choice?' (1987, p.l30). When a tick is placed in a particular box is it the result of

an extended process of deliberation in which the relative advantages of the parties are weighed

against the desires of the voter and each ofrrer, or is it an expressive act c-onfirming one's

identificdion with that party above others? This opposition of insfumental versus expressive has

become ffre standard farnework for considering the basis upon which political choices are made,

though a simple dichotomy ignores the richness of the theoretical resources available.

The topic of voting behaviour 'ltself cub across disciplinary divides, spawning research interests

in sociology, psychology, economics, and of @urse political science. While some researchers

(for example political psychologisb) have proven receptive to the difierent perspectives ofiered

by these difierent disciplines the majority have denied, or at least failed to take advantage of, the

utilig of tre cross-disciplinary nature of the bpic at hand. Though these approaches differ in their

overtendorsement of the degree to which individual versus social factors afiect vote choice there

is certainly grounds for syntresis (br example see Rose & McAllister, 1986). I shall outine the

distinctive approrches to explaining voting behaviour below, including their shortcomings, before

presenting the synthetic conceptualfanpwork in which this research programme is framed.

SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES:

While trere might be a litfle disagreernent as to the exact date at which fte contemporary era in

voting behaviour research begun fte event in queslion remains $e same. Whether it is the date

of publication (19tt4: eg. Carmines & Huckbldt, 1996) or when the research was actually

conducted (1940: eg. Visser, 1994)fie seminal work is that of Lazarsbld, Berelson, and Gaudet

(1944). Only a short time after the New Zealand National and Labour parties embarked on a

seventy year domination of New Zealand politics the Vienn+bained Lazarsfeld set out what is

considered to be one of the earliest examples of survey research in order to investigate the

processes of voting (Visser, 1994). Lazarsfeld considered the aclion of voting to be essentially



the same as consurner decisions or selec'tion of occupations, with the final act of voting being the

culmination of a process extending back in time. The aim of the research programrne was to

follow a voter sample in the seven months leading up to he 1940 US presidential election using a

seven wave panel methodology, as well as evaluating potential effecb of the repeat interview

schedule on the respondenb. Lazarsfeld expected that mass media would play an important role

in fie voting decision, and the study was resticted to a sample of 600 respondents in Erie

County, Ohio, in an attempt to contol fur any variations in media coverage that would occur

across a larger sample area. Media content was examined in minute detail to determine he

impact of events coinciding wifi the seven waves of interviews.

As far as elaborating on the originaltheoretical background fie study was a failure. lt appeared

thd voting might not be comparable to consumer behaviour after allwith only one out of every

ten respondenb showing any variatlility in preferen@ across fie seven rncn$ period. The other

ninety percent had made up heir minds before the study had even begun. The size of the sub

sample (only fifty four) who made frreir decisions during fie study period was too small to draw

any reliable conclusions about the impact of media related campaign events.

Disheartened by the result, Lazarsbld and his colleagues let $e study rest for a year before

attempting any further analysis of fte material they had so painstakingly obtained. Subsequent

elaboration of he bac*ground information on respondenb led to fie publication of The people's

choice' in 1944 and made no rneniion of tre original ac{ion model. ln its place was essentially a

frreory of primary group influence, in which it was shown ftat voting intentions congruent with the

prebrences of primary groups (eg. family, religious groups, ethnh groups, etc) of which the

respondent was a rnember were more likely to be consummated in he voting booth than

intentions which were not supported by objective group memberships. Where intenlions were

bund b be unstable hey were atfibubd to social cross pressure arising from memberships of

groups with difierent ffiliations. Mass media were hypothesised to influence partisanship through

opinion leaders wihin hose social groups, who disseminated fie inbrmation with a seleclive

spin agreeable to the established views of tre group, In an important shift, the psychological

impact of cross pressure was furfier elaborated in a bllow up study (the 1948 presidental

election) such trat conflic{ing fiEssages fom mis-aligned groups resulted in psychological

pressure on fie individual. This psychological pressure might only be accommodated through



selective perception of the political environment, for example increased emphasis on congruent

social groups (Berelson, Lazarshld, & McPhee, 1954). The specific focus switched fiom

objective group membership to the role of interpersonal influence in membership groups on the

individual vote. Lazarsfeld et al summed it up best in saying "a person hinks, politically, as he is,

socially' (19M,p.27).

The work of Lazarsfeld and ohers laid the foundation for sociologically oriented approaches to

electoral behaviour, emphasising he role of social sfucture and social groups, fiequenty

accompanied by a rejection of fie individualist emphasis presented by other disciplines'

investigations of the sutfect (eg. Dunleavy & Husbands, 1985). As a result electoral sociology

has come to be primarily concerned with the relative rates at which particular groups (occupying

different positions in society) vote for particular parties. Thus the explanation of group related

patterns of voting is derived fiom the societal position of those groups, with reference to the

historicalrelationship betureen fiose groups and he available political parties. Such explanations

atribute litUe importance to fie values or characteristics of the individual members of these

groups, wifir tre unit of analysis being parties and social groups as opposed to individual voters.

From the view of this thesis, one of the rnost important contibutions of the Columbia program has

been he emphasis on cross-level inference (Huckfeldt & Sprague, 1993). That is to say, while

individual voters were the source of information the issue of voting was considered at a broader

social level. The emphasis has shifted fiom group memberships to an ongoing interest in context

or environment efiects on voting, in which it is $e role of salient contexts (br example, work,

neighbourhood, etc) in determining fie groups h which one is exposed that is important.

Typically, investigation of contextual efiects attempts to make links between census level

inbrmation (fiom electorates, counties or smaller precincts) and aggregate voting data for those

same areas.

DUNLEAVYAND HUSBANDS (1985): THE RADICAL MODEL

The rejeclion of individualist assumptions is typified by the one of he more recent confibutions to

electoral sociology in he work of British political sociologist Pafick Dunleavy and his colleagues

(Dunleavy & Husbands, 1985). Admittedly Dunleavy also rejects a number of sociological



assumptions as well, for example the concept of opinion 'contagion' as a mechanism for the

fansmission of partisanship proposed by followers of $e Lazarsfeld tadition. The 'radical' model

proposed rejects the received wisdom of the importance of party identification, as well as

implying sfongly fratthe Western voting process is not as much of an exercise of free will as we

would prefer to believe.

According to the radical model the vote of the individual mirrors their position in the hierarchy of

society, witr difierent groups interpreting their societal positions $rough the porfayal of their

group interests in mass media. The porfayal of group interests is in turn influenced by the

political parties themselves, and is rnrre often biased against parties of the left. Social class is

redefined such that upper, middle, and lower classes are replaced by social cleavages based on

occupational location, primarily public versus private sector. This primary cleavage is fien cross-

cut by other cleavages deriving ffom consumption pressures (how many cars, whether

accomrnodation is owned or rented). ln this way the radical model presenb individual votes as an

insfumental reflection of the political system's ideological interpretation of social cleavages,

based on a broadly dominant ideology fansmitted through mass rnedia.

In accordance with the heavy emphasis on the rnedia as purveyors of the dominant ideology

Dunleavy and Husbands (1985) see no place for such concepts as atituGs or everyday social

interaction in the politicalopinion formation process. Interpersonalcommunication is unimportant

as Dunleavy argues (on the basis of his survey work) that as the content of social contiact is

rarely political, there is no need to consider the role of contagion in the fansmission and

formation of political opinion. Fluctuations in group based support relate not to stability of

membership but rather to tre ongoing interests of the group determined by their societal position

as presented by $e media. For example unemployed inhabitanb of a councilflat vote for Labour

because Labour has historically been porfayed as representing the interesb of unemployed

council estate occupanb, not because of explicifly political discussion down at the pub. This

confasts with earlier contibutors to tre field for whom secondary (ie. non-family) group

nremberships were the contexb br primary (fact{oface) conhct in which one could discuss

political matters wih people of a similar background. For Dunleavy il is social position itself, and

not any persuasive interpersonal contact, that is important.



PROBLEMS WITH THE SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECNVE

The stengths and weaknesses of the radical model are more fully detailed in chapter eight but a

brief discussion is appropriate. The rigorous rejection of attitudes as contibutory to preference

formation (Dunleavy argues that they are causally consequent of preference) condemns

Dunleavy to the tealm of metaphysical speculalion" (Hanop & Miller, 1987) in that he speaks of

the 'collective perceptions' held by individuals about group interesb, which replaces the

explanatory mechanism of contagion of other models. The vagueness of definition of this idea

has lead to crilicism trat Dunleavy has neglected the role of interpersonal contact without a

satisfactory alternalive. Moreover, the radical nrodel is not suited to explain aspecb of voting

unrelated to social group membership growing out of an almost deterministic emphasis on social

cleavages and relative neglect of the role of political party performance. While the emphasis on

the role of media is laudable, the assumplion that societal positon is the paramount (and only)

influence on political preference appears too nanow.
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THE MICHIGAN 

' 
PARTY IDENNFrcANON MODEL

While Lazarsfeld and his colleagues were following up the work begun in The voter decides' with

another county-wide survey for the 1952 presidential election other researchers were about to

accidentally change the face of voting research. A group of Michigan-based researchers,

students and colleagues of the influential social psychologist Kurt Lewin, were preparing a survey

to be canied out prior to the 1948 presidential election. As it happened ftey chose to include in

the survey a question on political ffiliation which has since become a familiar part of opinion

surveys to flris day. After fie election it became clear that only the Michigan group had come

close to predicling the upset victory of Truman, based on a question included effectively at the

last minute.

The most pervasive (and enduring) concept in contemporary electoral behaviour research is that

of 'party identification'. PaO identification refers to the long-standing attachment hat a majority of

voters develop towards a political party. The prediclive success of heir 1948 research placed the

Michigan group as fie new leaders of voting research and generated momentum that would lead

b tre establishment of $e survey research cente in Michigan that, to this day, provides much of

tre impetus behind the nationwide survey programrle into political behaviour in the United

States.

ln their endorsement of fie party identification model Hanop and Miller (1987) argue hat just as

people can consider themselves as Church of England without actually being regular church-

goers or possessing any tangible link to the Church itself, so too can people see themselves as

Labour or Conservative without any brmal link to fie party ibelf. A considerable arnount of ink

has been devoted to making a link between socialisation experiences and the development of

party ident'fication. To a large extent party ident'fication is inhedted from parenb and assumes

greater importance as the individual drars upon their partisanship to make sense of the

cacophony of political information hat bombards them as they make heir way again and again to

frre polling booth. Developing as it does at the same time as he other aspecb of identity for the

individual it is argued $at ftis political dachrnent furms part of the individuals self-knowledge

and is therefore exfemely durable.
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According to the party identification model, then, individuals do not identiff with a particular party

because of what that party apparenfly stands for but the other way around- they accept that pafi

because they identity witr it. In this the pafi idenlification model stands in direct oppositon to

other models of voting behaviour falling under the blanket of rational choice.

The origins of the Party identificdion model derive from the mid 1950's (Gampbell et al, 1960).

The model was conceived to sorre extent as a rejection of the theory and conclusions of the

Columbia school. Though both schools share an emphasis on social groups the Michigan

theorists place considerable emphasis on political pafl candidates and party policy, focussing

on the link between the parties and social groups. Electoral choice is seen to be affected by

attitudes towards the candidates, policy, and the party-social group linkage. Attitudes to each of

these elements will to varying degrees reflect one's party identification. For example voters will

support a party ilrey believe represents their interesb as members of different groups on fie

basis of their prior identification even in the absence of any conoborating information. Thus party

identification exerb a pervasive influence on preference through biased perception of political

policy, candidates, issues etc.

More recent developments (fiom US) have developed three main assumptions upon which the

party identification rnodelrests (Aimer & McAllister, 1992):

. Party identification is not only a conduit for the act of voting, but also acts as a framework for

understanding he political world- it is a cognitive miser-type process. Pafi identification will

influence evaluation of other political stimuli- unfamiliar candidates will be dismissed because

they represent a difierent party, new splinter parties may be evaluated unfavourably if ftey

splinter from the identification party ('befayal').

o ldentification with a party is separate (in $eory and aetiology) fiom actual vote. ln praclical

hrms this means that a disparity between party identification and actual vote may not be

inconsistent with ffre model, provided thatthe vote and party identification do re-align in the

near future. This is refened to as the 'homing tendency' (Campbell et al, 1960). This in turn

leads to the idea of the'normal vote' in which partisanship and fte actual vote are congruent.

Lamare (1992) reports that in the 1990 New Zealand election approximately 70o/o of Labour



identifters and 8570 of National identifiers cast'normal' votes in the same direction as their

pafi identification.

. Party identification is relatively stable over time. While particularly charismatic opposition

candidates might convince some people to switch their vote for an election or two, these

effects are weaker and less enduring than identification with the identification party, as with

other group affliations. Changes to identification are developed over a long period and

consequenty require a weight of 'evidence' to change. For example, even if a pafty trcts
policy frrat confadicG the historical background of he party (as with he fourth Labour

government) then it is more likely that the sfiengfh of identification will decrease rather than

the direction. An alternative rnechanism might occur when an individual radically changes

their group memberships such thatthey are no longer represented by heir identification party.

This explanation is one that has been invoked h explain fte tadilionally'soff constituency of

left-wing parties in the West- the unemployed vote Labour until they achieve a high-paying

job, fien they vote National.

While the measurenrcnt of party idenlification has proven an area of recent contention (Miller,

1992) most research on electoral behaviour, regardless of philosophical ofientation, includes fie

now standard question: 'Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Republican, a

Denrccrat, an Independent or what?', bllowed by an indication of fie sfen$h of that

identification.

PROBLE]IIS WITTI TTIE MICHIGAN PERSPECNVE

The party idenffication perspec{ive has proven remarkably resilent in fte face of firsfly,

increasingly sophisticated alterndive formulations, and secondly the reality of inaeasing

electoral volatility. To a greater or lesser extent most western dernocracies have undergone

some degree of dealignnpnt with a decrease in the number of people prohssing such an

ffiliation, leading in turn to a greater electoral population capable of swinging dramatically fiom

election to election. The increasing populafi of proportional representation-style electoral

systems and the resulting increase in electoral choice (greater number of parlies) may confibute

to this tend, though it is also found in some of ttre stongest two-party systems in fie world. lt
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may be that the Michigan model was a product of a parlicularly stable period in American history.

Even so the concept of party idenlification is still a must in any survey of electoral preference.

The longevity of the party identificdion concept is atFibutable in partto ib flexibility - fiat is to say

fiat it has been adapted and incorporated in rnore complex fieories. For an example see the

discussion on party identity as analogous to brand loyalty in Himmelweit, Humphreys, and

Jaege/s (1985) Consumer rnodel of voting behaviour.

The next seclion summarises some of the theory and research ftat has been conducted within

he rational choice framework hat has overtaken both $e sociological and psychological

approaches in populari$.
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THE RATIONAL CHOICE PERSPECTIVE:

the theory assumes that the voter recognises his own self-interest, evaluates

alternative candidates on the basis of which will best serve this self-interest, and

casb his vote for the candidate mostfavourably evaluated'.

(Enelow and Hinich, 1984, p.3)

More recenfly (though once again the inspiration dates back to fte 50's) the 'fashion' in political

behaviour research revolves around the conceptualisation of the voter as a rational agent (Aimer

&McAflister, 1992). lndeed by 1992 nearly 40o/ool the articles published in American Political

Science Rewewfocused on Rationalchoice frreories (Green & Shapiro, 1994).

In its simplestform, rational voting involves supporling the party perceived as most likely to act in

a manner trat will lead to outcomes to fte beneft of the voter. While the party identification model

conceives the act of voting as one of affrming one's loyalty to the party, the rational choice

perspective views the vote as the outcome of an agendadriven deliberative process. For this

reason the two perspectives are fiequenty confasted. According to Hanop and Miller (1986)

there are firee main characteristics of rational choice models:

The act of voting is an insfumental one intended to maximise benefib to the voter.

Social aspecb and uses of the vote are efiec{ively ignore* we don't vote to please our fiiends

orfamily.

As a ralional process it is expected that voters will be rational in their acquisition of

inbrmation. Thus he voter actively seeks relevant (and sufficient) inbrmation which serves

as the basis for calculated deliberation

While fre Columtia and Michigan schools were thrashing out fieir difierences Anfiony Downs

(1957)was preparing tre way for the cunenfly ascendant approach to voting behaviour. Downs

is commonly cited as tre patiarch of he rational choice perspective (Aimer & McAllister, 1992;

Green & Shapiro, 1994; Hanop & Miller, 1986). For example, in a rare example of rellexivity

(Goodin & Klingemann, 1996) it is revealed that the most commonly cited work in the 'New

handbook of political science' (1996) is Downs' 'An economic theory of democracy'. According to

O

o
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Downs (assuming a cosiless information environment) voters weigh up the 'utility income' or

benefits they have garnered under the cunent administation. These beneftts include increases to

personal income, government services etc, which they can assume they will continue to receive

should fre adminisfation continue. This is then contasted with the hypothetical utility that would

have been obtained under an opposition adminisfation, producing a'party differential' between

the diftrent outcomes. The party with the greatest expected utility is the party that will receive tre

vote.

In reality, Downs acknowledges that informaton is neither costess or entirely accurate and for

hat reason voters may utilise sfategies ofier than paradigmatic information seeking to avoid the

costs of information acquisilion:

e People may internalise the political judgements of other sources (people and media)

perceived to hold similar values to heir own.

Rather than evaluation of the party platforms per se the voter may base preference

judgements on the ideologies of 0re parties available (assuming that government action is

ideologically based).

Rather than seeking out specific information (such as party manifestoes) people may base

preference judgements on incidental (and fiee) information gleaned fiom conversation or

media.

Ultimately, Downsian voters develop a standing party commifnent as a shortcut to optimal

and systematic information gathering.

Anofrrer sfength of the rational choice perspective is the role given to political parties. lf voters

are rational then it is in ffre interests of he parties to maximise heir apparent utility to encourage

people to support them. This has proven universally dfficult- given he range of interest groups in

existence it is practically impossible to satisfy everybody even some of the tirne.

HIMMELWEIT, HUMPHREYS, AND JAEGER (1985): THE VOTERAS CONSUMER

While Lazarsbld et al (1948) were forced to dispense with the idea, the metaphor of voter as

consumer has continued to be popular in contemporary approaches. This metaphor serves as
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the basis for the work of Himmelweit, Humphreys and Jaeger (1985) in the book 'How voters

decide', summarising fie resulb of a fifteen year panel of interviews. Cenfal to their view of the

voter as active, responsive, and informed is the contention that voting preference reflec'ts policy

preferences of the voter. The voter actvely deliberates over which party offers a policy mix that

reflects the vote/s own preferences. The voter chooses one pafi over the alternatives just as

the consumer selects one make of washing powder over other competing brands.

While down-playing the importance of pafi identification Himmelweit et al (1985) acknowledge

the consfuct plays a limited role - the perceplion of political parlies should also take into account

the likelihood of each parg successfully infoducing the prefened policy (how reliable is the

washing powder?). Thus just as consumers develop hand loyalty, the voter develops some

relatively enduring loyalty to a particular party. However, in fte quest for political novelty (a new

hand of washing powder, a new make of underpanb) the voter is likely to be swayed as much

by new brands as old favourites.

PROBLEMS WITH RATIONAL CHOICE

Though the most common criticism leveled at rational choice research has been focused on $e

"impoverished" view it presenb of $e human species as fundamentally self-interested

(Mansbridge, 1990) the more telling substantive criticisms rely on the theoretical and practical

shortcomings of the approach.

Unfortunately, while Downs' (1957) focus on rational choice has proven exfemely influential,

many of his caveab have not received as much attenlion. Even allowing for the lack of pure

information, the sfategies Downs suggesb to reduce he cost of information clearly reduce the

rational voter fom frre computational automaton to a falliUe information miser not dissimilar to

that presented by the Michigan model.

As a rnodel of human behaviour, expected to explain phenornena other than voting and

consumer behaviour, the ralional choice approach is more seriously flawed in hat it has proven

dfficult to explain ofier more fundamental behaviours. For example, assuming that the rational

choice formulation of Downs (1957), Himmelweit et al (1985), and others is a reasonable



description of the process that precedes placing of the tick in the ballot box, there is still the

problem of explaining why people vote AT ALL. Given the minuscule odds that any individual vote

will actually determine the outcorne of an eleclion the costs of footing it down to the polling station

vasfly outweigh the potential benefib. For example, while research has shown that as the costs

of registering to vote and voting increase here is a decline in turnout (Wolfinger & Rosenstone,

1980) in line with the predictions of rational choice, there has been litde success identifying the

benefits necessary to increase furnout.

Empirical tests of rational choice models may be divided into three families: analysis of aggregate

dda, analysis of individual-level survey data, and experimental studies.

Both aggregate and individual level analyses of the turnout paradox are based on the same

rationale: lf voters perceive that the election outcome will be close fien hey will be motivated to

protect their potential benefib by ensuring they cast a potentially decisive vote. One method of

testing the rational basis of turnout uses aggregate-level data and compares the closeness of

election outcomes and the benefits of different elections. lt is hypothesised that turnout for

elections with close outconps and high benefits will be higher than for decisive elections with low

benefits. The closeness of the actual election result is used a proxy for perceived closeness. This

may or may not be an accurate measure, and the efiects of closeness of result on furnout may be

rnoderated by factors unrelated to perceptions and sfategy of individual voters (campaign

stategy may differ for close as opposed to decisive elections). Additionally, this method risks the

usual problem associated witr drawing inferences about individual-level choices ftom aggregate

leveldata.

Alternatvely, survey data may be used to compare individuals wifi difierent electoral stakes and

perceptions of fre closeness of an election. While fiis method avoids the piffall of fie ecological

fallacy, and allows rnore accurate measurement of perceplions of closeness, resulB have not

ofiered consistent support fur rational choice formulations. For example, even where positive

beneftb are associated with greater turnout there is lit0e evidence that turnout will increase

regardless of whether or not $ose surveyed considered tre electoral race close or not (Riker I
Qrdeshook, 1968; Ferejohn & Fiodna, 1975). Though a number of researchers have purported to

have found a sfong relationship between personal economic status and political preference (eg.



Lewis-Beck, 1985)this position has been argued by Sears and Lau (1983; Lau, Sears & Jessor,

1990) to be an artefact of question order in the NES surveys.

Similarly, experimental sfudies have not resulted in a wealth of support for rational choice

formulations. A typical experimental result may be found where experirnental participants are

assigned monetary rewards dependant on which candidate is successful, most participants

choose to vote even where the monetary costs (for example a polltax) outweigh the stake they

have in $e outcorne (Plott, 1991).

Even those findings that superficially support the rational choice fiesis may be interpreted in a

number of ways. For example, the studies canied out by Lazarsftld and his collaborators

(Lazarsfeld et al, 1948; Berelson et al, 1954) hat demographic characteristics (particularly

socioeconomic status) are to some degree predictive of voting preference was interpreted by

these early theorists as indicating that individuals are motivated by obvious self-interest - the

voters' class reflecb heir financial as much as social positions and their party preference reflecG

the belief that particular parties will improve their social as well as financial position. An

atternative interpretation is frrat voting in this circumstance is a symbolic act tied to the context of

class conflict

ln response to the paradox of voter turnout Downs (1957) suggested that voters go to the polls

because they fear ffre collapse of democracy in the event of widespread abstention. Surely such

maintenance of Gmocratic institutions is itself a public giood to which any one vote/s contibution

is negligible, in efiect substituting fie turnout paradox br paradox of civic-minded participation.

Why not stay at home and let others save democracy?

While the paradox of voter turnout is a clear problem for rdional choice style $eories, there have

been innovative attempb to bridge frre gap. Dunleavy (1992) provides support fiom a potentially

unexpected quarbr (he acknowledges flrat the original intenlion of he work was to roundly

criticise rational choice models). Dunleavy (1992) takes the perspective that voter turnout may be

modelled on a $eory of group membership using fie following argument:

Parties presentthemselves as ofiering utility for different people, and are perceived as such. The



more an individual voters considers this to be the case, the more they come to recognise that

particular parties ofier plafforms that promote (or oppose) the interests that voter shares with

others. The recognition that this is the case is referred to as 'party identity' and serves as a

yardstick by which fte voter can judge competing parties, their performance and their plafforms.

The acquisition of such a party identity may be accompanied by the internalisation of a particular

ideological shorthand derived fom the identified pafi and which may serve as a more efficient

route to acquiring political i nformation.

This process makes salient the difference between the costs of voting for or against difierent

parties. Atthe same time one's perception of the electoral viability of the party increases. After all,

even marginal increases in the populanty of political parties can disproportionately increase the

apparent favourability of he parties concerned (under MMP, a party that increases their party

vote to 570 can hold the balance of power in government) - 'ln almost all cases people see their

vote as more effcacious if their prefened party is going to win or perform sfongly, even if it wins

handsomely" (p.86). Thus the individual's likelihood of voting is infruenced by the perceived

viability of a party, and trat perception is inflated by one's own positive aftachrnentto the pa$.

These sorb of problems have lead to rational choice theorists limiting their empirical investigation

to clearly defined areas fiat are more amenable to he rational choice formulation, and avoiding

areas where it is less likely to prove successful (Green & Shapiro, 1995).

While he formulation presenbd by Himmelweit et al (1985) has been criticised on similar

grounds it has also been criticised for down-playing the role of party identification. While the

analogy of party identificaton as similar to brand loyalty in choosing (for example) a brand of

detergent seems plausible, it obscures $e fact $at beyond the superficial level the

consequences associated with choosing a political party are qualitatively and quantitatively

different. Buying detergent does not usually arouse $e sarne level of sentiment as fie choice of

political party - One rarely wonies about expressing a prehrence for Persil in a pro-Surf

environment. Choosing a charismatic but incompetent president will cause long term local and

global anomalies frrat are more enduring than a slighty soiled load of washing! To some extent

the question as formulated in a ralional choice frarnework is misleading raher than asking how
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we ded& who t0 vote for il is more appropriate to ask whether fte vast majority actually 'choose'

at all.

The problemsfaced by a rationalchoice approach are summaised mbllows:

o The rational choice perspeciive ofiers an unsatisfactory view of human molivation.

r While rational choice formulations have prolen successful in fie area of economic theory ftey

have been less successfulin other endeavours with a practicalinability to demonsf'ate that a

range of behaviours are adequately explained 0f at all),

r Problems operationalising rational behaviour fiat have lead h he comnpn adoplion of

individual self-interest br empirical purposes.
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SYMBOLIC POLITICS

While the party identification model is popularly refened to as fhe social psychological model of

voling behaviour it is certainly not the only approach to political behaviour that has grown out of

social psychology (Himmelweit et al (1985) for example). One of the most infiguing (but less

famous) fameworks for understanding political behaviour is the symbolic politics perspective

ofiered by Sears (Sears, 1993; Sears, Huddy & Schaffer, 1986).

Sears (1993) starts by saying:

"Human beings are intensely concerned about remote and abstact political

symbols, even $ough the emotional costs fiey pay and benefib they receive fom

such involvement are modest. These intense emotions have energised many of

histor/s most devastating social, political, and religious confricb." (p.113)

It is immediately clear that (like the party identification model) symbolic politics rejects the

assumptions of rational choice approaches, with greater emphasis on emotional commitnent to

politics and political life. lndeed much of the empirical work on symbolic politics has sought to

undermine fie view of fie voter as a calculated rational marimiser, particularly where rational

utility is defined as self-interest.

The theory of Symbolic politics in its simplest form holds that people's attitudes and behaviours

relating to aspects of the political world, br example issues, elections, parlianrentary candidates,

are heavily influenced by longstanding afiective predispositions. These predispositions are a

conditioned response to some stimulus in the politicalworld.

Like the party identification model fiese long-standing dispositions develop firough childhood

socialisation, with a particular emphasis on family. The most important and ftequenfly used

symbolic predispositions include rrcial prejudice, ideological identification and party identification.

Symbolic predispositions mediate behaviour when the context includes some ot{ect that is

associated with that disposition. Contary to the rational choice emphasis on utility as the

motivation behind political action, symbolic politics maintains that if there is utility in political

behaviour it is coincidental.



ln praclice, the symbolic politics approach is explicifly confasted with self-interest based rational

choice theory. Over a twenty year period Sears has attempted to show that 'activation' of

symbolic predispositions have greater explanatory power than self-interest in motivating political

behaviour. For example, Sears, Hensler and Speer (1979) measured people's attitudes towards

forced busing to see if those people living in an area subject to (or potentially subject to) busing

were less positive about busing than those for whom there was no objec{ive utili$. They found

that while the symbolic predispositions of racial intolerance and political conservatism were

predictive of opposition towards busing as well as presidential preference in the 1972 election,

fiere was no apparent efiect of self-interest. More recenfly Sears and Huddy (1995) contasted

racial prejudice and realistic interests as potential explanations for white opposition to bilingual

education programs. The resulb were less conclusive in that both explanations had some

explanatory power when the participanb lived in an ehnically mixed area and the researchers

were forced to admitthatthe two were more difficultto separate than originally expected.

ln the body of work conducted in a symbolic politics framework he most common and fruitful

slimulus issues have been related to race. The illusfations in the previous paragraph involve

attitudes towards policy relating to black and Hispanic Americans, responses to which are

hypothesised to be based on a combination of anti-minority afiect and faditional values. To

expand, fiom a symbolic politics perspective white opposition to (proilack) affirmative action is

based not on resource conflict but rather a combination of anti-black sentiment and appeal to

fadilional values such as Protestant work ethic (success is the reward for efiort) and equality

(nobody should be advantaged over others). Thus in an early exposition of the theory (Sears et

al, 1986) it was argued that at the level of greatest abstaction political symbols appeal to core

values such as equality or ffeedom. I shall return to the relationship between values and symbols

at a later point.

The symbolic politics heory subsumes the concept of pafi identification (as a symbolic

predisposition) into a fieory hat in its applicalion has at the very least shown hat there is rnore

to political decision making than rational choice theorisb suggest, However the symbolic politics

approrch has not propagated beyond Sears and his collabordors and has been subject to

almost as much criticism as $e rational choice approach.
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One major problem is that while ftese studies have shown that people make similar political

decisions whether there is objective ulility or not, they have failed to provide much support for the

argument that it is symbolic politics that fieoretically accounb for the results. The standard

symbolic politics study compares political atitudes of groups for whom there is, or is not,

objective utility in certain ilitudes. The assumption is that if people in the neutility condition

behave similarly to the utility cnndition then fie effect is not based on simple self-interest.

At the heart of the symbolic politics- rational choice debate is the definition of rationality (and

political symbolism). On the one hand rational choice theory may present a plausible account of

the processes involved in placing a ballot box tick, but it has femendous difficul$ explaining why

the voter goes to the fouble of being there. Secondly, what constitutes a utilltarian outcome?

There is a large body of research fiat shows that when defined in nanow self interest terms

rational voting does not sdisfactorily explain a range of political behaviours. While fie studies

executed by Sears to undermine ralional choice they only go a short way to supporting the

alternative symbolic politcs alternative. For example, voters in areas unafiected by forced busing

policy exhibit the same opposition as those directy affected but how fue is it that fiis is due to

affective reactions to $e symbolic content of fte brced busing rnessage? A number of

alternatives may be ofiered. Bobo (1983) has contended thatthe evidence cited by Sears does in

fact support a realistc group conflict view of anti-busing sentnent - whites may not be dhecdy

affected by the policy but such policy does potentially afiec't them at the level of group interest.

This view receives some support in $e form of he work of Kinder and Kiewiet (1981) who argue

that politcal behaviour is driven not by individual selFinterest but instead by group-based or even

ndional-level self i nterest.

The problem then, is how we determlne whether opposition to, or support for a party or policy is

ratonal (utlitarian)or symbolic (expressive)? Many political acb and objecb can be convincingly

deconstucted in such a way frat the underlying motivators can be fiamed symbolically 0R

ratonally. lf trls ls fie case it would seem rnore plausible that politcal behaviour need not be

concelved simplistcally as either ralional, or symbollc, but rdher more flexibly - politcal

behavlour can be rational and/or symbollc depending on the stimulus and the indlvidual. For

example recent research on the social value basis of consumer decislons has drawn together a



number of oppositions such as symbolic-rational, expresslv*utlitarian, etc, to show that the

social values of difierent people contlbute to their consumer choices firough symbolic and

rational routes (Allen, 1 997).

PROBLEMS WITTI SYMBOUC POLINCS

In practice, Sears has ignored the definitional problems associated with political symbolism by

using a broad definilion The term'political symbol'refers to any afiectively charged element in a

politcal attitude object... all that is intended is that the symbol convey some meaning to the

individual." (Sears, 1993, p.147). lt should be clear that such a definition does not automatically

rule out the possibilfi that apparenily ratonal stimulus content may be consfued symbolically, or

vice versa. For example, white opposlton to market rental for rural Maorl owned property can be

ftamed either ln terms of financially damaging to white farmers or alternatively as symbolic of a

change in the longstanding Maori-Pakeha power status quo. In practicalterms Sears ignores the

problem of defrning symbolic content In favour of the assumpton hat policy issues such as

forced busing do involve symbolic meaning, and bcuses instead on the symbolic predispositions

he argues are 'activated' by the presence of such polilical symbols.

As well as the llmitations illustated above the symbolic polltics thesis may be frawed in a number

of more potentially fatal ways. Firsty, Sears has justified his formulation of symbolic politics by

arguing that the polltical world is too complex for the ordinary indivldual to understand or to

operate successfully in, in short politics and private life are divorced in terms of bofrt content and

immedlacy. Therefore people use afieclive assoclatve shortcuts (afrect based evaluation of

symbolic content)to operate politically in a procnss $at Sears contends separates the political

ftom the prlvate. From a social psychological standpolnt this vlew argument is problematc in the

speclfrcaton of a process unique to polltical behaviour - what reason is fiere to believe that such

a privlleged proess relatng only b polltcal slimuli occurs. lt would seem preferable to apply

what we know about social knowledge to the queston of poliUcs as a part of fie hoader social

world and account for polltcal behavlour In brms of more general and generalisable

mechanlsms.
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Secondly, the practical evaluation of the symbolic politics thesis is at odds with the 'level' of

theoreticalarticulation atwhich symbolic politics is assumed to operate (Doise, 1986). Doise has

suggested that to a great extent the way ln which we as social psychologists would approach

empirically the questions that concern us is in turn determined by the content of those questions.

Doise describes four levels of theoretical articulaflon at which psychological research operates:

Indlvidual, interpersonal, soclal, and ideological. As relates to symbolic politics (or indeed any

theory of political behaviour) it is imperative to consider the context in which such behaviour

originates and to account for this methodologically in our investigation.

To summarise, fre problems with the symbolic politics perspeclive are as follows:

o The definition and empirical investigation of political symbols, including he specffication of

what constitutes rational versus symbolic content. Research in this fadition has successfully

shown rational seff interest to be limited in explanation of a range of political afrifudes while

failing to offer convincing support for symbolic politics as an alternative explanalion.

r The assumption $at rational and symbolic molivation are exclusive, both as refers to political

stimuli, and as applied by voters themselves.

. The level of theoretical articulation at which $e theory operates: Symbolic politics assumes

process of symbol generation and communication that can only be social but ignores this

assumption in empirical execution. This in part grows out of the presentation of the theory as

efiec{ively specific to political behaviour.
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CHAPTER THREE

A BRIEF HISTORY OF NEW ZEALAND POLITICS

New Zealand historians usually locate the origins of the rnodern two party system in the 1890's

during which time the Liberal party began a 21 year (1891-1912) tenure as governrnent,

coinciding with full adult suffrage in 1893. During this period the conservative opposition

coalesced under the banner of the Reform Party, before embarking on their own parliamentary

dynasty ftom 1912 to 1935 (with a brief hiccup from 1928 to 1930). During the 1931-1935 period

tre Labour party grew in stature, leading the United and Reform Parlies (governing during this

period) to coalesce further with other anti-Labour parties to produce the National PaO in 1936.

Since this time New Zealand has experienced an extended period in which $e political

environment has been characterised by swings between fie Labour and National Parties which

even after a period of political instability still dominate the two sides of he political divide in New

Zealand.

Since the inception of National and Labour as distinct unified parties, fie two party system has

been cemented in place by the elecloral system under which $e government is determined. Prior

to 1996 the New Zealand electoral system was a singlernember simple-plurality (commonly

called firstpast-trepost or FPP). Under his system the number of electorates has grown fiom

80 to 99 (at the tinre of the change of elecbral system) with parliamentary seds being allocated

to candidates who win more votes (not necessarily a majori$) than any o$er single candidate in

the same electoral region. Generally speaking the party whose candidates hold more han 507o

of tre elecbrates wins the rightto furm the Government.

Under this system minor parties, while preferred by a significant proportion of $e voters counfi

wide, have faditionally found it dificultto win even a single electorate, with fie consequence that

the parliamentary seats hetd by the maior parties do not reflect $eir actual percentage of fie

vote. Thus minor parties such as Social Credit have been aHe b gain more han ten percent of

the valid natonwide vote (as Social Credit did in 1954, 1966, 1978, peaking in 1981 with 20.7

percent), but have d best managed less than 3o/o oI the parliarnentary seats. Thus of the 12M
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parliamentary seab available from 1946 to 1990 only seven have been held by parties other than

National and Labour (Mulgan, 1994).

Though the electoral system wasn't changed till 1993 the seeds of electoral change were sown

much earlier in the 1970's, culminating under the 198+1990 Labour Government. While fte

vision of 1984 predicted by Orwell may not have been accurate in its specifics that year certainly

did herald a turning point in New Zealand politics, and society in general, the aftermath of which

is still being felt today. The 19M Labour administation inherited a New Zealand sufiering fiom a

period of National rule under the dictatorial figure of Sir Robert Muldoon. Muldoon had ridden a

conservative ticket to the Prime ministership, proceeding to make an isolationist New Zealand so

tightthat such anecdotes as individuals needing permission fom the Government to subscribe to

a magazine if it was published overseas became folklore. Wih the incoming Labour Governrnent

New Zealand experienced a short-term financialcrisis (to some extent due to Roger Douglas, the

incoming finance minister, claiming that $e Labour government should devalue the dollar). The

new Labour Prime Minister, David Lange, and his finance minister Roger Douglas embarked on a

programme of economic reforms so sweeping that they have changed the face of New Zealand

politics and society beyond measure. Though winning the 1987 election the Labour

administation was rocked by a series of set backs- Lange appeared to recant his belief in rightist

reform and removed Douglas ftom the finance position bebre abdicating the prime ministership

on health grounds, Labouis party president Jim Anderton deserted he pafi in 1989 to form

Newlabour in the image of pre-l984 Labour before uniting with a number of other minor parties

to form the Alliance, Lange's replacennnt Geoffiey Palmer was unable to revitalise the popular

fortunes of he Labour party and was deposed by his deputy Mike Moore only weeks before the

election. The election was a disaster for Labour wih a record swing to National who tightened the

aheady ueaking screws on Governrnent spending even further while Labour ejected the fagic

Moore in favour of his deputy Helen Clark (New Zealands first ftmde political leader).

Under National a raft of legislative changes led not to he 'decent society' br which they had

campaigned but instead a New Zealand in which the unemploynent and crime rates had sky-

rocketed. The health reforms iniliated by Labour lead to fie dosure of more and more hospitals.

University studenb used to paying less than $250 a year for fieir education were suddenly faced

wih a 500% increase and the loss of universal student allowances. Nationals' popularity



plunged. Nevertheless they were able to retain their hold on Government in the 1993 election

with a one-seat majority.
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THE RISE OF THE'MINOR PARTY PLAYERS

The 1993 eleclion also saw the appearance as potentialforces in parliament of the Alliance and

New Zealand First. As mentioned previously the core of the Alliance was Newlabour, established

by former Labour MP Jm Anderton. The other partes forming the Alliance were Mana Motuhake

(a Labour splinter party established in 1979 by former Labour Maori affairs minister Matiu Rata to

primarily contest the Maori electorates), the Greens (who had managed approximately 10olo in

their first outing in 1990), the Dernocratic Pafi (formerly Social Credit), and subsequenty the

Liberal Party (brmed in 1992 by disillusioned National backbenchers Hamish Mclntyre and

Gilbert Myles). Anderton was the only minor party MP to survive he 1990 election process but

was joined in 1993 by Mana Motuhake leader Sandra Lee, and two representatives of New

Zealand First, Winston Peters and Tau Henare.

New Zealand First has been called the 'most influential party to have emerged since the

brmalion of National in 1936" (Miller, 1997), and as such is worfiy of some attention. New

Zealand First was born in a climate of growing discontent with the ongoing process of change in

New Zealand under National, and indeed it was $e then National MP, Winston Peters, who gave

voice to that discontent and in so doing was ejected from he National caucus in 1992 (an action

unprecedented in the then 56 year history of he National Party). Athe time Peters was he most

popular politician in New Zealand and happy to take advantage of that popularity to criticise the

National Party programne, likening the unfulfilled election promises made by National to the

afocities committed by ffre Nazi Party in the 1930's (Miller, 1997). Peters finally split fiom

National in March 1993 under a cloud of speculation fiat he would join, in fact lead, the Alliance

(the way having been prepared by Myles and Mclntyre). His resignation forced a by+lection in

his electorate of Tauranga, ullimately a meaningless exercise as National and Labour united in

refusing to put up any candidates in opposilion. Needless to say, Peters won (witt a record

majonty) brming New Zealand First in July of 1993 after several months of suspense and with

the encouragenrent of opinion polls suggesting that 31o/o ol the elecbrate would support a

Peters-led party (even in he absence of any substantive policy). This compared favourably wifrt

34o/o, 22o/o and 11o/o for Labour, National and the Alliance respectively. In their first electoral

outing a matter of months later New Zealand First failed b live up to this hypothetical promise

and gleaned 8.4olo of the nationwide vote in the 1993 general eleclion. On the positive side



Peters was joined after the 1993 election by Tau Henare, who managed to pry one of the

faditionally Labour stong-hold Maori seats. tr4/ith charismatic leadership and a plaform skirting

populism and pragmatic conservatism New Zealand First were vying with the Alliance for the

balance of power thirGplace vote in the first MMP election.

ELECTORAL REFORM

The idea of electoral reform gained favour over a period of years, due in no small part to some

bizane electoral outcornes. For example, on five occasions starting in 1954 minor parties

achieved more than 10 percent of the nationwide vote but received litte more than two percent of

he seats in parliarnent. In 1978 and 1981 Social Credit gained 16.1 percent and 20.7 percent of

the vote which fanslated into 1.1 and 2.2 percent of the available parliamentary seats. A Royal

Commission on the Electoral Sysbm was established, reprting in 1986, with fie

recommendation that consideration be given to a change of electoral system. While the concept

of electoral change in favour of a proportional representation system (under which parliamentary

seats would be allocated in proportion to the percentage of valid nationwide vote) had been

bandied about for a number of years, David Lange as Prirp Minishr set he ball rolling during a

speech in which he accidentally agreed to hold a referendum on electoral change. The initiative

was accidental in that he has since claimed hat he misread the speech in which it was intended

that he would dismiss the chance of a referendum, but indicates the amount of pressure on elites

to carry out the recommendations of the Royal Commission (Levine & Roberts, 1997). The spirit

of change had been liberated...

A game of political one-upmanship followed. Labour intoduced legislation hinting at electoral

rebrm hough lifie eventuated. The successful 1990 National party accused Labour of reneging

on their election promise of a binding rebrendum on fie future of $e electoral system, usurping

$at promise as one of their own elec-toral plaforms. Under National the promised binding

referendum was once rnore wahred down, but still resulting in a non-binding, indicative

rebrendum held in 1992. The rehrendum asked the question of wheher the electoral system

should be changed, and what would be the preferred alternative system. Held as it was in a non-

election year fte turnout was low at around 55% but the verdict was resounding - 840/o indicated

a prebrence for electoral change leading ex-prime minister Mike Moore to observe that the



people hadn't spoken- they had screamed (Levine & Roberts, 1997). As well as the clear

endorsement of change fte referendum cernented the Mixed Member Proportional system

(MMP) as the favoured alternative to FPP. In $e face of such apparent determination a final

rebrendum was scheduled to be held atthe next elec{ion h decide once and for all the shape of

New Zealand's political landscape for the foreseeable fufure. Thus, New Zealand held in 1993 a

national referendum which saw the acceptance of a proportional representation electoral system

to be used for the first time in the October 1996 national election. The Mixed Member

Proportional (MMP) system gives electors two votes- a party vote which they cast for their

prefened party, and an electorate vote that may be cast for their prefened local candidate. Voters

may or may choose to cast their electorate vote for a candidate fiom $eir preferred party

allowing the possibility of split-ticket voting, in which they may cast an electorate vote for a

candidate fiom a party o$er than the one for which $ey have cast their party vote. Effectively

New Zealanders can cast two votes under different local and national electoral systems- their

local candidate is decided as before using simple plurality ($e local candidate with the greater

percentage of the electorate vote becomes MP for that electorate), while each party wins a

proportion of parliamentary seaG commensurate wiilt fieir proportion of the national party vote.

Depending on their slice of the party vote each party has $eir number of seab topped up to

ensure they npet the national vote. Under MMP the number of electorates was cut from 100 to

65, with a further 55 listseats allocated to parties to bring their proportion of parliamentary seats

into line with heir proportion of the national vote. lmportandy, MMP ofrers any party that achieves

a minimum of five percent of the national vote, or wins one electorate seat, a level of

parliamentary represenbtion reffecting their share of he nation wide vote. Though the role of

government has faditionally been held by either the National party (conservative) or $e New

Zealand Labour party (socialisUliberal), no party cunenily has more ftan 40% of the popular vote.

MMP was designed h usher in a new era of coalition government.

THE RUN.UP TO THE 1996 ELECTION

With the adoption of MMP promising h present minor parlies wih a greater slice of the polfical

pie the incentives fur new parties were great. The mood of change was seized upon by a number

of MPs who for various reasons were unsatsfied with fieir membership in established parties. As

a result of he re'drding of electorate boundaries (to reduce the nationwide number fiom 99 to



60) a number of sitting MPs found themselves in a selection baftle with other members of their

own party. For example, the affable Clive Matthewson bund his electorate subsumed by the

neighbouring electorate of Labour party finance spokesman Michael Cullen. What ever other

motivation there may have been, seven politicians fiom both sides of the house (including

Matthewson as leader) came togefier and established fie cenfist pa$ United New Zealand.

From absolute obscurity United becarne the third largest party in Parliament. United and National

entered into formal coalition and gave New Zealand an indication of what political life under MMP

might look like.

At the same time a number of other MPs estabfished the National splinter party Rightof-Cenfe

(ROC) which was as tagically short-lived as ib name, changing to the Conservaiive Party before

disappearing ofi the political map afier fie election. National MP Graerne Lee formed the

Christian Democrats and formed an alliance wift Christian Heritage, which had already

competed in a number of elections.

New parties need not spring up fom within Parliament alone. A number of other interest groups

threw their hats into fie ring, including a LazarusJike return by Roger Douglas in the guise of the

Association of Consumers and Taxpayers (ACT, though the party was denounced by David

Lange as he Association of consurners and tax avoiders). Originally presented as a business-

oriented lobby group ACT quickly concluded fiat polilical influence would only be gained if they

becarne a brmal political party. Wih a thin veneer of social justice rhetoric over right wing

economics (presented as fte logicalconclusion of he 1984 Labour'Rogernomics'agenda) ACT

proved immediately popular with Business Roundtable types. lt was decided that as $e architect

of Rogernomics (tre tite given to the programme of privatisation initiated by the 1984 Labour

government), Roger Douglas was not $e best leader for the fledgling party. Instead fie bahn

was handed to hea&Rogemome, Richard Prebble, who had been he Minister br State Owned

Enterprise under Labour prime ministers Lange, Palmer, and Moore. With fie anival of ACT,

National fnally had a potential ally to balance the presence of the Alliance on the o$er side of the

political divide.
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TTIE PRE.ELECTION BIG PICTURE

This period of political instrability saw a flurry of aclivity, marked by the birth of six splinter parties

whose members defected from the established parties, as well as a rapid increase in paffes

based on interest groups. At the time of the 1996 eleclion New Zealand had 27 registered

political parties, only six of which by pr+eleclion polls would satisfy the criteria for parliamentary

representation. This contrasts with the long period of electoral stability prior to recent changes,

when the role of longterm identification with the two major parties occupied a pivotal role in

explanations of New Zealand voting behaviour (see Lamare, 1992).

As the number of parties has increased, so too has the overlap between their political plafforms

and intended constituencies. The resuh is a divided left-wing in which the faditional Labour party

vies for the same slice of the vote as $e six-year old Alliance, while he cenfe-right continues to

be dominated by the National party and its allies, specifically United New Zealand. While United

was formally co-allied witr National, the Conservative Party, fie Christian Coalition, and ACT

were allpreparing to join the party.

New Zealand First claimed a centist position but this appeared to be an over-simplification.

Winston Peters campaigned on generalities, not specifics, meaning no in-depth analysis of policy

was possible. Their support was clearer however, split between a sizeable contingent of elderly

(taditional National voters, but now Peters' most enduring supporters) and Maori (taditionally a

sfonger Labour constituency). For $is reason New Zealand First probably was not a tue cenfe

parg (unlike United, drawing as it did MPs fom both sides of $e house) but the traditional

ideological positioning of fieir support averaged outh somewhere near the cenfe.

At the time of the first survey in fiis project, National was $e most prefened party, followed by

the Alliance who appeared on fmk h usurp the position of Labour as THE party of the left.

Labour had plunged to an all-tinp low with less than 2070 support, bllowed by New Zealand First

at less than 100/0, The implications of tris period of change for he study of political behaviour

have both positive and negative sides: While giving an unparalleled opportunrty to make a

psychological study at a time of ternendous change it also makes it difficult to anticipate changes

during the course of a programrne of research. The need to accommodate to rapid changes in



the electoral climate necessitated considerable flexibility in the course of the research

programme, sometimes dictating $at survey items be redesigned to address changes in

topicality and popularity.

Perhaps the greatest anticipated change was expected to result ftom the increase in choices at

the ballot box. By he time of the election the names of 27 parties appeared on the ballot paper,

with the majority having sprung up within the last couple of years. New Zealanders, used to at

most ftree realistic alternatives were suddenly spoiled for choice. This increase was reflected by

a dramatc increase in the amount 0f eleclioneering material being thrust at the public. Not least

of these were newspaper and television campaigns aimed at facilitating he puHic understanding

of the new electoral system. There was great concern leading into the election with some polls

suggesting fiat as few as thirty percent 0f the voting population actually understood the

intricacies of the two vote system.

THE 1996 NEWZEALA}ID GENERAL ELECTIO}I

At fte time this project began National was the polling consistenfly as fie most popular party,

followed by $e Alliance, Labour and finally New Zealand First. Had the election results minored

these early opinion poll results (a year before the election) it was unclear whether the new

electoral term would see Nalional governing alone or a coalilion of Alliance-Labour-New Zealand

First.

lf a week is a long time in politics, then in the volatile situation that was New Zealand approaching

the first MMP election, a year can be a yawning chasm br the aspirations of political hopefuls.

One of fte most significant evenb of tris period occuned witt litfle advance attention when

Wnston Peters, leader of New Zealand First gave a speech in the Elim Christian Hall to an

elderly audience, in trc cente of $e Asian populalion in Auckland. ln the speech Peters was

critical of the Nalional Government immigralion policy, claiming fiat it was too easy for economic

predators t0 enter New Zealand, placing pressure on the New Zealand economy and generally

leading to the end of New Zealand as we know it. Peters decried National policy that'sees rows

of ostentatious homes in this very suburb, occupied in some cases by children whose parents

have no ties to tris counfy ofier than he price they paid for the house, and who prefer t0 remain



outside its shores.'(quoted in Miller, 1997b, p.f 70). Miller (1997b) comments that Peters'Maori

ethnicity made him a diffcult target for accusations of racism (though he was roundly attacked by

other politicians).

The efiect was dramatic. By the end of April 1996, two months after fie speech, New Zealand

First leapffogged boflr Labour and fte Alliance to be second only to National in the polls. The rise

of New Zealand First came primarily at the expense of the Alliance who found themselves at the

rear of fie electoral field, at one point sinking to 60lo in one poll. National's lead was eroded and

Labour sunk to heir lowest mark in history.

By the time of the election it was clear that things had changed once more. New Zealand First

had faffen trom 28o/o at the end of April to around 15% (atfibuted to their equivocation over

whether fiey would negotiate with National after the election), Labour had survived a leadership

challenge and emerged sfongly to tail National, while National and the Alliance continued to

suffer as parb of their constituencies (fie elderly from National, Maori and low income fiom

Alliance) conlinued to frirt with New Zealand First. National contnued to maintain they could

govern alone, particularly in $e face of popular disapproval at the prospect of a National-Act-

Christian Coalition merger (Dubbed fie Toxic Trio' by United). Act had benefited ftom an

apparent bebayal of their electorate candidate, Mark Thomas, by Prime Minister Jim Bolger

declaring on television hat Act would probably win the seat of Wellington Cenfal, thus ensuring

their presence in Parliament (See Gustaifton, 1997; Jesson, 1997;Miller, 1997; and Sfeet, 1997

for more detailed accounb of the progress of each pafi into the election).

Whatever the exact percentages, by the tirne of the first MMP election it was widely expected that

the next New Zealand Covernnpnt would be dominated by he political |eft...
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THE ELECNON RESULT

Table 3.1

Results of fte 1996 New Zealand MMP Election

Party

o/o o/o

Elestorde Electorate Party Ust
Votes $eats Votes Seds

o/o

Total
Seats

Total
Seats

Nadonal

Labour

NZ First

Alliance

ACT

United

Ghr. Coalition

ALCP

Ohers

33.9

31.1

13.5

11 .3

3.8

2.1

1.6

0.2

2.5

33.8

28.2

13.4

10.1

6.1

0.9

4,3

1.7

1.5

14

11

11

12

7

0

0

0

0

M

37

17

13

I
1

0

0

0

36.7

30.8

14.2

10.8

6.7

0.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

30

26

6

1

1

1

0

0

0

(Figures taken from Levine & Roberts (1997), table 1,p.2281

Table 3.1 above reports the resulb of New Zealand's first MMP election. Of the 27 parties

contesting the election only six won parliamentary seats. Of the 120 seat parliament, National

won 44, Labour 37, New Zealand First 17, the Alliance 13, Act I, and United 1. No party had

sufficient numbers to govern alone and it carne down to New Zealand First as power broker to

decide with whom b ally. Either combination of National - New Zealand First or Labour - New

Zealand First would hold a majority of seab and form a Governrnent.

There ensued almost two monhs of unceftainty as New Zealand First conducted c-oalition

negoliations with both Labour and National before deciding which party to side with either in

brmal coalilion or in a minority governmentcapacity.

We expected that one of the resulb of this widening panorama of political choice would be a

public experiencing increasing difficulty in understanding the political sphere (and their place in it)

in faditional terms. For example, consider those rnodels of voting behaviour sfessing the
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stengh of long term political affiliations- how would such approaches accommodate those voters

intending to vote for a party that didn't even exist before the previous election? Before presenting

the research programme there follows a summary of those investigations canied out in New

Zealand to date.

VOTING BEHAVIOUR RESEARCH IN NEW ZEALAND POLITICAL
SGIENCE

For a number of reasons New Zealand represenb an ideal place in which to consider the

proc€sses underlying political behaviour. Firsty the people of New Zealand have undergone a

period of electoral and social change that presenb fie opportunity to examine the dynamics of

such change. Secondly, compared to the United States and Britain, New Zealand is a small

counfy in terms of population. This is reflected in the smaller number of electorates meaning that

a sample hat in the US might be representative of only a single electorate can be the same size

as a sample that is representative of New Zealand as a whole - if the funding can be found.

Herein lies the problem - he resources have been (until relatively recenfly) unaffiainable. This is,

in part, due to the small size of fie academic community interested in politics and political

change. As a result of the chronic lack of resources invesligators have been (till recenty) unable

to develop an ongoing research program allowing fie sorts of over-time comparisons that can be

made in he US or Europe.

"No overall model of New Zealand voting behaviour has been proffered, let alone

competng rnodels. Rafter fian pursue a concern for fieorising or modelling, most

researchers have focused on the more immediate obiective of seeking to explain an

eleclion outcorne, wih rebrence to he partisanship of respondenb and the current

salient short-term issue and leadership efiecb. Beyond fiis general psephological

purpose, he particular interesb of individual researchers, even where hey overlap,

tend to be complementary rdrer fian competing or conflictual. This again reflects

above all$e relative fteoretcal innocence of research into |,lew Zealand electoral

behaviour, theory being he purveyor of debate." (Aimer & McAllister, 1992, p.l78-

179).
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'unfortunately, the cost of getting substantive resulb usually leaves litUe or no money for

mefiodological experimentation.' (Aimer & McAllister, 1992, p.179). The paucig of systernatic

theory-based research and debate has meant that New Zealand political science has come to be

characterised by pragmatism, with an enthusiaslic but relatively small research community.

The NZES is the greatest attemptto provide New Zealand political researchers with large-sarnple

data on polilically important variables. Each election year since 1987 more than 1000 voters have

provided fieir responses standard, as well as topical, political questions. Since 1993 the NZES

has added an exta dinnnsion ftrough surveying of 'elites' direc{y involved in politics. The 1993

sample consisted of 693 parliamentary candidates and political party delegates, who received a

slighty reduced version of the main-sample survey. This has allowed extensive comparison to be

drawn between the views of voters and elites. While a number of theoretically important issues

have continued to receive dention firoughout he survey span, there has also been atention

devoted to topically important issues. For example, Vote/s Vengeance (Vowles & Aimer, 1993)

summarises findings fom 1984 to 1990 and pays parlicular attenlion to the rise of new parties

(the Greens and NewLabour). The rise in popularity of the Greens has been linked to fie growing

(worldwide) endorsement of postmaterial values (those values $at fanscend immediate physical

conc,erns like economic viability and security), and the 1990 NZES tapped this important

consfuct. The results indicate that there is something of a cohort efiect in the endorsement of

postnaterialism with those born between 1945 and 1955 containing the highest proportion of

postmaterialists, with those born subsequenfly almost as high. Regression analysis of a rneasure

of commitnent to fie environmentalist position onto demographic and attitudinal variables,

postnaterialism was the single sfongest predictor of a pro+nvhonmental position. Additionally

here was a clear association between postnaterialism and support for $e Greens, with almost

one fiird of those voting for $em being classified as postnateriali$ (twice as high a proportion

han supporters of fie oher parties).

One of the themes running ftrough fte NZES reports concerns the investigation of possible

dimensions of political perception. Posfrnaterialism figures as one possible dimension in a

number of analyses over time, with authoritarianism suggested as a second (Vowles et al, 1995).

These findings are particularly relevant to the studies in chapter six, and are presented in more
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detail where appropriate.

The NewZealand Election Study (NZES)

The three volumes summarising the findings of this research programme have built up a rich

database of information based on responses fiom more than 2000 electors, and more than 1000

'elite' party members (eg. party delegates fiom the major parties). In these surveys particular

attention has been paid to the stucturalfactors influencing political behaviour, issues and voting,

electoral participation and volatility, in fact there is now evidence comparable to pretty much any

mainsfeam political science endeavour overseas. At the same time the programme has retained

a focus on tre particular issues fiat are of particular interest in a New Zealand context; for

example environmental politics and the impact of new parties and the new electoral system.

Of particular relevance to this thesis has been fie investigation of values and dimensions of

public opinion in New Zealand. Both the 1990 and 1993 NZES survey included inventories

allowing classification of the respondents as possessing a materialist or postnaterialist value

orientation (lnglehart, 1990). The postmaterialism consfuct has been most sfongly championed

by Inglehart (1990) and is intended as an indication of the extent to which people's value

priorities reflect a desire for tanscendence of materialist concerns. For example, postnaterialists

are expected to value freedom of speech and attachment to fte democratic ideal, while in

confast materialists are expected to value economic improvernent and the maintenance of social

order. Ingleharfs own research has focussed on the finding that over the last 20 years

endorsement of postnaterialist ideals have becorne increasingly popular, arguably reflecting

increasing indusfialisation and the progress trat has accompanied it. Put simply, people whose

immediate concern for satisfaciion of physical needs has been rnet are turning their dention to

things hat tanscend fiese more imnediate physical concerns.
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VOTING BEHAVIOUR RESEARCH IN NEW ZEALAND
PSYCHOLOGY

Forgas' (Forgas, Kagan, & Frey, 1977; Forgas, Laszlo, Siklaki, & Moylan, 1995) repeated

exhortation that the 'study of the causes and processes underlying political behaviour is one of

the fundamental issues in social psychologt' (Forgas et al, 1995, p.19) has been largely

unaddressed by psychologisb in New Zealand. A recent review of political psychology in New

Zealand illustated similar problems to those facing political scientists. That is, the lack of

resourcing is reflected in he unsystematic body of research that has accrued. lronically fie

greater partof this work has been conducted by political scientisb interested in psychology rather

than psychologists interested in politics (with some notable exceptions). Indeed, there have to

date been few forays into the fundarnental area of voting behaviour fom the psychological

quarter with the majority of studies bcusing on attitude sfuctures (Chignell & Stacey, 1980),

specific issues (for example aftitudes towards the New Zealand nuclear position, eg. Taylor,

1988), or alternatively reporting psychometic evaluations of politically relevant personality

consfucts (eg. Jamieson (1978) on conservatism). In short there has been litfle attention paid to

the psychological study of political behaviour.

While New Zealand politics research has made use of the theoretical faditions detailed

previously there has been, to date, no exploralions of the symbolic politcs fiesis. To rectify this

oversight it is one of the aims of this work to examine New Zealand political behaviour within a

social psychological famework ftat is intended to accommodate fie cunent shortcomings of the

theory of symbolic politics while synthesising pertinent aspecb of the other tadfional

approaches.

It is no surprise that this shift towards posfnaterialism has been argued as one explanation for

fie inoeasing popularig of environmental politics, an issue hat has been relevant to New

Zealand.
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CHAPTER FOUR

SYMBOLIC POLITICS AND SOCIAL REPRESENTATIONS THEORY:
TOWARDS A RESOLUTION AND SYNTHESIS

The various confadictions and inconsistencies presented by the different approaches to voting

behaviour amounts to a sizeable problem- rational choice theories can account for a range of

nanowly defined phenomena but not others, party identification theses are decreasing in

predictive power as the electorate becomes more volatile, while symbolic politics presents a

plausible, and to me, intuitively satisfactory alternative which in practice is diffcutt to decisively

separate from a rationality-based process. How then can this impasse be prevented?

Clearly the different approaches ouflined, while purporting h ofier explanatory farneworks for the

totality of political behaviour, in reality are most successful when applied to limited instances or

behaviours. For example, while he Michigan perspeclive allows the predic{ion of voting

behaviour for a majority of the electorate it does not satisfactorily account for ftose voters whose

vote is incongruent with their party identification, or more importanty that part of the electorate

whose party identification is volatile. The behaviour of these individuals may be beter described

ftom a rational choice perspective in which preference at time A compared to time B might vary

according to changes in rational utility associated wifrr the parties concerned. Of course this

perspec{ive needs to be able to accommodate voter stability refrecting a long standing party

commitnent witrout negating fie assumptions upon which the fiamework resb. Alternatively a

symbolic polilics approach, as sonnthing of an extension of the Michigan model, holds that

polilical behaviour reflecb core values fie origins of which are located in fie social conted in

which the voter exisb. As a perspeclive that has developed as a reaction to the growing

populanty of rational choice theories he symbolic polilics thesis has proven successful at

highlighting he flarvs of the rational choice approach while failing to esbblish he symbolic

politics model itself as a distincl or superior alternative. Some of he stenghs of fie Michigan

model are shared with the sociologically derived approaches exemplified by fie Columbia school.

For exanple, any explanation of voting behaviour based on objective group memberships (for

example; gender, age, social class, organisational affiliation, etc) has fie advantage of simplifying

fte causal relationships involved. That is to say, while age may conceivably influence vote
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preference, there is no way that the reverse can be tue (Hanop & Miller, 1987). Unfortunately

sorne of the same criticisms may be applied as well, witr voter volatility occuning at a greater

rate than can be atbibuted to changes in group memberships. Taken to an exfeme fte

sociological reliance on aggregate analysis exemplified by Dunleavy and Husbands (1985)

comes atthe expense of the role of the individual as illusfated by their dismissalof afiitudes, and

social influence (however defined) as unimportant parb of $e voling process.

SUirilARY: DOING POLITICS...

It should be clear fiom the perspec{ives detailed previously that there is considerable variation In

fie way in which political behaviour is conceptualised. Firsty, the sociologicalperspective places

emphasis on the social and group context in which political behaviour occurs. ln its sfongest

form fiis argument is open to the criticism of determinism at fte expense of the individual's role.

Secondly, the Michigan perspective focuses on the individual voter and the long term ffiliation

witr political parties leading to a view of he voter as an impoverished cognitive miser. Thirdly,

rational choice fteorises $e role of individual level utility maximisation as the determinant of

votership while being unable to account for the fact that people vote at all. Finally, the symbolic

politics perspective presenb a picture of people cast afloat on the tide of emotion, reacling at a

gut level to the abstact elemenb of the issue at hand. Clearly there are both commonalities and

confadictions in these different approaches to explaining why we vote the way we do...

The problem hen, is to articulate a framework for explaining voting behaviour which takes into

account the important aspecb of the rnore taditional models already detailed. The framework

presented in his thesis is $erefore somehing of a synhesis of hese major approaches but

conceived fiom a sfongly social psychological perspeclive in which $e interdependence of the

individual and their social mntext is considered.

The picture I wish to develop is one in which the ultimate voting decision falls h the individual

voter, but which is an ongoing part of a multi-debrmined prccess in which people 'do politics' as it

were. Far fom being divorced from be business of everyday life the stuff of politics is interturined

ineducibly with $e stuff of working, talking, leisure, etc in such a way that our social actions and

environmenb consfuct and constain the ways we think about politics. This difbrs from fie view



held by Lazarsfeld et al (1948), and McPhee(with Smith & Ferguson, 1963) which assumes

active persuasion in interpersonal dealings direcfly concerning politics influences the preferences

of the persuaded by the persuader. Rather, the process of social communication be it face to

face or via media such as newspapers, TV, radio, organisational communication etc serue to

provide (as well as restict) one's access to information that relates direcfly and indirecfly to

political goingson. In this way what is not said is of equal importance to what is said in

contibuting to the information upon which politicalprebrence ultimately rests.

For example, one can conceive of any number of highly homogeneous environmenb (for

example union meetings, shop floors, afruent and not so affluent neighbourhoods, etc) in which

views are presented which are congruent wifr, and serve to reinbrce, those of others in the

same environrnent. In such an instance one need not explicity state ones political preference- it

is eitfrer assumed or alternatively infened fiom ofier peripheral cues (preference for Dan Rather

or Peter Jennings, views on race and other social issues, state television, tax rates, pay equity,

etc). These tidbits form fie cognitive sfuctures fom which social and political behaviour arise.

SYMBOLS and SOGIAL REPRESENTATIONS:

A link has been drarn between political symbols and social cognition by Verkuyten (1995).

Drawing upon Social Representations theoryl (SRT; Moscovici, 1972) Verkuyten argues $at

political symbols may form part of, or are fiemselves social representations, which are

knowledge stuctures the genesis and communication of which o@urs through social interaction.

Social representalions have been compared b the concept of social schemata more typically

associated with the Norft American social psychological tadition but witr the primary emphasis

falling on the social and communicative ndure of $e knowledge sfuctures concerned

(Augoustinos & Innes, 1990). Bebre elaborating on the argument presented by Verkuyten there

bllows a brief explanation of SRT.

NOTE 1: The majodty of tre research on social rcpresentations theory is publisled in he French and German

languages. The interpretation presented here is based primafily on the available English language literalure,

srpplemented wtrere possible with French languqe material arailabb in New Zealand.
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SOCIAL REPRESENTANONS THEORY:

McGuire (1986) has referred to Social Representation Theory (SRT) as an example of a

'distinctively European social psychology' (p.97). The particular dm of SRT (Augoustinos &

Walker, 1995) is to return to pre-eminence the role of collective level concepts such as ideology

and cuhture in individual level cognition. Psychological functioning is conceived as being

mediated and influenced by the membership or belongingness of the individual to various

collec'tivities. Belongingness brings with it communication, experiences and epistemologies which

are shared by the nrembers of the collective. For this reason individual psychological processes

can only be consi&red in $e contextof their socialand culturallocation.

Researchers in the SRT tadition have argued br a dialectical relationship between individual

and society, such fiat the individual is at turns fte product of society through societal norms,

conventions, and values, as well as a dynamic parlicipant in oeating societal change, While the

intellectual ancesfy of SRT includes such influential fiinkers as Levy-Bruhl and Piaget

(Augoustnos & Walker, 1995) he concept of social representalions can be seen as the

contemporary ofispring of $e Durkhiemian notion of 'representations collective'. For the theory's

original proponent, Serge Moscovici, social representations are:

"Systems of values, ideas, and practices wift a twobld function: first to establish an

order which will enaUe individuals to orient themselves in and master their material

world, and second, to facilitate communicalion among rnembers of a community by

providing them with a code for naming and classifying the various aspecb of their

world and fteir individual and group history.' (Moscovici, 1973, p. xiii)

In terms of content then, social representations form the common stock of knowledge that we as

members of different groups share. 'consensual universes" (Augoustinos & Walker, 1995) which

are social in origin and propagation. lt is fianks to these shared theories about how fiings work

fiatwe are aHe to communicate with one another (wifi varying degrees of success).

Representations vary in terms of how widespread they are, fom hegernonic representations

common to he majority of members of whole societies or cultures, to representations shared only

by certain suFgroups. For example the Western democratic ideal might be a hegemonic



representation while the belief in crealionism is a polemical representation held consensually by

(large) sufuroups of the population (one need only experience the creationism-Daruvin debate

briefly to appreciate frre importance of confasting polemical representations for defining different

groups!).

While the common content of group wide social representations facilitates successful

communication, it also serves to set the boundaries of social identity (Verkuyten, 1995). Social

groups become established firough common experience, and come to difiereniiate themselves

from other groups within society through the commonalities or othenrrise in thatexperience.

SOCIAL REPRESENTANONS AS BOTH COIIITENT AND PROCESS

While $e term 'social representation' refers to the content of social life, it also refers to the

process of creation and fansmission of social knowledge. The confusion over this dualism has

proven a point of contention for defactors of SRT, as well as widespread misunderstanding. The

problem arises in part as a problem of fanslation. An accurate fanslation of the process involved

ftom he French into English would be the solecism 'social representing', so the term 'social

representation' has come to be used to refer to both the content and process aspects of the

theory (Uoyd & Duveen, 1989).

Moscovici (1972) explicity rejects the distinctjon between content and process that is cenfal to

mainsfeam social cognilion research. This distinction is reiected according h he argument that

content of any knowledge sfucture consfains the process of encryption and retieval. Semin

(1995) explains fiis point by asking $e question Think about a person born on October 25!'

(Semin, 1995, p.603). Semin claims $at no content-ftee process can specify the complex

representational process involved when sorneone familiar with asfology is able, with fieir lay-

knowledge of Taureans to provide a list of descriptors, while fie asfologically-challenged will be

unable to answer he request in meaningful way. While his is a contived example (and

unrepresentative of the diverse mgnitive tasks conftonting us at all times) it does provide an

illusfation at he very least of one example in which it is difficult to disentangle process and

content.
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From an analytic perspective, the social representation literature has made use of a great variety

of different data collection stategies and statistical techniques. While a number of researchers

have made use of laboratory and experimental data collection the greater part of the literature

has focused on field studies of socially occuning phenomena, commonly comparing the social

representational process across difierent groups. The request might just as easily be Think

about a person who votes Republican!"- the cognitive processes evoked will be direcdy

dependent on the possession of representational content.

For example, the originalwork by Moscovici (1961/1976) examined the way in which the nanow

concepts of psychoanalysis came into common usage through their use in popular and targeted

media. Moscovici argued that psychoanalytic concepb were first interpreted in terms of other

already available concepb before themselves being subsumed into the body of common sense

knowledge before in turn coming to be used explain other novel ideas. Moscovici identified two

processes in operation in this fansition: Anchoring and objectification. Anchoring refers to the

process by which novel (and potentially threatening) ideas are dassified and assimilated through

comparison with cunent cultural knowledge. Objectfication occurs when novel concepB have

been completely assimilated, existing independent of $e original assimilation process, and are

themselves available for anchoring future new ideas.

ln one of fte bw applications of SRT to political phenomena, Di Giacomo (1980) compared the

social representations of a protest movement held by movernent activists and students (who the

movement had sought to mobilise). Di Giacomo derived the representations held by the groups

by asking participants to make word associalions with target words that were cenfal to he

protest debate. The responses were analysed via cluster analysis and multidimensional scaling

and compared across the groups. Di Giacomo found fiat he representations difiered in terms of

the inter-relalionships between he elemenb compilsing hem. For example, he cenfal concept

of 'workers' was judged by student participants to be setf+eferentially incongruent. Conversely,

'execulives' (the scapegoat of he protest organisation) was judged as more congruent with

'sfudents'. Di Giacomo argued hatthese sorts of incongruencies were the reason hat the protest

npvement had been unable to mobilise $e student body in their favour.
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Criticisms of Social Representations Theory

While researchers have endorsed the flexibility and broad scope of Social Representations

Theory it has not been without ifs defactors. The theory and its application have been criticised

on a number of grounds, notably on the potentially circular nature of group definitions,

appropriate definitions of consensus, and the extentto which the theory is open to mis-use. I shall

address each In turn (see Parker, 1987; Potter & Litton, 1985; Potter & Wetherell, 1987).

A cental theme of Social Representations Theory focuses on the role of representations in

defining he boundaries and content of groups. This has encouraged investigation of difierent

groups' representations to determine fte role of those representations in group difierentiation.

While this is apparenty sfaight fonrard Potter and colleagues (Potter & Litton, 1985; Potter &

Wetherell, 1987) have pointed out that there are a number of assumptions that need to be

acknowledged. For example, group membership has fequenfly been determined independenty

of he salience of fiose group memberships to fie actual members. ln reality group members

may not identity themselves in the sanp group as researchers would, and may not subscribe to

the sorts of labels that researchers may identify them with. For example, Di Giacamo (1980)

investigated differences in the representations of a protest movernent held by students and

student radicals. Potter and colleagues argue $atthis may be a mis-representation of the way in

which members of $e investigated groups view fiemselves, in efiect, frre 'group' is not just a

topic for analysis but also an analytic resource. Secondly, the way in which groups are used may

lead to circularity. That is h say it is problematic for he researcher to identify difierent people as

rrembers of different groups, identify the differences and similarities in representations across

groups, and fien determine that any difierences fuund are the reason for difierent group

memberships. In efiect we are claiming that he representations bund give rise to the groups we

selected at the start. While fiis sort of criticism might apply to sonp of the research conducted

under the umhella of Social Representalions Theory it is simple h avoid. For example,

Scarhough (1984) presenB an investigation of $e role of ideology in political prehrence. Rather

han looking at groups (eg. Labour versus Conservative voters) she first identifies clusters of

attitudinal similarity in $e sample (cdegorising people in terms of similar attludes on important

issues) and only then cross-tabulates these groups by attitudinal similarity against political

preftrence to show hat fiere are in&ed important relationships. In fte case of this $esis the

mdn group identities are well constituted in everyday discourse, and all participanb are self-
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identified members of the target groups.

Secondly, it is argued that there should be general consensus in representational content within

groups. The problem arises in defining an a level of 'mnsensus' necessary for something to be

satisfactorily considered a group representation, ln practice Poter and Litton (1985) criticise

several studies for frreir use of statistical aggregation which may homogenise possible infa

group difierences. In the analyses presented in this thesis efiofu are made to avoid fie over-use

of aggregational mefiods that ignore diversity wihin and between groups. For example, a

number of studies utilise descriptive analyses that show simply that certain representational

content is more common to one group than another (eg. conespondence analysis). Similarly, the

thesis uses Multiple Discriminant Analysis to determine what characteristics distinguish between

rnembers of difierent groups. While fiis statistic is based on computation of linear combinations

of variables that maximally differentiate between groups it also allows for estimation of fie extent

to which group rnembers are conecdy classified into fieir groups. This is important because it

means that some estimate of the extent to which not only linear combinations of variables

difierentiate between groups, but also how well the functions obtained may be used to

successfully categorise participants. Similady, where appropriate use is made not only of

analyses that test tre level of agreernent or disagreerngnt between groups but also he extent of

variance within group responses (for example, two groups may have exrcdy the same mean on

an afiitudinal variable but one group may have much greater within-group variance, indicating

thatSre other group holds a more consensualposition on $e variaUe).

Finally (br the purposes of fiis overview) while proponenb of the fieory argue it is the best

attempt at reintoducing fre 'social'to social psychology, here have been concerns voiced hat

this is not in fact the case, and even if it is the fieory is open to mis-use (eg. Parker, 1987).

Parker (19S7) identifies a tend in social psychology of the use of sociological theory to paper

over he craks caused by positivism and individualism ftat have characterised psychology ftom

ib inception as an experimental science. Parker (1987) argues hat while Moscovici is to be

lauded for utilising Durkheim's dualism of colleclive and individual representations, tte heory that

is based on this dualism is rendered ultimately individualistic in nature by the conceptualisalion of

representations as cognitive sfuctures residing in fte mind of fie individual. I shall not atemptto

present a resolulion of this possibility but rather refer back to he position assumed by Hewstone



et al (1982) that social representations are disfibuted systems of belief that represent'bridges"

(p.242) between the realities of the social and the individual.

VERKUYTEN (l 995): POLITICAL SYMBOLS AS SOC|AL REPRESEI{TATIONS

According to Verkuyten the majoilty of polilical symbols may be part of $e family of

representations described by Moscovici (1988) as 'polemical' representations. Polemical

representations are those representations which hold social relevant (and therefore potentially

divisive) content. Social identity develops out of these polemical representations (Wagner, 1994;

Verkuyten, 1995). In the context of political life it is difierences in political representations that

distinguishes a Republican fom a democrat (representational differences underlie identification).

In this way, starling with representational content fiat develops through early social interaction

potential voters develop social representations of the political world (which is a suF

representation of all social knowledge). Subsequent information is interpreted in relation to these

representations fiom which political prebrence ultimately arises. The relationship must be

reciprocal such $at preference influences he development of these representations as well as

being shaped by fiem.

Verkuyten uses $e American flag as an example of a political symbol, refening to the US

supreme court decision fiat fie burning of the flag should not be legally punishable because to

do so would be a violation of fie values for which the American flag is symbolic- fieedom of

speech and action. For Verkuyten tre complex social representation of the flag and he broader

representations of which il is ibelf a part have at fieir core fundamental social and faditional

values. Therefure to experience $e symbolic form is to partcipde psychologically in he

symbolic contenL in this case the flag and the many value $at it entails.

Clearly tre American flag is a potent symbol wih a long and valueladen history but any number

of indigenous examples may come to mind. When tre New Zealand syndicate Blac* Magic won

fre America s Cup fiom fie San Diego yacht club in 1996 the cup was described as representing

the fiumph of the small Soutr Pacific nation over an American giant, an embodiment of the Kiwi

spirit. In short, he cup symbolised aspecb of he national ident'ty. Similarly, when he Cup was

attacked and damaged in March 1997 the assailant was reported as saying (through his laryer)

trat tre Cup symbolised eveffiing he despised. A sporting tophy had become a political



symbol. lt is clear that the behaviour of the assailant towards this particular symbol was

immediately related to the content that symbol held for him, content that was not manifesfly

obvious to a great number of people.

Qne can hypothesise that for this individual the Cup is part of a broader representation (in this

case concerning social/racial relations in New Zealand). While it is unlikely that the Cup

symbolises the same trings for everyone, it has been widely reported in press coverage of ttis

case that the individual concerned is a nrember of an organisation that has dedicated ibelf to the

liberation of frreir people, and has chosen as their rnefiod fie desfuction of similar cultural icons.

In fact, it is the very fact that this representalion is nof shared hat gives the act ib power.

Though the above examples are a good illusfation of this cenfal thesis it is not just physical

objecb (like tre flag or tre America's Cup) that can hold symbolic meaning. According to Sears

social groups can evoke symbolic predispositions (for example national pride) in a similar

manner to more concrete political objecs (Sears, 1993). Group symbols like ?hites", the poot",

or "tories" are evoke emotion in just the same way as more tangiUe symbols such as the Union

Flag, or the America's Cup. ln tris way he symbols associated wifft political parties fiemsdves

should play a significant (and hitherto uninvestigded) role in the favourability of hose parties. lt is

these more general objects that will be the analytic focus of ftis work for $e simple reason that it

is these political parties fiat are endorsed in the voting process. This does not mean that, for

example, atttudes on political issues are not important antecedents of the voting act, rafier

stands on political issues are an important part of fie representations of political parties and

political matters in general.

POLffiCAL SYIIBOLS AS SOCIAL REPRESENTATIONS: ADVANTAG ES

Interpretalion of political symbols in terms of social representalions facilitates the symbolic politics

thesis in a number of ways. 0n tre one hand, according to Sears different symbols may hold

difierent meanings br different people evoking difierent reactions. For he symbolic politics hesis

this presenb a problem at the empirical and theoretical level- Sears has avoided direct

investigation of symbolic content while assuming there is such content that relates to individual

pr+dispositions. 0n the other hand SRT takes this sort of problem to be a group level
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phenomenon- with individual differences in representational content reflecting and defining group

memberships. From this perspective Polemical representations are representations which differ

across subgroups of a population such that there will be a general infa-group consensus as to

the content of groupdefining representations, while there will be inter-group difierences in

representationalcontent. Thus political symbols as social representations would be expected to

be difierentially relevant to individuals as members of difierent groups.

A related advantage concerns the problem of the level of theoretical articulation of symbolic

politics. Doise (1984) has argued ftat SRT presenb a framework in which the different levels of

theoretical articulation may be bridged. Citing Moscovici's desire that the study of social

representations would serve to 'define an o$ect of social psychology which is pertinent both to

the individual level and to the collec{ive level and of which fie content has a clear social value."

(Moscovici, 1979, p.4, cited in Doise, 19M). SRT has been enfiusiastically adopted by European

social scientists as an alternative to the North American social psychologicalfadition because of

the greater emphasis on fie social context in which social thought and behaviour occur. For

example, the work of Hewstone, Jaspars, and Lalljee (1982) has been lauded as an example of

cross level influence in illusfating the relationship between social representalions, intergroup

atfribution, and social identig processes in pupils from different schools with difierent social

statrs. Hewstone et al (1982)elicited cross-group and inta-group representations using an open

ended story format, connec{ing the representational content with patterns of intergroup

athibution.

Unlike tre symbolic politics thesis as ouflined by Sears (1986; 1993) the adoption of SRT as an

explanatory ftamework allows us to rmve 'doing politics' into fie realm of general social

behaviour. While Sears has presented symbolic politics as a process specific to political

behaviour, political lib is simply anoher part of social life according b SRT. Thus doing politics

becomes part of everyday $ought even for those who disavow interest in political matters. Billig

(1991) has soughtto highlightthe rhetorical nature of everyday thought, and has extended that to

the study of social representations. Billig (1989, 1991) has argued that the investigation of social

representations needs to acknowledge fie rhetorical and argumentative nature of thinking. From

this perspective fie giving of opinions (as mediated by the appropriate social representations) is

not a neufal retelling of an individual position, rather opinion giving minors the process of



fiinking itself which Billig argues is rhehrical in nature. That is, individual positions are anived at

hrough a prccess of seff-argumenhlion which is reflecbd in fieir exposition. Opinions arc

mnstucbd in fie conbxt of argument so that ftey preempt unspoken crilicisms. This stand has

imporbnt implications fur fte empirical invesligalion of politicd representations which will be

discussed at a later juncture.
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POLffiCAL SYMBOLS AS SOCIAL REPRESENTATIONS: IMPLICATIONS

What does the adoption of a social representational approach mean for the practical study of

political behaviour? The applicalion of social representations theory allows us to hypothesise the

relationship between a number of key literatures and political behaviour. Firsfly, political symbols

do not exist in a vacuum, fiey are not context free. That is to say that political symbols are

created, propagated, and manipulated socially. Polficians manipulate symbolic content $rough

discourse (primarily through the media) while it is propagated throughout the electorate in

everyday conversation. The implicalions of this are twofold: it is necessary to invesligate the

usage of symbolic material in political discourse by both political elites and the electorate at large.

At the elite level this means examining natural political discourse, Athe electorate level attention

needs to be paid not just to individual-level polfical preference but also to the interaclional

context in which it occurs.

Secondly, the power of political symbolism rests in the conneclion between their use and the core

values ftey invoke. The reason flagburning arouses such emotion lies in the values which the

ffag symbolises - $e symbolic act of flagburning represenb a denial of those values. This

necessitates examination of the values linked to parlicular polfical symbols and the value based

differences between ffierent social and political groups. For example, endorsement of which

values dislinguishes between supporters of different political camps?.

Social Representational Environment

Elite Discourse

(via media etc)

Social Interaction

(Electorate level)

Figure 4.1. Reconceptualisation of symbolic politics
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ln this way symbolic politics becomes a product of political discourse, social interaction between

political participanb, and the values held by participants and endorsed (or ofienrise) by society

in general. All of which occur within the representational environment in which political behaviour

occurs. This is represented in the schematic above, Figure 4.1.

The intention then is to evaluate symbolic politics heory using the insights gained from applying

social representations theory to political preference and behaviour, focussing on the concepts

illusfated in figure 4.1. This required a number of data sources: data from a four phase panel

survey was used to gain and analyse information about values and political preference, as well

as social interaction efiects on political preftrence; archival parliamentary speeches were

analysed as examples of elite political discourse; and a laboratory experiment was used to

examine the impact of media (via party political advertisements) on fie values which parties are

perceived as representing. The following section ouflines the mefiodology used to collect the

surveys.

SURVEY GRAND MET}IOD

Given the problems highlighted by Sears (1986) regarding narrow inferences drawn fom attitude

research based on fie use of student samples it is of course desirable to attempt access to a

more representative population. Given the context of electoral change sunounding the first MMP

election it was parlicularly important to tap the vein of broader public response h this change

leading up to the casting of fie vote.

For $ese reasons the largest body of data came fom four waves of survey questionnaires. The

surueys were sent out between November 1995 (iust under a year before the election) and

November 1996 (wi$in a month after$e election). Table 4.1. below summarises the return rates

br each phase.

The hoad aim was to obtain data fiom fie sample four tmes over the period leading up to and

immediately following the general election. Sampling over this tirne period allowed considerable

flexibility in responding to topical political issues as well as obtaining a greater deal of information

fiom individual su$ects than would be practicable in a single survey. The first MMP election has



been received with enthusiasm by the political science community as an unparalleled opportunig

to study political change in action. The primary advantage of mail as opposed to telephone-

sampling are that it is easier to reach members of lower socio-economic groups (many of whom

cannot afford a telephone). This must be weighed against the likelihood that some proportion of

higher-socialeconomic group households willalso be excluded having unlisted phone numbers.

A panel survey was planned witr the intention $at it would allow variables to be tacked over

time. For example a social network measure was included (the focus of chapter seven) in the first

and fourth phases with fie intention of determining fie impact ftom time 1 to time 2 of social

network characterislics on political preference. Ultimately, though the fourth phase social network

data are the focus of ongoing research it was not included in $e thesis for reasons of economy.

Though the 'panel' nature of the surveys was not capitalised upon for facking change over time it

did allow a vast amount of information to be gathered about a small number of people, at the

expense of fie size of the sample.

Rather than attempt a nationwide probability sample (wide coverage but lit0e depth) it was

considered wiser to use a sampling fiame comprising the 11 pre-MMP elec{orates in and

sunounding the Wellingrton area. The elec'torates sampled were Eastern Hutt, Kapiti, Karori,

Heretaunga,lsland Bay, Miramar, Onslow, Pencanow, Porirua, Souhern Maori (Wellin$on area

only), and Western Hutt. Together, these represent more than 10% of the electoral area of New

Zealand.

These represented considerable diversity in terms of ehnic composition and socio-economic

grouping. Given the faditionally low response rab of Maori populalion the attempt was made to

over-sample this particular population. Ultimately 300 Maori registered electors were randomly

selected fiom he local Maori elecloral roll falling within he geographical parameters of the

remainder of tre sample , with an additional 085 electors chosen from the general rolls for the

other 10 electorates.

A number of points should be noted regarding the New Zealand electoral system. Firsfly it should

be noted fiat that membership of $e Maori roll is voluntary (but only available to setf-identified

Maori) meaning ftat a number of Maori were also included in the sample ffom the general roll.



Secondly, while it is not illegal to decide not to vote in the general election it is illegal (and

punishable) not to register on the local roll. Despite the possible consequences an increasing

number of eligible candidates have failed to register to vote. For example, from comparison of the

natonal census of 1990 with the elec'toral roll for the same period it is estimabd that

approximately I per cent of eligible voters had failed to enrol or re-enrol (Mulgan, 1994). This

suggesb fie existence of a growing class of people outside of fte political system. Having said

that the use of the electoral roll meant a sampling fiame including 90 percent or more of the

desired sample populdion. Additionally, though there has been a decline in electoral turn-out

(fiom over 90 per cent in the 1940's to just over 80 per cent in 1993) New Zealand has one of the

highest levels of electoral participation in the world. This decline in regisfation and turn-out was

one of the primary motivations behind a change of electoral system.

986 survey questionnaires (with postage-paid return envelopes) were sent out in November 1995

to the randomly selected sample. A reminder two weeks after the initial mail out was followed two

weeks later by a repeat mail out of the questionnaire to those who had not responded. The same

pattern of reminders and repeat surveys was followed for all subsequent survey waves. Of the

986 originally sent, 151 were refurned wih address out of date, while 247 were satisfactorily

returned, giving a response rate of 300/0. Subsequent surveys were sent only to those who

responded to the first survey,

While a response rate of 30o/o represenb an average response rate when compared to similar

social psychological research fur $e same area (for example, Allen (1997) reporb return rates of

20o/o and 39% br two shorter surveys) it is important to consider the issue of non-response bias,

and for this reason a comparison was made of local area census results. Comparison of the

sample's demographic characGristics wifrt the 1996 national @nsus indicated that ofter than

intentional over-sampling of non-European etrnic groups, the sample matches fie profile of the

region as a whole remarkably well, A comparison of gender, age, e$nicity, and education for the

sample and the sample area is included in appendix one, on page 238.

The second wave of tre programme was mailed out in March 1996, approximately six months

before tre national election was held, Surveys were only sent to he 247 who had satisfactorily

completed the first survey. 0f fie 247 surveys sent out 20 were returned as no longer



contactable, with 2 further deceased. 163 surveys (or 2Ao/o of the original mail-out) were received

as sdisfactory.

The third wave was mailed in mid-September 1996 (four weeks before the election). Attempts

were made to obtain cunent addresses for respondents for whom contact details were out of

date, but with only one success. 190/o (or 155) of the first wave sample completed and returned

the third survey.

The final survey was mailed out in early November 1996, three weeks after the election. As well

as the survey itself, respondents were also given the option of receiving a short (two page) or a

longer (four page) summary of the results. 18olo (or 1421of the first mail-out sample replied, or

67% of the first sample survey.

A useable+eturn window of two monfis was allowed for each of the first, semnd and fourth

phases. Surveys ftom the third return were accepted up till he day immediately bebre the

election. One month after the close of the final survey, summaries of the most accessible

research findings were sent out to all first phase respondents. Only 30 of the final phase

respondents indicabd a preference for the long summary, so the other 223 respondents for

whom a cunent address was availaile were sent the short summary. All respondents were

thanked (profusely) for their participation.

It should be noted that it is not automatically the responsibility of the New Zealand Postal Service

to identify and return mail for which fie address is eiher inconect or out of date. The

responsibility of returning inconecfly addressed mail falls to the occupier of the marked address,

meaning trat in tre majority of cases out of date mail was returned too late to be resent and

included in the cunent phase. ln one case a first-wave survey was returned out of date only after

the closure of fire fourth phase. A furher implication of ttis procedure is that he number of out of

date addresses for all phases is likely to be higher than reported.

A number of sfategies were used to increase survey refurns, for example, customised cover

letters for each survey recipient. In addition erch survey return put the respondent into a draw for

$400, $100, and ten $20 prizes. This was repeated for each survey wave.



Table 4.1

Summary of refurn rates for erch survev phase

Phase I Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4

Meiled

Out of date

Deceased

No longer interested

Rettmed

985 247

151 18

222

0

1

7

227

5

0

0

1

1

163

20olo

247

no/o

155 142

lgoh 18o/o

(t2otil (r0oh) (67%)

At the complelion of fie fourh survey wave 113 respondenb had completed all bur survey

phases representing 14olo of he odginal sample (or 53% of those receiving allbur surveys).

ilote: Where sun ey data are used in fie course of ttis work it should be assumed $d all
measures used in any parlicular sfudy are obtained ffom the same survey phase unless specified

oherwise.
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PART OSIE

Discou rce and Polilical Reprerenftations

YVhen fie polltical oslumnisft say'Every fiinking man'hey rpan fiemselves, and

when mnddaH appeal b 'Every inb|ligenf v,otef they nran euerybody who is

Wng h vob br tlrcm.' (Franklin'P. Adants, from l{od$ and tsmlrs (194{) cibd in

Jay,1996).
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CHAPTER FIVE

POLITICAL SYMBOLISM AND SYMBOLIC PREDISPOSITIONS

The premise that the symbolic meaning of stimulus objects influences perception and behaviour

lies at the heart of this chapter. The aim is to illusfate with reference to a number of theoretical

and methodological faditions that ftis symbolic meaning is cenfal to behaviours in the domain of

polilical preference.

The thesis that political behaviour is influenced by the symbolic meanings associated with

difierent attitude objecb has a long and distinguished history, trough it has npre recenty been

relegated to a minor role in favour of theories more arnenable to statistical analysis. The

dominant models in political science have been economic heories typically espousing rational

self-interest as tre basis of political preference, the testing of which involves equation building

incorporating various priv# and public economic variables.

This family of theories include the arguments that preference is determined by the issue proximity

of the voter and the political parties (Downs, 1957), individual self-interest (Riker, 1995), pocket-

book politics (Lewis-Beck, 1985) and sociofopic self-interest (Kinder & Kiewiet, 1981). Though

fte dominant freories of political behaviour have tended to assume some form of rationality, a

hief survey of the material produced by political parties in the run up to the election suggests that

at the very least political elites are ailare that fiere is more to it ftan a simple weighing up of fie

pros and cons.

The explanatory power of such self-interest based models has been the subject of inueasing

challenges since he ealy 80's fiom a number of directions. The Symbolic Politics theories of

Sears (Sears, et d, 1986; Sears, 1993) argues that political choice is influenced not by self-

interest but by fte evocation of longstanding, stable predisposilions by he symbolic meaning of

politicalobjects.These afiective predispositions develop through socialisation - stimuli are paired

with emotion during social interaction (primarily wifi family members). For example, support fur

forced busing might be dictated by afiective reactions to the symbols associated with the issue;

Hacks, brce, segregation, etc, which have developed over a period of time. lt has been argued
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that the activation of such symbolic predispositions plays a significant role in attitudes on a

diverse range of issues, for example drug education programs (Wysong, Aniskiewicz, and

Wright, 1994), funding for private schools ffedin, 1994), tax evasion (Sears & Cifin, 1985),

gender inequalig (Sears & Huddy, 1992), supportfor the death penalty ftyler & Weber, 1982),

and bi-lingualeducation (Sears & Huddy, 1991).

Clearly tre direction of hese afiec{ive predispositions will vary for difierent people for different

objects. lndeed tre specific symbols evoked by a particular object will vary from person to

person. ln this, symbols may be likened to social representations (Verkuyten, 1995) in that we

would expect that popular objects would hold hoadly consensual rneanings wiftin groups but

might hold difierent meanings between groups. Thus there will be difbrences between different

party's supporters as to what different parties stand for, but ftere should be general consensus

within groups as to what treir own party, as well as other parties, stand for, Even though a

Labour party supporters slill have a representation of what other parties stand for even if it is

inaccurate (ffom the perspeclive of those other parlies) and they disagree with it. lt is the

difierences in symbolic rneaning that serve to difierentiate and mobilise groups towards difierent

alternatives. Symbols define (as well as appeal to) fie identities and values of peoples and

nations (Verkuyten, 1995;Sears, Huddy, & Schder, 1986).

In practice Symbolic Politics Theory research has generally bcused not on the symbolic meaning

of political objecb or the contentof symbolic predispositions but rather on the quantitative efiecb

of tre symbolic predisposilions presumed to be activated by fie symbols contained in them.

Sears (1993) has argued frrat most attitude otiecb comprise multiple symbols and overall

evaluation of the obiect will be an additive function of evaluations associated with the symbols

present. In practice the exact'formula' remains unsupported. A number of studies have shown

fie ditu&s of while Americans towards racial policies are a funclion of their race-neufal

predispositions (eg. party identificalion) as well as racial attitudes (Sears et al, 1979; Sears et al,

1986), these in turn are aclivated by fte symbols associated wih the policies. lt can be argued

$at at no point is the symbolic content of the attitude o$ect actually established ofier han by

intuition. There are numerous reasons for this shortcoming, but he major issue is a definitional

one- whatbrm does a symbolor symbolic rneaning take such thatwe can recognise it? Similarly,

the symbolic content of an issue such as tlilingual educalion is supposed to evoke a symbolic



predisposition such as ideological identificalion fiough no attempt has been made to investigate

the qualitalive nature of this symbol-symbolic predispositional relationship.

Symbols express defining values, beliefs and ideals (Verkuyten, 1995) which are capable of

engendering sfong feelings- one need only consider the reaction to he US flag burning to

appreciate this. Symbols represent ideal states of being, the experience of which may only be

possible frrough psychological participation firough particular symbols. As Verkuyten (1995,

p.26S) poinb out the "symbolic form of the flag is used to experience the symbolic content (eg.

Freedom, equality, and sovereignty)', and the symbolic contenb are ideals and values cenfalto

the identity of the perceiver. Experience of a symbol allows the viewer experiential access to its

symbolic content, it allows the viewer to psychologically experience that content.

As symbolic attibutes vary across and witrin populations it follows hat they will also be sources

of contention in disputes where tre rneaning of symbols (not just political symbols) are cenfal to

a dispute. In the political arena the manipulation of symbolic objecb by political elites is a source

of powerful social confol, and for fiat reason he symbolic atfibutes of political parlies are of

femendous significance to elites whose electoral dm must be to distinguish hemselves ftom

ofier political groupings in such a way that they are prebned over those aKernatives.

Just as the boundaries of consensus of social representations mark members of different groups

so bo do tre symbolic rreanings associated wifr political stimuli. As symbolic meaning develops

over time it is possible frat the meanings faditionally associated with an object may be entirely

contadictory to tre manifest associations at any particular time. For example, he burth New

Zealand Labour Governrnent under David Lange emhaced free market reform and dramatically

overhauled he welfare system ilrat had been a bundation stone of he New Zealand social

system. More than that, the bundation of he welfare state was a reflection of $e dominant ideal

of social equality which has historically charactefised New Zealand society. Though ttis

ultimately lead to the demise of trat adminisfation, many New Zealanders still associate fie

pursuit of equality trrough a welfare state wifrt fie Labour Party. This is an image $at $e Labour

party is actively seeking to encourage today. Theoretically hen, if a political object (in his case a

political party) loses or becomes divorced from, ib faditional rneaning it will lose the abili$ to

efiectively mobilise viewers.



Sears and his collaborators have found a consistent predictive relationship between variables

which have been labelled "symbolic predispositions", particularly party identification and

ideological identification, and voting preference. lt is assurned that these relationships reflect

'aclivation" of frre predispositions by the symbolic ctntent of he relevant political stimuli (issue,

party, or candidate) without any attention paid to the content of the relationship between

predisposition and symbol. For example, what is the symbolic content associated with one's

ideological predisposition?. lt is the aim of hese two studies to address this question. What do

people associate with the party with which trey identify, or witt their ideological self-identification.

The two studies presented in this chapter use open-ended, as wellas rating scales, to investigate

$e content of political symbols and symbolic predispositions. The first study reports an analysis

of the meanings trat people hold of one of the cental symbolic predispositions identified by

Sears (1993)- ideological self-identification, while he second investigates the perceived content

of the symbols that are perhaps most cenfal to political preferenc* the parties hemselves.

$TUDYONE:

SYMBOUC PREDISPOSffiON GONTEilT: IDEOLOGICAL SELF{DENTHCATION

Depending on he discipline, tre term ideology may have any one of a number of difierent

meanings. In most empirical research on political behaviour it has come to possess a fairly

narrow meaning. In one of the most famous papers on political ideology, Converse (1964)

interpreted polilical ideology as meaning a belief system about politics, or a "configuration of

ideas and difudes in which fie elernenb are bound toge$er by sone form of consfaint or

functional interdependence" (p.207). Research in this vein may involve $e elicitalion of positions

on a range of issues which can then be analysed to determine fte extent to which positions on

difierent issues are systemdically related. For example, if one's posilion on one issue is

consistent wifir treir position on ofier issues (eg. opposing tighter defence spending as well as

nuclear weapons tesling) then one may be considered to view politics ideologically. lt is assumed

that ilone displays flris consistency it is a reflection of an underlying ideological constuct.
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Commonly, ideological self-identification is measured by asking participants to indicate whether

they consider fiemselves to be politically conservative or politically liberal. For example, the 1980

NES included the question:

"We hear a lot of talk these days about liberals and conservatives. Here is a seven-

point scale on which the political views frat people might hold are arranged fiom

exfemely liberalto exfemely conservative. Where would you place yourself on this

scale, or haven't you ilrought much about it?' (Luttbeg & Gant, 1985, p. 81).

The symbolic politics studies into ideological identification frame ideology in terms of liberal

versus conservative, using the same NES consbuc{ion presented above (Sears & Cifin, 1985;

Sears et al, 1986).

A number of approaches have been taken to fie investigation of ideology, and this seclion

summarises ftose approaches using fie taxonomy provided by Scarbrough (1984).

ln addition to the contibution of the party idenffication concept, Campbell et al (1960) also

presented $eir views as to what constitutes an ideological approach to politics. According to

Campbell et al, an individual may be considered as hinking ideologically if they evidence

systemalic patterns of inter-relationship between their attitudes. Converse (1964) repeab tttis

proposition, stating that an ideology consists of attitudes (specifically atitudes on issues of public

policy) hat are 'bound together by some form of consfaint or functional interdependence'

(p.207). Attitudes may be considered tunctionally interdependent if positions on the issues they

represent vary systematically. The sanre authors go furfrer- not only does an ideology comprise

of systematically organised attitudes on issues of public policy, but fie specific afiitudinal inter-

relationships are those that reflect the way that political elites hink about politics, Research

based on fiese assumptions has typically bund hat fie general puHic rarely display he sorts of

attitudinal sfucture that satisfy these criteria (eg. Lane, 1962). Scarbrough (1984) describes

research in tris tadition under he tite of afiitudinal approaches to ideology.

An alternative literature that taps he componenfy of political ideology grows out of research that

seeks to identify fre dinrensions of political perception and comparison held by voters. According

to Scarbrough (19e4) research in this vein makes use of analyses of data concerning the way in

which people perceive parties, and hrough dimension reduction techniques seeks to identiff the



important dimensions of political perception. A number of studies using this method have

concluded that a signfficant proportion of voters do have an ideological approach to perception

and comparison of political targets because the dimensions derived ftom their responses closely

match the sort of treoretical and intuitive ordering of political parties in the counties sampled.

That is to say, a number of sfudies have reported that the first dimension of comparison reflects

the relative ideological position of political parties in fie political environment. For example,

lnglehart and Klingemann (1976) reporting on results fiom samples ftom nine European

@unfies, indicate that witr one exception (lreland) voters in these counties perceive parties

relalive to each other in a dimensional space that neaty matches fteir stereotypical left-right

position.

The final approach to be considered revolves around the idea of ideology as a facilitatory tool

which people use to make sense of politics (eg. Sears & Citin, 1985). The most obvious and

ftequenty used ideological tool is the right-left or liberal-conservative continuum, upon which one

can place and compare parties, policies, political leaders and ofier political obiec6. Studies in

this vein may typically involve evaluating the extent to which people use ideological terms like

liberal-conservative to represent political matters (eg. Nie, Verba, & Pefocik, 1976).

Scarbrough (1984) presents an innovative investigation of ideology using data from the 1979

British 'Opinion Survey'. Scarbrough is criticalof tre frree broad approaches to ideology ouflined

above and avoids them in favour of a combination of a priori fieorising and statistical analyses to

show that British voters display a combination of ideological attludinal 'pattems'. Scarbrough

(19S4) argues tratfrre attitudinal approach typified by Converse and colleagues is problematic on

a number of levels. Firsty, it entails a pobntially circular argument - hat aflitudes constitute an

ideology if hose attitudes are organised according to some cognitive sfucture, and the evidence

for cognitive sfucture is found in covariaiion of tre ditudes hat constitute an ideology.

Secondly, the assumption frratthe parlicular pattern of atlitudinal covariation needed to constitute

an ideology reflects fiat expressed by political elites, when it is obvious fiat even elites from the

same groups disagree as well as agree wifi each other on he same as well as different issues.

The dimensional approach is criticised on he grounds that, while the statistical mehods

employed fequenfly produce resulb hat suggest that voters perceive and differentiate political



objecb in theoretically and intuitively recognisable ways, these findings say nothing about the

organising principles upon which voters base fieir observations.

Finally, the idea that political ideology is a tool by which voters make sense of political matters

may be criticised on the grounds that firsty, the reduction of ideology to sornefting as simple as

left-right or liberal-conservative ignores the richness and use of ideology in everyday terms, and

secondly, that such a conceptualisation is problematlc because fie level of everyday usage

(reflecting important goals and values) is incompatible wifrt the level of analysis employed in this

fadition of research. That is to say, Scarbrough (1984) argues hat the level of analysis,

focussing on whefier or not people use absfact concepb to make sense of politics, is not the

same as whatfrose ideological positions mean- he endorsement of difierent goals and how they

should be achieved. This is an important point - as Scarbrough (1984) poinb out, the

endorsement of difierent goals and how fiey should be achieved is fie stufi of contention and

division.

Briefly, Scarbrough (1985) derives four basic ideological 'types' based on subjective content

analyses of the wrilings of political figures identified with $e Brilish Labour and Conservative

parties. These consist of two rightist 'types' in Tory and Neo{berd ideologies, and two leftist

'types' in Labour and Socialist ideologies. Scarbrough (1984) theorises that hese four ideal type

ideologies should be present in some combination in fie members of fte 1979 sample. Data

analysis consisted of cluster-analysing responses to 134 survey items requiring participants to

indicate degree of endorsement of groups of 'aclion' and 'belief ibms (issue positions and

sociaUpolitical goals). The analysis yielded six aflitudnd profiles - a Tory profile (stereotypically

Tory principles), a cenfisb of the right profile (mixture of neoliberal and Tory principles), a

radicals of the right profile (some neeliberal principles and stongly Tory principles), a radicals of

frre left profile (characGrised by a mix of Labour and socialist att'tudes), a toughon-oirne Labour

profile (a mixture of basic Labour principles as well as conservalive att'fudes on lar and order),

and a noisy profile (a mixture of atiludes inconsistent with he four ideal types). The most

important queslion, whether British voters think ideologically when it @mes to politics, is

addressed by evaluating he sfength of the relationship between membership of a particular

atitudinal duster and political prehrence. Scarbrough (1984) concludes ftat his is indeed the

case wifrr members of tre different clusters possessing preferences that vary systematically in



relation to the particular combination of ideological types.

Meaning of liberahconservative

The research conducted by Sears as well as others not in the symbolic politics fadition has

found conservatism to be consistenfly predictive of opposition to (and liberalism predictive of

supportfor) a range of policy initatives, for example, school busing, affrmative action, decreased

publicfunding of private schools, and bilingualeducation (Sears & Citin, 1985; Sears & Huddy,

1991; Sears & Huddy, 1992; Tedin, 1994; Tyler & Weber, 1982; Wysong, Aniskiewicz, and

Wright, 1994). The question remains- what does identifying oneself ideologically mean? Though

a number of surveys have asked respondenb to define terms such as liberal and conservative

(eg. the 1980 NES) few studies have resulted from the material available (br an exception see

Luttrbeg & Gant, 1985). Instead of asking people what these terms mean for them the social

meanings of ideological labels have instead been analysed by comparing fie opinions of liberals

and conservalives on socio-political issues (eg. Neapolitan, 1991). In this manner, personal

political ideology is viewed very much as a fiamework around which political decision making,

opinion, and preference are consfucted. lt is fris consfuction as a belief system about a certain

topic thatfalls wi$in he umbrella of social representafion fieory.

POUTICAL IDEOLOGYAS A SOCIAL REPRESENTANON

According to Moscovici (1988) here are at least $ree ways that representaiional knowledge

becomes social knowledge. Firsty, represenbtions may be shared by ncmbers of 'highly

sfuctured" groups such as parties, cities, or nations (p.z?l1without having been originally

produced by those. These hegemonic representations are rooted in history and tend to endure

independenty of tre successes of fre groups holding them. Examples might be he pre-

eminence of the democralic principle typified by the United States, or he dominance of liberal

individualism in the West.

Alternatively representalions may become social through contact and circulation of knowledge

among related subgroups. Representational knowledge is added to and fansmuted and shared

once more with other groups. Moscovici suggests thd representations about mental illness are

examples of these emancipated representalions, as would be the representations of



psychoanalysis documented by Moscovici (1961) himself. ln these examples the knowledge and

experiences of medical prohssionals, mental health professionals, and lay people are shared

among the general populalion and integrated into the social knowledge of all the groups involved.

Finally, Moscovici idenlifies a family of representations that are generated firough social conflict

and confoversy, and as a result $e content of these representations will differ across groups.

These polemicalrepresentations must be viewed in the context of an opposition or sfuggle

between groups and are often expressed in terms of a dialogue with an imaginary interlocutof

(Moscovici, 1988, p. 222). Moscovici gives as an example of polemical representations the

difierent versions of Manism circulating in France. lt is into this family of representations that

political representalions (such as ideological beliefr) may be dassified.

Interpreting the symbolic politics association between ideological position and political issue

position in terms of social representations heory requires that we identity ideology as a social

representation as held by the individual and social groups. For example, self-identified liberals

would be expected to hold a generally consensual representation about what it is to be liberal or

conservative, and what position liberals and conservatives would be expected to assume in

relation to a range of social and political issues (as supporbd by Neapolitan, 1991). Just as

Sears (1993) argues that issues have symbolic content that activates one's symbolic

predispositions (in ftis case ideological identification) this franslates into the representational

content of the issue being a part of one's ideological representalion and one's issue position is

based on tlris. Whathen is the content of a political ideological representation?
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CONSERVATIVE' LIBERAL SELF.IDENTIFICATION

lf there is one widely accepted finding in fie study of political behaviour it is that a majority of the

electorate do not view politics in ideological terms (Converse, 1964; Lane, 1962). lt would seem

that the majority of tre voting public pay litfle attention to political mafters. As a result their lack of

knowledge about politics is reflected in the lack of consistency between afitudes on different

issues (One can disagree with tighter defence spending but agree with an anti-nuclear policy)

and superficial appreciation of absfact political concepts. The majority are unable to agree on a

definition of what a liberal or conservative position might entail. Definitions of ideological positions

are not consistent in frreir opposition. That is to say that $e term 'Liberal' is not consistenfly

defined by concepb which are ffre opposite of hose hat define "Conservative'.

Why is it tren frrat the same ideologically innocent voters are capable of identifying sfongly and

consistenty wi$ an ideological label, which is in turn predictive of their polilical preferences (eg.

Sears & Citin, 1985; Sears et al, 1986). Conover and Feldman (1981) have argued that fie

conceptualisation of ideological identification as a continuum running fiom liberal to conservative

is inaccurate. The reason we may hold stands on different issues that appear to be ideologically

consistent il one views liberal and conservative as polar opposites is because fiey are in fact

dimensionally distinct. The concepts and issues fiat come to mind when one considers

ideological oonservatism ARE difierent concepb and issues to fiose that comprise ideological

liberalism. In this way, liberal support for anti-nuclear policy is not as inconsistent with a

conservative opposition to tightening detsnce spending as would first appear. This does not

mean however, that because that conservative and liberal are dirnensionally different ftey cannot

be perceived as opposibs. Sniderman, Brody and Tetock (1991) give fie example $at while fie

policy plaforms of the Liberal and Democratic parties are not perfect opposites he parties

hemselves are still perceived as such.

Reporting on a study investigating the accuracy of ideological definitions arnong the electorate,

Lutheg and Gant (19S5) present table 5.1 below. The table shows he fiequency of mention of

meanings of ideological labels in response to tre bllowing quesiion in the 1980 NES:

'People have difierent 0rings in mind when trey say that someone's political views

are liberal or conservative. We'd like to know more aboutthis. Lets start with liberal.

What sort of thing do you have in mind when you say that someone's political views



are liberal (conservative)?" (Lutheg & Gant, 1985, p.81).

Table 5,1.

Disfibution of first definitions of Liberal and Conservative N=1400)

Definitions
o/o

Liberal

Acceptance of change and new ideas

Spend more fieely;favour government spending

Social welfare;'giveaway programs'

Socialistic; for welfare state :

less to private enterprise

Quick (rash) response to problems

Other responses
Haven't thought about it
No answer or don't know

Conservative
Resistantto change and new ideas

For fiee enterprise, capitalism

Slow (cautious)

Spend litfle; less wasteful
For states' rights

Ofter responses
Haven't thought about it

No answer or don't know

10.6

7.4
4.9

4.7
2.4

30.0

31.5

8.5

10.3

4.6
4.3
3.7

2.4

31.5

31.5

7.4

From Luttbeg and Gant (1985):Table 1, p.82.

Based on table 5.1 Lutheg and Gant (1985) concluded thatthe (Arnerican) public is not nearly as

innocent of ideology as previous researchers have claimed, witt around 6006 able to articulate

consistent meanings for one, otrer, or botr of hese ideological labels.. Lutheg and Gant went on

to classify the accuracy of respondenfs definitions of the ideological labels. Conect definitions

were hose $at were 'consistent wih enduring understandngs of fiese terms in fte context of

Anrerican politics (p.83). Though approximately ttO percent of he sample was unable or

unwilling b define ei$er mncept eight out of ten of ftose who did were classffied as correct in

their definitions of botr labels. There were no statistically significant difierences found in people's

ability h define he mncepb according to level of education, gender, or ehnicity.

The aims of tris study then are twefold. The primary aim is h determine the representational

content of ideological labels and invesligate the relationship between that content and
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respondenfs self-professed ideological identification. Secondly, as this is the first study of the

research programme it is desirable that we get some idea of where fie parties stand in relation to

one anoher. For example, fiere had been considerable media debate going into the election as

to where New Zealand First stood in flre political spectum - United New Zealand claimed that

they were the one fue center party, claiming that a potenlial coalition of National, Christian

Coalilion, and ACT was a loxic tio' (appropriated fiom Winston Peters) even hough they

themselves had been in formal coalition with National going into the year of fie election. At the

same time the National party lumped New Zealand First with Labour and $e Alliance (a

tiumvirate fiatfrey dubbed the gloom gang").Though Labour might not have accused Peters of

being a National lap-dog ftey were eager to distance fiemsdves fiom New Zealand First and

Peters'message.

The consistent relationships found between issue att'fudes and liberal-conservative identification

may be exbnded beyond endorsement of difierent issues. Specifically, if ideological affiliation

difierentiabs opposilion fiom endorsernent of particular issue positions hen by extension we

expectthat ideological ffiliation will differentiate opposilion fiom endorsernent of difierent parties

(which themselves have different positions on these sann issues). We expect then to distinguish

supporters of different parties by treir ideological self-identification. The first part of fitis study

reporb the resulb of several measures commonly used in political psychology - ideological

idenlification, social dominance orientation, and right-wing auhoritarianism with the dm of

profiling the supportfor each plitical party. While these hree measures have distinct theoretical

brckEounds here have been high interconelations reported in research using fiem, bose

scoring highly on RWA and SDO have typically identified as conservative, while fie reverse is

fue for self-identified liberals (Atbmeyer, 1996; Pratto et al, 1994).

Social Dominance Orientation measures $e degree to which individuals endorse anti-egalitiarian

values, and support and perpetuate hierachical groupbased systems of inequality (see

Sidanius, 1993; Prafio, Sidanius, Stallworth & Malle, 1994). Social Dominance Orientation plays

a cenfal role in Social Dominance Theory in which human societies are viewed as grouP

oriented social hierarchies, witr the hierarchical function maintaining human survival over he

evolutionary period. On ilris basis it is argued that most brms of inter-group oppression and

conflict serve he func{ion of establishing and maintaining particular group-based, hierarchical



social systems. The items comprising the Social Dominance Orientation scale tap the beliefs that

some people are inherenty inferior or superior to others, and the approval of inequality in group

relationships,

The SDO measure has been used both within the framework of Social Dominance Theory and as

a general index of anti-egalitarianism and it is pdmarily for this reason fiat it was used in this

sfudy. Firsfly, Sears has argued that endorsernent of egalitarian values is the bedrock upon

which many symbols and political attitudes are based (Sears et al, 1986). Indeed much of the

symbolic politics literature has illusfated the point that old-fashioned (or overt) racism has been

replaced by a more subte symbolic racism hd blends anti-black afiect with taditional values,

chief among which is equality. For example, anti-affirmative action attitudes may be based

around fre argunrent fiat afirmative action gives prefereniial featnent to blacks at fie expense

of oher groups. The endorsement of equality is an important social value in our New Zealand

sample (Allen, 1994) so fte inclusion of SDO may allow us to investigate the role of

egalitarianism in political preference.

The autroritarianism concept was initially developed by Adorno, Frenkel-Brunswik, Levinson and

Sanford (1950), who suggested hat aufioritarianism comprises authoritarian submission,

authoritarian aggression, and conformity. More recenty, however, argument has focused on the

role of power in the authoritarian concept (e9., Albmeyer, 1981; Ray, 1989). For example, Ray

(1989) has agued that a primary aspect of aufiorttarianism is $e submission-&minalion

relationship wittr authoritarians displaying submission to recognised authority and dominance and

aggression to lower status others.

Sonre of he more robust findings have related AP to political attitudes and preferences. Hansen

(1978) found ffrat sutrjecb scoring highly on he F-scale generally prefer more conservative

candidates. For example Byrne and Przybyla (1980) found that supporters of Ronald Reagan

scored significanty higher fran did supporbrs of Jimmy Carter or John Anderson. Similarly,

Richard Nixon was the rnost prebned candidate of highly atffroritarian su$ecb in 1968 (Byrne I
Kelley, 1981).

Historically we expect that conservative identifiers will support National, while liberal identifiers



will express support for Labour and the Alliance. The Alliance in turn should be prefened by

hose scoring more highly on liberal identification. The sann patrern of results is expected for

SDO and authoritarianism, with National supporters scoring higher on both measures than

Labour and finally, Alliance supporters.

METHOD: Measures

The open-ended data and ideological self-identification measure upon which these first two

sfudies are based were obtained fiom the first of four surveys canied out over a period of a year.

The first survey is replicated in appendix two. The SDO and RWA rneasures were included fiom

the second sun ey, replicated in appendix three Details of ofier data sources and specific survey

questions will be more comprehensively descilbed in the relevant studies.

The first survey included a number of scales and open-ended measures designed to obtain

baseline information as part of an ongoing longifudinal research program.

A common (ie. Sears & Citin, 1985; Sidanius, Pratto, & Bobo, 1996) single-item measure of

political liberal/conservative self-identification asked the respondents to indicate on a seven point

scale (1 indicating liberal, 7 indicating conservative) how fiey might characterise heir political

views. There has been considerable debate in the approach to the elec{ion as to how to

characterise the difierent parties, particululy New Zealand First with ib mixture of themes and

supporters, so his item was intended b clarify the liberal-conservative position of the parties by

how their supporGrs view fiemselves. Respondenb also completed a demographic section

including age, gender, income, and levelof education (appendixtwo, page 247).

The exact phrasing of $e ideological identification item was:

'Frequenty people use the terms "liberal' and 'conservative" to describe their

political beliets. How would you rate yourself in these terms? (circle a number from 1

to 7)" where'1'was anchored with the label "liberal'and'7'wi0t 'conservalive"

This was followed by fie ideological meaning probe:

'Difierent people have difierent ideas about what 'liberal' and 'conservalive' mean.

What do these terms mean to you?'



Appendix two replicates the survey in which these items were presented.

As well as fie ideological identification and open+nded meanings questions the analysis below

makes use of two measures presented in fte second survey phase: Both authoritarianism and

Social Dominance Orientation (SDO) are personality variables found to relate to political

behaviour, and correlate sfongly with ideological identification. SDO is particularly relevant given

0rat it is a constucttheoretically based on endorsementof egalitarian values.

Riqht Wno Auftoritarianism:Authoritarianism was rneasured wi$t Altemeye/s (1981) Right Wng

Auttroritarianism scale. In he interest of parsimony,9 items fiom fie Right-wing Authoritarianism

scale were selected trat reflected a variety of issue domains, as well as reflected the three

primary dimensions of auhoritarianism: conventionalism, au$oritarian submission, and

authoritarian aggression. The item numbers selecGd were 2, 4, 6, 9, 10, 11,12,13, and 24.

Reliatlility analyses indicated that the 9-item Authoritarian Personality scale to be internally

consistent, with a sdisfac{ory Cronbach's alpha of .73 and an average itern-total correlation of

.41. Respondenb rated the items on a scale fiom I 'sfongly Disagree' to 7 'Stongly Agree".

This measure is replicated on page 256 of appendix firee.

Social Dominance Orientalion: Sidanius' 16-item balanced Social Dominance Orientation scale

was used (Pratro, Sidanius, Stallwoth & Malle, 1994). Analysis of the l&item Social Dominance

Orienbtion scale showed it to be internally consistent, witr a Cronbach's alpha of .84, and an

averagts iterntotal conelation of .48. The items were rated on a 1 "Sfongly Disagree" h 6

"stongly Agree' scale. This Ineasure is replicated on page 255 of appendix three,
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RESULTS: Measures

Does the liberal-conservative consfuct have validity in the New Zealand contexP After all- while

the concept of liberal+onservative political positions is a common inclusion in North American

political research is it appropriate in the New Zealand context? A number of studies, most notably

the NZES studies outined in an earlier chapter, have used left-right placement as a measure of

political ideology. Similarly, a number of studies have used faditional liberal-conservative

measures (eg. Ng & Allen, under review; Wlson & Patterson, 1974).

To evaluate the appropriateness of the liberal-conservative consfuct for the investigation of

political pereption in fiese studies a number of stalistical analyses may be canied out. Firsfly,

does the liberal-conservative self-identification measure relate systematically and intuitively to

political preftrence? To address this question liberal+onservative self-identfication scores were

correlated with feeling thennometer ratings of the salient parlies, with the conelations plotted for

each party in Figure 1 below. The figure shows the parties organised in order of decreasing

conelation; National, United New Zealand, New Zealand First, Alliance and Labour. Wih the

exception of the Alliance and Labour all parlies are positioned relative to each other in the order

fiat reflecb fie common perception of treir ideological positions.

A-
"-A.

.A

Party

Figure 5.1. Conelation between feeling thermometer ratings and liberal-conservative self-

identificdion.
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Next, comparisons were made between supporters of the major parties on their scores on he

LIBCQN variable. LiberaUconservative self-identification varied significanfly across supporters of

the three major parties. Not surprisingly National party supporters (rnean=4.67, SD=1.52) rated

themselves as more conservative than eiher Alliance (mean=3.24, SD=1.45) or Labour

(mean=3.28, SD=1.43) supporters (E(2,168)=20.76, B<.001). There was no difference in self-

rating between Labour and Alliance supporters using Tukey post-hoc tests.

A second mehod that may be used to evaluate fie appropriateness of liberal+onservative

identification is to determine tre dimension(s) of comparison used to evaluate and differentiate

political parties, and calculate the degree of conespondence between the dimension(s) of

comparison and liberalonservative self-identification. This may be done two ways: using

multidimensional scaling or factor analysis of feeling ftermometer ratings to derive dimensions of

politicalcomparison, Both metrods were used, producing very similar results.

Multidimensional scaling of feeling fiermometer ratings for National, Alliance, Labour, New

Zealand First, and United New Zealand produced a single dirnension, producing a RSQ index of

.97, indicating trat the dimension derived accounted br the majority of variance in feeling

hermonpter ratings. The weightings of each target party were as follows: National, -1.90, United

New Zealand, -.07, New Zealand First, .39, Labour, .74, and Alliance, .84. The feeling

thermonnter ratings were mnverted to z-scores and a score calculated br each respondent on

the dinpnsion. This was done by multiplying each standardised beling thermometer raling by the

conesponding weighting br that trarget party and aggregating frem br each respondent. This

was then conelated with the participanfs liberal-conservative self-identification rating, producing

a conelalion of (219)=-.ttg.

Factor analysis produced a similar result. The feeling thermorneter ratings for National, Alliance,

Labour, New Zealand First, and Unibd New Zealand (sarne as above) were analysed using

principal componenb analysis and produced a single factor actounting for 48% of he variance in

s@res (tre factor had an eigenvalue of 1.91). The loadings for each party were: Ndional, -.77,

United New Zealand, -.25, New Zealand First, .60, Labour, .61, and Alliance, .75. Factor scores

were calculated for each respondent and conelated witt liberal-conservative self-idenlification



ratings, producing a conelation of (219)=-.45.

These two analyses suggest fiat (while there may be more appropriate variables for measuring

ideological self-identification in New Zealand) the use of liberal-conservative self-identificaton

possesses a reasonable degree of discriminant validity for the sample obtained.

Figure 5.2 below shows the npan scores on the hree measures used, for respondenb indicating

they intended to vote br Nalional, Labour orthe Alliance.

Figure 5.2. Graph of Nalional, Labour, and Alliance intepding voters' s@res on ideological

ident'fi cation, SD O, and ri ght-wi n g authoritiarianism (RWA).

LiberaUconservative self-idenlificalion varied significanfly across supporters of fie three major

parties. Not surprisingly National party supporbrs (rnean=4.67, SD=1.52) rated themselves as

more @nservative ftan eiher Alliance (nrean=3.24, SD=1.45) or Labour (mean=3.28, SD=l.43)

supporters (E(2,168)=20.76, p<.001). There was no difference in self-rating between Labour and

Alliance supporters using Tukey post-hoc tests.
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Similarly, supporters of tre parties differed in their Social Dominance Orientation scores. National

party supporters (mean=2.81, SD=.81) rated higher than either Alliance or Labour (both

mean=2.24, Labour SD=.77, Alliance SD=.88, E(2,961=5.99, p<.005). Again, Tukey post-hoc

tes6 showed no difference between Labour and Alliance supporbrs. lt should also be noted that

relative to ideological identification and RWA the SDO scores are much lower on average. This

may reflect he content of the questions in the SDO measure, requiring as they do endorsernent

of politically inconect attitudes.

National supporters scored more highly on aufroritarianism (nnan=4.64, SD=.96) than did

supporbrs of Labour (mean=3.76, SD=l.14) and the Alliance (rnean=3,66, SD=l.09,

E(2,10S)=t0.58, 9<.001). Again, Tukey post-hoc tests showed no difference in scores between

Labour and Alliance supporters. This indicates fiat Labour and Alliance supporters favour

egalitarianism more highly fian National supporters.

The three measures were all significanty inter-conelated. Liberal/conservative self-identification

conelated positively with botr SDO (F.34, fr=132,9<.001) and au$oritarianism (tr.48, dF=142,

p<.001), while SDO conelated positively wifi auhoritarianism (tr.33, df=140, p<.001).

DISCUSSION: lleasures

As predicted, National parg supporters identified rnore closely with fie conservdive end of the

liberal/conservative identificalion measure fian did Labour and Alliance supporters, but there

was no way to differentide between the two groups of liberal supporters. The same pdern was

repeated for tre oher two measures. While tris was not unexpec€d for he SDO and RWA

consfucls, it was expected trat ideological identificaton would befier ffierentiate supporters of

he Alliance and Labour.

Though Labour and Alliance share he sanre odgins they should be identified as ideologically

distinct. The 19841990 fourth Labour governrnent became known as fie 'new righf and initiated

a raft of reforms that National perpetuated on heir rise to power. The Alliance was born as a

reiection of those events and one would trerefore expect Alliance supporters to be rnore liberal

than their Labour counterparts. Why then are Labour and Alliance supporters efiectively



indistinguishable on the three measures used (and particularly ideological identification)? Taking

politcal ideology as a social representation we must expect $at there are differences in the

ideological representations held by the two parties' supporters. The second part of this study

looking at fte meanings of ideological labels is fierefore expected to illusfate differences in the

representational content held by Labour and Alliance supporters, that might account for this

inability to separate the two using a simple measure of ideological identification.

METHOD: Gontent analysls

The question used to probe for subjective meanings of the two ideological labels of conservative

and liberal is as follows:

'Difierent people have different ideas about what "liberal' and 'conservative" mean.

What do hese terms mean to You?'

This question followed immediately after the liberal/conservative identification question detailed in

fie first part of tltis study.

RESULTS: Content Analysis

The general method of analysis employed in this exercise is thematic content analysis. Put

simply, content analysis may consist of documenting the number of occunences of key words or

phrases. For example, Billig (1978) enurnerated fie fiequency with which key values were

presented in samples of two National Front (fascist) ffiliated publications, Spearhead and Britain

First. Comparison of hese frequency counb br the two puHicalions illuminated important

difierences in value orientations trat could be grounded in the context of a split within fie

organisation itself. Thematic content analysis goes some way beyond fiis gross categorisation.

The inter-relations between key words and phrases become fie unit of analysis, and are

combined according to fire themes trey illusfate. Thus, fie analytic categories are the hemes

derived fiom the dscourse.

To fiis end each response was broken down into individual concepb, which were then grouped

togefier into categodes. Categories reflecGd commonality between the concepb in fiose

categories. This categorisation process is a reflexive process that may involve exploding one

class into turo or more, as well as aggregaling classes. At ffre end of fie process one has the

minimum number of discrete classes



This process yielded 277 sepuabfe concepts, which were divided into 45 categories of concepb.

Of the 277 concepts identified, all but 31 (or 110/d of these were satisfactorily. These

uncategorised concepts were those that displayed no commonality with the concepts comprising

the 45 categories. A number were impossiHe to classify on grounds of ambiguity (eg. 'cruising'

used to describe liberal, "opting ouf used to describe conservative), while others simply did not

share any commonality wih any other concepb (eg. 'hypocrilical' used to describe liberal).

Coding reliability was checked by having a second person code a sample of 100 respondents'

responses. After coding was completed by both raters fte categorisation was compared showing

fiat he two coders had independenfly agreed on 92o/o of he sutssample classification. The

disoepant rcsponses were discussed, resulling in 100% agreernent. Where discrepancy

required a change in the classification scheme fte remaining responses were re'checked so as

to be consistent.
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Table 5.2.

Ta,ronomy of liberal/conservative descriptors

Category: Concept examples: %UB o/6CON

Pro+hange

Anti+hange

Nanowminded

Broadminded

Redress statrs quo

Support status quo

Prejudiced

Tolerant

Traditional

Modem

Prognssive
Leftwing
Rightwing

Reserved

Exprcssive

Rash

Considered

Frugal

Secunty

Pro-people

Pro-money

SociallsUcommunist

Proarivate enterprise

Pro-intervention

Socialrclfare
Moralviewpoint

Freedom

Social conscience

lndividuallsffc

fto-minority
Working class

Exfemlst
Rural}E
Pro-envlronment

Equality

Weak

Aliance
Ant+noney
Upper class

Pakeha

'favour reform" "open to change' 'accept change"
nstatico'rigid' allergic to change' "suspicious of change'

'narrow minded''tunnel vision' Txed idead'on&eyed'

'fl exibilit/'broadminded"Consider alternatives'

'redress balanm between rich and poof 'back to basics'

"maintain power structured'preserving social distinctions'

'Stuck up"intolerant of ohers'

'toleranf lrolcorne diversitt''unprejudiced'

"old fashioned' 
nconventional''sticking 

to badition"

'trendsetting''modernn'contempora4/

Tavouring progress loruard hinking"progressive'

"leftwing'1o the leff'cenfe leff

tight wing' tight of cente' Tavouring exheme righf
oreserved"keep to oneself 'hold back'

'speak your mind''outgoing''confiding'

"not considered'taking ilskd'less tftought before actin$

'carefu l decision making"hink before acting'

'mindful of monef nmean"fiscdly prudenf Trugal'

'security''stable''safef

'concern for others' Tor the people' "compassion"

'money oriented''emphasise fiscal matters

'socialist following' "communisf "commies'

'belief in private enterprise"private ownership''user pay$

'govt has role in econornf 'enforcing greater regulation'

lelfare state''emphasising social welfareo'

'moral stand''moral''not sacrifi cing morals'

'political freedom' tee to decide' lfteedom

'social conscience' 'socially aware' 'social justice'

'individual valueso'individual fteedom'

'preferen$al treatnent for Maoris' 'conc€rn for minoritieS

'supporting working clas$'up wilh treworkerd

'more exhemg aclion$'radicaf 'over he toy'

Tarmerst lural NZ'farming'

'environment issues'greenies' tecyc,ling'

'equalitf 'equal access for all'

'wishy washy'limps'
'Alliance''pro-Alliance'

'anti-econornt''down witt business'

'upper class'
,ln'hits'"pakeha'

16
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Table 5.2 above shows fie 40 major categories. The remaining two were for "other" responses

(those which were unclassified) and "Noffiing/Don't knou/' (where respondents wrote nothing or

indicated they could not). Additionally, table 5,2 shows the percentage of the sample atfibuting

each meaning category to fie two targeb, liberal and conservative (note that this does not sum to

100% as most respondents gave more than one meaning for each target).

Each category was assigned a new variaHe, and frequency of descriptors was calculded.22o/o

of the sample were unable to deftne liberal (and 370 gave at least one uncategorisable

descriptor). Similarly, 29o/o of the sample were unaUe to define conservative (wifrt 4olo giving at

least one uncategorisable descriptor).

The first point to notice ftom table 5.2 is that fur many of fie meaning categories there is an

opposite rneaning category. In many cases one category is affibuted to liberal and ifs opposite

to conservative (or vice-versa). For example, 167o of the sample indicated that liberal means

supporting change, while 14% of frre sample said fte reverse was fue of conservative (that

conservative means opposition to change). Additionally, though here are more ftan 30 meaning

categories, several are clearly more important han others. For example, pro-change and anli-

change, or nanow-minded and broa$minded. In some cases even though a category has an

opposite, frat opposite is not mentioned as frequenfy. For example, @nservative is described by

13% as meaning support of ttre status quo, trough only 17o indicate that fte opposite applied to

liberal. This indicates tratthough many of tre ideas associated wih these ideological labels have

opposites, his does not automatically mean trat endorsenrent of one ncaning for conservative is

amompanied by the endorsement of $e opposite concept hr liberal.

The fiequency with which each desoiptor was used was cross-tabulated against which of

National, Labour, the Alliance, and New Zealand First each respndent indicated they were most

likely to vote br. These contingency tables (one for liberal, one br conservative) were used as

inputbr he mnespondenoe analysis. This was fien sut{ectto multiple conespondence analysis

using tre ANACOR algorithm used by SPSS 6.1.3.

Though itis only really since the early 1980's trat multiple conespondence analysis has received

atention from American researchers (primarily in the area of advertising and marketing) fte



technique has a much longer history in Europe, and particularly France, where it has been used

by social representation theorisb to graphically illustate fte content and variation between

populations of social representations. lt can be considered as belonging to fte family of

multidimensional scaling techniques. Taking as input data in fte form of a contingency table

consisting of rows (objecb) and columns (atbibutes) multiple conespondence analysis can be

used to determine frre appropriate dimensionality of evaluation of $e objects based on the

attibutes, both of which can in furn be represented in euclidean space on fie same perceptual

map.

lmportant statistical considerations for multiple conespondence analysis relate to the objects and

attibutes being rated. lt is important that he atributes upon which the o$ecb are rated are a

good approximation of the atfibutes which would be expected to fully describe all of the objects.

Given frd data br this analysis was obtained by eliciting meanings of $e target terms using an

openended method, this requirement should be satisfied.
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Conservative descri otors :

As with disoiminant analysis, conespondence analysis produces dimensions of similarity up to a

maximum of one less tran the number of targeb entered. In this case the maximum number of

dimensions is three (four target parties minus one). Examinalion of the proportion of between

groups variance showed ilrat a twodimensional solution was mo-st appropriate (the third

dimension of the three dimensional solution accounted for only 2o/o of variance). The two

dimensions produced accounted for 80% and 207o of variance respectively, indicating that the

first dimension was much rnore important in differentiating supporters of difierent parlies. Figure

5.3 below shows a perceptual map of the resulb. Each target pa$ and target descriptor have a

value on each dimension, and the scores on each dimension are plotted against each other.
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Figure 5.3. Two dimensional perceptual map showing resulB of conespondence analysis resulb

for desoiptors of the conservative label

(descriptors indicated by circles and parties by tiangles).
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When interpreting the map derived fiom conespondence analysis it is important to note that fie

further poinb are siluated ffom the origin, the less 'inertia'they possess. this means ftat points

located on or near the origin represent atbibutes about which there is effectively consensual

endorsernent of across the descriptors used by the three groups. Similarly, he further fiom the

origin a point is the greater the role that point will play in defining the dimension, and the greater

tre variation across obiecb. The cente of fie map is marked with a solid circle. Only descriptors

that do not fall in the cenfe have been labelled. For example, $e descriptor category "extemisf

was used alrnost exclusively by intended Labour voters to describe conservalive, while the

category taditional" was used by allgroups.

Dimension one (accounting for tre majority of variance) difierentiated Labour and the Alliance

fom National intending voters. Alliance and Labour intending voters were more likely to describe

'conservative'as exfemist, favouring money and the upper class , opposing change, narow-

minded, individualistic and reserved, while for National intending voters conservative represented

the desoiptors of modern, favouring people, right-wing, securi$, and freedom. Clearly National

supporters hold a more posilive view of what it means to be politically conservative than do

Labour and Alliance supporters.

The second dimension differentiates primarily between Labour and the Alliance, though National

falls half way between $e two. Labour supporters use he desoiptor categories of exfremist,

middle NZ, right wing, pro-upper class, while Alliance supporters urere more likely to indicate fiat

being politically conservative rneant being reserved, individualistic, favouring fiee'market reform,

and endorsing security.

Liberal descriotors:

The two dimensions of the solution accounted lor 72o/o and 2870 respeclively. Again, this

indcates fiathe first dimension is more important in differentiating he parlies. Figure 5.4 shows

a plot of tre ffiibute and target scores on these two dinrensions. This also indicates that the

second dimension of liberal meaning is more important in differentiating the parties than he

second conservative dimension, though it is not possible to make any statislical comparison.
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Dimension one (accounting for 0re majori$ of variance) once again difierentiated National

suppofters fiom Labour and he Alliance intending vobrs. Alliance and Labour supporters were

more likely to describe being "liberal" as favouring collective responsibility, pro-people and

minorilies, tolerant and broadminded, progressive and modern, and favouring Labour. To

National intending voters being liberal meant favouring a fiee-market position, retaining the

status-quo, being extemist and left-wing, hvouring individualism, represented $e middleclass,

and to a lesser degree security and fieedom. Unlike he representation of conservative, Allian@

and Labour supporters clearly view being politically liberal as a positive. Having said that,

National supporters represent liberalism in a mixed fashion. 0n he one hand being liberal has

negalive connotations: being rash, and exbemdy left-wing, but il also possesses positive
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meanings as well: freedom and security, as well as a number of potentially ambiguous meanings:

favouring a free-market position (a corner stone National position), supporting individuals, and

middle New Zealand.

As with the representation of conservatism, the second dimension difierentiates primarily

between Labour and fie Alliance, wi$ National again in the middle. Labour supporters use the

descriptor categories of favouring minorities, people, middle New Zealand, and the working

dass, but also ertremist left-wing, and mdern. Alliance supporters on fte other hand, name as

atfibutes of liberalism possessing a rnoral standpoint, supporting individuals, being progressive,

tolerant and expressive, endorsing fieedom and socialjustice, and too a much smaller extent,

being rash.

DISCUS$ON : Content Analysis

The meanings given by respondenb br tre two ideological labels may fit hoadly into fie three

categories of personal and group identity found by Bettencourt and Hume (1999). Bettencourt

and Hume used open-ended queslions to elicil characGrislics of personal and group identity and

found that the responses could be categorised into affliations, values, and afiective responses.

This suggesF that respondenB are investing fie meanings given wift idenlity-relded meanings,

rather than an obiective response to he probe question.

Botr seb of resulb indicate frat fiere is one primary dimension of meanings for both

conservatism and liberalism ffrat difierenliates sfongly between Nalional (conservative), and

Alliance and Labour (liberal) voters. Clearly hen, ftis primary dimension is the one that

distinguishes the broad classes of liberal and conservative. ln boh cases there is a secondary

dimension trat difierentiates between different liberal viewpoinb - which it should be added is not

possiile to do on the basis of comparing ideological self-identification ratings.

Consideration of fie resulb above indicates hat selfJdent'fied liberal (Labour and Alliance) and

conservative (National) voters have a black and white view of what it means to be politically

conservative. Conservative voters view fteir position as favourable, while liberal voters do not. In

certain areas the rneanings are confadictory- being modern but nanow-minded and opposing

change, favouring people while at fie same time favouring money over people. There is clearly



evidence of a self-serving bias (perceptual distortions that serve to protect or enhance the self-

concept Snyder, Stephan & Rosenfield, 1978). Alternatively this may be evidence of a group

seMng bias (lslam & Hewstone, 1993). Given the context of the study- respondents were at least

implici0y contasting conservative and liberal- it may be rnore likely ftat a group-based

explanation is a better explanation.

Such a staternent is less applicable to perceptions of liberalisrn both liberal and conservative

voters idenlify positive, negative, and ambiguous ffiibutes. This may in part be atfributable to the

relative differences between the three groups of voters self-ratings. Nalional supporters were

significanty more @nservative han Labour and Alliance voters, but only in relative terms. Wift a

rating of "4' being frre mi$point of $e scale National supporters (4.66) were less conservative

than heir Alliance (3.24) and Labour (3.15) counterparts were liberal. Indeed of fie National

supporters, 47o/o laua a response of bur or less compared t0 88% of Alliance and 79% of

Labour supporters. Even supporters of conservalive parties may consider fiemselves to be

liberal.

This in turn suggesB thd fie meaning of being liberal is more murky than he rneanings

associated wifr being conservative. This is not surprising given $e post-1984 rebrms, initiated

by a tadilionally liberal party. Liberalism has become the bde ground on which subsequent

elections have been bught - all sides bding br ownership of a label hat is clearly viewed more

posilively $an the alternative. From $e symbolic politics perspective his is clearly important -

Labour has becorre divorced fiom ifs symbolic roob and is bding to recover oedittility. In

1990, Mike Moore afiempbd to do tris by harking brck to the days of Labour-party (and New

Zealand) icon Michael Joseph Savage but it dearly didn't ring tue in he ears of hose who had

borne he huntof fte 1984 rebrms.

The finding of a second dinpnsion is significant lt has already been shown that one cannot

difierentiate between Labour and Alliance supporters base on heir own self-reporbd ideological

affiliation. Given the parties' platforms, and history we would expect to be aUe to distinguish the

two parties - Alliance has styled ibelf as more liberal ftan Labour so why is it that if any$ing

Labour party supporters are marginally more liberal han Alliance? The second dirnensions bund

in fie meanings attached h liberaUmnservative may hold fte answer - $ese ideological labels



mean different things to the two parties' supporters. According to the correspondence analyses

reported above fiere are significant dimensions of difierence between the two groups'

percepiions of ideological meaning.

Unfortunately, conespondence analysis is a highly descriptive statistical method. lt is not

possible (otrer fian witr the eye) to determine whe$er or not one ffiibute is statistically more

desoiptive of a targetthan ano$er. For example, rash and proLabour are both closer to Alliance

tran Labour but boft are dose to the origin- indicaling they possess liffe inerlia. For ftis reason

an alternative analysis was conducGd using multiple discriminant analysis, a multivariate

statistical tool frrat may be used to predict categorical group membership based on scores on

predictor (independent) variables. The result is a number of discriminant functions which are

linear combinations of the predictor variables. The maximum number of possible functions is the

number of groups predicted minus one, or equal to the number of variables, whichever is fte

smaller. Not all functions derived may discriminate at a statistically significant level, and should

flris occur the analysis may be performed a second lime specifying $e use of only he significant

functon(s). A particularly useful statislic is the overall classification rate, that is, the number of

cases for which tre group nrembership can be accurately predicGd on he basis of the

discdminant func{ions obtained. Thus, for a three group discriminant analysis with two variables

the maximum possiHe number of functions is tttto.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION: Discdminant analysis

The aim of the analysis is to attempt to idenlify which of fie meanings associated wifrt these two

labels distinguishes between he hree parlies (and particularly between Labour and Alliance

supporters). To do this tre data needs to be recalculated. Discriminant analysis takes as input

ontinuous ra$er tran categorical vaiables so for each respondent an index variable was

created for each desoiptor cabgory to indicate wheher a desuiptor was perceived to apply to

one or boffr ideological labels. The rationale fur ftis is fiat the analysis is being onducted to

difierentiate which attibutes distinguish difierent parlies' supporters. Thus, if an attibute is

applied to boh liberal and conservatve labels it does not discriminate between fie two. lf an

attibute applies b one and not he other, hen it does difierentiate. Therefore, for each

respondent an index was oeated by subfac{ing he fiequency of occunence of each dfribute

applied to fre label conservative was subfracted fiom the frequency of occunence of that same



atbibute to the label liberal. lf the atbibute was applied once to conservative but not liberal then

the variable was scored "-1o, il applied once to liberal but not conservative it was scored 
o+1', and

finally if applied equally to both (or as in he majority of cases, neither) fien he variable had a

value of "0'.

Due to the high number of variables, stepwise discriminant analysis was conducted. This

reduced $e number of variables by excluding fiose fiat (across he sample) did not difierenliate

groups. To avoid fte exclusion of important variables a liberal variable enfy criteria was applied.

As suggested in Hair, Anderson, Tafiam and Black (1995) and Tabachnick and Fiddell (1997) all

values with a significance level of less than .30 were included in the analysis. Additionally, as the

sample is suffcienfly large 73 respondents (or 307o of fre sample) were held back fiom he

discriminant analysis to act as a holGout sample, upon which to test the accuracy of $e

discriminant funclions obtained.
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The discriminant analysis produced two significant discriminant functions, the first accounling for

72o/o U:t(42)=95.47, p<.001) and 28o/o h2(ZO1=35.n0, p<.05) of fie between-groups variance

respec{ively. Table 5.3 below shows the pooled within-group correlations between the variables

Table 5.3.
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included in the analysis and the two canonical discriminant functions. Shaded areas indicate the

function with which each variable has the highestconelation.

The primary discriminant funclion is defined most sfongly at the positve pole by the meanings

open-minded and considered (by convention only values greater in magnitude than .30 are used

for interpretation), and at the negative pole by lefi-wing and reserved. Additionally, he category

pro-people also loads on fiis function ftough it loads most stongly on fie sec-ond function. The

second funciion is defined primarily by pro-people, expressive, and anti-stafus quo on one end

and nanow minded and equality atthe other.

Figure 5.5 below shows a plot of fte group centoid scores for each discriminant function. The

firstfunction differentiates rnost sfongly between Labour and $e Alliance, and National, while the

second differentiates rnost sfongly between the Alliance and Labour.
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Fiqure 5.5: Discriminant map derived fiom MDA analysis of liberal/conservative meanings index

Togeher, table 5.3 and figure 5.5 allow us to interpret the meaning of he two func{ions. National

supporters score lower on function one than Labour and fie Alliance. This means fiat they are

more likely to distinguish between liberal and conservative in tenns of fte values loading

negatively on fiat function. The reverse is fue for Labour and Alliance supporbrs. Of particular

relevance to tris study is $e second dirnension, which discriminates between Labour and the
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Alliance. Labour supporters difierentiate between liberal and conservative in terms of expressive,

propeople, and opposition bthe statrs quo, while Alliane supporters distinguish between hese

ideological labels using the concepb of nanow-minded and equality.

Finally, the two functions obtained conec{y predicbd 697o of the voting preference of

respondenb in the computailion sample (Press's Q=70.83, B<.001) and 487o of the hol$out

sample (Press's Q=7.07, g<.01), botr significanty beter $an chance. This is important - it is

possible to obtain significant discriminant funciions hat are prac{ically useless in difierentiating

between group rnemberships. Hair et al (1995) recommend hat significant discriminant functions

should be able to accurately predict group membership at 50o/o better than chance (eg. chance

level multiplied by one and a halfl bebre interpretation of fie functions. This recomrnendation is

satisfied by fie resulb obtained
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DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

As expected, examinalion of the ideological identification, SDO, and RWA scores shows that

National supporters are quite distinct fom Labour and Alliance supporters. National suppoilers

are more conservative, express more authoritarian difudes, and endorse egalitarianism less

than supporters of fie ofiertwo parties.

Unfortunately it is not possible to differentiate betureen Labour and Alliance supporters on the

basis of any of fiese measures. lt is only when one looks at the subjec{ive rneanings of the two

ideological labels with which people are being asked to identTy that it becomes possible to

distinguish between hose favouring these two parties in terms of ideology. Self-conhssed liberal

supporters of hese two parties see difierentthings when they look atthe political environment.

Relating these findings back to social representations heory it is apparent that supporters of

difierent parties do perceive $e political world in terms of difierent criteria. Even though Labour

and Alliance supporters appear indistinguishable on fte sarne onebseven-point scale that they

necessarily share fie sanre political ideology, indeed, it is these ideological difierenes that may

explain why a liberal voter supporters Labour rdrer fian Alliance, and vieversa. Where does

this difference in viewing tre political world come ftom? Social representation theorists argue that

it cornes from the social world by way of interaclion and communication, wheher faceto-face or

through the media (Moscovici, 1973).

The lesser @nsensus over he liberal label is important in terms of symbolic politics. Not only is

tre ideologcally conservalive posilion viewed less positively by fie sample (the greater part of

he sample rated fiernselves as liberal) but all parlies represenbd being liberal with some

posifive elements, even self-ideffied conservatives. This suggesb hathe symbol 'liberal" is not

clearly owned by any one group. Even National party supporters claim he liberal position as heir

own. This is in no small part likely h be due b he political upheaval in fie wake of fie burfft

Labour governrnnt who, il would appear, have become divorced fiom fieir taditional symbolic

ground. The eleclion campaign ilself refrecGd this wi$t fie National party #mpting to style

themselves as leaning towards frre liberal side of the political spectum, occupying the ideological

middle ground. This is consistent wi$r ilre finding fiat fie maionty of $e sample fall to the liberal

side of ideological identification. There is more h be gained by identifying one's party as more



liberal, than more conservative.

The other point to be made concerning the valence of the atbibuted meanings of liberal and

conservative is fiat fiey do not function independen0y. The questions merely asked for

responGnts to dtibute meaning to fie two labels, but the resulb clearly argue hat in the eyes of

he respondenb one position is preferaUe to the other. ln effect, responses indicate hat

participanb are conceiving the two labels in an inter-group context. This relates back to

Moscovici's (1988) contention that ideological (polemical) representations, growing out of social

division, play an important role in establishing inter-group boundaries and identity.

This point is borne out by he results of he psychological measures admini$ered to the sample.

Investigation of $e relationship between SDO and ideological meanings are suggeslive as to

why il is that fiose scoring high on SDO may be more likely to idenlify as conservative. One of

he core meanings associated wifi fie conservative label was support for the status quo,

opposition to change, lack of consideration of oher ideas. Research using fie SDO consfuct

has shown trat those scoring higher on SDO are more likely to seek out hierarchy enhancing

roles- frat is b say roles trat allow opportunrty h perpetuate or enhance social hierarchy. For

example Sidanius, Liu, Shaw and Pratto (1994) found that legal studenb wishing to become

prosecutors (a sysbm enhancing role) scored more highly on SDO than fiose wishing to

become puilic defenders (a system attenuating role).

The turo componenb of this study have illusfated a number of important aspecb of a social

representational approach to poliiical preference, as well as profiling supporters of fte major

parlies in preparation br he remainder of tris hesis. Firs0y, Moscovici (1988) contends that

idenlification grows out of diftrences in the content of polemical representations, such as political

ideology. In fie realm of politics tris would rnean hat ideological identification is based on

difierences in perceplion of fre politicalworld. This study has shown hat supporters of he major

political parties in New Zedand may be distinguished by fteir ideological self-identifications, and

Srat these in furn may reflect differences in he content of one's ideological representations. While

Labour and Alliance supporters have a common ideological position $ere are marked difierenes

in the way they inbrprethat position.
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lmportantly, a large proportion of the sample identified concepts relating to change (pro-change,

broadminded, redress status quo, modern, progressive, and freedom) versus stability (anti-

change, nanowminded, support status quo, faditional, considered decisions, and security). ln

turn the change+elated concepb were applied ovenrhelmingly to he liberal posilion, while fiose

concepts relating to stability or lack of change were atfributed to the conservalive position. This

was reflected by the results of fte disoiminant analysis in which fte meaning categories of

broadminded, considered decisions, favouring change, supportfor the status quo, and opposition

to change were some of the concepb defining he primary discriminant dimension dislinguishing

liberal fiom conservative. This dimension in turn distinguished sfongly between Labour and

Alliance supporters on fie one hand, and National supporters on fie other.

Having said this, the analyses presented in his sfudy do not allow us to determine $e direction

of causality. The relative endorsernent of these ideological rneanings distinguishes between

supporters of difierent parties but does not allow us to state whether (as is fieoretically

consistent) difierences in ideological representation are he basis of political prebrence, or

whether one's ideologicalposition merely reflecb politicalpreference. This is a problem that may

be addressed in a later chapter.

The approach adopted for his investigation may be considered to be broadly $pological in

nature. That is b say, tle data comprises of respondenfs lay-definfions of what it rneans to be

politically liberal or conservative. To what extent do Scarbrough's (1984) crtticisms of the

gpological approach generalise to ttis study?

In he studies reviewed by Scarbrough (19e4) that use this $pological approach a number of

difierent criteria are used b determine wheher or not people evidence ideologicalhought. One

criterion is fiat in order to atribnb ideological fiought to an individual, that individual should

display a'deepeC level of abofaction in fieir perception of politics. That is to say fiat if a person

shows hat $ey make sense of politics by using ideological concepts, such as liberal and

conservalive, hen ftey may be assumed to fiink ideologically. A second criterion is that one's

ability b articulate political concepb absfrcfly follows direcdy ftom heir holding an ideology.

While the second criterion may appear to be simply the inverse of the first, Scarbrough (1984)

argues that fiere a difierent implications for he two.



Firsfly (and as indicated in the earlier summary of the argument) to say that one thinks

ideologically simply because fiey are able to appropriately use terms like 'liberal' or 1eff surely

ignores the richness of political dialogue? As Scarbrough (1984) points out, politicians do not

present political maters in such simplified terms. In fact it is fequenty the case that politicians

atempt to avoid such gross characterisations, given fie polarised emotional responses such

terms may elicit. This is not surprising - after all, the $pological approach revolves around a

constuction of political ideology as a tool, a means of simplitying $e diversity of what politicians

do br the voters fiemselves. Indeed it is accepted by researchers in fiis fadition that ideologies

en@mpass domains such as the values and ideals to which political elites allude and therefore,

according b Scarhough (1984), problematicto argue ftatto hold an ideology is to hold concepb

like liberal*onservalive or left-right.

Secondly, the view fiat making sense of politics in terms of liberal-conservative or left-right is

reflection of 'having ideolog/ 'entails $e assumplion that $e language of ideologies and the

language of analysis are equivalenfl (Scarbrough, 1984, p. 17). lf ideologies are a shorthand way

o making sense of politics, and fie stufi of politics is an ongoing argument about what are

suilable goals and values for political systems, and how best to achieve them, then it is

inappropriate to equate ffiis witr $e sort of analytic language used to characterise ideologies. In

Scarbrough's words TVe can well agree on the use of 'liberal+onservalive' or 'left-righf as

analytic terms butfind no agreement aboutwhat is meet and proper in the world.' (1984, p. 18)

Clearly, while these criticisms may characterise the literature hat Scarbrough (1984) draws

upon, this is less obviously he case with he previous study. Liberal-conservative ideology is

viewed as a social-representation - a set of concepb hat apply to fie interpretation of politics.

Study one presenb an analysis of he relationship between what ideological labels like 'liberal'

and'conservative'mean and political preftrence. Thus, study one is not concerned to any great

degree wih wheher or not respondenb can be described as holdng ideology but rdter wte$er

or not their aifributions of meaning br ideological labels may be related h fieir political

preferenes. In his way the study mhieves a similar aim h $at of Scarbrough (1984), using a

difierent mehodology, but witrout making fie sarne assumpton ftat Scarbrough (1984) makes -

hat ideologes are directy related to fie professed belieb of political elites (a crilicism hat she



herself levels at research in the afrtudinal tadition). Rather it is assumed that ideology is

somefiing hat reflects a voters'-eye view of political matters.

In summary, supporters of the three major parlies at the time of surveying show diftrences in

fteir representalions of political ideology. These diftrences are associated wih ideological

identification. This is consisbnt with Sears' (Sears et al, 1986; Sears, 1993) contention that

ideological idenffication plays a significant role in plitical preference. However ideological self-

identification is not the only symbolic predisposition highlighted by Sears. Of equal relevance to

this thesis is the role that party identification plays in political preference. To this end the next

study examines the role and content of political party representations in political preference.
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$IUDYTWO:

SOCIAL REPRESENTANONS OF POUNCAL PARTIES

To date there have been no investigations of national politics within the framework of social

representations fie0ry2, trough there have been a number of studies examining the dimensions

of perception of political issues (Shikiar, 1974; Goddard & Russell, 1987), political figures

(Shikiar, 1974; 1976; Forgas & Meynhart, 1979; Nygren I Jones, 1977; Forgas, Kagan, & Frey,

1977), and political parties (lkeda, 1997; Forgas, Laszlo, Siklaki, & Moylan, 1995), as well as

investigations of he social representations held of social movernents and how hose

representations relate to protest behaviour (Di Giacomo, 1980). The research canied out by

Forgas and his colleagues is particularly relevant as $ey have been concerned with fie

'cognitive representation'of political objecb. Indeed Forgas et al (1995) identify as particularly

important to fie social psycholo$cal study of politics 'how political parties, the symbolic

representations of diftrent ideologies, value and attitudes are perceived by individuals." (p.482).

The studies conducGd on fiis fieme have typically required participants to make similarity

judgemenb of the political stimulus objecb, as well as rating each target on a number of fixed

atbibutes identified as fteoretically relevant. A comrmn finding is ftat political perception is

organised along up to $ree dirnensions; Political orientation (eg. Republican vs Democrat),

evaluation (eg. good/bad), and conservatism. For example, Forgas et al (1995) required

participanb to rate target parlies on a number of seven-point bipolar scales such as

conservativ+radical,leftwingrightwing, ri$&flexible, and nationalistic-not nalionalistic. The aim

of this investigation was to examine he cognilive representations of political parties in the newly

democratic Hungary. Forgas et al state hat Hungary presented an important opportuni$ to

examine polfical perception in a novel situation in which the number of political parties had

increased dramatically ffier a period of one party domindion. Though frtis situalion came about

by a considerably different roub fian the first MMP election in New Zealand bofi contexts have

$is much in common.

NOTE 2: This conclusion was reach€d following a detailed survey of he literature, the uso of electnonic databases,

and ernail communication wi$ otrer social reflesentation researchers on the social representations theory mailing

list SOCREP-I- (So0REP{@tauninn.tzu.ac.il).



ln common with the studies canied out by Forgas and colleagues the aim of this chapter is to

probe $e symbolic content of specific political o$ects, in order to develop further a fieory of how

symbolic/representational content relates to political preference. lf the symbolic meanings

associated with objec$ such as the flag, or a sporting fophy, can be so potent $en cenfal to the

issue of political preference must be the symbolic content of political parties themselves. The

question next arises as how best to make this investigation? lf symbols can be likened to social

representations $en symbols do not exist in a vacuum, they must be socially consfucted and

shared. lt would be naive to assume ftat many of the meanings associated wi0t political parties

are not intentional on the part of political elites (though doubfless any number develop

accidentally before fieir power is acknowledged). This constuction occurs primarily through

media representation of political issues, and is ultimately manifest on $e day of an election when

people decide who to vote for. lt is fie vobrs fien hat are he best minor for what parties

ultimately stand for, and it is they who should be asked whatthese parties represent.

While the study by Forgas et al (1995) is clearly a worthy endeavour the mehod used is open to

criticism. lf the aim is to determine sociaUcognitive representations in a context of change then

surely it is inappropriate to make too many assumptions about the relevant elements of fiose

representations, particularly if one is intending to use questionnaire items developed for

American samples in such a difierent context as Eastern Europe. A more flexible way of eliciting

representational content would se€m rnore appropriate in such a climate of political change.

An alternative approach is used by lkeda (1997), who used open ended questions to elicit

political pafi schemas. Japanese voters were asked what came to mind when fiey hought of

each six politicalparties, Responses were mntent analysed and fiequencies calculated resulling

in 150 targetwords. These could be boken down into seventeen major categories and subjected

to duster analysis. lkeda nobs fiat he respondenb' salient political cognitions about the parties

were different fom those usually posited by political scientisb: They were unlikely to mention

politicalpower, interest groups, ideology and issues, or even political leaders. Respondenb most

fiequenfly made evaluative references (as much as 56% of references br each party were

evaluative) and references to party characteristics and behaviour (up to 357o of references).
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Unfortunately it is not enough to simply ask what a party symbolises. By their very nature

symbols may be difficult to articulate, they have no tangible reality. lt is in this endeavour that

SRT ofiers a useful framework. Verkuyten (1995) has argued that political symbols are

representational in nature, allowing us the feedom to examine them within a SRT fiamework.

Just as political parties are symbols we should consider $e representations of political parties in

determi ni n g ft e symbolic/represe ntatio nal content.

VALUES AND GROUPS AS REPRESENTATIONAL ELEMENTS

As detailed previously symbols serve to mould identity, and values associated wih identity.

Indeed Sears et al (1986) have theorised that at the ultimate level of absfaction symbols appeal

to tre values of fie viewer. In the contexts in which fie symbolic polilics theory has been tested

the mostcommon values invesligated have been related to equality. Typically positions based on

symbolic politics comprise a mix of afiect towards particular groups and (usually faditional)

values. Thus symbolic racism involves anti-black afiect and taditional equality values, the

manilestation of which might be manifest in opposition to affirmative action policies (because they

are counter-meritocratic). Billig and Cochrane (1979) have gone further, arguing that values are

in fact symbols. They point out hat he examples of polilical symbols such as "Freedom' and

'Equality" given by Cobb and Elder (1967) bear a stiking resemblance to the terminal and

insfumental values identified by Milton Rokeach (1973) in his seminal work on human values.

While useful as a starting point such a view ignores tre way in which symbols attain and maintain

potency- through communication.

Therefore we would expect hat people be aile to articulate the values for which a party stands,

and who fiose values represent. Given that group-based @nsensus in representational content

is a defining characteristic of social representiations we would expect hat the boundaries of

ingnoup definition should be recognised by supporters of fie dlfierent parties- here will be

consensus between supporters of fie same party (Wagner, 1995). This does not mean hat

supporters of different parties will automatically disagree wih all aspecb of a particular party

representation - different aspecG will be emphasised, downplayed, or evaluated differenfly in

relation to treir own priorilies as supporters of difierent parties.

A key dimension in the political domain in New Zealand politics since the beginning of the
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electoral change has been that of representation. One of the motives for a change to proportional

representation was hat a government based on such a system should represent a greater

majority of the population fian under the previous simple plurality system. CI course politicians

on all sides continually pumort to represent everyone, or at least the greater majon$. The flip

side of his relates to the perception by the voters themselves as to which pa$ or candidate best

represenb them.

This point has been illusfated by Reicher and Hopkins (1996), who analysed the discursive

devices used by Margaret Thatcher and Neil Kinnock in speeches concerning $e miG1980's

miners sfike. Both leaders defined the context of the issue (in their favour) in such a way that

the greatest possible proportion of the domestic audience would fall wifiin fie consbucted

ingroup. Attre sarne time opponenb of fieir respective positions u/ere are defined to an exfeme

minority. On one hand the instigators of $e sfrike and violence associated with it are fie NUM

(National Union of Mineworkers), an undemocratic minority imposing heir anii-governmental

stance on otters, on he other the stike is the end product of Thatcherism personified by $e

Prime Minister. The content of ingroup and outgroup category rnembership is defined in a number

of ways, most notably by reference to values. For Margaret Thabher he defining quality of the

ingroup is "Britishness" comprising values such as self-reliance, freedom, and respect for order,

while tre pro-sfike outEoup represent the anlifiesis of Btilishness. For Neil Kinnock fie

constucted ingroup support peace, is motivated by concern for he wider community, and is

compassionate and caring. The outgroup (nanowly defined as Margaret Thdcher) is anogant

and prejudiced, and is molivated by inational self-interest. Bofi speeches identify the

represented $oups, and whatfteir descriptive and presoiflive charrcleristics (values) are.

A similar, more descriptive, analysis of New Zealand political discourse was canied out by Praat,

Tufin, Lyons, Morgan, and Frederikson (1996) using speeches delivered by Helen Clark and Jim

Bolger in 1994. This paper highlighted be discursive resources used by he leaders to

characbrise fieir own (and tre oher) parlies. For example, Jim Bolger was shown to draw on

'business" discourse in his characterisation of tre National party as business{ke, organised and

efrcient, and oilented towards the future. On $e oher hand, Helen Clark presented fie Labour

party as principled and caring, responsible and consistent As wifi any public political

communication he aim of the speaker is to persuade the audience in their favour, and in the case
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of their respective supporters it can be assumed that this communication has been to some

extent successful. lt is trerefore a point of interest whether these characterisations of the two

parties (as presented by their leaders) will be reflected in the discourse of their supporters.

The focus of this invesligation is twofold. Firsfly, the analysis is exploratory with an eye to befter

understanding of the funclions and content of representations of particular political symbols:

political parties $emselves. Secondly, based on previous research on political discourse we can

make a number of predictions about the general patterns of responses:

We would expectthatfrathose respondenF indicating a dear preference for a political party will

consfuct the representation groups of that party in as inclusive a manner as possible, serving to

legitimatise trat pafi's position as credible advocates of he electorate in general. Conversely

respondenb will consfuct the constituency of dis-preferred parties in as exclusive a manner as

possible, frereby compromising that party's right to govern while improving the claim to

governance of their prefened pafi.

Similarly, we would expect that values presented by respondenb as being those their prefened

party represenb will be fiose characterising the atfibuted representation groups- fiat ftere will

be a fit between he values the party is seen to represent and the values of the group(s) which

are perceived as being the part/s constituency.

More importanUy, atfibuted representation groups, values, and ideals willfunction rhetorically to

justify fie prebrence of particular parties and to undermine criticism of thd preference. That is to

say here is an interaction between ingroup categorisation and values that justifies political

prebrence.

Not only should supporters of different parties have generally consensual representations of their

favoured parties, but trere is also expected to be general agreement of the content of dis-

prefened pafi representations.
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ITIETHOD

Data collection and sun ey measures

lnsfuctions to the respondents were intended to encourage variability of responses - several

probes were given for party associations. Respondenb were asked to indicate which political

party they favoured the most and which party they favoured the least, and to describe the people,

values or ideals these parties represent for them. Additionally, for both he preferred and dis-

prefened party respondenb were asked what images (if any) came to mind when they hought

about each party. Both the symbolic politics and social representations literature indicate that

symbols or representations rely heavily on pictorial elements so fltis probe was included in an

afrempt to tap pictorial content of party representations. Addfionally, group affiliation and values

are two of the dimensions of personal and group identi$ fuund by Bettencourt and Hume (1999)

as described in the previous study.

A brief note stated that responses need not be complete sentences, but could be characteristics,

words, or phrases. Respondenb were asked to describe bofi prefened and dis-preferred parties

firsty in order to access negative associations for each party, and secondly as a way of obtaining

additional information on $e dimensions of comparison important in political behaviour (there

may be important values or representation groups fiat respondenb can only identify when

descriting what frreir favoured party does not symbolise). This item is replicated on page 243 ot

appendix two.

The levels of national support enjoyed by the three main parties was reflected in fie responses of

our sample; of the 247 replies only National, Labour, and fie Alliance were favoured by more

han fifteen respondenb. For that reason the analylic focus of ttis study is on the data fiom fie

187 respondenb explicity favouring or dis-prehning those parlies (14 respondenb repoded a

preference for New Zealand First and heir responses will be included hough $e small sample

size wananb caulion). The responses were worGprocessed exrcdy as wrifien to allow easier

manipulalion, witr the final data set amounting to more than 9000 words. Respondenb averaged

42 words per response.

As the focus of tris study relates to party ident'fication, responses from only fiose respondenF

whose party identification (fie pa$ wiflr which they identified) was the same as the target party



for the above question (prefened parties) were included for the preferred party analyses

presented below. This reduced the number of responses by 40 for hat analysis.

The exact survey measures detailed above are reproduced in appendix two.

Analytic Procedure

As wiffr he previous study, $e method employed is thematic content analysis. As the data

available falls into the broad category of discourse a broadly content analytic procedure was

followed, though considerable attention was paid to the conventions of discourse analysis and

rhetorical psychology to lift the analysis above a simple enurneration of categories, resulting in a

more flexible approach b analysis. Most importanty attention must be paid to how the survey

responses fu nclion contextually and rhetorically.

The data was obtained in a particular context, hat of a survey questionnaire examining socio-

political atlitudes, and fie interpretation should be canied out in $at light Following the discourse

analytic tadition as documented by Potter and Wetherell (1987) the answers to the survey

questions should not be considered merely as a passive description of heir perceptions of these

political objects, or even as a simple declaration of support. Rdter fte discourse provided by

respondents should be viewed as an active consfuc{ion of fteir perceptions as a function of the

context in which fiey are provided. This oonsfuc{ion serves multiple purposes, to constuct $e

identity (and anti-identity) of the ingroup to which the respon&nt is a rrcmber, as well as serving

a rhetoricalfunc'tion (Billig, 1987; 1997) fiat acb as justification of the respondents preference.

Billig (1997) contends that $e specific form of discursive ac{ion involved in the giving of

"opinions'is rhetorical discourse, which is argurentative and oriented bwards persuasion. As

such justification and criticism are cental to rhetodcal disoourse, fie speaker not only consfucts

heir own position but also seeks to undermine alternalive counbr-positions.

Simply word-processing tre dah imparted sorne heling as b fte general flavour of the survey

responses, and a number of fienps were identified for furfier consideration and validation (note

trat discourse analysis encouragtss recursive consideration of the data, such that the researcher

is expected to reconsider potentially important themes mntinually in the process of analysis).



Such an approach is'unavoidably interpretative'(Reicher & Hopkins, 1996) necessitating the

inclusion throughout the analysis of representative examples of thematic discourse. The analysis

below includes respondents' replies (that are representative of the theme being isolated) to

illusfate the conclusions that have been drawn. Excerpts are italicised and are included without

any other modifications.

THEMANC CONTENT ANALYSIS

Table 5.4
Tallies of prefened by dis-prefened votes for the four maior oarties.

PREFERRED l{ational
PARW

DIS-PREFERRED PARTY

Alliance Labour NZ Fint

National

Alliance

Labour

NZ First

19

11

5

0

3

lr ",:,.r j.il,i i;:lt l':..:',..
,ii,,.:i:'1,,t,,',r,i'1ii;li,t i,i':.ti

58 (out of 73)

36 (out of 50)

38 (out of 50)

10 (out of 14)

28

48 (out of 64) 43 (out of 50) 23 (out of 37) I (out of 9)

The table above shows cross tabulation of the distribution of most liked votes against least liked.

Therefore the final column indicates the number of people prefening each of the three parties,

who in turn disliked one of the other major parties. For example, of the 73 people who prefened

National, 15 disliked a minor party other $an Labour, the Alliance or New Zealand First.

National was both he most and least prefened party. More than a third of he 247 respondents

stated thatthey liked Nalionalthe most. Though both Alliance and Labour were equally prefened,

the Alliance was second least prefened party. This final point is a reflection of the larger sample

of National supporters, the majority of whom dislike the Alliance more than they dislike the

faditional opposition, the Labour party. At the time of the survey the Alliance was polling second

to National and therefore represented more of a threat h National than did Labour.
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PART 1: Prefened Parties

The first analytic summary covers the people, values, images, and ideals atfibuted to favoured

parties.

N atio n al Party representation :

The National party is considered by ib supporters to represent fie majority of New Zealanders,

or most New Zealanders, specifically middle income upwards. Representation groups are

relatively undifferentiated with he use of broad general terms rafierthat explicit rebrence to sub

groups. There is also reference to fiose who do not fall into fie general categories of

most/majori$ of New Zealanders.

(l) 'a fair cross sec{io n of [the] community', 'They adion issues for the good of the majority and

not just cateing for a partiatlar section' , 'the maiority of New Zealanders'.

While Nationals representalion is seen as broad the specific images elicited by the image probe

are clearly a privileged group; rich people, business people, and farmers. lf Nalional represenb

the majority then why does a minority typify that representation?

While it is importantto supporters that National satisfactorily represenb a majori$ of people there

is some acknowledgrnent of National's unsatisfactory record concerning lower socioeconomic

groups, and maintenance of social services. More than any oher party, National voters qualify

their positive commenb wifi some acknowledgrnent of the pafi's shortcomings. A number of

themes are used to justify fte National party failures to represent lower socioeconomic groups.

There is an appeal to the dfficul$ of the tasks facing the government, the suggestion being that if

National isnt enlirely succeeding (or sonre groups are being left behind) in fie dfficult task of

running fre counfy hen it is only to be expecbd. Alternatively, National is seen as supporting

only frrose who really need assistance, tte implication being fiat sonrc proportion of fte

population do not really need state assistance they are taking advantage of fie system, National

does (2) 'provide socralsuppott forthose in rcalned'.

While National voters appear pessimistic or at least defensive (National is tying' but not



necessarily 'succeeding') they are certainly the best alternative. The deficiencies in support of

some groups are accompanied by reference to National's long term commitnent. That is to say

we may not be seeing the benefit now, but we will do so (at solne unspecified point) in the future

(3)',PAtN BEF0REGAINT.

Nationaf are (4) "fhe besf of a bad bunch','economic rcafists"

while the opposition parties are (5) 'ineffechJal' , 'dreamets', 'ex'hippys' .

Some (diehard National vobrs?) see this as meaning that fie Nalional party is doing what needs

to be done wi0rout giving in to popular opinion, again somewhat confadictory of the broad

category National is seen to represent (he implicit suggestion is that'popular opinion' actually

consisb of vocal minority groups). Pandering to 'popular opinion' is a criticism that is levelled at

both the Alliance and Labour. Only the National party has the sfength and commitnent to do

what has to be done.

Ndional Party Values:

The successes of the National governrnent as seen by heir supporters are primarily economic,

social system support is not mentioned often. The National Governnent is helping people to help

themselves, and is motivated to improve the general qual'lty of lib through improvement of the

e@nomy.

There is a fear among National supporters of a return to the bad old days of (socialist) Labour-

style Government, while National is firmly bcussed on the fufure (pain before gain), and satisfied

trat the ends will ullimately justfy he npans. There is reference to statrility, and commitnent to

tied and tesbd policy even if trat statlility comes at a price, hence National is also (6, "SfAlD

conseruative boring' , 'boring, plodding E salbl'. lt is not clear wheher fiis is a desiraUe attibute

br ffre Nalional paty per se as opposed to being a desirable characGristic in any governing

party.A change of Government in New Zealand has faditionally heralded dramatic policy swings

and accompanying uncertainty trat does not accompany Sre victory of the incumbent. lt may be a

case of 'better the devil you knou/.

A prominent treme amongst National supporters is that party's commitnent to incentives and



support for people who are willing to work for what they want, and this justifies and is in turn

justified by with the pre-election package of tax-cub passed by the National government. While

incentives for productivity are considered desirable, welfarism is seen as undesirable, and

rewarding of laziness. For National supporters weffare dependence is a potent negative symbol

in opposition to the New Zealand ideal of self-determination. For the majority of National

supporters everyone is playing by the same rules meaning that those who fail have themselves

to blame.

(T) 'creating self-reliance, removing Govf umbrellas', ' fosfering individuals to give a go,

promoting self worth",'Getting id of cndle to gnve motheing, removal of ttre handout'.

This emphasis on self+eliance is presented in turn leads to the proposition that the National

pafi represenb fteedom of the individual.

Labo ur Party representation :

Labour supporters offer much more diverse descriptions of their party's representation. There is

less use of general representation categories, and more explicit reference to concrete groups.

The approach is much more specific in ib inclusivity. Thus Labour represenb fie whole country

including groups such as ethnic minorities, the elderly, women, and specifically financially

deprived (unemployed, welfare beneficiaries, and low incorne earners), the emphasis is on

middle New Zealand downwards,

(8)'Economically disadvantaged Wple.Racialminorities. Senior citizens.','More interested in

ffie working class, unemployed, underprivileged than Nationaf,'helpful to the lower income

se;lion','They represenf the whole cwntry, nof jusf the financially comfoftable', Sfands for the

wotkers', "lepesenfs a cross secton of society, womens representation.'

Social status is fiequenty labelled by class+eferential terms such as (e) \vorking class', 'lower

class', 'blue collar workers'very much in keeping with the ideological and historical roots of the

Labour party. These are the stereotypical Labour supporters.

There is fiequent refurence to Ure taditional Labour policy base; health, education, welfare. At
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times recited like a manfa. (10)'heafth, education and hwsing", "social welfare, public housing,

health, education','befter housing and cost, equalopporfiinities, fair health sysfem..."

These rebrences are parlicularly interesting. 0n the one hand they are not specifically probed for

(unlike values and representation groups), and on he other they are commonly issues congruent

with economic self-interest explanations of voting. However in this context they function

symbolically rather fian staternents of posfion on specific issues. The three main obiects

\relfare", 'health', and "education'are core Labour concerns and are repeated in three part lists

frrroughout the Labour supporters' comments. Afiordable housing is a relatively novel addition to

the list, with ilre recent demise of state funded housing replaced by market rents (and an

increased accommodatio n supplernent) for low i ncome earners.

Like National even when Labour is the prebned party support for ftem is qualified. There is

recognition trat Labour has become divorced fiom its faditional consffuency and values - even

if we do know what Labour used to stand for here is confusion over what Labour does stand for

at fire moment. There is an even split between those who are pessimistic that even though

Labour appears to have changed that the ghost of the 1984 government haven not been

completely exorcised, and those that believe Labour has turned the corner.

(11) 'l betieve they are basically for the rights of all people and the support of the less well off,

howeverthe message is very clwdy atthe moment...','Labur used to be forthe working class

hoping they will go back to that','they are committed to their cause/party or they used to be'.

(12)'now heading in the ight dircdion and beginning to lisfen to the eleclonte','preparcd to

leamfrompasf misfakes and rcctif.

Perhaps the rnost damning criticism sees Labour perceived as infighting, overly critical but

unconstuctive, and backstabbing. This perception may be wellfounded when one considers fie

number of people to have held the Labour party leadership in recent tirnes; Geoffrey Palmer

replaced David Lange as prirc minister bebre the end of fte fourth Labour governmenfs

second term and was in tum replaced by Mike Moore less $an two mon$s out fiom the 1990

election (lost to National by a landslide). After the 1993 election, won by National wifi a single

seat majority, Mike Moore was replaced by his deputy Helen Clark, who herself survived a
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challenge by members of her own ffont bench to replace her with Mike Moore two months before

the 1996 election (with the deputy leader, David Caygill, sealing the peace with his resignation in

favour of one of the attempted usurpers). These very public examples of in-fighting have clearly

left tre Labour constituency somewhd bitter, wifft fie feeling that Labour may be to busy with

internal ficton to commit ibelf properly to representing the electorate.

(13) 'disgnceful change of leadership afrer vofing', 'the way they attack ofrter parties',

"dissenfihg factions',' dispante, not cohesive, unstable','infighting'.

Helen Clark is targeted br individual criticism. While other party leaders (and ex-Labour leaders)

tend to be referred to in the positive by their party's supporters, Helen Clark is the only one who is

seen as failing to live up to fie party's image. (11) 'Helen endeavuting to be more like Michael J

Savage". Unfortunately sorne of the criticism has more to do witt appearance than competence.

Labour Party values:

Above all (and despite the negalives) Labour has a social conscience, it is caring,

compassionate, and fairer to all.

(15) 'people who at least sfarf out caing', 'people with [al socral conscience', 'hopefully still

have the yalues of considering people' , 'trc cwntry caing for eaeh othef , 'good at heaft' .

There is a dear emphasis on collective (social responsibility) versus individual (defined in terms

of seff-interest) orientation- (f6f 'colleclive rcsponsibilitf, " community values df indMdual

weatth values'.The Labour party is motivated by and supportive of social justice, and he service

of fiose who up till now have not been represented.

Alliance Party representation :

As with Labour party representaton (and unlike National)the groups the Alliance represents are

rpntioned explicity. Here there is a sfong emphasis on diversity; he Alliance represenb not

only economically underprivileged, but also socially, deprived groups, wih specific reference to

Maori and hornosexuals.
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(17) 'Oilinary people','A broad range of yofers- gay, Maoi, women, low income etc', 'Maori,

grcen' other racial minorities', 'people interested in social justice issues: +nvironmental

protec:tion and susfain abfu, -recognition of historicaltnjustices to Maoi under the trea$', "the

dispante members that make up societf , 'The average working man','lowerto middle class".

The common reference to tre (18).avenge working person'points to the overlap in he target

constituencies of the two parties with the Alliance courting the faditional Labour blue collar

constituency, as well as other disadvantaged and disaffected groups for whom Labour has been

$e faditional advocate. The diversity of tre groups represented is c-onsidered a dynamic and

important atbibute.

The second component of Alliance representation is environmental interesb.

Alliance Party values:

The Alliance is prized for the diversity both of ib constituency but also br its own diversity. As

mentioned previously fie Alliance is exacty ftat, comprising New Labour (whose leader Jim

Anderton is the leader of the Alliance), the Greens, the Liberal party, and Mana Motuhake (a

Maori political party).The Alliance therefore is perceived as representing a specfum of different

interests, combrined in a fuly dernocratic mixture.

(lg) 'diverce nngp of people wod<ing tomrds common politicalgoals', "consensus decision

making', 'teadership and unitt', 'the feeling of fellowship' , 'A good blend of people,

philosophies".

The Alliance coalition of parties involved is seen to represent the heterogeneity of New Zealand

in general.

The Alliance is in touch witr he average New Zealander, and similar to Labour is seen as caring,

and odented towards the good of frre community, not individuals. More fian caring they are

passionate and angry about the state of the nation and its people, and they are oubpoken in their

criticism of $e status quo. They are morally and unselfishly supporiive of $e down-fodden and

unconcerned about political self-aggrandisement. The Alliance prizes people over monetary
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wealth.

(20) 'caing', 'human values nther than monetary ones, community values', "have the best

interesfs of the people at heart' , 'They have a moral reference point nther than a political one' .

The Alliance clearly represents a return to a fairer social system, and equal disfibution of

resources. lf Alliance and Labour represent a return to a system of social welfare over-

dependence (for National voters) then the National regime has rneant a swing to the other

exfeme where people are neglected in favour of the almighty buck.

(21) 'Basic economic growth with egual rcgard for social responsibllity of govemment','faimesso,

' equ alitt',' more equ al distiilttion of anr resources br fhe avenge person'.

Not only do Labour and the Alliance offer a change for the befrer, they offer a return to a better

and simpler way of life, where people mean more than money. Once more monetary values are

confasted with community/ colleclive values.

(22)'human values rather than monetary ones, communlty values'

PART 2: Dis-prefened Parties

This second part of fie analysis examines $e themes ftat are used by respondenb who dislike

each of the focus parties. lt should be noted that supporters of different parties (ie. Nalional and

Labour) may dislike he sarne group (ie. fte Alliance) and are analysed together. Where there is

a difierence in affiibution across groups regarding the same party itwill be highlighted.

Nadonal Puty defractort :

lf National party supporters ac-knowledge (even tacity) that fieir prefened pa$ does not

represent everyone then its defactors are even more narow in their desoiption of National

representation. National clearly represents an older privileged minority, and the privilege of those

groups is firmly cented around rnonetary favour. There is no rnention of ethnicity, even among

he 60 Maorirespondenb.

VICTORIA UNIIVERSITY OF WELLINGTON
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(2Q "Rich people', "upper ctass people', uQueen streetfarmers, business rwndtable', "Business

suited people sipping Latte at an wtdoor cafe in the crty', 'welldressed elderly women with blue

nnses'.

National represents (24)'lnherited money', which is an elegant counterpoint to the National

supporters claims to self-reliance, of helping trose that help themselves. Clearly while National

supporters feel that everyone plays by the same rules, supporters of the left leaning parties make

ilclear ftat some groups are advantaged fiom the start.

There is a distnction to be made between fie image that Labour, as opposed to Alliance

supporters, hold of Natonal. For Labour supporters, National ignores the economically

underprivileged (poor people, fiose on welfare, unemployed)and socially underprivileged groups

(gays, wornen, ethnic minorities) , while Alliance supporters feel that National ignores socially

underprivileged groups (gays, particularly ethnic minorities, particularly Maori).

The National party is greedy, their politicians and their constituency are selfish, and fieir policy is

self-serving. National aims to preserve the status-quo while the opposition parties favour a fairer

distibution of resources,

While National may represent pain before gain, ifs not them (or the privileged group they

represent) trats feeling the pain. National is fiequenfly refened to as divorced from reality, and

(25)'anogant'.

ilational party values:

The National party does not 4'. Money comes before people (versus pain before gain). The

Government places too much emphasis on W 'individual weafth values" versus (Labour)

'Coltective responsibilitf and "socnl conscience'. In contast, the opposition parties are more

caring, and are not so removed fiom their conslituency (27) 'out of step with real NZefs, no

concept of whatitis llketo struggle".

The criticism of National as favouring monetary success over social support is typified by the
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perception that National courts overseas favour (encourages investnent), and that they are too

busy making New Zealand look good for foreign investors to take notice of the pain their

economic and social reforms has caused.

Labour defrac'torc:

The Labour parg is seen by ib most ardent defactors as representing exclusively minorities, and

fiese minorities are presented in a distincty negative manner. Group labels are perjorative and

ftequenty conform to stereotypes aboutthose groups.

(28) 'Radica/s, unionists, lefr-leaning people', \tocal minority groups, bigoted feminists/maoi',

'union, minority infercsfs, polilically conect', 'Looking after Maoris too much, knuckling under to

them'.

The Labour party has (29) 'sold the working man out'. Particularly amongst the older voters

(45+) there is some sympafry br Labour, some of whom refer back to $e golden age of social

democracy in New Zealand. Amongst this group Labour is seen as having the right intentions but

being unable to execute them effectively.

(30) 'They know what they want, futt dont know how to achieve it...pfi reallt','The wofterc. Put

heafth & education as fop values. How gofl rf used to be beforc he unions & welkre got utt of

control', 'those peopleffiat Nationalareforgetting-the genuinely in need of socialwelfare help'.

The faulb ilrat characterise Labour br its supporters are emphasised by hose who least favour

Labour. Labour is criticised for being excessively critical and prone to infighting, and fierefore not

competentto fulfil$eir mandate as politicians.

(31) 'argumentative- they onty ever seem to crlticize other parlies to make ftemselves look

befter','loo busy putting ofherc dovm','nmplete failure to giw credlt where credit is due',

'personal attacks fo shoof dom policy ideas efc kttofferno altemative'.

The interpretation of representalion is difierent ffom that atributed to favoured parties, witt

cynicism that Labour only pretends to represent anyone, or hat they will only do so until those
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people vote for them. Thus the Labour party is expedient, they represenl (32) 'anyone who will

help them get the yofe", 'fhose people that National are foryetfing- the genuinety in need of social

welfare hetp- butthis will change as soon as they're in power, like lt has before', 'whatever sells

fhe vofes, tell the people what ffiey want to heaf .

There is a clear cynicism that is not evident in atbibutjons to favoured parties. There is a concern

that the major parties are simply reflections of each other, and fiat apparent difierences are

purely superficial. The motives of Labour and its politicians are questioned, with fie implication

being hat Labour (as a party trat has played no part in Government since 1990) are desperately

seeking election to give them the power fiey cunenty lack.

(33)'forever seeking to give firct place to perconal desires of popr,tlarity','Tha party represents

individuals who want individual power' , 'self before counttf , they only tttink of themselves '.

A number of these respondents emphasise the individual self-interest of Labour politicians (as

opposed to socialjustice, or collective responsibility) as he driving brce fte party.

Predictably, if Labour supporters are at best ambivalent towards Helen Clark $en fte opposition

is even less positive.

W'Helen Clarks voice! Her haifl, and her bnght sutfs!', 'Helen Frankensteint!,'Helen Clark

shouldnlbethe leaderof the Labar parv,'do notlikeffieir leadef .

Alliance Party deffac{ors:

There is clear acknowledgment that the Alliance represenb fiose who fall somewhere between

Labour and National, in fact Labour and Ndional are presented sornewhat as two sides of the

sanre coin.

(35) 'people who are unhappy with the present govemment", "fhose dissafis/ied with the Labar

& National application of govemment'.

More fiequenfy (and more pejoratively) the Alliance is considered by supporters of parties of
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both the left and right as representing an exbeme minority of the population. Alliance

representation is $e epitome of welfare dependence so disliked by National supporters, though

welfare consumers (in today's parlance) play a much more active role than is implied by welfare

depende nce. Their motivalion is ovenrrhelmi n gly negative.

(36) 'minortty's', 'trendy lefiies, peaceniks and those who see the world through rose tinted

glasges', 'welfare people', 'whingerc, opporfunisfs, IaOny left', 'oppOrtttnisfs, and fomenters Of

class dlwsio n','Ftee loading whingers'.

The Alliance is obviously perceived as appealing to exfemisb, to the disffected and to

fieeloading bludgers.

While the collec{ive nature of the Alliance can be interpreted as favouring diversity, and a wide

experiential background, National and Labour supporters quesfion the unity of five disparate

parties.

(37)'enthusiastic, but each seclion pushes their own banow'

Alliance party values:

The Alliance represenb a return to the bad old days, (38) 'back to the old Labour sfyle-unions

etc', a'party still sfuck in fihel 60's', "has beens, muddled, baclwad looking, 1970's

economics'. The irony is of course trat this is tre bad old days of Labou/s heyday. Not only does

it appear ffrat some taditional Labour supporters favour frre Alliance, but some taditional Labour

opposition has come to dislike Alliance more. The Alliance, it would seem, has out-Laboured

Labour. The symbols fadilionally associated witr Labour have been co-opted by fie Alliance

(Jim Anderton 'l didn't leave Labour, Labour leftme').

Ultimately fre Alliance is conceived of as he resunecGd spirit of socialism and therefore in

opposition to National, and any conservative agenda.

Perhaps predictaHy, tre Aliance is seen by National supporters as polfically and economically

naive, and by both Ndional and Labour as lacking in experience and experlise. (30) 'woolly
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economics','economically illiterate',' a right old mixfiirc of senstble and way+uts trading otr to

produ ce e conomic disaste/.

A fiequent criticism of the Alliance, made by National supporters, is hat their economic policy will

see New Zealand sliding backwards economically with reftrence to economic indicators. (40)

"economic simplefons', 'with some of their polbres lthink inflation would become too high',

'higher inflation, and htgher tax', 'a pady thatwill blow all the hard financial gains NZ has made

overthe lastdecade'.

The clear dimension of comparison is economic for both Labour and National supporters. Labour

and National supporters are united in freh lack of confidence in he Alliance to efiectively manage

the economy.

The Alliance does not promote self+eliance, and their agenda and policies are actively based on

encouraging dependence. (11) 'small thinkers looking for govt handouts', 'fteeloaders', 'a

mrchmash of ideas fwnded on the pincipla that'they arc owed a living", "fhose unwilling to

assaf fhemselves'. ,'encouraging deryndenct', andthis will be atthe expense of 'everyone who

wor*s hafi has to pay morc faxes".

While the sarne criticism is made of Labour by National supporters, it is rnore typically ascribed to

the Alliane if National represenb self-reliance as a way to achieve fieed $en the Alliance

ilreans (a return to) (12)'state interfercnce in mosl aspecfs of life''

lronically Labour criticisms of the Alliance bear a remarkable resemHance to flrcse of National

supporters. For example, the Alliance is seen as being bo diverse even for Labour supporters,

they represent f43l ''timitd gtoups", 'too many differcnt grulps", 'a weah alliance of very

different peopte who wauld be a disasfer in govemmenf , loo many differcnt iewpoints in one

partt'.lf the Alliance is united itis as'freeloadingwhingerc'. The Alliance is even accused of

(14)'tqing in the past','feel they are looking back instead of fomard (Nat supporterl",'Nliance

rcpesenfs the bN ideas of many Wars ago (Nat)', 'bacl<ward looking, 1970's economix (Nat)",

'areal cloth cap, 1930's socialisf image".
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This last is interesting. The Alliance is very stongly identified as liberal or radical, which is

described (in ffre LibCon question) as being associated with funilard thinking, broad-mindedness.

This does not fit with the ffequent criticism of Aliance policy as old fashioned.

Labour versus Alliance

Given the common ground between the Alliance and Labour, in both their members and

constituency, it is particularly interesting to highlight the group of people who favour one but

dislike the other. That is to say Labour or Alliance supporters who dislike each other more than

ffre ideologicalantthesis of their parties, National.

As an alternative to the Alliance, Labour is seen by ifs supporters as a less extreme alternative to

Nationaf, (#)'Wantattpeoptetohaveafairgoatlifewithoutgoing foexfremes of wetfaism &

dependence on the sfafe (as might Nliance)','wont go to extremes fhaf Nliance might & so

destoy economic gains that are now appeaing (?) after 10 yearc of pain'. For at least one

respondent these glimpses of economic success are not grounds for supporting the National

pafi, though Srey should not be endangered by gung-ho socialism. On the other hand, Alliance

supporters see Labour as having sold-out treir faditional support and make lit0e distinction

between Labour and National beyond that.

Both Labour and Alliance supporters favour fairer disfibulion of resources than cunenty occurs

at present (the Nab support fie status quo, ie. favour themselves). There is liile if any middle

ground, National supporters claim Labour and the Alliance pander too much to lower socio

economic groups, while Labour and Alliance supporters claim fiat New Zealand's weatttt is too

cenfalised in the hands of upper socio-economic groups. Both groups of supporters claim their

favoured party represenb fie majong of New Zealanders , and that the opposition leans to much

towards the upper or lower end (characftrised in exfemely negative terms).
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DlscussloN

Before discussing tre actual thernes derived from the survey responses it is appropriate to briefly

consider a number of broader characteristics of the discourse provided. Firsty the replies are

elicited as a monologue (tris is no two way conversalion) but they function dialogically, as if they

were part of an extended interaclion. This illustates the earlier suggestion that such discourses

are more ftan just "simple, uninfusive, neufal reflectors of real process located elsewhere.'

(Wetherell & Potter, 1988, p. 168). Rather discourse does thinos, be it justifying preference or

making accusations. lt is this consfuclive function of discourse that justifies a more flexible (and

interpretative) analytic approach tran faditional themalic content analysis which dms primarily to

elucidate manifest fiemes as analytic categories as ouflined in he analysis presented above.

The aim of this discussion tren is to draw together these fiernes by illusfation of the functions

trattrey serve as interpretative repertoires (Wetherell& Potter, 1988).

The expectation that representation categories of prefened parties are defined so as to

encompass a majority of the electorate as possible is partially confirmed. Proponents of all three

parties identify those parlies as representing at least the majority of the general populace, with

important qualifications given for each of tre major parties. National represenb the majority

though not all of New Zealand, acknowledging that National does not represent $e less well ofi.

Both Labour and he Alliance represent New Zealand as a whole, with special atention to

specific, under-privileged groups. For Labour those groups are primarily economically deprived,

while the Alliance represents socially deprived groups, This distinction is borne out by Alliance

and Labour proponents who least prefer National, with Alliance proponents seeing National as

representing socially privileged (eg. EX23 'upper class people'), and Labour proponenb

identifying National representalion as primarily financially advantaged (eg. HK23'Rich people").

Where Labour and Alliance are presented by fiek supporters as virfuous because they

specifically address minority interesb, National supporters see $eir party as virtuous for not

'pandering' to minorities.

There is a clear fend for respondenb h identify the groups their prefened party represents as

ftose tnir least prefened party neglecb, while fieir dis-prefened party over+epresents one

group. They allclaim treir party represenb a majonty, and the opposilion a minority. Additionally

here are differences in the levels of specifici$ and differentiation of representation groups both



between supporters of the main parties but also between preferred and dis-preferred party

atbibutions. Most clearly there is a greater degree of differentiation made by supporters of Labour

and the Alliance for the groups their parties represent with a greater number of groups

specifically named, while Ndional representation is characterised through broad generally

inclusive terms. However, National adherenb do differentiate specific groups when asked to

describe $e representation of heir least prefened party.

It should be clear hat the responses to the survey are more than simple statements about the

perceptions of the respondent concerning their prefened party. The discourse presented

consfucts as favourable an identity for ffre party ( and at the same tirne that of $e respondent)

as possible, presented in such a way as to discredit implied counter positions.

Though the survey queston specifically probed for representation groups and values they are

clearly not independent. The values for which prebned parties stand are utilised rhetorically to

juslify their perceptions of the people for whom $e parties stand. Thus he fact that National

promotes self-reliance can be used to discredit he minority of people that National fails to

represent After all National does "provide social support for those in real needo, therefore if

National does not provide social support for any groups or individuals they do not really need it.

This is illusfated most cogenty with reference to $e groups that National supporters see he

opposition parlies as representing, fiose groups are he ones that National does not represent,

fiose who claim welfare support but do not need it. The motivations of non*epresented groups

are laziness and self-interest (eg. E$6 tee loading whingers'). National may oppose welfare

dependence but people on weffare are presented as actively seeking a handout, theirs is an

active role much different fiom the passivity implied by 'urelfare dependence". This

charmtedzaiion serves a number of purposes, to negatively stereotype those who National does

not obviously represent, and to minimize the size of hat group of 'need/ New Zealanders.

The values of tre parties, as presented by their supporbrs, appear to difier most in fieir

endorsernent of equality and diversity br Labour and Aliance, and fteedom, self-relianc€, and

stability for National. lmportanty, freedom and equality are the two value constellations indicated

by Rokeach (1973) as underlying fadlional left-righU liberalconservative ideology, When one

considers the mean liberal-conservdive self-identification scores of he different parties
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supporters it appears that trose favouring parties representing equality and diversity have mean

self-ident'fication scores tending towards the liberal end of he scale (3.24 for Alliance, 3.15 for

Laboufl while endorsement of a party representing freedom and self+eliance is associated with

more conservative self-identifi cation (4.66 for National).

The combindion of the promotion of self+eliance (and the associated rewards), feedom (be it

fieedom of tre market place or feedom of choice), and meritocracy as ideals, contasted with

opposition to'Mrelfare dependenceo, and the negative motivation (laziness, greed, etc) atfibuted

to welfare recipienb clearly go beyond a simple exposition of the values for which a particular

party is seen to stand. This synthesis tells a 'stor/ about National and ib supporters that is

clea1y part of a family of concepb refened to by Sidanius (1993) as legitimising myhs.

According to Sidanius legitimising myths are repertoires of 'attitudes, values, belieb, or

ideologies that provide moral and intellectual support to and justification br the group-based

hierarchical social stucture and the unequal disbibulion of value in social systems' (p.207).

Clearly tris confast of self-reliance against welfare Gpendence functions in his context as a

legitimising mylfr justifying the ruling position (the mandate) of he National C'overnment. National

party supporters are not only justifying fieir preference br $e party but are also justifying fiat

par$s (and by extension ib conslituenb') position in the social and political hierarchy. This in

furn, ties in witr fie findings of the previous sfudy, where a conservdive ideological position was

associated with hierarchy enhancement, and the liberal position wift hierarchy attenuation.

By comparison $ere is no similar complex or coherent story synhesised by supporters of the

left. The concepb utilised by these supporters are much rnore atomic (and isolated fom each

other) wih an oveniding heme of support for equality and redress of the status-quo. An

additional henre is used by a number of opposition supporters against National, not only is the

National conslituency insulated fiom the efiecb of Ndional governnent reforms by their

privileged position but hat position ibelf does not result ftom self+eliance- rafier it is inhedted

wealth, old rnoney that allows frem fieir position. The people National represenb are

themselves, by a difierent definition, 'bludgers'.

Bofir Labour and Alliance oppose a status-quo which advantages the already advantaged by

promoling equality, and fair distibution of New Zealand resources. This does not mean that



Alliance and Labour supporters do not dfibute importance to $e economy. While National party

supporters dearly consider the economy an important factor in determining quality of

representation in the prefened party fris is not the case for Labour and Alliance supporters.

However, he importance of fie economic/monetary dimension is clear in the context of

comparison. Labour supporters who dislike the Alliance do so on a number of grounds, the

primary reason being hat Labour (EX45) 'wonl goto extremes thaf Nliance might & so desfioy

economic gains that arc now appeaing (?) after 10 years of pain'. As well as highlighting that fte

e@nomy is a dimension of comparison for Labour supporters, this also illusfates fiat some

aspecb of preference may only be apparent in certain conbxb.

As was to beconp clear in tre election campaign Labour was stuck wih a problem as far as

economic credibilig was con@rned. While National vigourously promoted a programme of tax

cuts to be implernented after tre election, made possible by improvernenb in he economy and a

record surplus, Labour was unable to present an effec{ive alternative. While the Alliance was able

to simply deny thatttrere was any economic revival, Labour was in he position of wanting to point

out that it was their post-1984 refurms fiat laid he bundation for any recovery, but to do so also

reopened fie wounds of those most negatively afiecbd. A matter of monfis before the eleclion

Labour went so far as to apologise for he reforms instituted under Roger Douglas, an atempt h

distance hemselves fiom a symbol mting powerfully against them. CIher examples of failed

attempts atsymbolic manipulalion are Mike Moore's fiequent reference to the founder of the New

Zealand welfare state, Michael Joseph Savage, and Jim Bolge/s promises to return New

Zealand to the 'Decent Societ/ it had been before $e fourth Labour government.

On tre one hand Mike Moore's inbnt was to remind he taditional Labour vote of the reasons

they had always supported Labour, and indicate trat afbr the perceived befayal of $e 1984

Labour governrnent fte party had returned h its roob. In reality, fie timing was ho close to he

events hemselves and Moore's exhortations rung hollow. In $e same election Bolge/s promise

of a decent society must be argued as at odds with their proposed programme of welfare

spending cub and sweeping rebrms. The catch cry of the 'decent societ/ was to corne to haunt

Bolger as voters asked'where is fie decent society now?'

In summary, a number of difierent themes were apparent in the party represenhtions elicited
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using open-ended questions. There were clear dfierences in the consfuc{ion of each part/s

constituency- who fiey purport to represent, wi0t bott Alliance and Labour supporters ofiering

more oomplex representalion goups. These difierent consfuclions function rhehfically b justify

the preference of the respondent, and reflect pejoratively on ohers not sharing frrat prebrence.

Party values are maked by a dislinc{ion between feedom and self+eliance for Nalional, and

equality and diversity br Labour and Alliance
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CHAPTER SX
HUMAN VALUES AND POLITICAL PREFERENCE

The previous chapter reported two studies using open-ended questions to probe the

representiational content of political ideology, and political parties. Respondenb in boft studies

identified a number of componenb to both. 0f particular interest is the use of values to define the

concept of ideology, as well as the political parties most and least prefened by the respondenb.

In both sfudies respondents differentiated preference for different preferences using the values of

equality and freedom. In study one respondenb attibuted equality and fteedom differenlially to

fte two ideological positions of conservative and liberal. Additionally, as shown by the fnding that

National pafi supporters report higher SDO scores fian Alliance and Labour supporters, there is

a clear difference in fte level of endorsement of egalitarian values. In study two respondents

difierentiated between most and least prefened parties by fieir relative support for these two

values (among other concepb). Given he heoretical role played by values as the core of

symbolic politics, and fie findings so far, it is appropriate at this point to consider the role of

values in politicalprebrence in greater depft.Verkuyten (1995)contends that it is the values that

a political symbol embodies ftat arouses the errctions of the symboliser. In o$er words, there

has to be some degree of congruence between the value conbnt atfibuted to a political symbol

(eg. fee&m and $e Arnerican flag) and the values held of the perceiver before thd symbol has

meaning for the perceiver.

From the previous two studies it appears that there are a number of values that may be

implicabd in polilical symbolism and preference. Among hese values are feedom, equality,

stability, and change, So far the term 'values' has not been formally defined. Perhaps fie most

fiequenty cited delinition of a what consttutes a human value is ofiered by Rokeach (1973) as

an 'enduring belief thd a specific rnode of conduct or end-state of existence is personally or

socially preftrable b an opposite or oonverse mode of conduct or enGstate of exisbnce" (p.5).

Rokeach conceptualised two types of values; belieh about desirable modes of action which he

refened to as instumental values (e9., Honest, imaginative, Independent) , and belieft about

desirable enGstates rebned b as terminal values (eg. Freedom, equality, Family Security).

According to tris scheme insfumental values are the mode through which terminal values may

be achieved, $e means to the end.
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Rokeach argued that considered together, values form values systems where a value system is

"an enduring organisation of belieft concerning prebrable modes of conduct or end-states of

existence along a continuum of importance' (1973, p.5). Thus the importance of different values

should cevary with the imporhnce of others in fte value system. Human values are stongly

prescriptive in nature and form fie core around which other less enduring beliefs are organised.

As such they are important in a range of other processes. For example, fie formalion of specific

attitudes is presumed to be predicated upon more general values.

This conceptualisation has been utilised in $e investigation of a wide range of attitudes, and has

been enthusiastically supported by consumer researchers using human values to predict product

prehrence across a wide range of domains (Allen, 1997).

VALUESAND POUNCS

The relationship between value sysbms and political preferene has been subjecl to

investigation since $e heyday of social psychological values research in the late 60's and early

70's. Rokeach (1973) reporb a series of studies intended to support a Two-Vdue model of

politics, presented as an albrnative to the more faditional left-right or radical+onservative

typology. Rokeach argued that the faditional left-right continuum was not sufficient to difierentiate

(or make comparisons) between all the varieties of political ideologies ac{ive at the time. In ib

place, Rokeach proposed that fte minimum dimensions necessary to describe different

ideologies was two, and set out on a programme of research intended to establish ftat different

orientations towards the values of fteedom and equality described fiese ideologies.

TaHe 6.1

Rokeach's (1973) TwoValue Model.

Pollticalorlenhtbns Relatho importrnce of:
Equality

Liberal Democratic, Socialist

Conservalive, Right-Wng (eg. John Bhch Society)

Communist

Nazi, Fascist

According to Rokerch, adherenb of dfferent political philosophies differ in $eir relative support

High

Low

High

Low

High

High

Low

Low
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for these two values as summarised in table 6.1 above. He supported the contention of the

relative importance of feedom and equality based on a content analysis of the writings of the

written works of idealogues commonly accepted as typifying difierent political persuasions.

Rokeach and his colleagues selected as representative of communist, capitalist, fascist, and

socialist orientations the writings of Lenin, Goldwater, Hifler, and a number of socialist writers

fl-he argurnent being fiat no one individual was suffcienty prototypal). A number of raters

content analysed the four 25,000 word excerpts, making fequency counb of the occunence of

sentences containing synonyms for all of Rokeach's terminal and insfumental values. The final

analysis compared the relative frequency rankings of all the values fur each of the exemplars.

The overall importance of freedom and equality was illusfated by $e finding that fiey accounted

br 45 percent of all terminal value occurrences. The relative fiequencies seemed to support

Rokeach's twovalue model wih fie freedom and equality being ranked first and second (out of

seventeen terminal values) most fiequent respectively in the socialist exerpts, sixteenth and

seventeenth for he Hiter (fascist) excerpb, first and sixteenfi for Goldwater (capitalist), and

seventeenth and firstfor Lenin (communist).

Rous and Lee (1978) repeated Rokeach's investigation based on $e writings of exclusively

American authors. Books by William Buckley, Staughton Lynd and Thomas Hayden, George

Rockwell, and William Douglas were selected to represent conservatve Republican, Communist,

Nazist, and liberal Democratic orientations respectively. The authors found considerable variation

in the endorsement of Freedom and Equality that was generally consisbnt wifi the thesis of

Rokeach. In a similar vein Mahoney, Coogle, and Banks (1984) conducted content analyses of

American presidential inaugural addresses. Analyses indicated hat Freedom and Equality

defined two basic dirnensions underlying the thenes of he addresses.

Levine (1978) applied he twovalue rnodel in a content analysis of a selection of New Zealand

political party programmes. Simple fiequency counb of he eighteen terminal values, including

freedom and equality, specified by Rokeach (1973) were calculated. Given the variations in fie

amount of campaign material for the difierent parties Levine rank ordered fie frequency counts of

$e eighteen values fur each party. National ranked fieedom first, and equality second, while

Labour ranked equality first and fieedom third. The smaller parties sampled were difierentiated to
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a greater extent with Social credit citing ffeedom and equality first and third, Socialist Unity fourth

and first, and the Values Party endorsing the two values second and eightt respectively. Given

the lack of parliamentary representation of the smaller parties it would appear that the middle

ground of NZ politics at the time as characterised by Labour and National as system-supporting

cente parties.

This chapter then, is devoted to a detailed investigation of the role values may play in political

perception and preference. This investigation examines the speeches of political elites, the value

atbibutions made by survey respondents of the major parties, and prediclion of respondent

preference based on fie values they hold to be important. The final study of this thesis takes an

applied perspective in aftempting to explain some of the successes and failures of the difierent

election campaigns with an experimental study looking at fte eftct of political adverts on party

value representations

STUDY ONE: Values as symbols in political rhetoric

Resulb from study one, fre content analysis of open ended descriptions of prefened/ dis-

prefened parties, suggest fiat fteedom and equali$, at least superficially, are important in the

New Zealand political environment. However the diftrence in relative endorsement of the two

values by National and Labour found by Levine (1978), which we would expectto be greater than

found, would lead us to categorise botr National and Labour as approximately equally socialist in

ideological orientation (high fteedom, high equality). While in retospect ftis might be consistent

wifrr tre political styles of the parties at the trne (heavily protectionist, consensus on fie

importance of the wetfare stab, etc) it suggesb that the New Zealand political environrnent is too

homogeneous to make a trorough test of the twovalue hypothesis. Wtt $at in mind it was

deemed appropriate to repeatthe exercise in the post-MMP environment

The expectation tratthe change of electoral system would encouragts a greater variety of political

enlities to seek parliarnentary mand#s was fulfilled, with six parties winning representation in

tre first post-MMP parliament. The surcessful parties represent a more diverse parliament than

at any previous time, and offer a more complete test of the two-vdue rnodel in New Zealand

politics.



Previous content analyses have been analytically limited in fiat, typically, examples of discourse

are selected fiom only a few sources (however typicalthose sources may be of particular political

viewpoints). This has meant that sophisticated statistical techniques have not been employed in

analysis as samples failto meet important assumptions. For example, Rokeach's (1973) analysis

of political writings involved examination of the relative rankings of terminal and insfumental

values precluding analytic frexibility. Therefore, hr he purposes of this study a more flexible

approach was desirable, and the seleclion of sarnples ffom a number of sources (representing

the different political parties) was intended to allow for more rigorous investigation of the fieedorn-

equality hypofiesis.

Similarly, while analyses of this type originally provided support for Rokeach's two-value model

they have been limited to comparisons of frre political discourses of either important international

figures, or of exclusively American political figures. Thus, when the two-value model has been

tested in other counties by evaluating the endorsement of fteedom and equality in voting

populations the assumption has been made that the sarne values of fteedom and equality

underlie the ideologies examined by Rokeach (1973). lt is assumed that parties fom the same

ideological family but in different counties difier on the same values when it may be the case that

parties ftom difrerent cultures but commonly labelled togeher may in fact express fieir

ideologicalposition through endorsementof values otherhan feedom and equality.
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METHOD

DATA COLLECNON

Dataforthis exercise comprised of the 93 (13 Alliance,23 Labour, 17 NZ First,27 National, I
Act) Address-in-Reply speeches given at the opening of the parliamentary session following the

1996 election. As only one United New Zealand candidate, Peter Dunne, had survived the

eleclion that one speech was omifted from further analysis. The Address-in-Reply debate

contests the motion thathe proposed government has $e confidence of a majority of the elected

party representatives in the House. Each speaker is allowed 15 minutes (with the possibili$ of

extension ilthere is no objec{on) to present a contibution, the content of which is relatively open

(and indeed need not sticdy follow pa$ guidelines), The address in reply speeches are

comrnonly used to outine the members' vision br fie term of their ofice as well as vilify the

opposition.

Transcripb of ffre speeches are contained in the New Zealand weekly Hansard, the official

record of New Zealand parliamenbry debates. Parliamentary debates have been fanscribed

fiom audio recordings of $e parliarnentary session, and are authorised as accurate by each

speaker before printing. These franscripts were first photocopied, and fien converted into a

computer readable format using optical scanner and optical character recognition software. The

final product comprised a word processor file of 218,349 words, with speeches averaging just

over 2300 words.

A1{ALYSIS

Synonyms for fieedom and equality were located from a number of sources. Appropriate

synonyms were taken from Billig's (1978) value content analysis of fascist propaganda and

Rokerch's (1973) original content-analytic tesb of the two-value model. Additonal synonyms

were obtained fiom prominent auftors on he topics of freedom and equality: Berlin (1958), Dixon

(1e86).

Values and their related synonyms were located using the word finding functions of the word

processor 'Microsoft Word' and a tally kept of their occunence for each speaker. Each synonym

was considered in tre context in which it occuned and was only counted if ib use in that context

was consonantwith ei$er value.
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RESULTS

fiEMES

Though the inferential statistics in this study focus on the ffequency of two values, freedom and

equalig, it is appropriate to devote some time to the actual context and usage of these values. ln

both cases these values were refened to in two ways- the endorsement of fie value, and

criticism of the negation of the value. For example, those MPs who endorsed equality and

fairness (positive equality) were also likely to criticise favouritism, exploitation, and discrimination

(negative equal'lty). Similarly, fiose who endorsed feedom, autonomy, voluntary participation,

and choice (positive fieedom) were likely to criticise the use of compulsion, force, and legislative

restiction (negative feedom). There were very few examples of MPs being critical of fieedom or

equality, in factthe only examples of crilicism of positive values came from ACT and $e Alliance.

For example, ACT speakers denounced tre teacher pay regime in which, it was argued, bad

teachers were able to earn as much as bad teachers while Alliance speakers decried fie

fieedom availed to overseas investors by the government to purchase shareholding in state

resources, thereby depriving the people of New Zealand of the future value of these resources.

Many references were couched in evocatve terms. As the examples give above show, freedom

became liberty, equality became fairness. Deprivation of fieedom became slavery and

compulsion. Deprivalion of equali$ became discrimination and exploitaton.

Throughout, speakers represent themselves as champions of posilive value, and opponents of

fie negative. To difierent degrees (as illusfated in the inftrential results below) MPs tend to

stand br positive value and oppose the negalion of hese values. For example, if National

represenb fieedom ffren Ndional MPs denounce Labour, the Alliance, and New Zealand First as

wishing to deprive New Zealanders of their fieedom to decide and to earn. Where the Alliance

represenb fairness and equality, National, New Zealand First (and even Labour) are criticised as

seeking to deprive New Zealanders of a fair go. In some cases $e lines become bluned- where

does equality of opportunrty stop being he feedom to achieve? Though few examples arose in

fie discourse used, it is apparent $at $ese two values are not as distinct in their usage as they

are in psychological treory. Attention needs to be paid not only to the frequency of usage, but

also the manner of usage of potent values such as fieedom and equality.



STATISNCAL ANALYSES

Fioure 6.1: Mean occunence of combined values per speech by pafl

Figure 6.1 shows the mean number of value references (freedom and equality combined) made

by the representatives of each pafi. 0n average, the Alliance and Act speakers make more

value references (fieedom and equality combined) than do Labour, NZ First and National

Speakers. A oneway ANOVA shows $at fie parties difier significanfly in fieir value references

E(4,86)=1.39, p<.05), with Tukey range tests indicating that Alliance speakers make more value

references than do Labour speakers.

It was found that ftequencies of occurrence of each value were unconelated (F.02, p=.tl4ns).

The ftequencies of each value br speakers fiom each party were analysed using MANOVA. This

showed main effecb br pafi {E(4,861=2.64, g<.05) and value type (E(1,88)=16.1r, B<.01), as

well as a significant party by value interaction (E(4,86)=6.27, B<.01). Overall, feedom values

occurred more fiequenty than equality values (meanr*o"n=5.96, nean*,,rny=3.70) and post hoc

tesb indicated fiat Act speakers used fteedom values more ftequen0y than theh Labour

counterpaG (meanna=9.75, meanbbou=3.32), wift Alliance, NZ First and National falling in

between. Similarly, Alliance speakers used equality values more frequendy than all other parties,
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Fioure 6.2: Average occurence of Freedom and Equality value references for each pa$ (4

Figure 6.2 shows a graph of the mean number of value occunences in speeches by MPs of he

major parties. Act, National, and NZ First politicians made reference to fieedom values than

equality values, while Alliance and Labour poli$cians showed he reverse pattern. Other han

Labour, representatives of the o$er parlies appear to clearly favour one value over another.

Figure 6.3 below shows $e sarp data but wih he parties ordered across fte bottom aris in

order by which trey might be consiGred to fall fiom liberal (or left-wing) to conservative (right-

wing). This is consistentwi0r fie ideological identificalion findings presented in chapter five, study

one.
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Fioure 6.3: Average occunence of Freedom and Equality value references br each party (B)

There is a general tend for increasing reference of each value to follow fie common perception

of tre party's places on fie left-right dimension. For example as mean fiequency of equality

references increases the parties are increasingly left wing, while (with $e exception of the

Alliance) the pattern is reversed for Freedom referen@s.

ln order to test tre statistical discriminatory power of the two values, the fieedom and equality

fequencies were used as predictors of political party representalion using discriminant analysis.

The two discriminant functions obtained both achieved statistical significance wift the first

accounting tor 79.3o/o of frre between-groups vafiance (12(8)=36.9S, 9<.001) and fte second

accouniing lor 20.7o/o (12(3)=8.41, p<.001). The coneldions between the predictor variables and

the two canonical discriminant functions (refened to as discriminant loadngs) were -.388 and

.926 br Freedom, and .957 and .303 for Equality.
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Clearly, equality defines the first function while feedom defines the second function. Therefore

the relative endorsement of equality and, to a lesser extent, freedom can successfully

differentiate between ilre party representatives. Considerdion of fie group cenfoids (the group

average on each function) shows that the first (equality) function discrimindes most sfongly

between the parties, with the parties falling in right-left ideological order. The Alliance is most

clearly delineated by fris function. There is less spread on function two (fieedom) which is

consistent wifrr its explaining the lesser amount of classification variance.

Act
o Alllence

o

Naflonal o Nz FiFt

o
Labour

-2-1012
Func{on I

Fioure 6.4: Discriminant map derived fom MDA analysis of Freedorn/Equality references

Additionally, $e two significant funstions derived accurately predicted 43o/o of the cases. This

may be compared witr tre classification rate we mightexpectto occur at a chance level. lf all five

parties were equally represented $at would be 20o/o, however as his is not he case it is

appropriate to use ttre proportional chance rate (Hair et al, 1995) which weighb the chance

according to 0re unequal group sizes. In this case the proportional chance criterion is 23.9 or

approximately Z4o/o.Thus ffre obtained classification rate is significanty better han that expected

at the chance level (Press's Q=29.71, p<.001).
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Table 6.2

Classification table indicatino soeakers conec{y classilied on freedom/eoualitv references

Predicted Party

NZ First

Actual

Party

Alliance

Labour

NZ First

National

Act

6 (fl170)

3 (10.7%)

2(12.5o/o)

1(3.7%)

0 (0%)

5(41.7%)

17 (60.7%)

8 (50%)

10 (37%)

1(12.5o/ol

1 (8.306)

2(t.1oh)

I (6.30/0)

1 (3.706)

0 (0%)

0(0%)

5 (17.906)

1(6.3%)

I (:13.30/0)

1(12.5oh1

0 (00,6)

1 (3.606)

4 (25oh)

6 (n.2%)

6 (ts%)

The classification table is reproduced in table 6.2 and shows the number of representatives that

are corecty classified to tre right party (note fiat the bold diagonal indicates the speakers

corTecty classified). The discriminant functions obtained provide equal or better than 500/o

c,lassification of Alliance, Labour and Act speakers while there is considerable confusion in the

classification of National and NZ First speakers. National speakers are spread across the parties

witr more $an half of tre NZ First speakers being misclassified wih the parties of the left (and

50o/o to Labou0.

DlscussloN

At ffre very least, he results of $is content analysis provide soITE support br the contention that

elite members of New Zealand's political parties difier in their endorsement of key values, in his

case fieedom and equality. Comparisons of fte mean frequency of occulrence indicate ftat there

are differences in endorsement of these two values, and that endorsenrcnt varies as a funclion of

the value type, as well as speaker affliation. The results of fie discriminant analysis indicate that

while botr values are related to political ffiliation, fiere is reason to believe that a difference in

equalig is tre primary dimension of difference in this analysis.

Table 6.2 is particularly useful in interpreting the value orientations of $e political parlies. Just as

Billig and Cochrane (1979) bund in frreir analysis of exfemisb and potential exfemisb here is
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lit0e overlap in the value profiles of those at opposite ends of the political specfum, in this case

Act and the Alliance. This is illusfated by the relative inftequency of mis-classification of

speakers fiom these two parties as members of ofier parties, and particularly in that no Alliance

speakers are misclassified as Act speakers, and vice versa. Bott NZ First and Nalional speakers

are mis-classified at a high rate. I am inclined to interpret ftis not as a limitalion of fie fteory or

analysis but rafier (with knowledge of the context) as an indication hat these parties (and

particularly NZ First) are experiencing a period in which their identities as distinct parties may be

unstable. As $e unils of analysis are speeches given by individual speakers one can conclude

that National is a party comprised of a number of factions- those who wish to occupy more of fie

political enfe (vying with Labour), A similar number who wish to retain a unique National

position, and a smaller number favouring a rnove further move to the right (closer to the position

of Act). On he oher hand NZ Fhst would appear to have rnore in common with Labour (with

whom they were popularly considered most compatible) wih half of the NZ First speakers being

misdassified as Labour. The words of fte late British Labour politician Aneurin Bevan would

seem to sum up the positon of NZ First; "We know what happens to people who stay in the

middle of fre road. They get run down' (1953, quoted in Jay, 1997, p.40).

These resulb also show illusfate the problems faced by fie Labour party. Following an abortive

coup lead by now deputy leader Michael Cullen, Labour poll support hll h the lowest point ever

in the monfts leading up to the election (bebre regaining some of fieir support in a recovery

affiibuted by political commentators b the makeover of Helen Clark). As the taditional pa$ of

the leftthey had sufiered fiom he popularity of $e Alliance, which had been able to carve ofi he

more radical left support of Labour. The Alliance had also atFacGd fie favour of welfare

recipienb who had been first gufred by fie welfare reforms of the fourfi Labour government $en

filleted by fieir contnualion by National. Labour was unaHe to satisfactorily posfion itself in the

eyes of voters- unable h claim fie left wing without sufiering identity conflict wih fie Alliance and

unaHe to move bo far to he cenFe and retain heir faditional identity, $eir faditional symbols.

Of tre parties analysed all but Labour showed sorre preference for equality over feedom or vice

versa. Sidanius (1990) has argued that it may be impossible to hold fieedom and equality as

equally important wiffrout suffering important confadictions. The belief in equality must

pre$ppose some negation of individual fieedom, for example absolute wage equality will see



the individual denied the opportunity to earn more than heir neighbour by working more hours

than their neighbour. The equal endorsement of fieedom and equality values by Labour may

plme them in a position leading to internal inconsistency in publicising their party plaform. This is

clearly fte case wih fie Labour endorsement of fee market reform while at fie sarne time

arguing for a more inclusive welfare policy.

The findings indicate fiat certainly the Alliance and probably Act (the sample of eight Act

speeches being too small to draw a concrete conclusion) speakers make more references

(fteedom and equality combined) han do $eir colleagues from the other parties. Again, this is

consistent wih the expectalion of Billig and Cochrane (1979) fiat exfemist parties rely more on

fte symbolic aspect of values to rnotrilise heir conslituency. In doing so one assumes thd $eir

greater reliance on values (or he use of values in political rhetoric) is aimed at constituencies for

whom values, or fte symbolic and rhetorical content of values, is more exfeme.

The misclassification of NZ First speakers (primarily into Labour) hint at one of the problems

faced by a Nalional-NZ First adminisfalion. For a number of reasons NZ First was generally

expected to coalesce with Labour after the 1996 election. For example, Winston Peters had

stated at a series of campaign rallies ftat only a vote for NZ First would remove Ndional ffom

government while he majority of NZ First candidates had expressed at least a weak preference

br fte Labour party. Certainly, parts of the coalition agreement reflected a desire br a rnore

equitable division of fie spoils of an improving economy, and it was $is 'humanising' of he

National party hat NZ First banked on to retain he support of fie fiirteen percent of fte

population

The question remains as to wheher fieedom and equality ae he best values with which to

difierentiate between he diftrent orientations. Certainly boh freedom and equalig are required

to madmally differenliate behveen par$ nembers, with a pafiern fiat reflects he ideological

position held by he parties. Once again it is equali$ thd is he primary dlscriminator (accounting

br almost 80% of fie variance).
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VALUES IN ELITE POUNCAL DISCOURSE

An essential pointto remember is thatwhile this study presenb a relatively descriptive analysis of

the fiequency of value rebrences in parliamentary speeches, the implications go considerably

further. lt is not by chance ffrat trese parties endorse difierent values- it is by fadition and design

trat this comes to be. Rokeach (1973) has argued that equali$ and freedom are $e foundation

of modem politicalideology because of he role fiey play in western democracies. That is to say

thatfeedom and equality are not only important in political discourse. Indeed it is BECAUSE OF

their social value thatfiey are manipulated in political discourse.

As Rokeach (1973) has argued, fieedom has characterised western democracy for centuries,

and fie quest for freedom has been manibst in any number of conflicG (eg. fte American war of

indepenGnce, opposition to slavery worlduride, te+tade intervenlions). Similarly, equality has

played a significant role in defining the Austalian and New Zealand nalional identity - Those that

appear to stand out from fte crowd elicit a swift negative response (Feafier, 1990).

The social relevance of fiese values spills over into he political world as well- the social and

polifcal worlds are not separate. For fie past seven$ years the National party has spent more

lime as governrnenthan any oher. Atfie time of fie election, the Nalional par$ was completing

ils second consecutive term in office, marked by a dramatic groufft in fie number of welfare

recipienb in the face of declining welfare spending, a growing disparity between the rich and poor

in New Zealand, increasing privalisation and sale of state asseb to overseas buyers, and many

ofter concerns (Spoonley, Pearson, and Shirley, 1994). lt is no surprise $at he call for a return

to a time of greater equality defines tre polfical plafforms of the opposiiion parties. Similarly, the

National party is appealing to ib constituency by emphasising fie value hat has aided their

ascension in the past, They are fiee to achieve what they desire (though the opposition would

point out trat tris @mes at he expense of ohers). Freedom and Equality are not simply values

but symbols hemselves- trey stand for sornething other Sran their sfict denotation, they stiand

for he trings ftat difierent constituencies desire.

This reflecb the finding of chapter five, study one, that supporters of the opposition parties score

lower on SDO tran & National party supporters. This means hat National party supporters

favour a retenlion of the systems and conventions fiat perpetuate social division in favour of the
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dominant group (defined by respondents in chapter five, sfudy two, as farmers, business, people

and the beter off). 0n the other hand Labour, Alliance, and New Zealand First supporters favour

reducing the gap between dominant and non-dominant groups (eg. racial and social minorities,

the underprivileged). Sidanius (1993) contends that one rnechanism $rough which perpetuation

of a hierarchical social system is justified by he dominant group is the use and.propagation of

legitimising myths that make social hierarchy seem necessary. One example given by SDO

researchers of such a myth is the meritocratic principle (that greater reward be a reflection of

greater effort). Taking such a position allows one to argue that affirmative action policies are

unfair not only to those who do not qualify for afirmative action but fiose who do as well (they

may sufier fiom unfair expectations of which they may not be worthy). Such a position allows

one to argue hat he CEO of a large company deserves a salary higher than he average wage

because they work harder fian tre average wage earner. Similarly, anyone who works deserves

to be paid more than someone who is unemployed. This type of argument is clearly apparent in

the discourse analysed here.

Historically, such myths have proven highly persuasive- and notoriously diffcult to counter.

Opposition to such positions almost by necessity requires the motilisation of other values, in fte

above example a potentialoppositon between the freedom to earn as much as one is able, and

rejection in favour of fair distibution of resources and wealth. Clearly, these values are mobilised

through discourse and $e simple fequency counb presented in the resulb of ttis study

illusfiate, albeit superficially, such a rnobilisation. Paralleling he SDO scores of participants,

National party respondenb in chapter five, sfudy two, decried welfare dependence in favour of

self-reliance, Labour and (particularly) Alliance supporters countered this by calling for a redress

of the status quo, criticising National for their lack of representalion of minority groups- in efiect

minoring he values probssed by fieir prehned parlies.

This raises fie obvious point that political elites do not endorse difierent values simply because

$ey are valued b some degree by difierent societal groups. This passive consfuclion leaves

elites at the whim of fre electorate, and an unpredictable electorate at that. lf, as Edelman (1964)

poinB out, "polilics is concemed wifrr ,.. the auftoritative allocation of values' (p. 114) fien he

discourse used in this study is not only reflectng the values perceived to be important- it is an

active attempt to advocate br societal endorsernent of parlicular values. In ftis case ACT
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endorses fteedom because they wish the listener to give priority t0 fiat value, while the sarne

hdG for fte Alliance endorsernent of equality.

SUMMARY

In summary, this investigation found that ftere were sfong party-based differences in discursive

use of two fieoretically imporbnt values- feedom and equality. These difierenes were

consistent with previous findings of studies conducted in the United States and in line wifft the

predictions of Rokerch (1973). The importance dtibuted to hese two values discriminates

between the five major parties, but has yet to be tested in New Zealand to determine their

relevance to individual voters- $at is to say, do voters ftemsdves value freedom and equality to

the same extent political elites appear to wish.
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STUDY TWO: Values in social representations of political parties

The ftematic content analysis of descriptions of prefened/dis-prefened parties presented in

chapter five suggested that different parties were perceived as symbolising (among other fiings)

difierent values, in particular fie values of feedom and equality. Study one in this chapter

indicated that this perception is congruent with the rhetorical value appeals made by members of

those political parties.

A limitation of the thematic content analysis was that respondents described only fteir most

prebned, and their most dis-prefened parties. While this was appropriate for an exploratory

investigation and considering consfaints of space in he survey, this allows only within subject

comparisons of parties representing exfemities of preference. A more thorough investigalion

should include comparison across all of the major parties.

Therefore this next study is intended to address a number of aims. The study is intended to verify

the findings of the content analysis relating to values in a more confolled manner. That is to say,

all respondents were requested to evaluate the same targets on he same value inventory, Just

as the content analysis produced what can be considered to be social representations of the

prefened and dis-prebrred palties, tris sfudy aims to examine the relationships between parlies

and $e values comprising social representations relaling to politics.

ilETHOD AND ANALYSIS

It is appropriate to consider the survey insturnent and analysis together as the analysis used

prescribes to some extent the nature of $e measures used. As nnntioned in chapter five, sfudy

one, corespondence analysis requires $at$e ffiibutes upon which the objects are rated are a

good approximdion of he atfibubs which would be expected to fully describe allof he o$ecG.

For this reason he values to be evaluded were taken from the entire pool of SchwarE (1992)

value items so $at each of the important value domains were represented by at least one item. A

number of values wih similar meanings from he sarng value domains were omitted.
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Value atfibution insf ument:

Respondents were asked to complete an eight by twenty four table. They were requested to

indicate for each of eight political parties (National, Labour, New Zealand First, the Alliance,

Christian Coalition, ACT, United NZ, and the Progressive Greens) whether that party stands for,

or opposes each of twenty four values.

The exacttextwas as follows:

What do our political parties stand for? What values do they represent?

Read the description of each of the values below, then indicate with a tick EI any

the parties you think might "stand" for that value. lf you think any parties oppose a

value then put a cross B in the appropriate boxes. lf you think a party neither

represents or opposes a value fien leave that space blank.

The order of the parlies, and the order of the values was counter-balanced such that there were

four different versions of fie form with approximately one quarter of the respondents receiving

each version. An example insfurnent is presented on page 259 of appendix four.

Itwas decided to presentthe analysis of only the fuur maior parties as he minor parties (with the

possible exception of ACT) receiving generally neufal profiles but br a few obvious values. For

example tre Christian coalilion was generally neufal but br fie Value 'devouf which was

indicated as being supported by the party for all but eleven of fiose who completed $e

queslionnaire. The analytic result is to produce a single dirnension defined by fiat value alone,

on which only that party deviates fiom the origin.

The values presenbd wttr frre parties were a subset of the SchwarE values invenhry (1992).

The full inventory requires respondenb to rate each one of 56 values in terms of their importance

to he respondent as'guiding principles'in heir lives. These 56 values were selected based on

an extended program of research airned at determining a set of values that might be considered

to be 'universally' imporbnt- endorsed to a greater or lesser extent cross-culturally. The items

were drawn fiom a pool comprising items fiom previous value instuments, as well as texts on
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comparative religion, and as a result of discussion with religious scholars. Multidimensional

analysis of data obtained from samples in 20 counfies (including New Zealand) confirmed that

the values may be grouped together into 11 motivational domains, in which a majority of items

consistenty grouped togefter across the majority of samples. SchwarE asserb that fte values in

each constellation hold a common motivational source. So br example, scores on the values of

successful, ambitious, influential, and intelligent $ve an indication of the extent to which the

respondent is motivated towards (or away fiom) achievement.

As well as extending Rokeach's (1973) original contention fiat values may serve a molivational

function, it also presents an alternative to the single'item approach fiat has plagued value

inventories which aim to be comprehensive. ln practice Rokeach's use of single items to indicde

the relative importance of a value type (and effec{ively all of ifs synonyms) has been criticised for

$e same reasons ftat single item scales of other kinds tend to be psychomebically deficient. By

combining the values associated with each rnotivational domain we can hope to derive a more

reliable npasure of value orientation.

The Schwartz (1992) inventory was selected for a number of reasons:

o lt is a relatively new measure, based on previous values research (and taking into account he

limitations of past measures) which has been tested extensively cross-cuKurally.

o ln defining the motivational domains associated wi0t the individual values researcher is able

to speculate as to the molivational basis of value-based behaviour.

r The motivational domains as composite value rneasures provide a more reliable measure

than singleitem value item measures (a criticism that has been directed at a number of

instunpnb including tlre Rokeach scale; Braihwaite & Scot, 1991).

r The Schwartz inventory, while long, has been designed and tested using a rding scale (as

opposed to importance rankings) which should make it easier to use as well as being less

cognilively taxing.

22 items were selected br evaluation. ltems were selected according to fieoretical relevance to

tre study at hand (political perception). Two addilional values: Fairness and Family values were

also included. Table 6.3 below shows $e values selected and the molivational domains fiom

which frrey come. Erch item includes a Hief qualifying phrase or word. For example fte value of



socialjustice was qualified with'conecting injustice, care of the weak".

Table 6.3
Values selected for adminislration in studv two.

VALUE (and qualifier)

Social poryer (conbol over others, dominance)

Authority (the rightto lead or command)

Wealth (material possessions, money)

Preserving public image (protecting their Tace')

Influential (having an impact on people and events)

Socialjustice (correcting injustice, care of the weak)

Family security (safety for loved ones)

Protecting the environment (preserving nature)

Honest (genuine, sincere)

An exciting life (stimulating experiences)

Equality (equal opportunity for all)

Obedient (dutifu l, meeting obligations)

Accepting position in llfe (accepting life's circumstances)

Reclprocafion of favours (avoidance of indebtedness)

Freedom (freedom of action and thought)

Devout (holding to religious faith and belief)

Family values (traditional values, nuclear family)

Forgiving (willing lo pardon others)

Fairness (in the dislribution of social/economic resources)

Respec't for tradition (preservation of time-honoured customs)

Social order (stability of society)

l{ationalsecurity (protection of the nation from enemies)

Broad+ninded (tolerant of difierent ideas and beliefs)

A world of beauty (beauty of nature and the arts)

Votinq intention:

Voting intention was elicited using fte question:

"lf an election was held in $e near future, which party uould you yote for with your party vob?"

Feeling fiermometer:

Respondenb were asked to rate each of National, New Zealand First, Labour, Alliance,

Progressive Greens, United New Zealand, ACT, and the Christian Coalition on a scale fiom one

to seven, where "1' rTnant hey felt very unfavourable to that party, "4' indicated neiher

favourable nor unfavourable belings, and '7" indicated they felt very favourable towards ffiat

party. All phases included these items butthese studies reporthose from phase two.

Analysis one
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Only data for the four major parties (National, Labour, Alliance, and New Zealand First) were

included in the analysis. The data was coded with a blank (neither opposes nor stands for) coded

as zero, with a cross (opposes) coded as negative one, and ticks (stands for) coded as plus one,

The aggregate score for each value (for each separate party)was calculated to produce a single

contingency table of four columns by twenty five rows. This was then subject to multiple

correspondence analysis using tre ANACOR algorithm used by SPSS 6.1.3. The Contingency

table used as inputfor this analysis is replicated in table 6.4 below.

Table 6.4

Continsencv table of aooreqate value atfibution scores br the five maior oarties

l{ational NZ First l-abour Alliance

Forgiving
Devout
Obedient
Accepting position in life
lnfluential
An exciting life
Social power
Equality
Reciprocation of favours
Social justice
Family security
Protec'ting the environment
Honest
Freedom
Preserving public image
Family values
Authori$
Faimess
Respect for tradition
Socialorder
Wealth
National security
Broad-minded
A world of beauty

213
197

218

205

235

195

209

253

203
257

248
2fi
225

213

216

2n
215
251

213
231

192

205
2n
217

215
200

211

211

246

199

220

248
209

247

245
221

211

223

?n
235

2n
245

231

243
204

n7
228
213

185

195

205

203
252
208
228
215
205
221

n3
213
199

219

236

219

239

222

216
220
211

215
192
204

195

201

199

211

259
201

258

198

229
191

211

198

187

239

268
219
28
192
217

228
275
259

209

207
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 6.5 below shows comparison of atfibuted value means and standard deviations for

National, New Zealand First, Labour and the Alliance. lt can be seen that Labour and Alliance

were perceived to oppose the same three values the least;wealth, an exciting life, and devout.

They were also perceived to stand for, or represent the same three values the most fairness,

equality, and socialjustice (though Labour was seen to stand for influential as much as fairness).

In confast, the most atfibuted value for National was wealth, followed by preserving public

image, influential and social power. National was perceived to oppose honest, fairness, and

socialjustice. New Zealand First was seen to stand for influential, authority and preserving public

image, and to oppose devout, forgiving, and hoadminded.

Table 6.5

Mean value atfibution ratinos (allrespondenb. N=150)
(I{oTE: Scale runs fiom I to 3 whete l=oppose, tsneiher oppose nor endorce, 3=endorce)

National NZ First Labour Alliance (3,119)

Devout
Accepting position in life
Forgiving
Obedient
lnfluential
An exciting life
Social power
Equality
Reciprocation of favours
Family security
Protecting the environment
Honest
Freedom
Preserving public image

Family values
Authority
Fairness
Respect for tradition
Social order
Wealth
National security
Broad+ninded
A world of beauty
Social justice

2.09

2.11

2.23

2.27

2.68

2.16

2.U
2.36

2.46

2.U
2.20

2.09

2.61

2.n
2.92

2.70

2.39

2.U
2.59

2.59

2.70

2.43

2.23

2.23

2.06

2.29

2.19

2.59

2.71

2.29

2.18

2.59

2.12

2.65

2.24

2.65

2.53

2.29

2.47

2.47

2.65

2.35

2.41

2.11

2.41

2.53

2.24

2.82

2.03

2.14

2.26

2.17

2.U
2.03

2.14

2.83

2.26

2.80

2.37

2.n
2.6
2.23

2.43

2.31

2.86

2.44

2.66

1.97

2.37

2.60

2.20

2.80

1.89

2.15

2.30

2.52

2.52

2.11

1.85

2.85

2.26

2.85

2.70

2.74

2.52

1.96

2.52

2.22

2.81

2.44

2.59

1.96

2.37

2.63

2.41

2.81

1.56ns

.43ns

.92ns

3.36*

1.00ns

1,27ns

5.68*

E.l0*
1.97ns

7.76*

4.ggl*

E.08n

.5/ns

6.37*

.81ns

5.lEh

7.W
.23ns

.83ns

16.57*

3.53F

.82ns

1.06ns

12.16*"

+=p<.1 0, 
*=p..05, **=p..01
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Though not included in the correspondence analysis, ACT was seen to stand most for wealft,

feedom, and influential, while opposing honest, protecting fte environnpnt and socialjustice.

From this superficial examination it can be expected that a representation of New Zealand

political parties should show greater commonalities between Labour and he Alliance, while New

Zealand First and National are judged dissimilar from each other, and Labour and fte Alliance.

As with discriminant analysis he maximum possible dimensionalig of a conespondence analysis

is equalto he number of groups minus one. In this case the $ree possible dimensions account

fur 90, 9, and 1 percent respectively. Therefore a two dimensional solution accounts for the

majonty of the variability. Figure 6.5 plob the row and column poinb on the two dimensions

selected.

Funcfbn r
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0.rl I

G|
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O Exciting Life
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o
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sociarJusrice 
o Honesf, *""ffiSn,"A "Pi:S* eu$" rr"ge

Wortd of Eeaug^O - Oposiliong
Famity Securityo 
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equarf -i** 
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o
o

Natbnal Security

o
Forgiving

o
Broadminded

Figure 6.5. Two dimensionalperceptualmap showing results of conespondence analysis
(Values indicated by circles and parties by fiiangles).
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As mentioned in the earlier discussion of conespondence analysis, points closer to the center of

the map are less influential in differentiating between different target parties. Therefore for figure

6.5 above respect for fadition and accepting one's position in life are atfibutes that are

consensually important (or unimportant) auoss allfour parties. Points close to each other may be

considered as being related, and distal poinb may be considered as unrelated or opposite. There

is sorp debate as to whether one can make point to point comparisons between row (value) and

column (party) points, and for this reason it is suggested that row-point comparisons be made

holistically by considering clusters of poinb together.

By this rationale we can suggest fiat the National party is commonly perceived as standing for

wealth, national security, public image and reciprocation of favours more than fie Alliance and

Labour which in furn are perceived as promoting social order, family security, and equality more

than Nationalor New Zealand First.

the first dimension difierentiates the parties best with Alliance and National furthest ftom each

ofier, with Labour and New Zealand First falling between them but both closer to the Alliance

than National. The order in which they fall on this dimension minors almost exacdy their

perceived positions on fte left-right conlinuum. The second dimension serves to difierentiate

New Zealand First from fie other parties and consideration of the values which cluster nearest

New Zealand Fhst may reveal why. The values exciting Lib, authority, and influential suggest a

dynamic image while the other parties are more associated wifi security and stability frtough for

National it is national security while Labour and Alliance are more family oriented. This is quite

consistent wih the way the parties were presented in fie media. Even before the election New

Zealand First was tre party making the gredest gains (though $ey lost ground in he weeks

before tre election) shaping to play the role of power broker while for fie oher parties it was

business-as-usual. Clearly New Zealand First injected an element of vitality into he facf,tional

black-white, left-right electoral competition.

lmportanty, he relative positioning of the parties on the first (and most important dimension) is,

fiom lefi to right, tre Alliance, Labour, New Zealand First, and finally National. This reflecb the

common perception of tre relalive ideological positions of the parties on a lefi-right or liberal-

conservative dirnension.
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From the perspeclive of the National party the representation described above does not reflect a

desirable position br a political party. When the sample thought of National they were most likely

to think of weal$, national security, public image, social power, authority, freedom, and

reciprocation of favours. While sorne of these values have a generally positive connotation fie

majority may not. The news may not be all bad however- taken together these values suggest a

desire for stability and security, a potent motivation according to Braithwaite {1994, 1997).

Braithwaite has argued that while Rokeach (1973) is conect in his assertion that political

positions may be defined in terms of a twevalue model, ftose values may not be equality and

security but rather two dimensions of harmony and security. This desire for security is reflecled in

the results of the first two studies in this thesis relating to ideological meaning and party images-

liberal and conservative ideological positions were equated with change and stability. The

analysis of prefened and dis-prebned parties showed that Nalional was viewed by botr

supporters and opponenb as maintaining the cunent status quo, while Labour and Alliance were

viewed as more progressive (fiough in an illconsidered manner according to fieir defactors).

Again, while there is reason to expect that the family of values National is perceived as

representing are less desirable than more alfuistic values (such as fairness, world of beauty, or

family security) $ey are the values that might be most related to potency. Wealth, social power,

auhority, and influence are more important in terms of eficacy than many of the other values

used in this study. Again, this parallels the findings of chapter five, study two in that while National

was not as well-liked (even by heir own supporters) fiey were viewed as more capable than the

Alliance and to a lesser extent, Labour. Similarly, it may be easier for National pafi supporters to

acknowledge the weaknesses (or faulb) of fieir prefened party because fiat party is already in

power.

0n $e surface at leastthe situation is better br Labour and fie Alliance - after all they are clearly

viewed as representing values wih more obviously positive connotations. But herein lies a

problem - they are also botr fighting over similar value tenitory. Their proximity in the plot shows

$at fie sample discriminates much less between Labour and Alliance than any other

combination of parties. Indeed, if we consider hat the parties' positions on function one reflect

(once again) their approximate ideological positions in relation to each other the same problems
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illusfated in the previous studies are apparent once more. Labour and Alliance are making very

similar promises to the electorate.

Analysis two

The previous analysis utilised information from all respondents about the values all four major

parties were perceived to represent (or othenrise). The resulting conespondence analysis

presenb a representation of the inter-relationships between values and parties, illusfating the

core values atfibuted to each party as well as ftose considered consensually unimportant.

The question addressed by this second analysis is whether the values idenlified with the difierent

parlies are important in which pafi is prefened. For example, is it because Labour is identified

with socialjustice that it is prefened by some people over other parties? Using the values which

parties represent is it possible to predict from fie party representalions respondents' favoured

parties? How importantare he values parties are perceived to represent in political prebrence?

To evaluate these questions two fur$er analyses was performed using $e value dfibutions

made by respondents abouttheir favoured parties.

METHOD

The data for these analysis use the party value atbibution ratings presented in the previous

sfudy, as well as fie feeling hermometer data for National, Labour, the Alliance, and New

Zealand first (how favourable people felttowards each party on a seven-point scale).

Two sets of strtistical analyses were conducted. The first regressed party value affibutions of fie

whole sample onto each respondenb'beling thermometer ratings br hat party. That is b say,

he value affiibution scores on each of fte 22 values made for each party were regressed against

the feeling frermometer s@re br hat same party. This was repeated four lirnes for each of

National, Labour, the Alliance, and New Zealand Fhst.

Secondly, discriminant analysis was used to determine the perception of which values

differentiated support br which parties. For each respondent fie value atbibutions of their

prefened party were used to attempt to predict $eir prebrence. That is to say, if a respondent



indicated they intended to vote for National, the value dfibution ratings for Natonal only were

included in the analysis.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

Feeling thermometer ralings for the four major parties were regressed onto the Value atfibutions

fur the four major parties. Due to fie number of variables in $e analysis stepwise regression was

used. Variables were eliminated fiom the analyses using the backwards stepwise procedure

which includes all variables at the first step and proceeds to eliminate those that make the

smallest increments to the Rz of the equation. This mefiod was chosen simply to reduce the

number of variables in fie equation while accounting for as much variance as possible, and to

avoid the early elimination of important variables.

Favourability ratings and party value afrributions

Table 6.6

Conelations between oartv favourabilitv ratinqs (all N's between 108 and 149)

Prog. Christian United M ACT
Greens Coaliton

Alliance Labour NZ First

l{ational -.18*

NZ First .14+

kbour .28**

Afliance .47n

ACT .30**

United NZ .59**

cc .Mn

-.33**

r-p<.1 0, 
*=p<.05,'*=p<.005

Table 6.6 reports the conelalions between favourability ratings for fte eight parties targeted. Not

surprisingly liking for the three opposition parties conelated negatively with liking for National,

while liking for National's potential coalition partners (the 'toxic fio' of ACT and the Christian

Coalition) conelates positively with liking for National. There is a moderate conelation between

liking for the Alliance and Labour (8.27, 9<.005), which is marginally weaker than that between

.18*

.04ns

-.05ns

.06ns

.43*

.55**

.11ns

.02ns

.02ns

.1Ons

.61**

.29*

.03ns

-.15*

-.05ns

-.45*

.33**

.27n

-.14i.

-,09ns
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liking for New Zealand First and the Alliance (F.33, B<.005). Feeling thermometer ratings br fte

three minor parties produced some of the higher conelations suggesting that people favour them

as a block, perhaps simply because they are minor parties. This is supported by the fact that all

these conelations are positive.

TaUes 6.7 to 6.10 below summarise the stepwise regression results for the bur parties.

Table 6.7

Summary of Standard Reqression Analvsis for Value Attributions Predictinq Feelinq

Thermornater Ratinqs for National N=145)

Reciprocation of favours

Honest

Socialjustice

Equality

Freedom

Exciting life

Position in life

Preserving public image

Wealth

(Constant)

,67

.61

.56

.55

.51

,56

-.56

-.66

-.81

1.76

.19"*

,16+

,16*
.16+

.15+

.13+

-,14*

-,17*

-.1 9*

B=.45, B2*p"to=.41

*p<.10 * p..05 *.p<.01

The regression br National was significant (F(9,136)=12.15, p<.001) with an B2au"t"o=.41. The

most important positive indicator of liking for National was reciprocation of favours. There were

three values which were negatively related to liking br National, Accepting one's position in life,

Preserving public image, and wealth.

This suggests fiat though he majority of the sample, even including National supporters

fiemselves, perceive National as representing wealth and preservdion one's public image, $e

people who npst like National (in terms of feeling thermometer ratings) are those whose value

ffiibution responses are fid National opposes wealtt, puUic image, and accepting one's

position in life. At the same time, the more respondenb perceived National to represent the other

positively related values, fie more $ey liked National. This is clearly at odds wi$ the general

view of National as indicated in the previous analysis. Whe$er this reflecb a bias in the way

people view their prefened party, or a post-preference rationalisation is impossible to tell fom fie
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Table 6.8

Summarv of Standard Reqression Analvsis for Value Atfibutions Predictinq Feelino

Thermorneter Ralinos br Labour (N=145)

Variable

SocialJustice

Equality

Exciting life

Wealth

Preserving public image

(Constant)

.84

.57

.bb

.53

-.50

-.J7

,31"
.20'
.17*

.13+
-.17*

t=.24, B2"prr.o=.22

*P<.10 * P..05 '*P<.01

The regression for Labour was significant (F(9,136)=12.15, p<.001), with an E2.oi,s.d of .22. Their

were three values positively related to liking for Labour; socialjustice, equality, and exciting life.

Though not significant at he 5olo significane level, $e perception that Labour represenb fie

value of wealfrr was posilively related to liking for Labour. As witt Nalional, preserving public

image was negatively related to liking for Labour.

Surprisingly, The more respondenb perceived Labour as representing wedh, $e more

favourable they blt towards fiat party. This is confadictory to the impression given in chapter

five that Labour supporters dislike fte fiscal emphasis placed on polfics by National and ACT, as

well as fie resulb presented in figure 6.5 indicating that National was perceived as being

endorsed most stongly by National. This is clearly a pointworthy of investigation - it may be that

seeking wealth is a desiraile goal if it is held in coniunction wi0t values such as socialjustice and

equalig. This would suggest that weal$ is only a negative value if viewed in terms of individual

(or at least minority) self-interest but is acceptable if forhe good of society as a larger group (fie

distinc{ion between individual and sociofopic self-interest as made by Kinder and Kiewiet, 1981).
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Table 6.9

Summarv of Standard Reoression Analvsis for Value Atbibutions Predictinq Feelinq

Thermometer Ratinqs for the Alliance (N=145)

Variable

Honest

Equality

Freedom

World of beauty

Position in life

Socialpower

Preserving public image

(Constant)

1.01

.75

.52

.60

-.51

-.67

-.83

4.33*n

.33'*

.23*',

.17',

,15+
-.14+
-.18'
-.23**

S=.38, B2*p'tc=.35

?<.10 'Pt,os "P'.01

The regression for Alliance was significant (F(7,136)=11.99, p<.001), with an B2arrusred of .35. The

degree to which the Alliance was seen to represent Honest, equality, and feedom were all

positively related to liking for the Alliance, while the reverse was tue for social power and

preseMng public image.

For the third tirne in as many analyses the perceplion of endorsing equality is positively related to

liking for a party, though significanty it is in conjunclion wifi fieedom.

Iable 6.10

Summarv of Standard Reoression Analysis br Value Atfibulions Predictinq Feelinq

Thermorneter Ratinss br New Zealand First N=145)

Variable

Socialjustice

Broadminded

Fairness

Forgiving

(Constant)

1.17

.55

.62

.50

1.76

.35"
.19*

.1r
,14',

82=.37, 82*5*,oo=.36

*p<.10 * p.,05 *p..01

The regression for New Zealand First was significant (F(4,138)=20.6, p<.001) with an ff.qu.ru of

.36. Four values were significanty and positively related to liking for New Zealand First; social

j ustice, broadmi nded, fairness, and forgivi n g.
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For the third time out of four analyses the perception of a party's endorsement of socialjustice is

positvely related to liking for New Zealand First. Additionally, those who like New Zealand first

also view it as forgiving, fair, and just. These last two values were a sfong part of the message

New Zealand First was fying to present - bcusing on themes of fair featnent for all New

Zealanders (not necessarily those wishing to become New Zealanders) and particularly Maori

and tre elderly. lt is this odd mixture of consttuencies which might lead to the perception that

New Zealand first is a hoadminded party.

It has already been noted that tre association of equality and socialjustice with a party is related

to liking for that party in firee out of four analyses. lt should also be pointed out that for firee out

of four parties ttre perception that the party represenb preservation of public image is related to

relative dislike for frat party. Freedom is positively related to only two parties and that is

predictably National (and based on he results of study one in this chapter, $e Alliance as well).

These findings are limited however, in that they only indicate which perceived value

endorsements are associated with LIKING br these four parties. lt is after all possible (and

indeed necessary) to like several parties but vote for only one. Which values discriminate

between different parties? For example, people are more likely to like Nalional, Labour, AND the

Alliance if trey perceive ilrose parties as representing equali$ but when it comes h a decision

which values are most important? The next analysis is an attempt to answer fiis question using

discriminant analysis.

Discdminant analysis

Discriminant analysis was used to predic{ each respondents prebned party using party value

ffibutions br heir prebned party. The analysis produced two funclions which were significant

at the 5olo level of significance (x2(48)=150.20, p<.01, and 1z(30)=48.22, B<.05), and a third

which just failed to reach significance d tre same level ltll+1=23.,9, p=.054. The three

funclions accounted tor 75o/o,13%, and 12o/o of the between-groups variance, respeclively. As

per the suggestion of Hair et al (1995) the explanatory power of $e hird function was deerned

rcceptable for furher analysis. The three functions conecty predicted 72o/o of fie respondenb'

voting preference (800/o of Nalional, 70Yo of Alliance, 6304 of Labour, and 71o/o of New Zealand

First), significanfly better than chance (Presg5!=142.12, p<.01).
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Table 6.11 below shows the pooled within-group correlations between the variables included in

the analysis and the three canonical discriminant functions. Shaded areas indicate the function

with which each variable has the highest conelation.

Iable 6.11

Pooled within-qroup conelations between predictors and canonical discriminantfunctions

Variable Function 1 Func{ion 2 Function 3

Wealth

Socialjustice
Equality

Family security
Fairness

Authori$
Public image

Broadminded

Family values

Obedience

Honest

Socialorder

Protect environment
Socialpower
Reciprocate favours
Devout
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-.00964

-.22680

.27262

.15063

.12859

-.10597

.27321
-.10865
-.03540

.00926

.11118

.23748
-.03650
-.00215

.05358

.04082
-.18351

. -.ifrt071, 
i, ,;19ffi2 , .l

:r,':,,,' -,1437$..; 1i1
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-.11995

-.02617

.16953

.07465

.20987
-.04153

.16140

.02527

-.09s70

.;55@,
-.fii89
'',:228m'

-.15905

.22M8

.09543

.12030

The first function is defined most stongly by perceptions of endorsement of wealth, authority, and

public image at one pole, and by socialjustice, equality, family security, and fairness at the other.

Perception of endorsement of obedience define the negative pole of function two, with social

order (and to a lesser extent social power) defining the positive end. The positive pole of function

ftree is characterised by perception of endorsement of social power and devoutness in

opposition to protec{ing the environrnent, and to a lesser extent reciprocation of favours.

Figures 6.6 below present a three-dimensional plot of the group means in relalion to the three

tunclions obtained.
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Figure 6.6 3-D plot of Group Centoids for Voting Preference on Three Discriminant Functions

From these plots it can be seen that fre first function difierentiates between supporters of

National, and the oher three parties. Thus respondenb who perceive fieir preferred party as

representing wealtt, auhorig, and preserving public image are more likely to support National,

while those favouring endorsement of equality, socialjustice, family values, and family security,

are more likely to support Labour and he Alliance. The values associated wifi functions one and

two are of minimal importance to National supporters as shown by the near-zero mean on both

fundions. Once more the reldive positioning approximates the general perception of the parties

position on a left-rightcontinuum.

The second function difierentiates between Alliance and New Zealand First supporters with

perception of endorsement of the values of honest and obedience associated wih New Zealand

First support and endorsernent of social order with Alliance support. The final function

distinguished between New Zealand First and Labour supporbrs with perceptions of
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endorsement of social power (and to a lesser degree, devoutness) accompanying a preference

for New Zealand First, and endorsement of protection of $e environment and reciprocation of

favours reflecting a Labour preference.

The results of the discriminant analysis are not entirely congruent with those of the regressions of

values against party favourability ratings. For example, liking for National is negatively related to

the perception that National represents wealth, yet the endorsernent of wealft is the sfongest

discriminatory variable on the first discriminant funclion. There are at least two possible

explanations for this result. Firsfly, favourability does not equde to preferenc* that is to say, one

can like a party but still not intend to vote for thd party- in eftct the two analyses are

investigating two different trings. The second possibility relates to the difierent statistical

procedures used. When considering the regressions we are only considering one party at a time,

while the discriminant analysis calculates the linear combination of values that best accompanies

preference for a single party for all parties simultaneously. This results in values that may appear

relevant in single-party analyses becoming redundant in multi-party analyses.

lmportanty, and consistent witr previous analyses, significant discriminant functions were found

for the most significant combinations of parties except for Labour/Alliance. Once more this

reflects tre perceplion $at fie two parties share a very similar value position, which may or may

nottanslate into diffculty deciding whether to vote for one or fie other.

Given the ongoing bcus on eguality and freedom $e discriminant analysis raises again fie

question of wheher or not fieedom is a diftrentiating factor in political differentiation. While

equality was a significant discriminator, fieedom was not. While the conespondence analysis in

fie first part of this study indicated trat freedom was seen to be represented more by National

tran tre other parlies frre discriminant analysis indicates fiat when oher values are taken into

accountfieedom dose not confibute much to the functons that difrerenliate the parlies.

In summary then, the analyses conducted here indicate hat the values associated witt difierent

parties play a signiftcant role in tre way they are perceived by potential voters. Different values

were found to be preferred ffiibutes of different partes, and the perception that particular parties

stand for certain values play a role in difierentiating those parlies from others. There were mixed
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results as to the role of equality and freedom as defining variables in the New Zealand Political

context.
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STUDY THREE: Value profile of party supporters

The thematic content analysis of fie open-ended responses describing prefened/dis-preferred

parties were characterised by atfibution of feedom, self-reliance and independence on the part

of National, and equality and fairness on the part of Labour and the Alliance. This distinction was

supported by the content analysis of parliamentary speeches by members of the post-election

parties. Freedom was ciled more fiequenfly than equality by Ad National, and b a lesser extent

NZ First, while the reverse was fue for Alliance, and to a minimal extent Labour, speakers. An

analysis of fre SchwarE values br which the parties were perceived to stand or oppose by a

sample of voters suggested two dimensions of comparison. Freedom and equality were

approximately opposed to each other on one of these dimensions hough, once again, equality

was he more powerfully related to perceptions of Alliance and Labour, in opposition to National,

Act, and NZ First.

The previous study provided support for the contenlion that political parties in New Zealand may

be dislinguished in terms of their party value system. The major parties were found to differ in

their use of fteedom and equality in parliamentary speeches. While this study provides an up to

date, and more sensitive, test of the twevalue hypofltesis as applied to political rhetoric we have

yet to a related proHem encountered by Rokeach and ofiers. That is: Can we difrerentiate

political party supporters by fieir endorsement of values, in parlicular freedom and equality.

lf equalig and fieedom are considered imprtant in difierentiating between political parlies by the

sample will this conespond to difierential endorsenpnt of freedom and equality as personal

values in the same sample of voters? lf this were to be the case we would expect that National

party supporters would endorse freedom more han equality as a guiding principle in heir lives,

while Labour and Act supporbrs would endorse equality relalively rnore than freedom. The aim of

frre next study is b address fiis question.

Therefore tre aim of the next sfudy is to evaluate the importance of values, and freedom and

equality values in particular, in political preErence. To ttis end it is appropriate to return to the

body of literature on values and political affiliation.
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VALUES AND INDIVIDUAL POLMCAL PREFERENCE

Unfortunately, beyond fie content analyses described previously fiere has been litfle consistent

support for the proposition that supporters of different political philosophies difierentially value

equality and freedom. A number of studies, including a number by Rokeach himself (Braithwaite,

1994; Cochrane, Billig, & Hogg, 1973; Rokeach, 1973), have found fiat equality was the only

useful discriminator of the two values. For example Bishop, Barclay, and Rokeach (1972)

administered the Rokeach Value Survey to a national probability sample of 1233 adulb aged 21

years and over, as well as asking them to name the presidential candidate they would most like

to see elected in the upcoming eleclion. Endorsement of equality difierentided fie sample while

fee&m did not..

Rokeach (1979) has countered the lack of supportive findings by suggesting that contemporary

Western societies (of which Arnerica was considered fte prototype) are characterised by a

sfong societalemphasis on fieedom, and as a result are suficienty polilically homogeneous that

only the smallest minority of the populalion might be expected to endorse fieedom signilicanfly

less than equality. While this may indeed be $e case it is perhaps surprising that other values,

for example a World d Peace do consistenty difrer across political groups even fiough fiat

might be expected to be a dominant Western value as well. Indeed a World at Peace is

consistenfly endorsed more ftan freedom.

The Rokeach values inventory has been used in analyses of political perception in New Zealand.

A discriminant analysis of value ratings of feepaying members of fie firee major parties in fte

early eighties (National, Labour, and he now defunct Social Credit) canied out by Ng (1982)

bund fiat discdminating values brmed two dimensions. Labour and National were only

distinguishaHe on one dimension, witr Labour nxembers valuing equality, justice,

hoadmindedness, a world of peace, and Friendship, while National members promoted

obedience, loving, national security, an exciting life, and responsibility. lmportanty the value of

fieedom was not a value significanty associated with either discriminant dirnension, consistent

wi$ the body of criticalliterature akeady described.

lf this is the case why does feedom appear to be a value comrnonly alluded to in previous



content analyses of conservative political communicdion, as well as study one in this chapter? lt

may be the case that the cunent socio-political context has given rise to a different emphasis on

feedom. In our sample freedom is almost inexticably linked with self-reliance, indeed the

emphasis on self-reliance is taken as signalling the Nalional party of emphasis of individual

fteedom. At the height of fte cold war it might be easier to explain the importance atfibuted to

fteedom by right-wing rhetoriticians, but in contemporary New Zealand after a decade under

increasing user-pays systems it may be the case that self-reliance is the dominant feafure of

individual freedom.

MEASURES:

ldeoloqicalself-identification. Riqht-wino Authoritarianism and Social Dominance orientation

This analysis makes use of fie measures of he liberal/ conservative self-identification scale, the

Right-wing Authoritarianism measure and Social Dominance orientalion scales outined in

chapter five, sfudy one, and are re-presented in appendices two and ftree.

Values Inventorv

o Respondenb completed a subset of he SchwarE values inventory (1992). As described in

$e previous sfudy fie full inventory requires respondenb to rate each one of 56 values in

terms of their importance to the respondent as'guiding principles'in fteir lives.

37 items ftom eight domains were selected. ltems were selected according to fieoretical

relevancb to the study at hand (political perception). Table 6.12 shows he values selected and

the motivational domains fiom which they corne. Each item includes a brief qualitying phrase or

word. For example the value of self-discipline was qualified with "self-resfaint, resistance to

temptation".
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Table 6.12

Values and rnotivational domains selected.

MOilVAilONAL DOMAIN VALUE (and qualifier)

POWER Socialporver (controlover others, dominance)

Authority (the right to lead or command)

Wealth (material possessions, money)

heserving my public image (protecting my lace')

Social recognition (respect, approval by others)

ACHIEVEMENT Successful(achieving goals)

Ambitious (hardworking, aspiring)

Influential (having an impact on people and events)

Intelligent (logical, thinking)

SELF-DIRECflON Curious (interested in everything, exploring)

Freedom (freedom of action and thought)

Choosing own goals (selecting own purpose)

lndependent (self-reliant, seff-sufficient)

UNIVERSALISM Protecting the environment (preserving nature)

A world of beauty (beauty of nature and the arts)

Broad+ninded(tolerant of different ideas and beliefs)

Socialiustice (conecting injustice, care of the weak)

Wisdom (a mature understanding of life)

Equalfi (equalopportunity for all)

A world at peace (ftee of war and conflict)

BENEVOLENCE Honest (genuine, sincere)

Forgiving (willing to pardon others)

Responsible (dependable, reliable)

TRADffiON Accepting my portion in life (accepting life's circumstances)

Devout (holding to religious faith and belief)

Respect for badidon (preservation of time-honoured customs)

Moderate (avoiding exfemes of feeling and action)

CONFORiIITY Obedient (dutitul, meeting obligations)

llonouring of parenb and dderc (showing respect)

Polttonsss (courtesy, good manners)

Self-discipline (self+estraint, resis{ance to temptation)

SECURIW Oean (neat,lidY)

ilational security (protection of my nation from enemies)

Reciprocaton of favours (avoidance of indebtedness)

Social order (stability of society)

Famity security (safety for loved ones)

Heahhy (not being sick physically or mentally)
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Table 6.13

Value means and standard deviations

Domain VALUE TABEL

FAMILY SECURITY (safety of loved ones)

HONEST (genuine, sincere)

A WORLD AT PEACE (free of war and conflict)

RESPONSIBLE (dependable, reliable)

HONOURING OF PARENTS AND ELDERS (showing respect)

HEALTHY (not being sick physically u rnntally)

FREEDOM (freedom of action and thought)

EQUALITY (equal opportuni$ for all)

WISDOM (a mature understanding of life)

CHOOSING OWN GOALS (selectirB own puposes)

SOCIAL JUSTICE (conecting injustice, care for the weak)

POLITENESS (cortesy, good manners)

I N DE PEN DENT (self-reliant, self-sufficient)

BROADMI NOED (tolemnt of dfiercnt ideas and beliefs)

SELF-DISCIPLINE (seff+estrainL resistance to tenptation)

PROTECTI Nc TH E ENVI RONM ENT (prsservirg nature)

lNTEtll GENT (logical, thinking)

SOCIAL ORDER (st*ility of society)

FORGIVING (willing to pardon others)

CLEAN (neat, tidy)

SUCCESSFUL (achieMng goals)

CURIOUS (intercsted in everything, eplodng)

NATIONAL SECURITY (protection of my nation from enemies)

AM BITIOU S (hardrorking, aspring)

A WORLD OF BEAUTY (beauV of natue and he arts)

OBEDIENT (drtitul, meeting oiligatims)

REC I PROCATI ON OF FAVOU RS (avoiclng indebtefiess)

SOCIAL RECOGNITION (regect, ryrwal by otnrs)

RESPECT FOR TMDITION (preservaton of timehonoured customs)

ACCEPTING MY PORTION lN LIFE (sdmitting to life's circumstances)

MODERATE (arctidng a\trunes of feelirq u action)

INFLUENTIAL (having an irpact on people and annts)

WEALTH (matcial possessions, rnoney)

AUTHORIW (he right to lead or comnand)

DEVOUT (holdng to rdigious faih and belief)

PRESERVING MY PUBLIC IMAGE (protecting nry'face')

SOCIAL POWER (conbol owr otters, bminance)

7.6
7.24

7.07

7.04

6.94

6.94

6.90

6.83

6.66

6.62

6.62

6.58

6.56

6.54

6.52

6.48

6.37

6.31

6.21

6.20

6.11

6.10

5.99

5.94

5.89

5.88

5.82

514

5.65

5.52

5.n
4.99

4.95

4.91

4.88

4.82

3.20

1.02 157

1.05 156

1.35 157

1.02 156

1.21 156

1.19 157

1.24 156

1.40 157

1.26 157

1.25 157

1.26 157

1.32 156

1.24 154

1.32 157

1.26 157

1.33 157

1.28 155

1.51 15./

1.36 156

1.€ 157

1.39 156

l.rtg 157

1.69 157

1,38 157

1.60 157

1.53 155

1.55 157

1.53 157

1,67 157

1.74 155

1.69 155

1.47 157

1.38 157

1.59 155

2.12 155

1.75 156

1.58 155

(Scale runs tom I to 9, where 1=opposed to my values, and 9=very important)
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The respondents were asked to rate each of the values on a nine-point scale indicating the

relative importanoe of each value as a guiding principle in their lives. The scale runs fiom

"opposed to my values'through to 'of supreme importance". According to the suggestion rnade

by SchwarE (1992) respondenb were advised to read hrough the values once to detennine

which they considered most and least important, and to give those values the highest and lowest

ralings respectively to encourage them to use the whole range of ratings (appendix firee).

In fie interesb of parsimony a subset of the inventory items was used. Table 6.13 above shows

the means and standard devialions of fie individualvalues. The values are presented in order of

rnost important to least important, and there is a fend for fie standard deviation to increase as

he mean imporhnce decreases. This indicates that there is greater consensus as to fie

importance of the more popular values and greater disagreernent over the least. Based on this

one might tentatively predict that the less important values may prove to be fie best

discriminators. The five most highly endorsed values are family securi$, honesty, a world at

peac€, responsiHe, and honouring of parenb and elders which would suggest an emphasis on

inter-relationships. The five least important values are social power, preservation of public image,

devotion, authority, and wealth and while a lifie more dfficult to describe seem to encompass

more individual level desires.

Value orientations are popularly conceived of as specffic values organised hierarchically such

fiat individuals difierentially endorse each value and $at particular ordering comprises (for that

individual) their value orientalion. Theorelically then here is the potenlial for a vast anay of

dftrent value orientations, while in practice a variety of socialforces consfain the range such

that the majority of any society will represent only a handful of pdmary value orientiations. The

dm of fiis analysis is to reveal fie primary value orientations of he sample firough he

dimensional extac{ion bch nique of multidimensional scali n g.

Mullidirnensiond scaling would allow firsty fie examination of inter-value compalibilities and

incompatibilities and secondly an atempt to made at determining he primary value orientations

of he sample as a whole. The dimensions obtained can then be related to ofier consfucG, such

as liberal/conservative self-identifi cation.
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The values ratings were first converted to inter-value distance (similarity) measures through the

SPSS PROXMITIES function. These distances served as the input for non-mefic (ordinal scale)

multidimensional scaling using ALSCAL. All values were entered into the analysis, and no

attempt was made to separate terminal and instumental value types as there is litUe consensus

in the literature as to the independence of the two types.

One through to five dimensional solutions were derived producing sfess indices oL4$6, .2M,

.179, .136, and .105 respectively where he sfess index is an indicalion of the proportion of the

variance in frre disparities between data poinb which is not explained by each dimensional

solution. Additionally, squared conelation indices (RSQ)conesponding to the sfess indices were

calculated to determine frre fit between he raw data and the different solutions. This RSQ index is

analogous to tre !z rneasures obtained for other mullivariate techniques suggesting similar

consfainb on suitability of the different solutions. The RSQ indices for the one to four

dimensional solutions were respectively, .385, .667, .734, .793, and .843. Ploiling these values

against tre number of dimensions (similar to a scree-plot in factor analysis) suggesF an elbow

around the two and perhaps threedirnensional solutions. As the three dimensional solution

explains only an additional 60lo of variance beyond trat accounted for by the twedirnensional

solulion, it was decided that in the interests of parsimony fie two dimensional solution would be

adopted for interpretation.
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The multi-dimensional scaling co-ordinates are presented in table 6.14, and the map in figure 6.7.

Table 6.14

Dimensional co-ordinates for each value

PersonalValue
Dimension

12
CLEAN

SUCCESS

CURIOUS

FORGIVlNG

RESPONSIBLE

DEVOUT

INTELLIGENI
OBEDIENI
PUBLIC IMAGE

HONEST

ACCEPT PORTION IN LIFE

HEALTHY

OWN GOALS

HONOUR ELDERS

INFLUENTIAL

PROTECT ENVIRONMENT

BROAD.MINDED

A[,lBlTl0US
MODERATE

INDEPENDENT

SOCIAL JUSTICE

WORLD OF BEAUTY

AI.JTHORITY

WISDOM

SOCIAL RECOGNITION

FAlvllLY SECURITY

SELF.DISCIPLINE

RESPECT TMDITION
WORLD AT PEACE

REPAY FAVOURS

NATIONAL SECURITY

WEALTH

POLITENESS

SOCIALOROER
FREEDOM

SOCIAL POWER

EQUALITY

-0.316

-1.2778

1.4071
-0.3863

0.7247

1.2732
-0.662

-0.0518

-1.5442

1.4888

0.6455

0.181

-0.8788

0.3179
-1.48M
0.3557
-0.0709

-0.9301

0.3875
-0.8214

1.3875

0.6944
-1.3206

0.2315
-1.3827

1.2837

0.8078

0.3109

1.6119
-1.2337

0.6966
-1.6707

0.43

1.473
-0.1007

-2,3U
0.7573

1.5802
-0.u71
0.0659
-1.5172

0.4405

1.6718
-1.0187

1.1818

0.7742
-0.1284

1.7092
-0.3257

-1.0372

0.6812

0.0936
-1.2978
-1.5928

0.1027

0.M78
-0.3026

-0.6095

-0.8506

0.1281
-1.3405

0.0236
-0.1611

1.0938

1.65
-0.3496

-0.3984

1.0755

0.7887

0.6229
-0.5418

-1.520/
0.3176
-1.1036
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Fioure 6.7. Multidimensional scalino mao of Wellinqton resDondenb' Dersonal values.

As indicated earlier values fiat present as close to one another are held by the sample to be

more compatible, while here is increasing incompatitrility as values are distant fiom each ofier.

For exampb, auhority, influence, and social recognition comprise a neat constellalion just on the

left upper quadrant indicating ffrat members of he sample endorsing one of fiose values is

increasingly likely h endorse he oher two to a similar extent. Conversely, members of he

sample endorsing ftese values similarly are increasingly likely to endorse values to the right

hand of tre map to a lesser level (br example, honesty and brgiveness). A number of important

compatitililies are evident. The relative proximity of fieedom and equality is important because,
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as indicated in an earlier chapter, there is a body of research that has suggested that , at least in

Arnerica, people tend to display systemalic difierences in their endorsement of these two core

values. However in this sample they are relatively adjactnt and (by comparison of the means)

judged alnpst equally important across the sample. The value 'heattty', which was a critical

omission from the original Rokeach values survey, is situated in isoldion almost at fte origin of

tre perepfual map. A final observation is that taken as a whole, the parabolic anangement of the

values describes the shape of 'horseshoe'. This distinctive configuration octurs when there is a

close link between one and ofter modality of he map, and is called fie 'Gutbnan efiecf (Doise,

Clemence, & Lorenl-Cioldi, 1993).

As well as revealing value compatibilities, the dimensions (horizontal and vertical) of the

perceptual map allow interpretation of frre primary value orientations describing fte sample as a

whole. As wifr factor analysis tre interpretation of these dimensions is heavily sut{ective in

nature so some attemptwill be made to validde $e interpretation $rough potenlialconelates.

The first (and most important as indicated by the amount of variance explained) dimension

running horizontally is stongly characterised by (amongst o$ers) the values of Wealth, public

image, social power, influenc,e, aufiority, independence and choosing one's own goals on fie

one hand, confasted with the values of forgiving, honest, family security, socialjustice and order,

and equality on the other. An interpretation of this opposition would be thatfie values on the left

emphasise hierarchy in socialrelations, or alternatively emphasise individualism. The right hand

side indicates support for inter+onnectedness in relationships, not only wifrt other people but

also witr nature perhaps emphasising a perception of collectivism.

The positive pole of dimension two (the upper half) indicates compatibility of values such as

respect fur tadfion, c'leanliness, accepting one's place in fiings, devotion, obedience, and self

discipline which suggest conformity b the social expectations. The opposib pole includes the

values of fieedom, curiosity, broadmindedness, wisdom, choosing one's own goals and

protection of $e environmentwhich indicate endorsernent of flexibility and open-mindedness and

self-direc{ion.

To aid in this interpretalion conelations were calculated with demographic information and also

witr scores ftom some of fre scales included in fie survey. Firsty scores for individual
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respondents on each of the dimensions were calculated by converling ffie value importance

ratings to z-scores and taking the mean of the sum for each respondent of the value z-scores

multiplied by tre dimensional weighting fur each value. Thus fte dimensional score for any

individual will be the mean of their standardised value ratings each multiplied by the value's

dimensional weighting for the two dimensions.

The dimensional scores were correlated wi$ the nreasures of Social Dominance Orientation, the

liberal-conservative self-identificalion item fiom the previous survey, and Right Wing

Authoritarianism and all produced at least one significant coneldion. There was a sfong positive

conelation found between the authoritarianism measure and dimension two of .51 (dts134,

p<.001) indicating thd those scoring higher on aufioritarianism bnd sfongly towards the social

conformig pole of dirnension two. There was no conelation between dimension one scores and

au$oritarianism (g-.01, dts134, B=.96ns). Social Dominance Orientation conelated moderately

wifrr botr dinpnsions. The conelation with dimension one was -.31 (fr130, p<.001) and with

dimension two was .29 (dts130, p<.001) indicatingttratthose scoring highly on Social Dominance

Orientation tended towards he hierarchy/individualist pole of dimension one and towards fie

social conformity pole of dimension two. There was no significant conelation between dimension

one and liberal+onservative self-identification (g-.02, fr126, p=.79ns), but here was a

significant positive conelation with dirnension two (t=.36, dts126, B<.001). Bo$ of these resulb

ofier support br tre interpretations of the value orientations characterising fte dimensional

solution. We would expect that as high Social Dominance Orientation represenb support for

maintenance of dominance hierarchies $at such s@rers would endorse social hierarchy values.

Additionally as a sfong component of fie popular conception of he auhoritarian syndrome is

adherence to societal sanctions and intolerance of deviance from ftose sanc{ions we would

expect that high authoritarian s@rers would endorse conformi$ type values, and this is stongly

supporbd. Beyond tris validalion of the interpretation of the dimensional map fiese findings

support the contention of theoretical independence between fie Social Dominance Orientalion

and auhoritarianism consfucb, as well as supporting fte contention of prominent

authoritarianism treorisb (eg. Altermeyer, 1985) that auhoritarianism is not primarily focussed

on power per se and the need for dominanct.

This interpretation of the primary value orientations is compatible with previous work using similar
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analyses. For example, the only other multidimensional scaling profile of New Zealand values

(Allen, 1994), also canied out in fie Wellington area derived a two dimensional solution with the

first dimension interpreted as'Power Values' versus'SelFdirection and Connectedness', and the

second dimension as 'Enjoynrent and Growth' versus 'Accomplishment through Social

Expectations'. Addilionally the first dimension conelated well with a composite

individualisn/collectivism measure supporting the suggestion from he analysis presented here

that this primary dimension taps into an individualisr/collectivism orientation. Though the overall

interpretations are quib similar, frie perceptual maps derived do have some interesting

difierences. In Allen's analysis boh equality and fieedom'loaded'towards $e 'Self-direction and

Connectedness' pole of trat primary dimension and contibuted litte to the second dimension.

T-tests of any gender differences on the two dimensions indicated fiat rnen (mean=-.O7, SD=.30)

scored significanty more towards tre negative pole of dimension one than did women(mean=.62,

SD=.30, !(130)=2.46, B<.05). There was no difference between he scores of males (mean=.O1,

SD=.23) and hmales (rcan=.O0, SD=.26) on dirnension two. This suggests hat males tend

more towards the social hierarchy pole of dimension with wonpn leaning more towards he social

inter-connectedness pole. Again, his is consistent with tre robust finding of Sidanius and

colleagues (Pratto et al, 1994) that males endorse anti+galihrian values more than females.

Comparisons were made between fie dinpnsional s@res of fie respondenb indicating an

intention to vote for one of tre major parlies. There were no difierences on dimension 1 (E(3,

1191=.69, p=.45ns) but significant difierences were found br dimension 2 (E(3,119)=5.99,

p<.001) with Alliance supporters (mean=-.13, SD=.24) scoring significanty further towards the

negalive pole than National (rnean=.07, SD=.25) and NZ First (rnean=.06, SD=.210) supporters

while Labour (rnean=-.l0, SD=.20) party supporters scored more negalively than National

supporters. This indicates trat Labour and Alliance supporters tend more to fie flexibility/ open-

mindedness pole of dinrension two $an National and NZ First supporters, suppofling he results

of chapter five, study one hat fie liberal end of te political spectum places greater value on

ftese constucb. This is an important result given hat, unlike dscriminant analysis br example,

the multidinnnsional scaling procedure was not specified to marimise differences between

supporGrs of tre different parties. In as far as this sample can be considered represenblive of

the Wellingon population he dirnensional solution represents a social value profile of fie area.
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Discriminant futalysis

To make a more direct investigation of the relationship between values and political preference

the values were subjected to discriminant analysis, with political preference the dependent

variable and fie values as predictors.

Rather than use all 37 values as predictors it is preferable to use the composite motivational

domain scores as predictor variables. This has tre statistical advantage of intoducing fewer

independent variables into the analysis and therefore preserving degrees of fieedom. For

example when all values are entered the resultant discriminant func{ions provide for a conect

classification rate in excess of 750/o but the discriminant functions fiemselves do not reach

statistical significance. The second advantage is fiat we can conduct rudimentary tesb on the

psychometic properties of the resulting domain scales.

To tris end Cronbach's alphas were calculated br each of he eight domains. Table 6.15

provides tre alphas as well as the mean scores in descending order for each domain (mean of

fre combined scores for all domain items from one to eight).

Table 6.15

Cronbach's Alpha, nrean. standard deviation and N br erch SchwarE value domain

Value llomain ct Mean SD N

BENEVOLENCE

UNIVERSALISM

SELF.DIRECTION

CONFORMITY

SECURITY

ACHIEVEMENT

TRADITION

POWER

.63 6.83 .87

.82 6.58 .94

.72 6.53 .96

.73 6.48 .99

.63 6.45 .85

.68 5.85 1,00

.58 5.31 1.22

.76 4.74 1.13

154

157

153

153

157

154

152
153

The composite benevolen@, universalism, self-direction, conformity, and security domains are

rated approximately equally, while achieverent, fadition, and pourer are clearly perceived as

least important. As wifir tre individual values presented in table 6.14 there is a fend of inoeasing

standard devialion as he domain becomes less popular, indicating hat here is greater

consensus aboutthe importance of domains that are rated more highly.
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The alphas presented in table 6,15 compare favourably with the reliabilities reported by Schwartz

(1992) across his samples, particularly given the reduced pool of items from some domains.

Additionally, the mean reliability of .69 is at least as good as the majority of the samples reported

by Schwartz.

A direct discriminant function analysis was performed using the eight value domain variables as

predictors of the parties perceived as best representing the respondent. 120 respondents

completed the queston "Which party do you intend to vote for with your party vote in the October

12th election?".107 respondents named one of the four major parties, wiflt ffie remaining 13

respondenb splitting between six minor parties. For this reason only the 107 major-party

identifiers were retained for the analysis, and of trose fourteen respondents were eliminated with

missing data. 93 respondents were used in the analysis. Evaluation of assumptions for

multivariate analysis revealed no obvious violations and a Box's M test br equality of variance of

group covariance matices indicated no significant differences.

Of the three discriminant funclions calculated, two were found to be significant. The first

discriminantfunction accounted for 58% fuz(ld)=$1.$, p<.001) and28% (7"2(14)=23.7, p<.05) of

the between group-variability. The two significant discriminant functions conecty predict the

responses of 48% of the respondents (significanty better than chance: Press's Q=27.13, p<.01).

Iable 6.16.

Pooled within-orouos correlations between variables and canonical discriminant functions

Value Domain Function I Function 2

SECURIW
POWER

UNIVERSALISM

CONFORMITY

TRADITION

SELF-DIRECTION

ACHIEVEMENT

BENEVOLENCE

-.25

Table 6.16 displays the conelations between the discriminating variables and the two significant

canonical discriminant functions. The first discriminant function is primarily defined by three value

domains (conelations greater than .30: Hair et al, 1995); Security, Power, and Universalism.

While the second discriminantfunction is defined primarily by Self-Direction and Achievement.

.08

.02

.30

-.05

.07

.10
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Figure 6.8 below plots the cenfoids of the four groups against each discriminant function. The

first function difierentiates between Labour and the Alliance on fte one hand, and NZ First and

Ndional on the other. Thus National and NZ First respondents tend to endorse Security, Power,

and to a lesser degree Conformity and Tradition, while atfibuting less importance to

Universalism.

Alllance
o

llatlonal

o
Labour

iZ Flrst

0

Functlon 1

Fiqure 6.8: Discriminant map derived from MDA of value domain scores and political preference

The second function discriminates between the Alliance and National on the positive side, and

Labour and NZ First on the negative. This funclion is defined rnost sfongly by the Self-direction

domain, and more weakly by Achievement. Respondenb indicating Alliance and Nationaltended

to endorse these two values more than Labour and NZ First respondenb.

The discriminant function scores for each respondent were subject to oneway ANOVA. There

was a significant difierence on fte first discriminant function (E(3, 89)=12.tr, B<.001) witt Tukey

range tesb indicating that proponents of Labour and Alliance scored significanty more negatively

than National and NZ First supporters at Sre 57o level. Range tesb for the second discriminant

funclion (E(3,891=5.99, p<.01) indicated that Labour supporters'function scores were lower than

National and Alliance, while NZ First supporters scores were lowerthan Alliance atthe 5olo level.

G'
E

=0g
E
=l!

-1

-2
-1-2
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DISGUSSION:

The analyses above support the contention that values are related to political preference. This

was expected. However, there was reason b believe (based on fie content analyses of

ideological and party meanings, and the analysis of political rhetoric) that the values of feedom

and equality would be of primary importance in difierentiating support for difierent parties. There

was only weak support for frris expectation. Table 6.17 shows that support for the four major

parties of tre tinp can be predicted using two value dirnensions. The first dimension is sfongly

defined atfrre positive pole by supportfor Securi$ and Power values, and at the negative pole by

support br Universalism values. Given the content of the Universalism domain stesses equality,

justice and tolerance this would seem to minor Rokeach's (1973) original suggestion hat equality

values define one dimension of polilical positioning, The second dirnension is defined rnost

stongly by frre negative pole endorsing Self-dhection and Achievement values, confasted

(weakly frough) by Benevolence values. Given fiat he content of the Sef-direction domain

(including fieedom, independence, and curiosity) seems closest in spirit to Rokeach's (1973)

concept of freedom tris would give cautious support for fie two-value model of politics.

Once rnore $ough, it is the dimension defined by he primary domain of Universalism (equality

values) trat is the best discriminator between parties. This is in line wih fie findings of the

polfical rhetoric analysis in the first study of chapter six, that equality was the primary

discriminator between political speakers, witr ffeedom playing a very much secondary role.

It is wortrwhile at thls point to note hat tre two poles of he primary domain are consistent with

the contention made by Braifrrwaite (1994, 1997)ttat political parties may be difierentiated using

tre consfucb of International security and harmony, or in this sttdy Universalism and $ecurity.

The fact frrat ttrese are the two poles of a single dimension suggesb hat (if representative)

Braihwaib's contention is not applicable b complex political systems such as New Zealand's.

To what exbnt ae hese findings consistent witr oher New Zealand based research? One of the

themes hat runs firough ffre NZES trat is pertinent to the cunent research programtne is the

ongoing inbrest witr tre dmensions of political opinion. In he volume Towards Consensus?

(Vowles et al, 1995 - a summary of some of tre findings of $e 1993 NZES) analyses are

presented trat support the contention trat in recent tincs fie nature of politics in New Zealand
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has bifurcated, with the increasing salience of a group of political issues that Vowles et al

charrcterise as New Politics. Vowles et al (1995) factor analysed responses to 36 political issues

(eg. helping the unemployed, privatisation of various government assets, Maori language, etc) by

voGr and elite samples. Boffr samples produced similar resulb with eight factors accounting for

approximately 5070 of the variance. These eight factors were easily interpretable as concern for

the issues of privalisation, welfare, nuclear/defence ties, Maori, regulaton, women, unions, and

the environment. To test tre proposition that these issue groupings brm two separate groups of

issues (New and Old Politics) scales were consfucted based on fte eight factors produced, and

these factors were then hemselves subjected to (second order) factor analysis. The expectation

of two seconGorder factors was supported with $e scales brming two relatively distinct clusters:

state ownership, regulation, welfare, and unions, contasted wifi Maori, defence, ecology, and

women's issues.

Vowles et al (1995) analysed $ese eight issue factors furfier. The eight issue scales were

conelated wih scores on materidisrn/postnaterialism and auftodtarianism/libertarianism scales

to test Vowles et al's own twofactor hypothesis, and it was found fiat of the 'Old' politics issues,

endorsement of state regulalion was significanfly associated wifi aufioritarianism and support for

unions with tre libertarian end of the scale while all of he 'Neui politcal issues conelated with

$e liberhrian end of fie scale. Of the eight issues only endorsement of state regulation and

ownership were unrelated to postnaterialism.

The proposition made by Vowles et al (1995) frien, is that New Zealanders' opinions on political

issues reflecb their positions on two basic dimensions - materialisrn/postnaterialism and

authoritarianism/libertarianism, for which trere is a certain level of support. How well does this

dimensionality in politcal afiitudes fanslate into political party preference? At the level of the

voter there are only limited relalionships between hese two dirnnsions and party preference -
supporters of the four maior parties are relatively indistinguishable on authoritarianisnV

libertarianism witr sfonger and more sysbmatic ffierences to be bund in brms of materialisrn/

postnaterialism, witr Nalional voters falling towards he materialist pole and Labour and Alliance

voters leaning towarG the postnderialist pole.

Based on this summary u/e are finally able to demptcomparison between he formulation of fie
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twedimensional hypotresis presented by Vowles et al (1995) and the values-based analyses

just presented. The resulb of the discriminant analysis of SchwarE (1992) values domains as

predictors of political support produced two significant discriminant funclions: the first

characterised by endorsement of security and power values (and to a lesser extent conbrmity

and fadition), and opposition to universalism values, and the second characterised by opposition

to setf-direclion (and b a lesser extent benevolence). To what extent do hese two functions

conespond to the two domains hypothesised by Vowles et al?

At least superficially tre first funclion bears some resemblance to the consfuct of

autroritarianism, and the second to postnaterialism. Wilson and Liu (in preparation) present

regression analyses of autroritarianism scores as measured by Altemeye/s (1981) RWA scale

(described in chapter 5) on to scores on the same eight value domains that shows that

authoritarianism is significanty positively related to the security (g=.31), conformity (0=.25) and

fadition (0=.21) domains, and negatively related to fie universalism (0=-.46) domain, Other than

tre finding of no relationship (P=0) between power and RWA all four of these implicated value

domains are partof the firstfunction of the discriminant analyses presented in this study.

Not only is fiere an argument to be made trat hese value domains are sfongly related to the

consfuct of au$roritarianism, but it is possible to direcdy determine the relationship between

individual respondents s@res on this discriminant function and heir RWA scores. The

discriminant analysis was conducted a second time and scores were calculated for each

respondent on $e two discriminant functions. These were hen conelated wifi he respondenb'

RWA scores producing a conelation of g(134)=.46, p<.001 (there was also a non-significant

conelation of (134)=-.07ns between funclion two and RWA scores). On he basis of hese

findings it is reasonaHe b conclude that trere is much in common between the politically

irnportant value domain identified in fris study and aufrroritarianism as onceptualised in $e

social psychological literature. The irony is that tre analyses presented here provide stonger

supporttran hat presented by Vowles et al (1995).

The reason for this inconsistency may lie in the scale used to measure au$oritarianism in the

NZES. The measure of autroritarianism derived fiom the NZES is based on responses to three

items -'Most people would fy to take advantage of ofiers if ftey got the chance', 'A few stong

leaders could make this counfy sfonger than all tre larrs and talk', and 'Most people who don't



get ahead don't have enough willpowe/. A number of problems are apparent The first is that the

scale, comprising of only three items, may possess limited internal consistency (there is no

indication given of fie reliability of the scale). Secondly, the items are arguably not optimal for

measuring authoritarianism anyway - only fie second ilem even implies attitude towards

authority. These problems, while perhaps providing an explanation for the lack of discriminatory

power in the prediction of preference, raise questions over frre interpretdion of the findings of

relationships between the 'authoritarianism' scale and issue attitudes presented in lowards

Consensus?

What then are he prospecb for comparabili$ of postnaterialism wiilt the second discriminant

function? While fre value domains comprising he first dimension are intuitively and empirically

related to autroritarianism, fre interpretation of the second function in relation to postnaterialism

is less obvious. The value domain with the highest canonical loading on function two (self-

direclion) is clearly related to posfnaterialism (tre domain comprises of fteedom, independence,

choosing one's own goals, and curiosity). However, the second highest loading on function two is

universalism, which at facevalue may be considered to refrect franscendence of material

concerns (including such values as wisdom, socialjustice, a world of beauty, and protecling the

environment) but has the opposite valence to self-direclion. lmportanty, securi$ has a very weak

loading on function two, which might be quite inconsistent witr fie argument that fiis second

dimension relates to poshaterialism.

Furher light is cast on this matter by Wlson and Allen (in prepardion) who present value

analyses intended to locate the posilion in tre values-space occupied by postnderialism.

Regression of Abramson and Ingleharfs (1995) postnaterialism scale onto the full Schwartz

(1992) social values invenbry indicates stong posfive relationships between self-direclion

0=.28) and benevolence (p=.27) domains, and a negative relationship with security values 1g=-

.28) which is much more in keeping witr Ingleharts (1971; 1981) conceptualisation of

postnaterialism.

This is not to say that p,ostnaterialism and authoritarianism are not compatible with a two

dimensional model of politics. In terms of tre NZES fie rneasure of authoritarianism derived is

unlikely to be the most suitable measure of the consfuct, and conclusions based on it may be

unreliable. However, $e resulb presented in tfris chapter do suggest that fiere is an importiant
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get ahead don't have enough willpowef . A number of problems are apparent. The first is that the

scale, comprising of only trree items, may possess limited internal consistency (there is no

indication given of the reliability of the scale). Secondly, the items are arguably not optimal for

measuring authoritarianism anyway - only the second item even implies attitude towards

authority. These problems, while perhaps providing an explanation for the lack of discriminatory

power in the prediction of preference, raise questions over the interpretation of fie findings of

relationships between the 'authoritarianism' scale and issue ditudes presented in lovvads

Consensus?

What then are fte prospects for comparability of postnaterialism with the second discriminant

function? While the value domains comprising fte first dimension are intuitively and empirically

related to authoritarianism, the interpretation of the second function in relation to postnaterialism

is less obvious. The value domain witr the highest canonical loading on function two (self-

direction) is clearly related to postnaterialism (the domain comprises of fieedom, independence,

choosing one's own goals, and curiosity). However, he second highest loading on function two is

universalism, which at face-value may be considered to reflect tanscendence of material

con@rns (including such values as wisdom, socialjustice, a world of beauty, and protecting the

environment) but has the opposite valence to self-dhection. lmportan0y, security has a very weak

loading on function two, which might be quite inconsistent wiilr $e argument hat fiis second

dimension relates to postnaterialism.

Further light is cast on $is matter by \Mlson and Allen (in preparation) who present value

analyses intended to locde tre position in he values-space occupied by postnaterialism.

Regression of Ahamson and lngleharts (1995) postnaterialism scale onto the full Schwartz

(1992) social values inventory indicates sfong positive relationships between setf-direction

(g=.2S) and benevolence (p=.27) domains, and a negative relationship witt security vslues @=-

.28) which is much more in keeping wifrr Ingleharts (1971; 1981) conceptualisation of

postnaterialism.

This is not to say trat postnaterialism and auhodtarianism are not compalible wittt a two-

dimensional model of politics. In terms of tre NZES he measure of authoritarianism derived is

un1kfly h be the most suitable measure of the consfruct, and condusions based on it may be

unreliable. However, the resulb presented in tris chapbr do suggest hat here is an important



place for authoritarianism as a determinant or reflection of political preference. In the case of

posfnaterialism the NZES data indicates that tris is a consfuct that shows systematic

relationships with political preference. Whefrer or not posfnaterialism might be a primary political

dimension is dfficult to determine, and is an issue that cannot be addressed direcdy on the basis

of the data presented in this chapter (no compalible consfuct was included in the SSRQ) though

the results of tre discriminant analysis do not appear to support he contention.

Drruing on frre overseas librature there is one published study that is direcfly relevant to he

issue of tre relationship between postnaterialism and social values (Braithwaite, Makkai, &

Pittelkow, 1996). Braitrwaite and colleagues elicited responses to Ingleharts four-item

posfnaterialism battery as well as Braihwaite's own values insfument tapping fie two primary

dimensions of interndional harmony and equality, and ndional sfengh and order. Braithwaite et

al (1996) argue fiat postmaterialism is systematically related to both dimensions - in effect cutting

across the values space rather frran simply mirroring a single dimension. This is a similar finding

to that reported by Wlson and Allen (under review) who also report that postnaterialism scores

conelate to some extentwith tre both of the primary socialvalue domains.

A furtrer investigation of ffre role of values in political preference and opinion was canied out

using these value domains and tre most important of tre three sociepolitical nreasures used in

tre first study of this heses: liberal/conservative self-idenlification. These three measures were

regressed againstthe eight vdue domain scores with the results presented below.

VALUES and IDEOLOGICAL SELF IDEITilFTAT|ON

A standard multiple regression was performed between liberal-conservative self-identification as

the dependent variable, and the eight value domain scores as independent variables.

Table 6.17 displays frre unstandardised regression coeficienb (B) and constant, he

standardised regression coeffcienb (P), R2, and adjusbd Bz. The regression was significant

E(8,1 1 8)=4.41, P<.001).
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Table 6.17

Summary of Standard Resression Analvsis for Variables Predictinq Respondents Liberal-

Conservative Self-ldentification (N= 1 26)

Value Domain

CONFORMITY

SECURITY

SELF.DIRECTION

POWER

TRADITION

BENEVOLENCE

ACHIEVEMENT

UNIVERSALISM
(Constant)

V='23
Btq's"o='18
.P<'05 t-B''01

The most important domains were Conbrmity, Achievement, and Universalism. The finding that

endorsement of conformity values is positively related with a more conservative self-identification

is consistent witr the analysis of rneanings of the conservative position, as is the finding that

universalism values are associated wih a liberal self-identification.

These findings support the original argunent that values are intimately associated with symbolic

politics. That is to say, if ideological self-identification is related to political opinion and prebrence,

which in furn reflecb the values of the individual. As has been shown in the earlier analyses in

this chapter political preferene is associated wih fie values atbibuted to different parties,

expandin g the voter-val ue-pafi relationship fu rther.

SUIIIIARY AND CONCLU$ONS

The resulb of this study provide weak support for Rokeach's (1973) two-value model of politics.

Addrtionally, fiis study provides more supportbr tre argument fiat values are intimately related

to political preference in a manner consistent wih symbolic politics theory.

.72

.34

.27

.01

-.04

-.18

-.38

-]2
3.59

.45**

.19

.16

.01

-.03

-.10

-.25*
-.43**
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STUDY FOUR: Values, advertising, and politicalsuccess

The aim of this study is to apply fie work on values and representations in chapters five and six

in connecting fte success of the parties in the 1996 election to their electoral advertising

campaigns. This is done using the flagship television advertisements of each of the four major

parties in an experimental setting to determine the efiect of the advertisements on the party value

representations held by fte viewers.

As mentioned previously (chapter three) in fie summary of the election resulta the Alliance were

the boh tre most dramatic losers and greatest success story. A year out from the election fie

five-party union looked ready to usurp the position of Labour as THE party of the left" Following

the election fiey were relegated to tre role of observer even though increasing their

parliamentary presence ftom two seab to fiirteen. Just as New Zealand First had sufiered fiom

not ruling out the possibility of negotiation wift Nalional, fre Alliance had suffered due to their

refusalto negotiate a pre-election coalition with Labour. ln the postelection autopsy the Alliance

hierarchy ac*nowledged Erat fris might have lead to he perception that a vote for the Alliance

was a wasted vote.

A second explanation ofiered was that $eir election campaign had failed to engage fie favour of

supporters and potential supporters, wifrr freir television campaign receiving particular crilicism.

To evaluate the potential efiec{iveness of fie television advertising used by the major parties an

experimentwas conducGd. The experinnnt required participants to make value affibutions trr
being prirned by viewing the electoral advert of one of the major parties. lt was expected that

successful adverb would tap into $e values most positively associated wifrt those parties. For

example, based on the party representations reprted in previous studies one would expect an

Ntiane political advertisementto emphasise values such as World of Beauty, Broadminded, and

importanty, Equality. Failure to engage voters at tris value symbolic level might go sorc way to

explaining electoral suc@ss or failure.
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METHOD

This experiment was conducted approximately two months before the election, before the formal

commencernent of the elestion campaign, and imnndiately after the political party adverts

intended for he election campaign had received fteir first public airing. This occurred on a

political discussion seclion of the TV3 nighty news. The sec{ion presented by Anita McNaught

showed the adveG prepared for National, Labour, New Zealand First and the Alliance, with

comment from an adverlising indusfy expert. This section was videotaped and the adverts

fansfened to a separate tape with commentary edited out. These adverF served as the stimuli in

this experiment. The advertcontent is summarised below.

ADVERTCONTENT

The Nalional Party advert hcussed purely on $e prime minister Jim Bolger talking about the

suc@sses of he six-year National government. Standing in an afruenty presented room Bolger

primarily discussed the financial successes of his adminisfation (eg. reducing unemployment,

reducing overseas debt).

The Labour party advert presented a vignefie in which a wide variety of people (ethnically

diverse, of different ages, men and women) storm Wellin$on's Majestic building. Taking over a

boardroom and replacing fie businessnrcn seated around he taile. The there is taking back

our New Zealand. Not allfiose seated are evicGd though, $e voiceover indicates hat Labour

will still be financially practical.

The New Zealand First advert presents obviously old silent movie footage of several gamblers

around a table. The voieover asks if New Zealanders want a say in who confols heir future'

humorous caricatures of some of New Zealand's Business Roundtable or themselves. The advert

gpes on b illusf# how hese drfierent inhresb have sold New Zealand's assets br their own

proftL The voters should 'put New Zealand Firsf.

The Alliance politicd party advertwas one of he most contenlious, being su$ect to cri$cisms on

radio talkback, editorialcartoons, and editorial leters. The advert pictures an Orangutan reacling

to a voieover describing fre failures of past Labour and National governmenb equally. The

primate belches and covers ifs face as each trocity is described (and subtited). The Alliance is

presented purely as an alternative to these wi0t hw specifics about how this is fie case.
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PAR]ICIPANTS

The participants in this experimentwere 125 students in a second year social psychology paper.

The experiment was conducted as part of each of ten non-compulsory laboratory tutorials over a

period of one week. Each student participated in only one lab session, with between ten and

tweng participants attending each lab. 32 people participated in the confol condition, 19 in he

Nationalcondition, 23 in New Zealand First, 30 in Labour, and 21 in the Alliance condition.

iIEASURES

ParticipanB in different experimental conditions were supplied with a leaflet of rneasures. The

content of fie leafleb were fte same br each condition but order of presentation was varied.

CONTROL CONDITION:The first page started with fie line'What do our political parties stand

for? What values do hey represent?" bllowed by a value dfibution mafix similar to fiat used in

chapter 3, study 2, except that padicipanb were asked only b evaluate fie four major parties:

National, Labour, New Zealand First, and the Alliance. The sarne insfuc{ions were used, asking

participants to indicate with a tick fie values the party stands for, a cross for values $e party

opposes, and a blank fur neither stands for or opposes. There were eight furms of the measure-

Values were presented in four orders:

NAT/NZF/LAB/ALL, NZF/NAT/ALULAB, LAB/ALUNAT/NZF, and ALULAB/NZF/NAT.

Partcipants hen filled out a feeling fiermometer br each of eight parties; National, New Zealand

First, Labour, Alliance, Progressive Greens, United NZ, Act, and Christian Coalilion, bllowed by

questions nnasuring party identification, voting intention, prime ministerial preference, and

hvoured coalition. A sample confolcondfion questionnaire is included in appendix six.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS:The first page sbrted with fie insfuclion 'Before evaluating he

qualrty of the adverl we realise hat fie way you feel bwards frE lpoli[cal party] may influence

your evaluation. Please compleb $e table below so that we can get some idea of your feelings

towards [polilical party]'. This was followed by a value aithibution mffix br fie single party

conesponding to the political advert (note that these variables were scored in fie sarne manner

as in chapbr six, study two). The second page requested participanb evaluate fie advert on
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seven dimensions; Low quality-High quality, Logical-lllogical, Unbelievable-Believable,

Emotional-Unemotional, Simple-Complex, Convincing-Unconvincing, Untue'True. Each was

rated on a nine-point scale fom -4 to +4. The third page required participants to complete a value

attibution mafix br the other hree parties. A fourfi page included feeling thermometer scales

for each of eight parties; National, New Zealand First, Labour, Alliance, Progressive Greens,

United NZ, Act, and Christian Coalition, fullowed by questions measuring party idenffication,

voting intention, prime ministerial preference, and favoured coalition. A sample Experirnental

condition queslionnaire is provided in appendix six.

PROCEDURE

A difierent condition was administered on each of the five days of the experiment. The first day

was designated fre contol condition. Participanb were given a confol condition leaflet

containing fie measures to be used. They were told hat fie content of the lab period would

involve political discussion so befure beginning hey should complete he questions in fie leaflet

to give an idea of how they blt about the difierent parties. Participants were fien shown the

adverts and encouraged to discuss fiem. The remainder of he lab period consisted of tutor-led

discussion of contemporary approaches to studying political behaviour.

A separate experinrental condition was administered on each of the remaining four days.

Participants were given an experimental condition leaflet and told that the first part of the lab

period was devoted b evaluating fie qualrty of a political advert. The advert was shown and

participants were told to complete fie ledet of measures.

ParticiparG were debriefed in lab classes fie following week, wih a brief discussion of the

results and a callfor any hedback.
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RESULTS

Two sets of comparisons are reported:

o T{esb between confol group evaluations fur each party and the same pafi fiom the

conesponding experimental condition (eg. contol group evaluation of National, and National

advert experimental group evalualion of National). These are intended to illustate the impact

of the advert of a particular pafi on the evaluation of that paily. lf fie advert is successful it

should highlight values cenfal to the representation of that party.

o One-way ANOVAs compaing party evaluations across all conditions (eg. evaluations of

National for confol and all experimental groups). Successful polfical adverb will not only

emphasise values cenfal to $e target party representation but will likely also negalively

influence evaluation of ofier parties (highlighting undesirable values).

,*--'{-

Figure 6.9: Line graph of beling thermometer ratings for each condition
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Figure 6.9 on the previous page shows a line graph of the beling thermometer s@res for the

contol and experimental conditions. Table 6.18 summarises fte same information and the

results of one-way ANOVAS on the data. These revealed no significant differences in the

favourability ratingS for each party across the conditions. Note however fiat the highest

favourability rating for National was found in the Pro-National condition, while the lowest

favourability rating for the Alliance occuned in the Pro-Alliance condition.

Table 6.18

PARW

National

Contol
CONDITION

National NZ First Labour Alliance F-value

3.38 (1.e0)

NZ First 2.63 (1.73)

Labour 4.91 (1.23)

Alliance 4.45 (1.26)

4.32 (1.97) 3.78 (2.19) 4.10 (1.6s) 3.05 (1.63) (4,120)=

1.75 ns

3.53(2.221 3.48 (2.06) 2.87 (1.85) 3.00 (1.38) (4,120)=

.95ns

5.47 (1.31) 5.26(1.271 4.63 (1.50) 4.48 (1.54) (4,120)=

1.86ns

4.58 (1.87) 4.70 (2.08) 4.50 (2.15) 4.25 (1.41) (4,118)=

.18ns

Though $ere are no significant differences in favourability ratings across the five groups there

are a number of tends evident in figure 6.9. Firsty the relative levels of favourabili$ for each

party do not vary across the five conditions. That is to say for example, that in no condition is

New Zealand First rated more highly than National, which in tum is not rated more highly fian the

Alliance, while Labour was perceived most favourably in all conditions. Further, National is rated

most favouraUy in tre National advert condilion, New Zealand First rated second rnost

favourably in tre New Zealand First advert conditon, while Labour receives only its fourth

highest rating (eg. second to lowest) in its own condition while fie Alliance receives ifs least

favourable rating in the Alliance advert condition. lronically, Labour was rated most favourably in

tre National advertcondition, surely a fincf,ng tlrat National would not have been happy with even

taking into accountheir own highest rating. Having said tris it has already been illusfated in he

earlier studies trat liking does not necessariiy equate with voting intention.
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RESULTS: T-tests

National

T-tests comparing mean value atbibution scores of the confol group with the participanb in fie

National advert condition found only one significant difierence for Wealth (t(491=2.Un, B<.05) with

ffre contol group perceiving National to stand for Wealth (Mean=2.91) more than the

experincntalgroup (Mean=2.58). Though participanb athibuted freedom and equality to National

more than the confol group the differences were not significant (Freedom t(49)=t.69, B=.99nt,

Confol=2.S0, expfl=2.80 and Equality (49)=.89, B=.38ns, Confol=1.78, exp0=2.00).

New Zealand First

T-tests of value atbibutions made by confol and New Zealand First condition participanb

indicated signifi cant difierences for two values :

o Honest (t(531=2.2r, p<.05) with parlicipants in tre experinnntal condilion indicating that New

Zealand First stands br honesty rnore $an confol participants (contol=1.78,

experimental=2.22).

. Fairness G(531=2.36, p<.05) wi$ confol participanF (mean=2,06) perceiving New Zealand

Firstto stand br Fairness less than experimental participanb (mean=2.tt8).

Again there were no significant differences br freedom (!(53;=.39, p=.78ns, confol=2.44,

expt=2.39) or equality (!(Sg)= t .1 6, p=.25n., confol= 1 .88, expt=2.1 31'

Labour

The following significant differences were found between contol and experimental group

attibutions for Labour:

r Forgiving (!(60;=3.Ut, p<.01) wifrr the confol group (nnan=2.25) indicding Labour stands

more br fiis value than the experimental group (rnean=l.67).

o Equal'ily (!(601=1.97, p<0.05) witr tre confrol group (mean=2.50) indicating Labour stiands

less for this value han the experimental group (mean=2.80).

r Socialorder (!(60)=2.09, B<.05)with tre confol group (nean=2.25) indicating Labour stands

less for fiis value than he experimental group (mean=2.57).

o N#ec (!(601=2.9t, g<.01) with tre contol group (mean=2.31) indicating Labour stands more

br his value han tre experimental group (mean=1.87).



. Famity Security (!(601=2.t0, B<.01) with the contol group (mean=2.50) indicating Labour

stands less for this vatue than tre experimental group (nean=2.80).

o Protecting the environment (!(601=2.3U, p<.05)with the confol group (mean=2.19) indicating

Labour stands more for this value han the experimental group (mean=1.83).

The value atfiibutions for Freedom (!(60)=t.68, p=.99nt) were not significanty difierent thought

tre tend was for the confol group (mean=2.47) to consider Labour as representing fteedom

more han the experimental group having viewed fre advert (mean=2.l7)'

The Alliance

Significant differences were found between confol and experimental groups viewing the Alliance

advert on six value atfibutions:

o Forgiving (t(511=4.6U, B<.01) with the confol group (mean=2.34) raiing the Alliance as

representing this value more than the experimental group (mean=1.t18).

o Devout $(517=2.rr, p<.01) witr Sre confol group (mean=2.06) rating the Alliance as

representing fiis value more than the experimental group (mean=l.57).

. Social power G(S11=3.30, p<.01) with the contol group (mean=1.81) rating he Alliance as

representing tris value less han the experimental group (mean=2.48)'

. National security (t(511=3.1U, B<.01)wifr he contol group (mean=2.34) rating the Alliance as

representing this value more han the experinrental group (rnean=l'81).

o Broadminded ft(51)=!.63, p<.05) with the confol group (mean=2.41) rating the Alliance as

representing this value more than ttre experinental group (mean=l.86).

o World of Beauty (!(St1=2.3U, p<.05)with the confol group (mean=2.34) rating the Alliance as

representing this value more ftan the experimental group (nrean=l.90).

lmportanty, there were no significant difierences for either equality (!(St)=t.14, p=.26nt,

contolrnean=2.69, exptnrean=2.48) or protecting the environment (!(51)=1.$$, 9=.07ns,

confolrnean=2.59, exptmean=2.24) though ffre tend in bofrr cases is for the experinnntal group

to rab ilre party as standing less for those values fian fte confol group.
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RESULTS: ANOVAS

The four tables below reportthe mean value atfibution scores made by participanb in the confol

and four experimental conditions br each of tre four parties, table 6.19 for the National party,

table 6.20 for New Zealand First, table 6.21 for Labour, and table 6.22 tor the Alliance. the

atbibution scores for each party were compared for the five conditions and the ANOVA results

are reported in the tables.

Table 6.19

Mean scores and summarv of ANOVA resulb for confol and experimental groups for National

PartY value affiibutions

ADVERT CONDITON: CONTROL MIIOI{AL t{Z FIRST LAEOUR ALUAI'ICE F(4'120)=

n=32 n=19 n=23 n=30 n=21

Forgiving

Devout

Obedient

Accept Position

lnlluential

Exciting Life

SocialPower

Equality

Reciprocate favours

SocialJustice

Family Security

Protect environmenl

Hones'ty

Freedom

Public image

Family Values

Authority

Fairness

Respect Tradition

SocialOrder

Wealth

National Security

Broadminded

World of Beauty

1.72

2.W
1.94

2.28

2.81

1.U
2.69

1.78

2.21

1.78

2,13

1.91

1.63

2.50

2.88a

2.43a
2.78

1.75

2.34a
2.8
2.91

2.53

1.59

1.78

1,74

2.11

2.32

2.16

2.U
1.89

2.58

2.00

2,25

2.05

2.32

2.00

1,95

2.79a
2.8,4a

2,63

2.79

1.79

2.47a
2.U
2.58

2.68

1,68

1,84

1.65

2,22

1.96

2.09

2.52

1.96

2.48

1.87

2.26

1.83

1,74

2.35b

2.74

2.52

2.57

1.70

2.43a
2.39

2.65

2.48

1.83

1.87

1.90

2.23

1.97

1.67

2.83ab

2.83a

2.43

2.70

1.97

2.07

1.62

1.81

1.M
1.52

2.24a
2.43a
2.00a

2.62

1.52

1.81a

2.33

2.67

2.n
1.52

1.57

.56ns

1,05ns

.29ns

1.04ns

1.67ns

.84ns

1.30ns

2.66*

.16ns

.90ns

1.90ns

2.41+
.98ns
4.05*
3.53*
2.69'

1.00ns

1.16ns

4.1S*
1,75ns

1.62ns

.55ns

1,83ns

2.25+

1.83 1.57

2.00 1,81

1.93 1.81

2.03 2.43

2.73 2.57
't.90 1,60

2.43 2.81

1.78 2.07b 1.38a

2,30 2.23 2.14

2.57

2.63

2,57

2.00

2.03

sp<.10 *=p.'05 **=p..01 a denotes difierence, same for c and d

Signiftcant difierences were bund br five values: Alliance condition participanb rded National as

rnore representative of equalig than those in fre Labour condition; National and Labour condition

participants rated National as representative of Freedom more than Alliance condition

participanb while Labour participanb rated National higher on Freedom than New Zealand First

participants; Contol, National, and Labour participants scored Nalional higher on Public lmage
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than Alliance participanb; Contol participanb rated National higher on family values than

Alliance participanb; Contol, National, and New Zealand First participants scored National

hi gher on Respect for Tradition th an Alliance participanb.

Table 6.20

Mean scores and summarv of ANOVA results for contol and exoerimental oroups for New

Zealand First value affiibutions

nOtlenrCOttOlno* CONTROL X4BBST NATIOI{AL !$OUR ALUANCE F(4118)=

Forgiving

Devout

Obedient

Accept Position

lnfluential

Exciting Life

SocialPounr
Equality

Reciprocate favours

Social Justice

Family Security

Protect environment

Honesty

Freedom

Public image

Family Values

Authority

Fairness

Respect Tradition

SocialOrder

Wealth

n=32 n=30

1.67

2.00

2.03

2.60

1.90a

2.13

2.23

2.03

2.20

1.67

2,07

n=21

1.48

1.67

1.67a

2,00

2,33

1.90

2.43

1,86

1.81

2,29

2.10

1,71

1.52a

2.00a

2.51

2.14

2.52

2.00

1.81

2.10a
2.14

1,90a

1,43

1,81

1.59

1.72

2.06

1,75

2,72

1.94

2.53

1.88

1.97

2.38

2.28

2.09

1.78

2,M
2.56

2.19

2,66

2.06

2,25

2.25

2.31

2.fia
1.53

1.94

2.n
2,48a
2.26

2.52

2,n
2.57a
1.€
1.74

2.82

2.12

218
2.71a
2.18

2.47

1.41

1.82

1,53ns

1.89ns

3.05*
,96ns

1.55ns

1.68ns

1.30ns

.47ns

1.53ns

.z[6ns

1.31ns

1.66ns

2.98*

3A7*
1.63ns

.51ns

1.62ns

2.91*

2.06+

2.7t
.86ns

4.34*
.65ns

1.43ns

n=23 n=19

1.30 1.71

1,96 2.06

2.fia LNa
1.83 1.94 1.67

2.8 2.65 2,63

1.78 2j8 2.07

2.ffi
1.90

2,03

2.39 2.82

2.13 2.00

2.26 2.00

2.52 2,35 2,50

2.43 2.47 2.23

2.04 2.12 2j0
2.21a 1.64 1.77

2.39 2.71a 2.n
2.43 2.88 2.67

2.13 2.35 2.7

National Security

Broadminded

World of

sp<.10 *=p..05 *=P''01 a denotes difference, same for c and d

Significant diftrences were found on six values: New Zealand First and National condition

participanb scored New Zealand First higher on Obedient; New Zealand First participanb scored

New Zealand First higher on Honesty han Alliance participanb and higher on Fairness $an

Labour condilion participants; National participanb rated l,lew Zealand First higher on Freedom

than Al1ance participanb and higher on Social Order fran Alliance condition participanb; Botl

Confol and New Zealand First condition participanb rated New Zealand First higher on National

Security tran those in the Alliance condition.
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Table 6.21

Mean scores and summarv of ANOVA results for contol and experimental qroups br Labour

Partv val ue attibutions

ADVERTCONDITON: CONTROL LABOUR }|ATIOi|AL t'lZFlW

Forgiving

Devout

Obedient

Accept Position

lnfluential

Exciting Life

SocialPower
Equality

Reciprocate favours

SocialJustice
Family Security

Protect environment

Honesty

Fre€dom

Public image

Family Values

Authority

Fairness

Respect Tradition

SocialOrder
Wealth

National Security

Broadminded

World of Beauty

n=32

2.25a
1,81

2,19

2.00

2.69

2.00

1.94

2.fi
2,09

2,66

2,fra
2.19ab

1.91

2,47

2,69

2,41

2.31

2.66

2.28

2.25b

2.06

2,31

2,13

2.16

n=30

1.67a

1,n
2.37

2.00

2.70

1,89

1.87

2.80

1,93

2.80

2.83a
1,83b

1.97

2,17

2.53

2.57a
2,23

2.70

2.03

2.57a
1.n
1.87

2.07

1.97

n=19

2.12

1,88

2.47

1.82

2.65

2.00

1,82

2.65

2,17

2,82

2.65

2.29,ab

2.41

2.47

2.76

2,35

2.35

2.65

2,41

2.Mab
1.88

2.35

2.24

2.12

n=23

1.96

1.70

2.13

1.91

2.61

2,00

1.83

2.52

2.30

2.57

2.57

2,17

2,0

2.n
2.39

2,35

2,43

2.26

1.96

2.m
1.78

2.13

2.39

1.96

n=21

1.57a
1.52

2.05

1.76

2.57

1,95

2.33

2.33

2.10

2,57

2.14a
1,81a

1.71

2.33

2.43

2,00a
2.52

2.62

1.90

2.14a
2.10

2,23

2,10

1.95

4.2r
1.35ns

1.25ns

.43ns

.27ns
,31ns

1.49ns

1.65ns

1.22ns
1.07ns

4.ggr'
2.76.
2.23+
.86ns

1.40ns

2.20+
.75ns

1,85ns

2.40+
2.51*

1.38ns

2.39+
,7Zns
,73ns

.sp<.10 *=p..05 
"=p..01 a denotes difference, sarne for c and d

Significant difierences were found on four values: Labour was rated more highly on Forgiving and

Family Security by confol group participanb than those in the Labour or Alliance conditions;

participanb in botr the Labour and Alliance conditions rated Labour lower on Protect

Environment than either confol or National condition participanb; Labour and Nalional condition

participanb rated Labour higher on Social Order while confol group participants scored the party

higher $an did Alliance participanb.
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Table 6.22

Mean scores and summarv of ANOVA results for contol and exoerimental qrouos for Alliance

value atfributions

ADVERTCONDITION: CO}ITROL ALLIANCE ilATlol{AL tUW

Forgiving

Devout

Obedient

Accept Position

lnfluential

Exciting Life

SocialPower

Equality

Reciprocate favours

SocialJustice

Family Security

Protect environment

Honesty

Freedom

Public image

Family Values

Authority

Fairness

Respect Tradition

SocialOrder

Wealth

National Security

Brodminded
World of Beauty

n=32

2.Ub
2,06

2.19

2.09

2.56

2.03

1,81b

2.69

2.19

2.78

2.ffi
2.59

2,09

2.U
2.66b

2.41

2.19

2,66

2,21

2.28

2.00

2.ila
2.41

2,U

n=21

1.48a

1.57

2.00

1.67

2.33

1.81

2A&a
2,48

1.95

2,W
2.76

2.24

2.19

2.19

2.48

2.33

2.19

2.67

2.05

2.43

1.71

1.81b

1.86

1.90

n=19

2.35b

2.00

2.59a
1.76

2.65

2.06

2.29

2.53

2.00

2.71

2,48

2.59

2.U
2.11

2.7Ib
2.47

2.29

2.59

2.06

2.59

1.94

2.17

2.23

2.06

n=23

2.09b

1.83

1.87b

1.96

2,17

2.09

1.83b

2.65

2.04

2.61

2.52

2.48

2.04

1.91

2.21a

2.39

2.13

2.43

1.83

2,17

1.74

2.M
2.30

2.04

n=30

2.10b 5.41*
1.90 2.43+
2.20 3.32*

1.87 1.29ns

2.30 1.88ns

2.00 .92ns

2.10 3.52-
2.73 .69ns

1.83 1.40ns

2.70 1.31ns

2.53 .97ns

2.57 1.32ns

2.10 .20ns

2.03 1.68ns

2.40 2.49*
2.50 .26ns

2j0 .28ns

2,60 .69ns

2.23 1.87ns

2.20 1.50ns

1.67 1.45ns

1.80b 4.(X*
2.20 1.78ns

2.13 1.93ns

+=p<.10 *=p..05 *'=p..01 a denotes difference, same for c and d

Significant differences were found for five values: Alliance condition participants rated the

Alliance lower on Forgiving tran all o$er conditions, and higher on Social Power than hose in

the contol or New Zealand First conditions; Ndional condition partcipants rated the Alliance

higher on Obedient tran did New Zealand First condition participanb; New Zealand First

condition participanb rated the Alliance lower on Public lmage than National or confol condition

participanb; and Alliance and Labour condition participanb rated the Alliance lower ftan contol

condrtion participanb on National Secun$.
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DISCUSSION

The finding that fie Alliance was perceived least favourably by hose people who viewed the

Alliance advert supporb fte original argument that the advertisement was unsuccessful. The

reasons for this lack of success may be found in fie analyses of what the parties were seen to

stand for. The Alliance was rated as endorsing social power most, and forgiving and nalional

security least of $e four parties rated in fie Alliance advert condition. Additionally, though not

significant, the Alliance was seen received he lowest endorsement ratings of the four parties for

world of beauty and protection of $e environment.

These findings indicate fiat following the advert the Alliance was not only associated by fte

participanb as representing values hat are viewed negatively and typically associated with the

National party (social power), but also the Alliance was not seen to represent fie values which

are intimately associded wifi its popular image, hose relating to protection of the environment

(see chapter five, study two). This must surely put the Alliance in a bad position when one of the

defining images hey represent is not elicited by heir advert. This itself may be a potential

problem for negdive campaigning fte Alliance advert was clearly negative, saying litile about

the Alliance ibelf while atacking fie other parties. The fact hat fie ofter three parties were

perceived more unfavourably in fie Alliance advert condition than any other experimental

condition indicates that fie negative campaigning conducted might be a successful way of

attacking other parties one must also be careful to present somefiing positive and substantive

about one's own party in order to avoid he scenario fiat A,lliance found ftemsdves in- receiving

$eir own lowest evaluation in the same condition in which fieir own advert was presented.

Clearly fie parties must emphasise heir own positive message in order to be successful.

National is associated wih financial and economic matters, hat is what was emphasised in heir

advert, and fiat was where they were viewed most psilively, even by non-National supporters.

Similarly, the clear su@ess story was Labour, whose advert was evocative and rich in

symbolisrn he replacement of he businessman (all were male) by fie people of New Zealand

(but not at the expense of $e economic revival, mind) was clearly a positive image. More ftan

any oher advert, fie Labour presenhtion gave fie message hat a vote for Labour would put

more han Labour in power- it would put the people of New Zealand in the driving seat and ahead

of purely monetary inbresb. This is consistent with the image of Labour (and the Alliance)
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apparent fom the analysis of open-ended party images obtained in study two of chapter fiv*

people before money. Having said this though, Labour was still perceived most favourably in a

non-Labour condition. In the Labour advert condition Labour was still perceived more favourably

than the other parties, but only on a relative level, having had fie efiect of suppressing the ofter

parties'levels of favourability as well.

ANALYSIS TWO

The previous analyses are very fin+grained, focusing on individual values and showing that the

political party adverb used as stimuli influence (however briefly) the salience of different values.

The analyses presented are not entirely satisfactory however, as they don not take into account

the great number of statislical comparisons being made. The risk of accepting finconec{y) a

significant difierence at the p<.05 level is increased the more comparisons are made. For this

reason the bllowing analyses reduce the number of comparisons being made (by reducing fie

comparison values firough factor analysis).

The responses to the value atribution insfurnenb were su$ected to principal c,omponents

analysis for each target political party. In all cases five factors were exfacted that accounted for

approximately 50% of fre variance in individual responses. These factors were rotated using a

varimax procedure and factor scores for each participant saved as new variables. This allowed

comparison of tre factor s@res across fre five condi|ions of the experiment. The results of fiese

analyses are presented below.

It should be obvious that fie aim of political party adverb is to present the target party in as

positive a light as possiile - emphasising positive atfibutes and down-playng others. At he

same time one would anticipate adverb to be intended to make opposition parties look as bad as

possible. An advert hen, will be considered to have worked if it makes he target party look good,

and non{arget parties look bad.

Value attrlbu$ons forthe Ndonal Party

The five factors exfacted accounted tor 52.3o/o of response variance with fie largest factor

accounting for 22o/o alone. Interpreting the factors was not an easy process. The five factors

exfrted were labelled broadminded, fairness, national sfength, tadition, and materialism.
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Regression of feeling thermometer ratings for Nalional onto the scores ftom the five factors

produced a significant regression (F(5,119)=13.92, p<.001) with a multiple-R of .61

(R2.opu.d=.34). Tradition and materialism proved to be insignificant predictors but fac{or scores for

Broadminded (g=.42, p<.001), National Sfength (0=.17, p<.05), and Fairness ([=.40, p<.001).

Table 6.23

Factor loadinos for Nalional Party value atbibutions

LABEL:FACTOR:12345
Brcadminded Exciting Life .73

World of Beauty ]2
Broadminded .68

Protect Environment .55

Fairness .50

Forgiving .50

Fairness Obedient .75

SocialJustice .73

Honest .50

Equality .48

National Freedom .73

Strength NationalSecurity .M
SocialOrder .50

Authotity .48

Public lmage .46

Influential .42

Reciprocate Favours .41

Tradition Family Values .72

RespectTradition 11

Devout .70

Family Security .53

Matedalism Accept Position .66

Wealth .57

SocialPower .il
Eigenvalue 5.38 217 1.68 1.46 1.27

7o Variance explained 22 12 7 6 5

Factor scores for each condition were compared using ANOVA (with Tukey post-hoc tesb used

to identify difierence pairs), indicating fiat there were significant difierences for fie national

sfength and tadition factors. TaUe 6.24 below shows he rneans and F-test results br each

factor. Scores in the National advert condition were significanfly higher than in the Alliance and
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New Zealand First conditions on Nalional Sfengfi, but roughly the same as in the Labour and

confol conditions. Similarly, the scores for the fadition factor were approximately $e same in the

National and New Zealand First conditions compared to the Alliance condition. The big

difierences occur between the National condition and the Allianoe condition. As well as these

significant difierences there is also a non-significant fend for National to be rated highest on

Fairness in the National advert condition than any other.

Rruovn resurc br comoarison or J*bJial 3lrtv taaor scores ror nve conoitions

Condition: Confol Nat NZF Lab Atl F(4,12Q)=

1. Broadminded

2. Fairness

3. NalionalSfengfrt
4. Tradilion
5. Materialism

-.11 .14 .32

.34 -.08 -.02

.36b -.14

-.13 -.19

-.05

-.14

-.43

.02

-.61a

.26

1.98ns
.74ns

4.46**
3.68*
1 .01ns

.14b .39bd -.33c .28bd -.60a

.09b

.16

.31b
-.11

a dfiers from b. c dffers from d, e dtffers from f, at p<.05

T-tests were used to compare conbol and experimental National party advert condition scores on

fie facbrs but none of fie mmparisons were significant suggesling hat the advert neither

emphasised good attibutes or deemphasised negative atFibutes of fie National party.

Based on the expectations outined above, he National party advert succeeds in emphasising

one positive factor associated with liking for National more than opposition adverts present

National negatively - National Sfrength. Additionally, hough mar$nally non-significant National is

rated highest on Fairness in he National condition.
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Value atfibutions forthe Alliance

Iable 6.25

Factor loadinos for Alliance value atbibutions

I-ABEL: FACTOR: 12345
Fairness Equality .71

Fairness .71

SocialJustice .67

Honest .59

Broadminded .51

Self- Exciting Life .75

Transcendence World of Beauty .69

Protect Environment .53

Forgiving .45

Devout

Securig Reciprocate Favours

Accept Position

Freedom

National Security
Wealth

Power over Authority .71

Others SocialPower .64

Public lmage .54

Influential .47

Gonformity Family values .78

Family Security .47

RespectTradition .46

Obedient -.40

SocialOrder

Eigenvalue 3.68 2.U 1.65 1.53 1.44

% Variance explained 15 12 7 6 6

The five factors produced were labelled fairness (emphasis on equality, fairness, socialjustice),

self-tanscendence (exciting life, world of beauty, protecting the environrnent), securi$

(reciprocation of favours, accepting ones position, freedom), power over others (aufiority, social

power, puHic image), and conformity (family values, family security, and respect for fadition).

The five factors exbacted accounted lor 46.40/o of total variance.

Regression of Alliance feeling thermometer ratings on the factor scores resulted in a significant

regression (E(5,115)=2.82, B<.05), though accounting br considerably less variance fian the

previous analysis for National (multipleR=.33, R2.o1r't.o=.07). O,f the five factors only the fairness

.64

.63

.62

.57

.56



scores were significant predictors (p=..20, p<.05), with a tend for Power over Others (.8=.-.16,

p=.07ns).

Table 6.26

ANOVA resulb for comparison of Alliance factor scores for five conditions

Condi$on: Contol Nat NZF Lab All F(4,118)=

1 Fairness

2 Self-fanscendence
3 Security

4 Power over others

5 Gonformity

.01 -.25

.31b -.06

.02 .04

.52bd -.51a

-.20 -.14

-.03 -.07

.07b -.63a
-.26c -.49a
-.18c .44bd

.07 .24

.16

.23b
.53bd
-.03
-.02

.58ns

3.28*'
4.51**
4.32**
.61ns

a differs from b. c differs from d, e differs from l, at p<.05

Comparison of $e mean factor scores across the five advert conditions indicated significant

difierences for Self-Transcendence, Cornfort, and Power over Others. ln the case of Self-

Transcendence and Comfort the Alliance was rated lowest in the Alliance advert condition, and

equal highest on Power over Ofiers. Considering fie regression results in which high scores on

fairness and low s@res on Power over Others being prediclive of liking for the Alliance this is

clearly problematic. Firsfly he Alliance is rated no better on Fairness in fie Alliance condition.

Secondly, the Alliance is perceived as valuing Power over Others more in the Alliance advert

condition than any condition otherfian the National condilion.

Addilionally, t-tesb comparing contol and experimental Alliance advert condition scores

produced three significant dfierences: lower scorcs for self-tanscendence t(5t1=3.3U, p<.01),

security (!(5t1=3.9t, p<.001), and a higher score tur power over others (t(St)=-t.93, p<.05).

From his it can be concluded hat he Alliance flagship advertisement is somehing of a failure.

Not only does it fail to make the sorb of positive associations such an advert should make (in

comparison to the confol group) but it actually makes fte Alliance look worse than the other

politicalpar$ adverb!
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Value attributions for Labour

Again, the five factor solution accounted for around half of the response variance (47% to be

precise). Factor loadings are presented in table 6.27 below.

Table 6.27

Factor loadinqs br Labour value atfibutions

LABEL: FACTOR: 12345
Collec'tive SocialJustice .70

Responsibility Family Security 10
Equality

Honest

Broadminded

Forgiving

Devout

.70

.57

Obedient .57

Fairness .56

SocialPower -.48

Post Protect Environment .64

materialism Exciting Life .61

World of Beauty .60

.49

.45

.43

Nationalism Freedom .62

Wealth .58

NationalSecurity .55

Influential .45

Reciprocate Favours .43

Conformity RespectTradition .59

Public lmage .57

SocialOrder .56

Family Values .54

Humility Accept Portion .05

Auhority -.51

Eigenvalue 3.83 2.67 1.79 1.64 1.33
oA Variance explained 16 11 7 7 6

The fve factors obtained were labelled Collective Responsittility (highest loading values were

socialjuslice, family security and equality), Postnaterialism (probcling $e environrnent, exciting

life, and world of beauty), Nationalism (feedom, weal$, and national security), Conformity

(respecting fadition, public image, and social order), and Humili$ (accepting one's portion and,

loading negatively, auhority).
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Table 6.28

ANOVA results for comoarison of Labour factor scores for five conditions

Condition: Confol Nat NZF Lab Atl F(4,118)=

1 Collective respons
2 Postmaterialism

3 Nationalism

4 Conformity

5 Humility

.37b -.53a
-.41a -.28c

-.27 .12

.25 -.32

.11 .12

-.10

.25b

.17

.05

-.05

.28b

.36bd

.13

.25

-.00

-.07

.17b
-.09
-.29
-.19

3.1 1**

3.05**
.97ns

1.85ns
.39ns

a differs fiom b. c ffiers from d, e dffers from f, at p<.05

As can be seen fom table 6.28 above, Labour is rated highest in the Labour advert condition on

Collective responsibility , and lowest on Nationalism. Unfortunately, experimental participants

also rated Labour lower on Postmaterialism in the Labour advert condition than in any other, and

tris is clearly problematic as indicated by regression of feeling thermometer ratings onto factor

scores. The regression was significant (E(5,112)=6.07, p<.001), with a multipleR of .45

(R2.q,"r,0=.17). Of the individualfactors soores, those br Collective Responsibility (0=.39, p<.001)

and Postnaterialism (g=.19, p<.05)were significant predictors of feeling thermoneter scores for

Labour. This indicates trat the advert has succeeded in emphasising Collective responsibility but

this has been taded against postnaterialist concerns.

T-tesb showed trat experimental condition participanb rated labour higher on Collective

responsibility (!(601=-2.00, B<.05), and lower on Postnabrialism (!(601=2.9t, p<.01) than confol

participanb with a non-significant tend for Labour advert participants to rate Labour lower on

Nationalism than contol condition participanb (t(60)= t .75, p=. g6nt1.
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Value attributions for NewZealand First

The five factors exfacted accounted tor 49o/o of total variance. The five factors were labelled

Order (social order, family security and respect for tadition loaded highest on the factor),

Consideration (forgiving, devout, broadminded), Openness (exciting life, honest, national

security, and freedom), Authoritarian (influential, public image, and accepting one's portion), and

Power (wealth, social power, and socialjustice).

Table 6.29

Factor loadinqs br New Zealand First value atfibutions

I-ABEL: FACTOR: 12345
Order SocialOrder .74

Family Security ,62

RespectTradilion .62

Fairness .57

Family Values .51

Equality .49

Consideration Forgiving .75

Devout .71

Broadminded .56

Reciprocate Favours .55

Protect Environment .49

World of BeautY .47

Obedient .M

Openness Exciting Lib
Honest
National SecuritY

Freedom

Authoritarian Influential

PuUic lmage

AccePt Portion

AuhoritY

Power Wealth

SocialPower
SocialJustice

.75

.52

.46

.42

.74

.67

-.41

.40

.70

.60

-.58

Eigenvalue 4.33 2.35 1.99 1.69 1.46

7o Variance explained 18 10 8 7 6

Table 6.30 shows the ANOVA results of compadsons of the New Zealand First factor scores for

fie five conditions.
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Table 6,30

ANOVA resulb for comoarison of Alliance factor scores forfive conditions

Condition: Confol Nd NZF Lab Ail F(4,118)=

l Order
2 Consideration

3 Openness
4 Authoritarian
5 Power

.00be .36bd .52bdf -.24c -.53a 4.47*',

1.1Ons

.90ns

2.32.
1.21ns

-.04 .08 -.16 .29

.10 .14 .10 -.02

.04 .43bd -.29c .19

.13 .35 .01 -.25

-.23

-.36
-.35a

-.14

a c$ffers from b. c dffers from d, e differs from t at p<,05

Participants in tre New Zealand First advert condition rated fie party highest on Order and

openness, but second lowest on Consideration and Authoritarian. These are clearly mixed

resutb, but indicating hat New Zealand First is perceived as heavily endorsing Order which

makes clear sense in relation to their advertising campaigns (emphasis on law and order for

example). T-Tesb showed only a significant fend for New Zealand First advert participanb to

rate New Zealand First higher on Order ftan contol condition parlicipanb (t(5e1=-1.98, p<.05).

Again, the subsequent regression was significant (E(5,112)=S.40, p<.001) wih a multipl+R equal

to .43, tanslating into a R2.a'u,r.o of .15. Consideration (p=.32, p<.01) and Openness (0=.23,

p<.01) were positively associated wi0r liking for New Zealand First, confirming the mixed success

of the advertisement, making relatively salient $e positive quality of Openness, faded against

lower perceplions of Openness.

Discusaion

These secondary analyses support the original conclusions about the relalive success of the

political party adverb. In tre particular case of fte Alliance fie advert clearly fails to emphasise

positive characteristics associated with liking for the Alliance, while failing to play down negative

characteristics defimental to favourability of he Alliance.

Which adverb are the winners? Relalive to the Alliance advertisernent all of them. ln the case of

Labour and New Zealand First some positive characteristics are enhancBd (collective

responsibility for Labour and openness for New Zealand First) but other desirable atfibutes are

negatively trcbd (postnaterialism for Labour, and consideralion for New Zealand Firs$.

National on the other hand are relatvely undamaged (but also not promoted) by fieir

advertisernent.
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Overall, frris study indicates that he imprct of political adverB is highly complex. Not only can fte

advert improve or reduce the favouratrility of he party br which it is a vehicle, but it also impacG

on the way in which ofier parties are pereived as well.

Clearly tris study is limited in a number of ways. While it was surprising to get any significant

dfierences at all the suspicion must be ftat any shift in value-ffiibution caused by this

experiment must be of a short-brm nature. Secondly, while ftere are fends in he frow of party

favourability and some significant difierences in he values atributed to parlies fte differences in

favouratrility across conditions were not statistically significant lt may very well be fie case $at

the values parties are seen to represent will be trc'ted by the advertisemenb, but the impact on

favouratlilify is undear.
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CHAPTER SIX: SUMMARY

The four studies presented in fiis chapter have at their heart the value-preference relationship.

The interest in values arises out of the theoretical argurnents for the symbolic politics model- that

is that political symbols are invested with value content that evoke those same values in fie

viewer. The values a polfical object represents must resonate with the values held by the

individual for their to be he symbol-symbolisor relalionship upon which the symbolic politics

thesis resb.

The first study looked at the use and fiequency of two particular values in the political context-

freedom and equality. These two values were originally implicated in political preference by

Rokeach (1973) and the analysis presented indicated thatthe two values of feedom and equality

do indeed discriminate between politicians representing diftrent parties. Freedom was endorsed

over equality br the more @nservative parlies while the more liberal parties exhibited the

approximate reverse.

The second study used survey data to examine fie values atfibuted to difierent parties. There

were clear differences found in the way fre parties were perc€ived, as well as the manner in

which the atbibution of different values difierentiated between preferences for those parties. The

study produced a graphical illustation of the political value representation which the sample of

Wellin$onians held of polfics atthe tinp.

The frrird study considered fie impacl of value on preference ftom the perspective of the voter

fiemselves. Using survey data two dimensions were found $at encapsulated fie greater

variation in social values. Supporters of different political parties were found to difier on he

second dimension which also conelated wih he liberal/conservative setf-i&nffication measure

used in the previous chapter. Discriminant analysis of he composite value domain scores and

political prebrence provided weak support for Rokeach's (1973) twevdue model of politics, witt

endorsement of Universalism and Seff-direction values playing a significant role in difierentiating

supporters of difierent parties. This was contadictory to the resulb of a regression analysis of

fiese value domain s@res against the ideological setf-identfficalion measure in which it was

fuund that while Universalism, Achievenrent, and Conformi$ were significanfly related to self-

identification, Self-direction was not.
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The final study used an experirnental design to investigate the practical queslion of wheher he

apparentfailure of tre Alliane to live up h ifs pre+lec{ion promise might in some part be due h

the failure of ifs advertising campaign. Indeed, experimental participanb who viewed he Alliance

advert and rated fie favourabllity and valu+atfibutions of the Alliance rated $e Farty npre

negatively thd ttrose viewing tre other party political adverB. lnvesligation of the valu+

afributions caused by tre advert indicated that he party was peroeived as representing values

fidwere ordinarily incongruentwih $e perceplion of fie Alliance.

Taken as a whole ftese sfudies supporttre contention fiatsocial values, and heir afribution to

political parties, plays a significant role in fie electoral success of a political party. Additionally,

they supportfre freorelical association between symbolic politics and social values.
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PART THREE

Social interaction and political behaviour

To tlew Zealanderc of any age, do.ptng an ideolqgbd staffi is *ln h obsoenely

emosing oneself, Peqele IIEy eqpouse and ewn erploy lftologies, btil fiey

ghould rkeep ttrenr oouered ln puilro;i (A.K,gant '1971 , p. 125)
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CHAPTER SEVEN

SOCIAL NETWORKS, PREFERENCE, AND IDEOLOGY

The aim of studies one and two in the previous chapter was to investigate political behaviour fiom

tre perspec{ive of Moscovici's (19721 theory of social representations. This investigation

illustated the relationship between fie personal values of fie individual, the perceived value

representations of he parties, and political prebrence. Study three buitt on he heme of values

and political preference, using individuals' value profiles to predict their political preference, while

tre final study used an experinenbl rehodology to investigate wheher par$ political adverts

influence the way parties are perceived.

A broader aim of this thesis however, is to view political behaviour not just fom the position of the

sovereign individual but also fiom he viewpoint of he social context in which fie individual

exists. According to social representations theory tre content of social representations mediates

behaviour, but fris goes hand in hand wih the process of socid representation: he generation

and propagation of these representalions as shared knowledge (Moscovici, 1988).

The aim of fris chapter fien, is to illusfate fte process by which social representalions of polilics

and political parties are tansmitted through the electorate, The first study in chapter five

determined trat trere were difierences in interpretations of the ideological positions atbibuted to

different parties and themselves. Clearly, representiations obtained differ across difierent groups,

primadly across groups expressing prebrence br difierent parlies. How does this come to be?

How do members of particular groups come to hold similar representations of hese objecG?

While social representalions theory proposes that representalions are fansmitted hrough social

interaction and communicdion the greater body of investigation into ftis process has evaluated

tre impact of nredia-related representations. For example, Moscovici's seminal work (1972)

examined fie way in which the concepb of psychoanalysis were first presented in mainsfeam

and religious print media and how over tinre fiese concepb came b assimilated inb common

knowledge to tre point where these ooncepb in furn were used to explain oher phenomena, old

and new. While nedia clearly plays an imporbnt role in social fansmission a second, and

perhaps more fundanpntal, role falls to the everyday social intermtions that occur when people

come togetrer. The process of social interaction as fansmission is perhaps so much of a given
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that beyond this assumption this fundamental process has received litte empirical attention in the

social representations literature.

The question arises then, of how we might investigate the social propagation of representiations.

Social representations theory contends that there will (indeed by definition must) be a certain

level of consensus within a collectivity as to tre content of different representations in order for

those representations to be more than simply individual-level representations. The sharedness of

fiese social represenhtions rneans that when members of a collec{ivity interact and

communicate they do so wifrr a common understanding, or a world view, Alternatively when

people interact across a group divide (say sfong Labour affiliates and sfong National affiliates)

frey do so with difierent representational informaiion at their disposal. This representalional

content will play an important role in tlre content of the interac{ion should $e nature of the

interaction overlap with the content of their different representations (e9., if politics or a related

topic is the tocus of $e interaction).

This would lead us to expect thd social interaction gives rise to shared representiational content

trrough two processes; inter- and infa-group intermtion. For example we would expect that

interaction in an attitudinally homogeneous group (what Knoke and Kuklinski (1982) have

rebned to as a homophilous environment) would lead to reinforcement of those shared attitudes.

Alternatively interaction with attitudinally heterogeneous discussanb might lead either to the

ditudinal d+alignment, or no change in ditudinal sfeng$ and direclion. This clearly has

implications for political discussion whether it be explicity persuasive or not.

POUNCAL BE}IAVIOUR AND SOCNL ENVIROI{]TENT

How has fie role of the social environrnent in polilical behaviour been approached in the past?

Clearly tfris is a question frat should be addressed to he Columbia (sociological) and Michigan

(social psychological) schools. 0n the one hand Lazarsftld et al found that secondary group

memberships were most sfongly predictive of prebrence and went on to derive a fieory in which

partisanship develops out of explicity persuasive interac{ion wifi secondary group members.

Alternalively, tre Michigan fieorisb argued hat it was party idenlification as a product of long

term primary relationships (family etc) that forms tre basis of political preference. Both

approaches assume partisan commitrcnt to be fie product of social influence, from family or

fiom ofter groupbased relationships.



The Michigan emphasis on early childhood socialisation encouraged a raft of studies in the late

60's and 70's fom which a number of factors were highlighted in he tansmission of partisanship

(for examples see Jennings & Niemi, 1981;Tedin, 1974). Family social influence is argued to

derive out of greater intimacy and fiequency of interaction. Indeed intimacy and number of

sources are two of three factors identified by Latand (1981) as important in accounting for

interpersonal social influence. Latand argues that the impact of social influence is determined by

the sfength or intensity of the source of inlluence, the number of sources, and finally the

immediacy of mntact (both in time and location). In terms of political social influence, socialisation

studies have bund mixed support for the importance of intimacy in family-based inlluence

(Jennings & Niemi, 1981). In contast, Lazarsfeld and colleagues (Berelson et al, 1954;

Lazarsfeld et al, 1968) based frreir explanation of political preftrence on secondary group

memberships, with pdmary imporbnce given to dass, religion, and residential area. lt was in

these environnrenb that partisanship was expected to develop, and indeed be fansmifted

hrough a process of contagion (Hanop I Miller, 1987).

This'socialcohesion' approach to influence invoked by $e Michigan school has been compared

and confasted wiilr a stucturd equivalence model by Burt (1987). According to Burt, social

cohesion is a process of social influence in which socialisation between discussants is more

likely b result in persuasion as frequency and salience of communication occurs. Alternatively,

social influence may be more likely to occur if the source occupies similar circumstances. Just as

Downs (1957) suggested fiat as an informational shortcut voters might seek out partisan political

information fiom sources they deem b have the same characteristics as themselves, Burt (1987)

argues frat influence is dependent on he extent to which discussanb occupy similar stuctural

locations. As Huckbldt and Sprague (1991) point out that this goes beyond nerely having he

same characbristics as discussanb, but rdrer arises out of shared pafterns of social interaction

and relalionships- people who work together, attend the sarne churches, clubs, and unions, are

more likely to be sfuc'turd[ equivalent.

Burt (1987) illusfated frre potential significance of sfuctural equivalence in a reanalysis of a

study by Coleman, Katz, and Menzel (1966, cited in Burt, 1987) examining fte spread of medical

innovalion among nredical practitioners. According to Burt, status anxiety occuned when doctors

becanp €Mare frat otrer doctors in sfucturally similar sifuafions adopted new medical practices.
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This anxiety could be averted by adopting the same practices becoming identified practitioners in

the same stuc{ural circumstances.

In practice, useful sfructural equivalence data is difficult to come by, requiring as it does quite

exhaustive detail about the social characteristics of every person in the sfucture. This becomes

impractical when one is interested in large scale networks or behaviours like voting. Thus the

effects of social environment on polilical behaviour were originally evaluated using aggregate

level data in the investigation of context efiects.

CONTEXT EFFECTS

Social contexts are important because they consfain the potential social interactions of

individuals and groups. Contexb may be defines according to any number of criteri+ counties,

states, churches, neighbourhoods, workplaces, or social clubs. In turn these difierent contexts

vary in their social characteristics- he relalive proportions of Cdtolics or Jews, Maori or Pakeha,

men and wornen, middle aged people and adolescenb, etc. In this way the type of context limib

the nature of interactions within fiern for example, people living in working class neighbourhoods

are rnore likely to interactwith working class people.

lmportanfly, social contexb generally exist beyond he ability of the individual to change hern

Carmines and HucKeldt (1996) give examples of party workers or religious proselytisers as

exceptions, but gpnerally speaking contexts are relatively enduring. Similarly, ttis doesn't

preclude tre possibilig of inter-contextual migration- people may still move contexts for any

number of reasons. For example, lrish Protestanb in a ca$olic neighbourhood, unemployed

farming workers moving fom rural to urban locations in pursuit of employment etc.

When itcomes to political behaviour such self-selection is a potentially serious problem, butthere

are plausible reasons for expecting consequences to be minimal. For example, ttere are many

more likely reasons for migration other than fiat people choose to locate themselves in Auckland

instead of Hamitton hr political reasons (Erikson, wright & Mclver, 1993). Another important

point arises out of fre finding of Huc*feldt and Sprague (1990) that whites are increasingly less

likely to vote Democrat in areas in which blacks are most concenfated (ttus supporting fie

ftnding by Key (1949) trat white racial hoslility in tre American south varied according to the

relative concenfation of whites and blacks in difierent counties). In this circumstance it is unlikely
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that trese context effects grow out of self-selection- would we expect racially hostile whites to

locate themselves in areas with a greater concenfalion of blacks than others?

The context efiecG literature has been criticised for other reasons, most notaUly for a practical

reliance on aggregate level data (eg. census, electorate polling boofi data, etc). Just as fie

symbolic politics literature is open to criticism for disparity between the theoretical and

methodological levels of articulation, so to is the majority of context efects literature in specifying

a social level phenomenon which is expressed ultimately at the level of individual level

preference.

Dunleavy (1985) has been particularly critical of the work on context effect arguing, legitimately,

that $ere has not been enough attention paid to speofying the process by which social oontext

leads to social influence on political matters. Dunleavy argues that the preferences of others in a

social context do not simply rub ofi onto hose around them. This position is argued based on his

own data in which participanb were asked to indicate which of nine reasons were most relevant

in treir decision to vote for a particular party. Only two percent of the sample indicated that they

were influenced by people around them in deciding to vote br a particular pafi. One reason for

tris finding may be frat as media politics of coverage of politics has increased, ttere has been a

conesponding decrease in he occunence of political discussion between associates. This in turn

is reflected in the figure reported by Dunleavy: "Personal contac6 were menlioned by negligible

numbers of respondents as influences on fieir voting or as important sources of political

information" (p213).

This position has not been supported by a number of surveys in which participanb were asked to

indicate whether or not frey engaged in poli$cal discussion (Erbring, Goldenberg, & Miller, 1980;

Mitchell, 1962; Rudd, 1992). For example, in a survey of tre Dunedin electorate during the 1960

efection campaign Mitchell (1962) reported fidr?1Yo of tre elec'torate indicated hat political

discussion was their primary sour@ of politica! information. As recenty as 1990 Rudd (1990)

reported that 2870 of Dunedin Norfr elechrs indicated trat trey had actively tied to persuade

politicat discussanF to vote for a particular party or candidate. The indications are ftat even wifrt

the increase in political media @verage, ffequency and importance of political discussion does

not appear to have dropped 0fi.
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Though the surveys conducted for this project did not ask whefier political discussion was seen

as an important factor in the voting decision, first phase participanb were asked for the most

common sources (otrer than radio, television, and newspapers) fom which they gained political

information. Table 7.1 below summarises the responses.

Table 7.1

Sources of politicalinbrmation otherthan radio. television. or newspapers.

Frequency Percentage

Other people

Workmates

Political party information

Magazines

Family rnembers

Associations
Church

Teletext
Political meetings

Union reps

No response

TOTAL 245 100%

Of the 245 participants 53.50/o made no response. The remainder identified ten oher sources of

pofitical information, with tre most popular being "Other people' nominated by around 20o/o otthe

sample. In fact of he 45.5o/o of participanb making a response 30.7o/o indicated ofier people

(family, workmates, and otrers) as souroes of inbrmation, wifi a furher 3.2olo indicating social

conterrb. So, of the valid responses 73% were either specific people, or social contexB. At the

very least tris would suggest hat even discounting dempb at active persuasion by social

contacts, social interaction is an important source of political inbrmation. As illusfated throughout

this hesis, fie sort of informalion provided by political partisans about polfics is ooloured by their

own preferen@s, meaning hat information gleaned through social interaction is subily (or

obviously) bimed.

Dunleavy and Husbands (1985) assign more importance to the role of social location than social

inbrac{ion as a determinant of voting, and in so doing Dunleavy appears b confadict his own

argument, "People will not necessarily (and perhaps not often) articulate the influence of fieir

social location insfucling fieir votes- fie phenomenon may be o$ec{ively apparent to an analyst

48
19

18

10

I

131

19.6%

7.8o/o

7.3o/o

4.10/o

3.30/o

1.2o/o

1.2o/o

.IYo

.4o/o

.4o/o

53.506

3
3

2
1

1
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without being explicity recognised by voters as involved in their decisions' (p.18). On the one

hand voters cannot be fusted to articulate the specific sources that influence their decision, yet

an objective authority is able to deduce those important influences.

The enor made by Dunleavy (1985), and implicity in a great amount of social inlluence and

social context research, is that political persuasion resulting from social interacton does so

through overt persuasion. ln tre social psychological literature fiis is not surprising given the

taditional reliance on the laboratory experiment in investigating social influence. Realistic

relationships in an empirical setting have been dispensed with in favour of experimental confol

(Pety & Cacciopo, 1986), similarly non-verbal cues are eliminated through the use of

experinnnhl setings such as the "minimal-groups paradgrn" upon which much recent research

into inter-group relalions is based Oajfel & Turner, 1979). That is not to say hat persuasion does

not occur hrough peripheral routes- Petty and Cacciopo (1986) argue that persuasion may occur

through peripheral routes (such as body language, emotive speech, etc) but that it will be less

enduring fian fiat caused by more overt methods.

The assumption of overt persuasion in political influence is pervasive. For example, in an

investigation of frre efiect of partisan political environrnenb in lsrrel, Burstein (1976)

operationalised ffre level of partisanship using such variables as wheher or not fie respondent

knew anyone highly involved with a political party, fre fiequency of communication witt political

organisations and whether or not the respondents received housing or employment assistance

fom political organisations. In another example, Zuckerman, Valentino, and Zuckerman (1994)

conducGd a sfudy to determine whether people who attend rallies, become members of political

parties, or work in polilical campaigns are more likely to vote for fiose parties. These studies

assume overt persuasion, and focus on potentially unusual persons who are aclively engaged in

poli$cs.

The social network may also play an important role ofier $an serving to influence political

preference directy. A homogeneous social network dso acb to insulate members fiom

al'rernative poinb of view. For example, Finifrer (1974) surveyed Detoit car-plant workers for

social network and preErence information. The study found hat 607o of sfong Democrab

indicated nonrongruent fiiendships (that treir contacts did not share the same sfen$h or
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direction of political prebrence). ln confast, only 37o of sfong Republicans indicated non-

congruent friendships. This finding is even more stariling given that at fie time, less than 20o/o of

the sample gave a Republican preference. 0f fie participants with three or more congruent

fiiendships,31% were sfong democrats compared witlt 1506 Republicans. These resuFb

indicate that ilre Republican majority tended to cluster togefter to a greater extent that the

Democrat maiong. Finifter interpreted hese resulb as indicaling that the fiiendship group in this

context operated as a protective environnrent for'political deviants".

From a social representations perspective the shared content of representailional knowledge

need not come about through explicity persuasive communication. The contenb of social

representations are inter-related such that communication centing on particular representalional

elements will be made sense of in the context of related elemenb. Theorelically $en, a social

representational approach to political knowledge rejecb he contenlion hd as political matters

are not necessarily salient they have lifre impact outside of he sphere of explicity political

behaviour (Converse, 1964; Sears & Funk, 
,|991). 

Thus, political behaviour is not based solely on

knowledge derived fiom polilical sources directy concerning politics. Raher, political information

must be made sense of fiom a broader consideration of its place in the body of social or common

sense knowledge.

Moreover, he social environment is cental to fie stability and durability of social representations.

While social inbrmtion has been assumed to be cenfal in he generation and fansmission of

social representations there has been litUe systemalic considerdion of the functions of the social

environrnent in fie aeliology of social representations.
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SOCIAL CONTEXT EFFECTS IN NEW ZEA]AND

There is a relative paucity of research on interpersonal environrnent efiects in New Zealand. The

NZES has included a number of variables which may be consfued as tapping interpersonal

environment, for example requesting participanb to make preference atfributions for fieir

partne/spouse. The 1990 NZES found that of fte 660/o of the sample living with a partner/spouse

58% made preference atfibutions for their partner/spouse. Of his number, two ftirds of the

respondents reported a party preference congruent wih that of their partner/spouse (Vowles,

1992).

A survey in three Auckland electorates in 1978 asked respondents to indicate the party prehned

by tre majonty of fireir neighbours, the majority of their fiiends and the maiori$ of coworkers

(Prince, 1985). Two thirds of the 186 respondenF claimed to receive no preference cues from the

neighbours wifrr whom ilrey interacted. There was greder congruen@ between respondents and

co-workers with 34% endorsing the same party as ftat perceived to be prefened by he maiority

of treir friends (37% did not give a preference br fteir ceworkers) while 427o endorsed he

same party as the majorig of fteir fiends. These findings led Prince to comment that

"however $is is interpreted, it cannot be twisbd to indicate some sort of

ovenrhelming rush to yield to the supposedly crushing force of conformity with one's

neighbours trat some of fie Amedcan writers conjured up fom their imaginations.'

(1985, p.120).

Prince's (1985)findings, and fie conclusion to which they lead, are themselves open to criticism.

Most importanfly the question may be difficutt br the respondent to answer- given hat we would

expect respondents to be unable to narne the afiliation of at least a few of their contacts it may by

exbnsion be difficult for fte respondent to indicate futhfully he party they believe a majority of

associates h support. That is to say hat while $ey may be able to name the ffiliation of some

but not all contacb trere may in some cases be too litre inbrmation upon which to inhr he

affliation of a majority. To then conclude fiat fiere is li$e support for context efiects is at the very

least sornewhat hasty.

The aim of this study was to determine to what degree (if any) social interaclion could be shown

to influence political preference and perception. This was done using information about social

contacts gleaned fiom fie first of the four surveys canied out. lt was expected (in line with the
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contentions made in the social representations literature) that there would be a clear relationship

between the political composition of the respondents' social networks and fieir own preference.

That is to say, the greater the degree of homogeneity in the preferences of the network, the

greater frre likelihood of the primary respondent (the person completing the survey) possessing

the same ffiliation as the network. At the same time it was expected that the political composition

of the network would be a better explanation of primary respondent preference than (as argued

by Dunleavy and Husbands, 1985)the social-locational composition of the respondents' network.

METHOD:

The data for this study comes fiom the first survey phase (appendix two). Data on accuracy of

preference arttibutions came from the final phase in which $e social network rneasure was

repeated, with those respondenb completing tre phase requested h pass on a secondary

questionnaire to one member of treir network (appendix seven).

0ccuoational class: Respondents' Dunleavy class was categorised according to their occupation

as outined in Dunleavy and Husbands (1985, p.123):

Manual workers: Wage earners in blue-collar (manual) occupations working for private or

public sectors bodies or other organisalions.

Non-manual workers: Wage earners in white-collar (non-manual) occupations not responsible

fur the supervision of ofiers, again in the employ of ofter people or organisalions.

Confollers of labour: Wage earners in white-collar occupalions responsible for the

supervision and management of other people's labour, again in fie employ of ofter people or

organisations.

o The petit-bourgeoisie: Self+mployed in any occupation, not responsible for supervision of

ofier people.

ln practice, respondents who are self employed AND employ ofters are included in fie final

category (Dunleavy & Husbands, 1985, p.l23). Where respondenb were unemployed or relired

fiey were categorised according to their former occupalions. Where possible respondenB not

indicating their former probssions were cdegorised according fie heir last occupation

registered in the electoral roll. Where possible hmale respondenb indicating their occupation as

family-oriented were categorised according to the occupation of heir parhers. 0f the 248 first
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phase respondents 91 (or one-third of the sample) were unaUe to be classified, due either to

incomplete occupational information, or being unclassifiable under Dunleavy's taxonomy (eg.

retired or unemployed with no way of determining previous occupation).

Respondent preference: Respondenb completed a set of items requesting information about

their own political preference. Party identfication was measured by the standard two-part item

"Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a National voter, a Labour voter, an

Alliance voter, or what?" followed by "lf you do think of yourself in $is way, how stong is that

beling of support? (circle a number below)" wih a seven-point scale fiom I to 7 where "1' was

anchored as Very Weak" and'7'was anchored Yery Stong".

Respondenb also indicated heir likelihood of voling in fie coming election with the question

"How likely are you to vob in tlre next general election? (circle a number ffom 1 to 7)" where "1"

was anchored "t/ery Unlike[r and ?'as Very Ukelf. Voting intention was ascertained wih fte

item "lf an election was held in the near future, which party would you vote for wifrr your party

vote?".

Social network variables: Social network characteristiGs were obtained by requesting that

respondenb supply details of fieir bur best friends wih fie caveat that ttese should be among

the most important people you have had contaci wih regularly in the last six months. You may

include your romantic parher, andor family members if you hink of them as important fiiends."

lnformation was solicited on fiiends' demographic characteristics : gender, age, ehnicity,

occupation, as well as heir initials. Respondents were asked to indicate fie nature of fieir

relationship wih their associate (romantic parher, family, friends, c&workers, or other), the

doseness of $e relationship (for 1 to 10 where 1 rneans not hat dose, and 10 means exfemely

close), how ofien they communicated (daily, weekly, rnonthly, or yearly). Finally respondents

gave inbrmation about political interest (from 1 to 10 where 1 means not very interested, and 10

fiEans very interested), whether or not hey usually agree or disagree polilically with fieir

associates, and who fiey ftink their fiiends would vote for.

Characteristics of the primary respondenb' social environnpnt were obtained using a social

network rreEmure in which the respondent provided information about people witt whom $ey felt

fiey had important relationships. Used as part of a mail survey rather ftan fac+toface or
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telephone surveying this ofiers the advantage that he efiort falls entirely on he respondent in

providing the information. In comrnon with other rnehods, however, there is a considerable

possibility of percepfual bias on the part of fie respondent. That is to say respondents may

projecttheir own preference onto their network members, inconec{y assuming fiey possess fte

same preference.

Previous researchers have attempted to estimate accuracy of preference attibutions by

contacting social network members. For example, Laumann (1973) found 73olo accuracy in

respondent ffiibutions of network members'party identification. In a more recent study Huckfeldt

and Sprague (1991) found sample to be around 75% accurde. In a later survey phase we

attempted to eslimate accuracy of preference ffiibutions by requesting respondents pass on a

secondary questionnaire to one of he people ftey narned as part of treir social network.

The full measure is included in appendix eight.
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ANALYSIS ONE

The atbibuted preferences of network members were recoded into six categories- National,

Labour, Alliance, NZ First, Minority party, or no party aftliation. For the purpose of these analyses

fie voting intention and party identification of the primary respondents was similarly recoded.

New variables were calculated for each respondent representing the number of fiiends falling into

each category.

3tl%

20%

10'lt

07t

Fioure 7.1: Breakdown of fiiends' political aftliation by primary respondent voting intention.

Figure 7.1 above gives an illusfation of $e average number of fiiends (maximum of four) who

are identified by the primary respondent as supporting National, Alliance, Labour, NZ First,

minority parties or who have no identifiable affilialion. This is broken down according b the

expressed voting intention of he primary respondent. lt is apparent that fie friendship networks

of fre respondenb are dominated by associates supporting $e same party as fie respondent.

For example frre greater number of fiiends of National atrliated respondents $emsdves support

National (fie large white band). Indeed, for major party supporters, respondenb reported more

fiiends ffiliated with their prefened party fian fiiends affiliated wifrt other parties (For Ndional

respondenb E(5,37S)=42.16, p<.001), br Labour respondenb f(5,300)=38.01, p<.001), for

Aliance respondenB E(5,2501=19.43, 9<.001), while for NZ First respondenb f(5,45)=1.46,

p=.22ns). The result br NZ First affili#d respondenb most likely reflecb the minority status of
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NZ First supporters in the general population. Of practical importance (for the parties themselves)

is tre fact that only Ndional and Labour supporters' networks (on average) comprise a majority

of congruentfriends. Those supporting the Alliance or New Zealand First cannot expect to have a

neilwork that is dominated by like-minded ftiends. The reason for this must be related to the

proportion of the voting populdion aligned with each of the parties- at a purely chance level one

would expect a random sample to be dominated by Labour and Nalional supporters as they are

fie dominant parties at present. Similarly, as a party loses popular favour the level of

representation in any given network might be expected to decline. For example, if Nationalvoters

comprised 50o/o of the voting public then a random sample of four people should include (on

average)two Nationalsupporters. lf National's share drops to 25% fftis would be reflected in the

random sample. To retain a 50% level of network representalion a National supporter would have

to actively seek out likeminded contacb.

Similarly, figure 7.2 below illusfates the average number of friends dfibuted preftrence for the

six voling dasses, broken down according to the Dunleavy class of fie primary respondent.
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Fiqure 7.2: Breakdown for number of friends' political affliation by Dunleavy class of respondent

It is clear trat network rnembers' preference is spread more evenly across respondent dasses

than for respondent affliation, though the networks of contollers of labour appear to be
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dominated by Nationalsupporters (more than 50%).

DISCRIMINANTANALYSES

Two multiple discriminant analyses were run to compare the prediclive utility of Dunleavy social

class and social network variables. The SPSS DSCRIM procedure does not allow the enfy of

variables in separate blocks (as in regression). For this reason two analyses were completed.

Firsty, using only Dunleavy class as predictor variables, and secondly using bo$ Dunleavy class

and social network variables. Difierences in the percentage of correcty classified respondenb

may fien be cornpared using $e McNema/s repeateGrneasures chi square procedure

described by Tabachnick and Fiddell (1996, pp. 54S546).

MDA USING ONLY DUT{LEAI/YCI.ASSES

The first analysis produced a single significant discriminant func{ion (f(9)=16.9S, B<.05),

mcounting tor 73.8o/o of fie between-groups variance. This function conecfly predicGd 42.9o/o of

responses, significanfly above chance level (Press's Q=21.43, p<.01).

The pooled wihin-groups conelations between variables and $e funciion were p-.78 for

contollers of labour, t=-.43 for petit bourgeoisie, L=.41 for manual workers, and p.55 br non-

manual workers. Group cenfoids for the significant function were g-.35 for National supporters,

y.24 tor Alliance supporters, p.34 for Labour supporters, and g-.02 for NZ First supporters.

Thus categorisation as petit bourgeoisie and confollers of labour is more predictive of National

support, while categorisation into manual and non-manual classes is more predictive of Alliance

and Labour prehrence.

lrlDA U$NG DUttlLEAl/Y CLASS AilD NETWORK VA$ABLES

The second discriminant analysis produced a maximum firee significant funclions. The first

(*(Zl7=14U.93, p<.01) accounted for 51.400/o of betweergroups varian@, the second

hr(t01=75.*, B<.01) Ior 34.42%, and fie hird (12(7)=23.96, p<.01) accounted for he remaining

14.18o/o. Toge$er these firee func{ions conecdy predicted 67.460/o of responses, significanty

betbrthan chance (Press's Q=121.5, p<.01).

Table 7.2 below summarises the pooled wihin-group correlations between each variable and the

$ree significant fu nctions.
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Table 7.2

Conelatio ns betwee n predictors an d discri mi n ant fu nctio ns

Predistors Function 1 Function 2 Function 3

Nationalfriends

Controller of labour

Non-manual

Manual

Alliance friends

Labour fiiends

NZ First friends

Petit-bourgeoisie

Minority party friends

Non-afiliated ftiends

-.18

-.10

-,08

.11

,1,',,1i?0."', 'ii.
;1,,.01.:';;.,ii,

.32

.08

.01

-.03

-,18

-,23

.06

-.08

.30

-.20
.::-:1:

"" '{"1".:,: 'i'ral l 11 ; :r'

::i,.i,1,i25,;i,
'l:'l,lI:{8r::

l:ir'ii;.Bi::

The first function is stongly defined by National affiliated friends (t= 78) and to a lesser extent by

Alliance (I=-.48) and Labour G-.41) atrlided fiiends. Group cenfoids for he four predicted

groups (National=.98, NZ First=.S0, Alliance=-.75, Labour=-.9O) indicate that the first function

differentiates between National and NZ First supporters, and Alliance and Labour supporters.

The more Nationalftiends one has, the more likely one is to support National, while Alliance and

Labour affiliated friends are predictive of Labour and Alliance support.

The second function is defined by Alliance ffiliated friends (F-.70) and Labour affiliated friends

t=.61) and h a lesser extent by NZ First afiliated fiiends G.32) suggesting that this tunction

difierentiates between Alliance, Labour, and NZ First supporters. This is supported by the group

cenfoids (Alliance=-.98, National=-.06, Labour=.82, NZ Firstrl.51). Alliance supporting primary

respondenB' networks are characterised by fellow Alliance supporters while Labour, and to a

greater degree NZ First supporters' networks comprise of Labour and NZ First supporters.

The third function is weighted most heavily by NZ First afiliated friends, and serves to

difierentiate NZ First supporting respondents ffom everyone else as indicated by group cenfoids

(Labour=-.29, National=-. 1 5, Alliance =.24, and NZ Firstr2.05).

lmportanty ttre conelations between fie Dunleavy class variables and the discriminant functions

are weak- none surpassing the recommended t.30 threshold for interpretation suggested by Hair

et al (1995). From this the preliminary conclusion may be drawn ftat he Dunleavy class

variables are of secondary importance in predic{ing votership when the social network variables
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are included.

Comparison of the classification from the two analyses (42.9Yo compared b 67.57o) indicates

that classification is improved by the inclusion of the social network variables. lt is possible to

determine if classification improves significanty upon the addition of new variables by using

McNema/s repeated-measures chi square. To do so it is necessary to tabulate for each case

whether group membership was predicted correcfly or inconec{y before and after the addition of

predictors ( in $is case fie social network variables). Table 7.3 below shows cross-tabulation of

conecdy and incorrec{y classified cases afier each stage.

Table 7.3

Conecdvfinconectv classified cases after inclusion of class and social network variables

First step classification (CLASS)

Conect Inconect

Second step

classification

(NETWORK)

Conect

Inconect

Cases frrat have the sarne result at botr steps (conecdy or inconecty dassified at bofrt steps)

are ignored as they do not change. Table 7.3 shows fiat 48 cases inconecfly classified ffier the

first analysis were conecty classifted after he second, while only 11 cases were inconecty re-

classified after being conec{y predicted atthe first analysis. This improvement in classification is

significant wifrt 12(1)=11.20 at p<.01 .

Finally, tre efiect of network homogeneity on idenlification was assessed by comparing the

stengttr of party identification of respondenb in a hornogeneous and congruent network (a

maionty of the network are ffiibubd he same preference as he main respondent) with the

stengfr of party idenlification in heterogenous or non-@ngruent networks. Congruent

homogeneous networks were defined as fiose in which three or more of the four network

members were afribubd tre same prebrence as fie primary respondent. Of fte 201 primary

respondenh indicating a party identification wih a political party only 63 met fie stingent

definition of congruent homogenetty. A t-test was used to compare he sfength of par$

identification for the two groups indicaling that the mean sfengh of party identificalion for

37 48

11 41
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respondents in a congruent homogeneous network (Mean=5.25, SD=1.62) was significanty

higher than that of respondents in heterogeneous networks (Mean=4.61, SD=l .66, !(199)=!.$7,

p<.05)3.

DrscussroN

From the two discriminant analyses described above it can be concluded hat while Dunleavy

class membership does indeed account for a significant amount of the variance in political

preference, the inclusion of social network produces a significant increase in predictive accuracy.

When all variables are included it is clear fiat Dunleavy class membership plays a secondary

role in he prediction of votership.

These results also ofier en@uragement for the contention that social interaction plays an

important role in political behaviour, in accordance witr $e prediction of social representation

theory. lt has already been shown hat representational difierences in the perception of political

parties plays a significant part in political prebrence, and witr fte above resulb it is now possible

to argue that these important representational ffierences may be related to social network

composition, and hence ullimately deriving out of social interaction.

Finally, the comparison of stength of party idenlification for respondents in sympathetic

homogenous networks wift respondenb in heterogeneous networks indicates ftat social network

characteristics are related to fie sfength of polilical ident'fication. For example, Respondents

who identify wifi a party whose neturorks comprise a majori$ of members atfibuted wifrr the

sarn preference in turn identTy more stongly with that party.

Note 3: The analyses wers run including party identification (four variables \rere mmputed for each

respondent based on party identification witr one of he bur taget parties). Two discriminant andyses

w€re run, tre firs't including Dunleavy class and party idenlification variables, to wttich social neturcrk

variables were dded for the second analysis. While pafi identification variables alone accurately predict

n.flo of he sample, deoeasing to 76.6% after addilion of Dunleavy class, tre accuracy of prediction

increases almost anoher 10% to 85.9% when social network variables are added. The pattern of results

remains the same wih the party identification variables loading on the functions previously best defined by

the corresponding social netuork variables (eg. National party identification loads with number of National

fiends).



This finding is problemalic frrough, in that the direction of causality of this relationship is unclear. lt

is undear whether those respondenb who idenlify more stongly with a party have a tendency to

over-atbibute the same preference to their network, to base friendships on socio-political

similarity, or whether occupying a space in a homogeneous sympafietic environment enhances

the sfengh of identification of tre respondent. This has important ramifications for social

representations heory in trat a finding of social environmental facilitation of identification

suppoG the theoretical conbntion thd socially communicated representations represent some

part of ffre bundalion of social identity, in this case polifical social iftnlity. Wth no data available

to test these alternative hypotheses one can only suggest that, just as it has been found ftat

party identificalion and political att'tudes influence each ofier (Hanop & Miller, 1987) in all

likelihood the relationship between social network and stength of identification will run both

ways. This point is one trat may best be addressed firough over-time replication wih the sarne

sample.

ANALYSIS TwO

The previous analysis indicated (with some reservations) frtd social network plays an important

role in poli$cal preference. Discriminant analyses using social network composition and Dunleavy

class rnembership to predict voling preference indicded that social nefuiork efiecb prove to be

useful predictors of prehrence compared to, and independent of, social posilion as defined by

Dunleavy dass membership. As well as undermining he dismissal by Dunleavy and Husbands

(1985) of interpersonal relationships as an influence on preference, his study provides furfier

support br fie use of social representation theory br investigaling political behaviour.

IDEOLOGY, REPRESENTATIONS, AND SOCNL HTERACNOil

In the social network literature the link between social network and political ideology has been

made by Erickson (1982). Erickson argued hat heoreticdly social network should be related to

ideology, bofr in terms of influencing content as well as sFengffi. That is to say, fte polilical

alignment of one's rptwork will influence one's own in exacty fie sarne f,,ay as illusfated above

br political prehrence. Erickson's (1982) contention has yetto be tesbd.

According to Moscovici (1988) ftere are d least firee ways fiat representational knowledge

beconps social knowledge. Representations may be shared by nembers of 'highly sfuctured'

groups such as parlies, cities, or nalions (p.2z1\wittout having been originally produced by



those. These hegemonic representations are rooted in history and tend to endure independenfly

of tre successes of frre groups holding them. Examples might be the pre-eminence of the

democratic principle typified by the United States, or the dominance of liberal individualism in he

West.

Alternatively representations may become social through contact and circulation of knowledge

arnong related subgroups. Representational knowledge is added to and tansmuted and shared

once more with other groups. Moscovici suggesb that representatjons about mental illness are

exampfes of hese emancipated representations, as would be he representations of

psychoanalysis documented by Moscovici (1961) himself. In fiese examples the knowledge and

experienoes of nredical professionals, rnental hedh professionals, and lay people are shared

among $e general population and integrated into the social knowledge of all the groups involved.

Finally, Moscovici identifies a family of representations fiat are generated $rough social conflict

and contoversy, and as a result he content of these representations will difier across groups.

These polemical representations must be viewed in the context of an opp,osition or stug$e

between groups and are often expressed in terms of a dialogue with an imaginary interlocutor"

(Moscovici, 1988, p. 222). Moscovici gives as an example of polemical representations he

difierent versions of Manism circulating in France. lt is into fftis family of representalions that

political represenhlions may be classified.

As illustated by the conespondence and discriminant analyses in chapter six, part two, of party

value ffiibutions, the parties are perceived as occupying positions on a primary dirnension that

closely resembles the faditional left-right or liberalonservalive continuum. Similarly, he

analysis of ideologicd meanings in chapter five clearly indicated inter-relations between

ideologcal componenb that were tied to he ideolo$cal identification of the respondent When

considered from the perspective of socid representalion theory fiis indicates hat social

representations of politics are organised in a number of ways, and an important one seems to be

fte fadilional ideological dimension. lf tris is fie case tten, as illustated in fte previous

analysis, one's social environrnent should stucture he way one perceives polilics. That is to say,

fre characbristics of imporbnt social interactanb should be predictive of liberal-conservalive

self-ident'fication. As with frre previous analysis the aim is to determine he stength of

association between social network variables and political ideological identification. While not as



rich as the multi-variable analyses presented previously, he ideological self-identification

measure is a potential sunogate as a simplification of this primary dimension.

STUDY ONE: METHOD

The measure of liberal-conservative self-identification was administered as part of the first survey

phase, fie same phase as the social network rneasure. Respondents were presented with a

seven-point scale, with 1 anchored as "Liberal" and 7 as "Conservative' with the insfuction

'Frequendy people use the terms 'liberal' and "conservative'to describe fieir political beliefs.

How would you rate yourself in these terms? (circle a number fiom 1 to 7f.

In orderto testtre propositon that social interaction influences the way people perceive politics it

was intended that the social network dda used in the previous analysis should be regressed onto

liberalonservative identification. In so doing it is possible to confol for other important

consideralions that were unable to be taken into account in he discriminant analysis, specifically

fte serious problem of perceptual bias, and the potential problem of mis-specification of $e

derived equation.

Though a highly useful procedure for analysing group-based difierences/commonalities where

he'dependenf variable is categorical group nrembership, the SPSS DSCRIM procedure does

not allow tre enfy of multiple blocks of predictor variables, meaning it is dfficult to evaluate the

unique explanatory pou/er of a Hock of variables. Similaly, discriminant analysis sufiers tom fie

sarne limitations as MANOVA in terms of statistical assumptions, meaning the inclusion of

dichotomous variables (for example, party ident'fication dummy variaUes) leads to problems

deriving func{ions, and d fie classffication phase. ln this analysis the dependent variable is an

interval measure and trerebre arnenable b multiple regression analysis, which allows greater

flexibility in he use of dummy variaUes (Hair et al, 1995).

The indusion of dummy variaHes for party identiftcation means an attempt can be made to

confol for perceptual bias AND address the potential critcism fiat fie regression equation may

be mis-specified due to tre omission of party identificalion as an independent variable. The

rationale forthese asserlions is presenbd below.

While il should be dear how indusion of party identification prevenb mis-specification a more
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detailed discussion of perceptual bias is warranted to illustate how inclusion addresses the

issue.

As detailed in the infroductory summary of research in political behaviour the party identification

has assumed paramount importance in psychologically oriented voting research. From the

Michigan perspective party identification is the predisposition upon which the actual vote is

based. Empirically this has meant that explanatory models place heavy emphasis on party

identification, moderated by various other variables such as issue position or candidate

preftrence. However fiis frresis has chosen instead to consider party identification as relatively

less potent variable in an environrnent replete with new parties for whom party identification may

not develop in the assurned manner. The inclusion of party identification as an independent

variable serves to sfengtren be argurnent made in this chapter br the following reasons. lf pa$

idenffication is less relevant in a time of electoral volatility nohing is lost by including it.

Alternatively if party idenlification is an anteedent of voting behaviour and social network effecb

are bund even after accounting for party identification then one can conduG that social

environment does play a significant role even when including such a heavy weight variable.

Secondly, the inclusion of party identification as a predic'tor addresses he potential problem of

perceptual bias. Perceptual bias arises when people inconec{y atribute char*teristics to social

network nembers by projeciing their own characterislics onb fiem. In the context of the social

network fiEasure used for these analyses perceptual bias occurs when a respondent assurnes

that at least one member of tre network possesses fie sarne preference as themselves. Thus

when perceptual trias occurs it is based on fte preference of the respondent being atbibuted to

he network member. lf every respondent in the sample ffiibutes their own preference to their

network members fien tre politicalcomposition of fte network will not have any explanatory use

beyond he preference of frre respondent fiemselves. By enbring respondent party identification

at the first stage of he regression we are able to assume $at any significant increase in Rz may

be uniquely related to he indusion of he network corposition data.

A similar argument may be made in relalion to he causal direction of fie network-prebrence

relationship. That is to say fiat if people select people with whom b associate on $e basis of

consistency between their own political preference, then we would expectfiat party idenlification

would account br tre variatility in Sre predic{ion of voting prebrence at least as well as network



characteristics. Alternatively, if network composition influences voting preference to a greater

exbnt than party identificdion then we may have greater confidence $at fie network efiect is

based on more than just network self-selection.

RESULTSAND DISCUS$ON

Examination of tre simple conelations between number of fiends atfibuted preference for

National, Labour, Alliance, NZ First, Minority parties, or no preference and liberal conservative

identification indicate relationships in the expecGd direction. These conelations are summarised

in table 7.4. below:

Table 7.4.

Conelations between number of fiiends atfibuted oreference and orimarv respondent ideolooical

self-identification

National NZ Flrst Labour Alliance Minority No Vote

-.02 -.05

(p=.771 (p=.,t4)
Liberal- .26

Consewatve (P..01)

ldentiftcdion

-.06 -.14

(p=.41) (p<.05)

-.17

(p..01)

Of tre party-specific conelations, all but that between number of NZ First ffiliated discussants

and ideological self-identification were significant with number of National fiiends positively

conelated, and botr Labour and Alliance fiiends negatively related to self-identification, There

was no relalionship between minority ffiliated or noffiibution discussants and self-

identification.

Table 7.5 summarises the resuFrs of sequential regression analysis in which party identification

dummy variables were entered in tre first bloc*, wih he social network variables enhred as the

second block. After the first step the regression was significant (E(4,216)=10.27, 9<.001) giving

an !z of .16. The regression remained significantfrerhe addition of he social network variades

E(9,211)=6.22, 9<.001) wih an ff ol .21, and inctease of .05 over fie first bloct of variables.

The increase of .05 is significant at the p<.05 level of significance indicating fiat he social

network variables amunt for a significant amount of he variance in liberd+onservative

idenlification ratings trr accounting br party idenlification.

Overall, the significant regression suggests that social networks are predictive of ideological self-

idenlification. As expected, party ident'ftcation is statistically related to self-idenlificalion, wih NZ
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First and National identification being associated with higher scores (indicating greater

conservatism) on the ideology scale. lt is interesting to note fiat while this is fie case fiere is no

corresponding negative association between Labour and Alliance identification and ideological

setf-placement. Even after including party identification in the first block of variables, social

network characteristics were significanty predictive of ideological self-placement.

Table 7.5.

Summarv of Sequential Reqression Analvsis for Party ldentification Block 1) and Social Network
(Block 2) Variables Prediclino Respondenfs Liberal-Conservative Self-ldentification (N=220)

Party ldentficdon sr2

BLOCK 1 National

Labour

Alliance
NZ First

1.62

.34

.13

.64

.46**

.10

.03

.14*

B=.16, B2"q's'o=.14 .16**

SocialNettvork srz

BLOCK 2 National

Alliance
Labour

NZ First
Minori$ Par$

(Constant)

82=.21, B2aproa=.17 .05*

.P<,05 *P'.01

STUDYTWO: ilETtlOD

The same rrethodology was used with a student sample in miG1998. The aim of this study was

to support the findings of Analysis Two: Study One with a difierent sample and at a difierent time.

The Participanb were studenb in a second year social psychology paper at Victoria University.

As part of a disfac{ion task between experirnental conditons of a laboratory aclivtty the studenb

completed a questionnaire asking questions about a number of sociepolitical issues, the

SchwarE values inventory, the social network measure, beling hermorneter ratings towards the

five highest polling parties at the tine (National, Labour, Alliance, ACT and New Zealand First),

and $e liberal/conservative self-identification item used in Phase One of fie general population

.50

-.58

-.50

-.34
-.02

3.23

.19*
-.41',*

-.38.
-.14',
-.01
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sample. As the party identification question was not used in this survey the feeling hermometer

ratings were used instead. The Questionnaire is appended in appendix seven.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

Examination of the simple conelations between number of fiiends atfibuted preference for ACT,

National, Labour, Alliance, NZ First, or Minority parties, and liberal conservalive identification

indicate relationships generally in the expected direction. These conelations are summarised in

table 7.6. below:

Table 7.6.

Conelations between number of fiiends atfibuted oreference and primary respondent ideolooical

self-identification (student samole)

ACT National NZ First Labour Alliance Minority

Liberal-
Gonservative
ldentification

.08

(p=.15)

.26 .14 -.24

(p<.01) (p<.05) (p<.01)

-.25 -.02
(P<.01) (P=.39)

Of ttre party-specific conelations, all but that between number of ACT affliated discussants and

ideological self-identification were significant (trough in the expected direction), with number of

National and New Zealand First fiiends posfively conelated, and bo$t Labour and Alliance

ffiends negatively related to self-identification. There u/as no relationship between minority

ffi liated and self-identifi cation.

Sequential regression of liberaUconservative identification scores onto, firsfly, feeling

thennometer ratings and, secondly, social network variables produced an increase in [2.,4u'r.oof

.08 on top of ffre E2aqused of .18 accounted br by the beling ftermometer ratings. This increase in

B2"q** was again significant at the 5olo level of significance. Overall, the regression was

significant (E(11, 1t101=5.94, B<.001) accounting lor 260/o of he variance. The sfongest network

predicbr were number of Labour (0=-.24, B<.01) and ACT (0=-.14, p<.10) fiiends.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

That social network characteristics possess a statistically significant relationship with ideological

identification after confolling for party identification or feeling thermometer ratings provides

supportfor a number of argumenb:

Firsty, thatthe statistical relationship found between social network and political preference in

tre MDA results in analysis one is unlikely to occur as a result of colinearity between party

identificdion and social network. That is to say, similarity of political views in a social network

are less likely to omur through sonp self-seleclion process in which the primary respondent

exclusively develops socialties wifrr people displaying atbludinal similarity.

Secondly, ffre perception of polilical similarity in one's social network is not simply a refleclion

of a bias in perception. That a social network efiect is apparent der contolling statistically for

pafi identification indicates fiat fie perception of network preference is not purely the resutt

of the primary respondent over-ffiibuting their own preferene to fi eir friends.

Thirdly, and most importanty, fie characteristics of a social network (hypothetically a

reflection of communicdive content) influence fte ways in which primary respondents

summarise heir political world in terms of fie taditional leFright or liberal-conservalive

continuum. In short, the social representations one holds of polilics are a refrection of he

representational conbnt to which hey gain acess ftrough group and individual

communication.

From the analysis detailed above it appears that even ftom such an indirect measure of social

inbraction, social networks ae significanty related b ideological self-identification. In ftis

particular analysis liberalonservative self-identification is interpreted as reflecting the way in

which laypersons commonly interpret$e politicalworld, fieir polemicalrepresentation of maters

political.

ESNilATOiI OF ACCURACY OF PREFERENCE ATTRIBUNONS

In order b evalude fie accuracy of primary respondent prefenence ffiibutions, primary

respondents were sent one final questionnaire, following parlicipation in $e burh survey wave.

The burtr phase of the survey programme repeated fte social network measure with the original

first phase respondenb. 152 main respondenb completed and refurned he measure and as a

result were sent a furfrer secondary survey which $ey were requested b pass on to one of fie
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persons whom they had described in the social network measure. These secondary respondenb

were required to describe fiemsdves on fte sarne dimensions upon which they had been rated

by the primary respondent.This measure is presented in appendix eight Of the 152 secondary

surveys sent out, 101 were passed on, completed, and returned by a network member. A litfle

over half of fre secondary respondenb were romantically linked with fie primary respondent,

200/o w€r€ family members, with the remainder comprising of ftiends and co-workers.

Comparison of primary and secondary respondent answers indicated a reasonable level of

accuracy. 71o/o of political preference atfiibutions by primary respondents were conect, though

this figure includes 11 primary respondenb who were unable to make an atfribution for their

discussant and automatically inconect. Excluding this group improves accuracy to 800/o. The type

of relalionship did not afiect level of accuracy though, counter-intuitively, fie prediction rate for

romantic partners was lower (77o/ol than for family (88o/o) or fiiends and co-workers (820/o).

In line wih tre findings of Huckfeldt et al (1995), prebrence affibulions u,ere more reliable when

the respondenb possessed the same actual preference as their discussant. When respondents

shared he sarne prebrence, primary respondent affibutions were more accurate (887o)

compared to non+ongruent preferences (600[, 12(1)=7.93, p<,001). lmportanty, atfibution

accuracy was unafiec'ted by level of polilical interest of either respondent, or ftequency of political

discussion between respondents. This suggesb fiat discussants whose interac{ions are rnore

politically focussed are no more able to make accurate preference atfibutions $an hose wifrt

non-polilical interactions.

It must be acknowledged that be method employed for checking accurey of preference

affibutions is not itself free of criticism. By allowing primary respondenb h select which of their

network members should complete the secondary questionnaire it is possible that the primary

respondenb select secondary respondenb wiilt whom hey are most familiar. This in turn might

inflate tre apparent accuracy of prehrence affiibutions. One defence of ttis might be hat, as

indicated above, primary respondenb in fact perforred worst in predicting fie prehrence of

spouses (with whom one might assume he respondenb are mosifamiliar), suggesting fiat if (as

is likely) fre secondary respondent sample is biased towards the nrcre familiar fien tnis in fact

might deflate he accuracy results. ldeally of course, such a test of preference atbibution would

be best achieved by fie use of snowball sampling with all network members being contacted.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The analyses described above support the contention that the social environment plays a

significant role in political behaviour, whether it is ideological self-identification or actual voting

preference. From a fieoretical perspective it has been argued that these efiecb occur through

social bansmission and reinbrcement of representational knowledge upon which political

behaviour is based. Rather than assume the importance of social environment in the propagation

of social representations $ese studies have explici0y measured aspecb of social environrnent

using a social network fiEasure. For this reason these findings are theoretically important not

only in relation to political preference but also in illusfating what has been a fundamental (and

u naddressed) assumption of Social Representations theory.

Just as hese resulb support he argunrenb made about $e representational basis of political

preference trey also confadict he view presented by theorisb ftom a number of faditions (eg.

Dunleavy & Husbands, 1985) fiat social environment is unimportant in polilical behaviour.

Dunleavy and Husbands (1985) have explicity rejected social environment as an influence on

political behaviour, in favour of an increased emphasis on media eftcb. Similarly, fie rational

choice literature has tended to ignore he role of social context by favouring a view of voting

behaviour as an almost excl usively individ ual-level ac{.

Given the relatively weak findings of the social network analyses is it possible fiat the finding hat

social networks may explain 50,6 of fte variance in the dependent variable is due instead to

sample bias? So far, he issue of sample bias has been hoached only briefly, with it being

concluded ilrrough comparison of sample demographics with fiose of the ndional census for $e

sample area $at fie sample appears at least superficially representative. What of non-

denrographic sour@s of sample tilas? I shall attempt to show hat he rnost obvious sources of

non-demographic trias are unlikely to #ecthe conclusions of ttis sfudy.

One potential source of tias relates to the level of political interest &ross the sample. This is

particularly relevant to tte cunent study in hat it might be expecGd fiat a respondents

increased interest in politics might in turn reflect a social network with a gneater than average

interest in politics and herebre lead h inflation of fie apparent impact of social networks on

political preference. At its worst such a bias would npan fiat the best conclusion fiat could be

draurn on he basis of this data is that the political preference of people who are particularly



interested in politics is likely to reflec{lbe reflected by their social network. The question then, is

two-fold. Firsty, is it possible h determine if fte sample is unrepresentatively interested in

politics, and secondly, if this were to be the case what would be fte implications for the

conclusions of tris study?

As regards the first question the simple answer is no, it is not possible to know whether the

sampfe is any more interested in politics than fte 600/o to 70o/o of non-respondenb. lt is however

possible to look wifrrin the sample to address the second question by comparing sutsgroups of

tre sample. Firsfly, as shown by $e result reported in fie last statistic at fie end of analysis one

previously, there was a signiftcant difference in the sfength of political identiftcation displayed

depending on he degree of homogeneig of fie respondents social networks. That is to say,

respondenb in homogeneous political networks tended to report stonger party identification than

did people in more heterogeneous networks. This at least suggesb ftat even if $e sample is

unrepresentative in terms of the level of fieir political interest there is suffcient variation wihin

tre sample in terms of their polilical networks to go sore way h addressing this question.

A sbonger case must slill be made to show thatthe findings may be due to greater than average

interest in politics. The fourth survey phase included the item "How important are political matters

to you?'with respondenb able to indicate a score between 1 (not at all important) and 7 (very

important). 25o/o ol fie sample indicated on his scale fiat they were at best neutal as far as

pofitical matters are concerned (eg. indicated a score ol 1,2,3, or 4). I have no doubt that this is

not representative of the population as a whole, but fiat does not automatically discount fie

findings of this study. lf fie finding of a social network effect were due to a sample bias hen we

would expect fiat fie preference of people with a lower interest in polilics would be less

accurately predicted than ilrose with a high interest in politics. This proposition was tested using

the social network data fiom the hurth phase, by comparing fie level of political interest for

peopfe whose political preferences were conecty and inconecdy predicted using exacdy the

same modelas presented in fie previous analyses.

It was bund that there was N0 significant difierence between the levels of interest of people

conec0y dassified compared h hose inconecdy classified (F(1,132)=t.19, p=.g7nt). Bebre the

reader leaps fiom their chair pointing out that he result only nanowly fails he criterion for

significance and ftat there is a clear tend br this to be he case it must be pointed out fiat the



means o the two groups were opposite to the direction expected by the interest-bias theory. That

is to say inconecfly classifted respondenb were MORE likely to be interested in politics

(mean=5.39, SD=1.36) than their conecfly classified counterparts (mean=4.92, SD=1.71).

This finding makes an important confibution to the sfudy, not only does it appear that fie finding

that social networks confibute to political preference is not due solely to this bias in the sample, I

does in fact suggest $e opposite - | would argue fiat the more interested in politics you are, the

less likely your social network confibutes to your political preference. Put simply, it appears to be

the case that people who are interested in polilics are also more likely to be knowledgeable about

politics and therefore have more information upon which to base heir preference - they do not

need the opinion of their social network to decide who to vote for. 0n he ofier hand, fte less

interested in politics you are the rnore likely it is that your own preference is based on the

opinions of the important people around you. lt may in frct be fie case that he conclusions fiom

ttis study underestimate the relationship between social network and political preference.

The final argurnent againsttris particular tlias (and biases in general) is fiat fiese findings have

been replicated in non-New Zealand environments. Liu, lkeda, and Wilson (1998) present an

alternalive analysis of tris data, as well as similar data ftom Japan, hat shows the sarne result.

Using multinomial logit analyses he authors show that even after including the level of political

interest of he primary respondent and the nembers of the network, here is a significant

confibution made to political preference by the interpersonal political environment in both New

Zealand and Japan. This finding is particularly encouraging as $e Japanese sample in fiis

analysis was dramatically larger fian he sample presented here, but with the same general

finding.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Chapters one to four set out the basis for his hesis. Following a survey of contemporary

explanalions of political behaviour, an attempt was made to r*formulate one of the less known

theories- symbolic politics. Simply, symbolic politics theory as conceived by Sears (1986; 1993)

contends that political behaviour is based on the activation of certain symbolic predispositions

(including political ideology, party identification, and racial prejudice), which are evoked by the

symbolic content of a particular political symbol (an issue, person, icon, party, etc). A number of

reasons were given for the relative failure of the symbolic politics thesis to gain favour, and a

rationale was given for r+fiaming symbolic politics heory wi$in a hoader theory of social

behaviour, tratof social representations theory (Moscovici, 1973; 1988).

ln summary $e reasons given for his refiaming of symbolic politics fieory were as bllows.

Definitional problems have ncant fiat litre frempt has been made to determine what the content

of important political symbols might be, and how that content relates to the conbnt of one's

symbolic predispositions. Secondly, symbolic process is presented as a process that is divorced

fiom one's social world- it is a process purely applied to mafrers of a political nature. There is liile

reason ftat frrere be such a process relded only b stimuli with polilical content, indeed if this

were to be tre case what are fie boundaries of political conbnt- where does an otiect stop being

a political one and not a social one. Thirdly, the practical level at which fie theory is evalu#d is

at odds wifrr fre level of frreorelical arliculation- $at is to say symbolic politics must be a social-

level phenomenon, specitying as it does it roob in social interaclion. Yet fte research into

symbolic politics has been primaily survey-based, requesting individuals to answer items on

purely inter-psychic phenomena. lt is desirable then to frempt to place political behaviour in fie

socialconbxtin which itomurs- communication and interaction wi$t ohers.

Itwas proposed thatthese major shortcomings might be addressed by taking a step back and re-

articulating symbolic politics theory wifiin socid representations heory, Social representations

treory is a knowledgestucture fieory which has been compared with schema theory in ftat

social representations are conceived of as families of inter-related ideas, concepb, or lay-

theories about the way he social world works. These lay-theories are generated and propagated
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trrough interaction and communicalion with o$ers, or through other media. In this way we would

expect that trose exposed to the same media inbrmation, or interac'ting with fie same people

should base their understanding of the world and things in it upon the same information. Applied

to politics fiis npans that people who are exposed to, and seek out, the same information will

have an understanding of politics based on similar representations, and representationalcontent.

These political representations are intenroven witlr any otrer representations to form the social

knowledge of the individual. In ftis way, even hose individuals with no overt interest in politics

still share some of the same political representations €N fiose around them.

Potential political symbols fien may be political stimuli, whether political issues, political figures,

political parlies, or even stimulithat have no obvious political connotalion. Behaviour ooncerning

tre polfical stimulus will depend on fie contentof tre representalions fiat pertain to the obiect.

A key fuature of political symbols and political representations so conceived is fie role of social

values. Examples of reactions to politcal symbols may be shown b obviously relate to the values

hose symbols embody (tre American Flag ortre Arnerica's Cup br example), and he relevance

of value content of any symbol should relate to the level of endorsenpnt of those and other

values by the symboliser.

Representational content (values, groups, attibutes) of a political object should vary across

populations. That is to say that nembers of different colbc'tives will difier in he content of

representations (not just those pertaining to politics), and those difierences should be to sorne

degree sysbmatic. A Tory in Britain has a difierent view of the role of the state in he economy to

a Labour supporter- indeed $is is a difierence fiat defines fie boundary between being a Tory,

or being a Labour supporter. This is notto say however ftat Labour and Conservative supporters

have nothing in common, ra0rer there are only certain domains in which representational

difierences ae he foundation for group identities. For example, while Labour and Conservative

pafi supporbrs are likely to hold difierent views about fie role of fie state here is no reason to

expecttrat Labour supporters ilrink Pepsi is beter fian Coke.

Such inta-group homogeneity is not a random occunence- it is a product, as well as an

antecedent, of tre group ibelf. Groupbased representations occur in part ftrough

communication between group members. Our conversalion is fiamed by fie representations we
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hold of the way he world works- for example our representations about social interaction, social

hierarchy, or indeed polfics. When we interact our representational knowledge dictates the

domains of information, and the positions taken on that information, that are relevant to any

conversational interaclion. Thus interaction with lik+minded individuals will serve to reinforce

what we think, and interaction with antagonisB may eifier weaken or even exaggerate

representations. For this reason social interaction plays an essential role in a social

represe ntalional theory of symbolic politics.

The inclusion of the social environment as an important variable adds another dimension to

symbolic politics- it draws attention to the use and manipulation of symbols by rnedia and political

elite, as well as individuals. Representational knowledge is not static- it is dynamic to he extent

that it can be added to, reinforced, or even weakened over a period of time. This in furn means

we are open to manipulation, and what better example of atempted manipuldion that political

party broadcasb and adveG, door-to-door political proselytisers, or political talkback? these

atempb just serve to illustate fie conviction of poliiical participanb fiat it is possible to convince

people that their party is the only alternative, and ftom a ffieoretical perspective to do so it is

necessary to change the representations upon which such decisions are based.

ln ifs original incarnation symbolic polilics appeared a passive process wih he symboliser

apparenty subject to an ever+hanging sea of symbols, reac{ing expressively rdrer fian

insturnentally. This alternatve conceptualisation presenb a more realistic view of political

opinion and behaviour, the individual may resist manipulation or integrate it into heir world view,

participate in manipulation or make an active decision not to participate. In furn a vast indusfry is

developing around fie attempt b find he most efiectve ways of convincing people of what is

good br hem. At the time of writing this is perfecdy illustated by he contoversy in a tea cup

sunounding he involvernent (or oherwise) of he prinn minisbr Jenny Shipley in he tendering of

a heal$ minisfy advertising confrct for millions of dollars.

The resuft of fie reconceptualisation of symbolic polilics in this way has been fie bcus on the

role of social values, discourse, and interaction in plitical preftrence and opinion. This was

summarised in figure 4.1, re-presented below as figure 8.1 in which social interac{ion at the

electorab level (eg. between electors), elite discourse (reinterpreted firough the media or more

directy), and social values.
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Social Representational Environment

Social Interaction

(Electorate level)

Elite Discourse

(via media etc)

Figure 4.1. Reconceptualisation of symbolic politics

To tris end the remainder of thesis has been devoted to investigating the implications of hese

diftrent domains br symbolic politics.

Part one focused on fie content of ideological representations- the meaning of ideological labels,

and how $ose meanings relate to ideological self-identificalion. The use of fte descriptive

statistical technique of conespondence analysis showed that supporters of different parties

ascribe difierent meanings to frre terms 'liberal" and "@nservative'. This was extended by the

use the multiple discriminant analysis which indicated that in the balance of probatlili$ supporters

of difierent political parties display intagroup representational homogeneity and inter-group

heterogeneity in that they may be differentiated by the nnanings ftey use to discriminate

between ideological labels. This was an important result as it allowed he later use of ideological

self-identifi cation as representational shorthand for fu rther analysis.

The second sec{ion of part one presented an investigation of he representational content

associated wih prefened and dis-prefened parties. Again, there was a degree of wi$in-

prebrence consensus and inter-preference variability hat was fieorelically consistent with social

representations $eory. Further he atomic concepb used by respondenb to describe their

favoured and unfavoured parties were dearly inbr-related, in $at a number of themes were

apparent. For example, National supporters justified their preftrence by the use of a freedorn/

self+eliance reperbire trat supported fteir preferenoe and acted rhetorically to weaken implicit

alternative repertoires. Similarly, supporters of fie Alliance and Labour parties justified their

prehrence by appealing to an equality repertoire critical of he soci+political status quo. These
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repertoires were likened to the concept of legitimising myths offered by Sidanius (1993) as one of

fie mechanisms trrough which group-based hierarchy may be attenuated or enhanced.

Part two, adopted the theme of social values as both representational elemenb and as an infa

psychic foundation for political preference, Part one elicited a number of value associations, in

particular feedom and equali$. A survey of the social values literature showed that there are

historical and theoretical precedenb for he importance of hese two values in political

preference. Study one presented a thematic content analysis of parliamentary speeches that

showed that to a great degree party membership can be discerned on fte basis of the relative

fiequency of appeals to the values of freedom and equality. While this was generally consistent

with tre original contentions of Rokeach (1973) il was confadictory to fie previous finding of

Levine (1973).

Study two in this section approached fie issue of values from a difierent angle. A survey was

used b elicil a political value representation of the major political parlies. Once again there were

clear difierences in the values associated with National, New Zealand First and the liberal

twosome of Labour and fie Alliance. The values parties were perceived as represenling were

shown to relate to the favourability of erch party.

The emphasis of fire fiird study switched fie values held by the respondenb hemselves (raher

than those associated with the parties), the expectation being that fiose values perceived to be

of importance in difierentiating parties in terms of he way $ey are viewed would be those values

held to be important by $e supporters of $ose parties. This was only partially confirmed using

composite value scales designed by SchwarE (1992). Equality values were shown to be more

important in difierentiating supporters than feedom/ self-reliance values. Additionally, the

mullidimensional scaling procedure ALSCAL was used to reduce fte value insfument to two

primary value orientations- interconnectedness versus social hierarchy on the one hand, and

frexibility versus rigidity on fte ofier. This was mnsistent wih the previous Wellington area

analysis canied out by Allen (1994), Additionally boh dimension were found to correlate to some

extent with several sociopolitcal rneasures. In parlicular $e second dimension conelated with

the ideological self-ident'fication measure first used in part one. lt was no surprise then fiat

supporters of different parties displayed significant difierences on this dimension, consistent wifft

frre ideological difierences elucidated in part one. This indicates ftat ftere is a certain basic value



dimension that is implicated in political preference- something akin to liberal versus conservative

political ideology.

The final study of this section took a practical look at changes in value atFibution that may be

caused by political advertising. Groups of studenb viewed one of a series of advertisemenb and

made value atfibutions for the major parlies. lt was found that the relative levels of favourability

of the bur parties difiered in relaiion to the values made salient by fte adverb. In parficular fie

Alliance advert had a negative effect on that party's perception and could be linked to a failure by

the advertisementto emphasise core Alliance values, while highlighting undesirable values.

The final empirical chapter focused upon the final aspect of the fiumvirate of ideas implicated in

fie social representational fieory of symbolic polilics, hat of social interaction. A survey was

undertaken to evaluate the theoretical contention hat political representations should vary as a

function of the interpersonal political environment in which fie respondent interacb. lt was shown

that the political composition of fte primary respondenb' political network was a befter

explanation of primary respondent preference han fte sociological concept of social position

emphasised by electoral sociologist Pafick Dunleavy (Dunleavy & Husbands, 1985). Given the

earlier findings related to ideology as a social representation, tre finding that social network

compositon was predictive of ideological seff-identification, was interpreted as supporlive of a

role br social interac{ion in defining representalional content. This finding was further supported

by replication using a studentsample.

In sum, the findings presented in fiese studies ofier supportfor he contention fiat social values,

communication, and social interaction are implicated in a social representational process of

political preference and opinion that is consistentwi$t the symbolic politics thesis.

Rdrer fian make he ever-popular statennnt that further research is required to shed further

light on these phenomena I will instead briefly bcus on the limitations of this research.

Some of fie proilems fiat undercut he symbolic politics hesis are no less infactaHe following

this research programme than befor+ $ey have instead been circumvented by

reconceptualisation of the symbolic polilics process in brms of social representations theory. I

would argue fidthis is as satisfactory a result as we are likely to find given fie nature of some of
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the problems that are apparent. Secondly, there is a significant statistical caveat to be

acknowledged - many of the analyses presented here make use of desoiptive statistical mefiods

that at best present results that are indicative, rather than definitive of he sorts of association

hypoffresised. Additionally, statistical methods such as discriminant and regression analysis are

manifest variables analyses and to no small extent the form of data collected seb prescriptions

on fie results obtained. Where possible statistical and practical attempb have been made to

determine the causal direclion of the relalionships presented. For example, results of fte follow-

up survey to secondary respondenB in chapter seven gave a certain degree of certainty fiat

primary respondenb are not merely projec{ing their own preference onto $eir network, a

certainty that is augmented by the statistical mnfols applied in fie same study.

0n a more positive note, ground has been made in addressing the contextual position of

symbolic politics- it is an rclive social process rather fian an inbapsychic phenonnna, and the

studies presented here ofier some insight into fie way in which political preference and opinion

may be beter invesligated. In particular fie use of socid networks measures ofiers hope fur fie

contextualised study of phenornena broader than just p,olitical behaviour.

Similarly, tris ftesis has faversed a number of literatures, and has drawn on disciplines oher

than psychology. This eclecticism has been minored in the difierentforms of analyses presented.

While tre greater part of he shrdies make use of survey data, and fierefore resticted in

response variation, even $ere an afiempt has been made to avoid nnrely presenting analyses of

diftrences in scores on a rafi of psychological measures. For exanple, part one makes

extensive use of open+nded questions to probe the nreanings of political labels and objects.

Where possiHe fte interpretative su$ectivrty fiat can accompany $e analysis of such data has

been offset by fie complementary use of more faditond statistical analysis. At fie same tirne

he studies presented have used archival data in he form of parliamentary speech tanscripb,

naturally occuning data if ever here was any, as well as utilising an experimental rnethodology in

the execution of study four of ch4ter six. lt is my hope hat such a maniage of qualitative and

quantitative, experimental and conelational analyses will become more common in the discipline

of social psychology and other fidG of social scientific inquiry.

0n a further prac{ical note, his endeavour derives no small amount of ecological validity out of

the use of real people as respondenb in the bur phases of surveys. As indicated by Sears



(1985) the majority of research in social psychology continues to be carried out with the

participation of undergraduate psychology sfudents. What fiis makes up for in convenience it

loses in credibility, particularly as the basis for fteory-building, The research findings presented

here reflect the spice fiat comes from a heterogeneous sample fiat would have been impossible

using a captive population of students,

Finally, though this thesis has by necessity concenfated primarily on theoretical issues,

considerable light has been shed on fie unique political position New Zealand occupies. This

thesis cannot hope to capfure the volatility of the political events that occuned before, during, and

after fte research programrn. lt has however illusfated some of the important inter-relationships

between tfre parties and their supporters. The positions of the Alliance and New Zealand First are

particularly relevant given fiat one or fie oher would have held fte balance of power after fie

election. Though New Zealand First was to be he winner in that parlicular race this thesis has at

times captured fre dfficult position a new and populist party may find ibelf in. The ambiguous

position of New Zealand First was reflected in study one of chapter six, where the value profile of

its speakers was clearly rnore befitting of a Labour coalition parher, than a National one.

Similarly, only one of the analyses presented successfully discriminated between supporters of

Labour and the Alliance- fiat using social network variables to profile the interpersonal political

environment we operate in. This only serves to emphasise the importance of such analyses in

$is and future enterprises.

I shall finish on this final point- tris study of politics illusfates the conjunction of praclical and

theoretical con@rns in research. While some li$e theoretical ground has been made, no litde

amount has been made in the practical study of a very real phenomenon.
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APPENDIX 1: Demographic comparison of sample with 1996

Census information
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Gender

Male

Female

Age

undar 20

20 to 29

30 to 39

40 to 49

50 to 59

60 or older

Ehnlclty

NZ-Europear

NaMaod

Paoific lslryder

Asian

Oher

Educdon

Sdrool Ceiliftcate (sth form)

Sitrh Fom Cerlificate

Hidnr School Ceft'ficate t/tr form)

At least 1 yer tutiary etudy

BrcMo/s degrcetTrads Cerliftcate

Poetgadnte qalifi cation

Sample
Percent4e

53.1%

48.9%

0.4%

18.1%

20.696

n.7%

19.7%

18.5%

64.1%

26.5%

2.9%

5.7%

0.8%

24.3olo

11.7%

7.596

18.896

30.596

6.7%

Gencuc br
TargetAna

48.9%

51.1%

NA

23.7%

24.1%

19.3%

13.2%

Is.7%

74.2%

12.7%

7.0Uo

6.0%

0.01%

16.804

16.0%

10.1%

18.3%

29.8%

9.096
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Al First, name one or tl,yo gast or preent New Zeland Politiclans or MPs thd yott like:

r)

2)

What is it about these people that yru like, or that rmkes them good politlcians? (You don't have to write complete

sentences, just chanc'teristics, words, or phras€s).

B| Next, name two past or present Nery Zealand politicians or MPs )ott dislike:

1)

2)

What is it about these people Otat you dislike, or that makes them bad politichns?

We raant to knovr horv you teel touards some of the political partie in New Zeland. The scale belol runs from 1 to 7, wher€
'1" me6ns l,ou feel nery unhvonrabte toralard I party, a rating of 'f means yotl feel neutral totard a party, and 7 means yott

feel very favourable torard a party. Pleas€ circle the numb€r that best describes your feelings (lf you dont know anylhing
about a partcuhr party, then circle the 'No Oplnlon" oPtion.)

Very Unfevourebb Nernr.l
UU

Natfonaf12345
Alfhnce12345
Lebour12345
NewZealandFlrd 1 2 3 4 5

ProgreslveGreens 1 2 3 4 5

UnftedllervZeelend 1 2 3 4 5

ACT12345
GhrfrthnDenrocrets 1 2 3 4 5

Conscwatlves(fornGrlyRoG) 1 2 3 4 5

GhrfcffanHedtg€ 1 2 3 4 5

Very F.vourebb
U

67
67
67
87
67
67
67
67
67
67

(No oplnlonl

(Nooplnlonl

(No oplnlon)

(No oplnlonf

(No oplnlonf

(No oplnlonl

(No oplnlon|

(tlo oplnlonf

{lfo odnlonl

(No oflnlonf
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G) Who is pur MP at the momenf?

Which party do they represenf?

D) Ho\,l, happy are you with your MP's performance since the last general election? (Circle a number)

VeryUnhappyl234567VeryHaPPY

E) Would yan say that New Zealand 'rs worse of, or befter off economically compared to a year ago?

MuchWoreeOff 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 MuchBetterOfr

Fl Loohng ahead, do you think that a year from Nerr Zealand will be norse off, or better off economically?

MuchWorseOff 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 MuchBetterOfr

G| World you say that you are worse off, or better off finarrially compared to a year ago?

MuchWoreeOfi 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 MuchBetterOff

Hf Loking ahead, do 1ou think that a year ftom nov lou will be worse off, or better ofi finarrcially?

MuchWorseOfr 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 MuchBetterO'fl

{ Of the ten issuee listed abone, please wrile doyvn the three rnost imporlant issueo to pu personally:

I st)

2nd)

3d)

ll B€tow is a list of issu6. Pbase circle the number on the scale that repr€sents horv satisfied or dissatisfied you feel with

the state of these issues under the present govemment:

CrlnE

Economlc Growth

Educrtlon

Envlrorrnerdel lssues

Iteilth

lnf,a0on

Socld Welfare

Treaty of Wallangl lssues

Unqploynent

Fore$n Invegfrent In NZ

Very Unretlsfled
U

1

'l

I

1

1

I

1

1

1

I

Neutrrl
u

345
345
345
34s
345
345
345
345
34s
345

Very Satlsfied
U

67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
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K) Ne)d, for the sarne issues indicate whether you think they will get \^,orse, stay the same, or get betier if your preferred party

wins the next eHion. Circle "(W)" if you think the situation will get worse, '(S)' if you think it will stay the same, and '(B)" if
you think the situation will get better.

Grlrne

Econornlc Growth

Educatlon

Envlronrnenial lssues

Heatth

lntlatlon

Soclal Welfare

Treaty of Waitangl lssues

Unemployrnent

Forelgn Invesfrnent ln NZ

won9e, 3ame, b€tterUUU
w) (s) (B)

w) (s) (B)

w) (s) (B)

w) (s) (B)

(w) (s) (B)

w) (s) (B)

(vV) (S) (B)

w) (s) (B)

(w) (s) (B)

w) (s) (B)

t-) gebJv is a list oi statements about different political opinions. Read ttrem carefully, then circle the number that

represents hory mrch you agree or disagree with each stalement. The scale runs from 1 to 7, where "l' means you

disagree completely, and ?" means you agree completely.

Remember, there are no rQht or wrong an$\iers so the best ansrrver is your orm opinion.

Disagree Agree
Completely ComPle{elY

It is the government's responsability to make 't 2 3 4 5 6 7

sure everyone is provided for financially.

Women should be free to choose whcther or 1 2 3 4 s 6 7

not to have an abortion.

The government has gone too far in giving 1 2 3 4 s 6 7

preferential teatment for racial minorities.

Thereistoomuchpromotionof 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

environmental protection at the expense of
economic growth.

There should be more incentives to force 1 2 3 4 s 6 7

unemployed peoPle to seek work.

fncreasing foregin ownership of New Zealand 't 2 3 4 s 6 7

resources is necessary for further economic
grou/fii.

Unions need more power to protect the rights 1 2 3 4 s 6 7

of workers.

There should be more social and legal 1 2 3 4 s 6 7

independence for Maori People.
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M) Which party did ltou vcfie for in the hst three elections? (lf you didnl vote, then circh 'I]ldn'i votef)

r0871 (Dldnt votel

(Dldn't votef

lDldnt votel

1990)

19e31

Nf Generally speaking, do lou usually think of yourself as a National voter, Labour voter, Alllance vcter, or what?

lf ypu do think of yourself in this tmy, hort, strong is that feeling of supporl? (circle a number)

VeryU\leak 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 VeryStrong

Of Hor likely are 1ou to vote in the next general elec-tion? (circle a number from I to 7)

VeryUnllkely 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 VeryU*ely

Pf At the moment, whlch political party do you prefer the most?

What sorts of people, an<l what klnds of values tlo pu think this party represents? (There are no right or wrong anstiErs so
the best ansrver is your own opinion)

What lmages come to mind when you think of this paffi

Q) Among the parties tH have a chance to win the next electlon, wh'tch one uould pu leasfi like to see in poler?

What sorts of people, and whal kinds of \€lues do ltou thlnk this perty represents?

What imagps come to mind ufien you think of this paffi

R) lf an election was held now, wtlich party uould you be likely to vote for?

What party do you think is the met likety coalitlon partner for this party?
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Please tell us where you get your information about things related to politics. Belor is a list of poesible sources

A| What ner,rrspaper(s) do you read mos{ often? (lf pu dont read any newspapers, then write "NA" in the first space.) Don't
worry if you can't think of the exact number of times you read a paper, just give us a general idea.

First, which nervspaper{sf do you read?
(please specifyl

Second, how many days a rveel do you read
this, these paper(s)?

1234567
1234567
1234567

1l

2l

3l

Bl Which nevvs progmmmes do you watch most often? (lf you don't watch TV nanvs, write "lr|A' in the first space. lf 1lou don't
have a TV, write "no T\,. in the first space.)

Flrst, whlch newc ehow(sf do you w.tch?
on whlch channel? (please speclfy)

Second, how many hourg a rveek do you wetch
thid these news shont(s)?

hours1l

2l

3l

Channel:

Channel:

Channel:

hours

hours

C) What radio programmes do you get polftical information from? (lf you dont listen to radio political broadcasts write "NA' in

the first space.)

Flrst, whlch redlo show(s) do you llsten to? Second, how many hourc a weel do you watch
on whlch stetlon? (pleese speclfyl thl8, these show{s}?

1l

2l

3)

Station:

Station:

Station:

hours

hours

hours

Df Are there any other places, p€ople, or ways yotl frequently get politktal information from?

Gl Frcquently p€ople us€ the terms'liberaf and 'conseryative' to describe their pditbal beliefs. How vrould you rate lourself
in these terms? (circle a number from I to 4

LlbGr.l'l 234567conservettve
ltf Different people have difrerent ideas abod what'liberal' and 'conservative' mean. What do these tenns mean to you?
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We are all members of different social groups and categories. Some enmpes of these are gender, race, religion, nationality,

and various clubs. Please consider your membershipe in the categorbs or grctups desctibed below and evaluate horv you feel

about them. There are no wo{ng ansners, u/e are interested in your honest opinions.

Plea€e read each statement carefully. Next to each statement write a number from the scale belou/ that best represents how

much ytou agree or disagree:

Dlsagree completely 1 2 7 Agree completely

1. I feel that I can trust people of my ovrn nationality (eg. Narv Zealander, Canadian, etc) more than people from

other countries.

2. My nationality is not very important to me.

3. I hardly ever think of myself in tenns of my nationality.

,1. I feel more comfortable with people of the satne nationality as myself.

5. I feel a sense of great prite in my national group.

L t fe€l frtat I can trust peoph of my orrrn ehnicity (thal is Pakeha/Europ€an, Maori, Pacific lslander, Ashn,

etc) rnore than peopb from otpr dhnic group€.

7. ttlty ethnicity b nd very important to me.

8. I tnrdty wer think of mys€lf in tems of my €thnicity.

9. I leel more comfortable with people of the same ethnicity as mpelf.

10. I feel a sense of great prile in my e$nic group.

3456
tleutral

I feel t can trust persons of nry gender (eg. fitale or Female) more tlnn people of the other gender.

lvly gender is not rtery important to me.

I hardly ewr think of mytelf in tenns of my gender.

I ofien think of mys€lf in tems of my gender

I fe€l a sense of great pride in my gender ldentity.

I feel that I can bud people of my age group more than people of dher age groups.

My age group is not very imporbnt to me.

I hardly arcr thlnk of myself in terms of my age grop.

I feel more comfortabb with peoph of the same ag€ ItouP as rrryEef.

I feel a scrEe of grat pide in rry age group.

I feel that I can tsust pcople in my family more than people ftom dher families.

My family b not 'Gry imporbnt to me.

I hardly arer think of myself in lerms of my famlly.

I feel more comfodaHe wi0r my 6mily ttnn dher peoPl€.

I feel a scnse of gred pdtl'e In my family.

I feet that I can trust people at u,ofi more than people ortsi<le of urcrk

Mywork group is nd wry important to me.

I hardly arer think of myself in terms of the group I worft with.

I feel more comfortable with people in the same work group as mytetf.

I feel a sense of grEt prltte in my rvor* group.

tt.
12.

13.

11.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

x2.

23.

zt.
25.

26.

27.

28.

25.

t0.
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Please describe your four best
regularly in the last six months.
important fricnds.

FRIEND#' FRIENDfiI FRIENDS FRIEND il4
FRIENIYS ff,llTlALS:

FRIEND'S GENDER: (Write M or Fl

FRIEIO'S AGE:

FRIEND'S OGGUPATON:

ETHNICITY:
Write I for NZ Pakeha/EuroPean,2 for NZ
Maori,3 for Asian,l for Pacific lslander,and 6
tor other (please state)

YOUR RELATFNSHIP:
Write 1 for romaniic partner,2 for family,3 for
friends,tf for co+rlorker,S for other.

}IOiltI CLOSE ARE YOU?:
From 1 to 1O, where 1 means not very clo€e,
ard 10 means v€ry clo8e.

HOW OFTEN DO YOU TAIK TO EAC}I OF
THESE PEOPLE?
Write I for dafry, 2 for weeldy, 3 for rnonthly,
ard t[ for yearly.

HOW IIIITERESTED IN FOI.ITICS DO YOT'
THINK THEY ARE?
From 1 to 10, where I means not very
interested, l0 means very Interested.

HOW OFTEN DO YOI' TALK TO EACH OF
THESE PEOPTE ABq'T POUTICS?
Write t for daily, 2 for weekly, t for monthly,
and tl for yearly.

ttO YOU USUALLYAgTee ORlllsagnce
AEOUT POI-ITICS? Write A or D

VI,}IO DO YOT' THINK YOUR FRIENDS
WOT'LDVOTE FOR?
Write the party name

Which of your friends knory each other? In each of the boxes in the bottom table wite an'F'where tu/o peoPle are friends,
an 'A' if they knor each other, and leqrre the box blank if they dont knol each other.

EXAMPLE: lf only 'Friend 1' and 'Friend 4 are friends, then you r+tould look along the ront headed 'Frlend 1" and doryn the
column headed "Frlend,l', and write'F" in the box where the tu,o meet. All the olher boxee urculd be blank. This ls horv your

table rlould bok:

Please fll in the taHe betow, Indicating which of your friends are : friends ('F), acquainbnces ('4"), and leave boxes blank
where they don't kno$, each other.

friends. These should
You may include your

be among the most important people pu have had contact with
romantic partner, and/or family members if you think of them as
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Finally, rve would like pu to give us some background information about yourself.

tue you? (tick one)

What is pur age?

Where were you bom?

tl Female tr Male

How manyyears have you lived in New Zealand altogether?

Whatispurnatbndffi$ckone) tl Ner/Zealand tr Other:

What is your marital status? (tick Et the appropriete box)

tr Single

tr Romantically involved

tr Deltacto

Do you have any children?
lf ycs, hor many of your children live

Which group best de€crib6 your ethnic

tr New Zealand Pakeha/European

tr Paciftc lslander (please specify:

tr Manied

tr Separated

tr Divorced

trYeg trilo

tr Wido!^,ed

tr Other:

with you?

origins (tick El the most appropriate box)?

tr NeutZealand Maori

tr Ashn (please specifY:

tr Other:

What is your currer{ occupation?

Hon long have you been working in this occupation?

What b l,our highest level of education? (tick tr lhe approPriate box)

tr Up to Sth form tr Up to 6th form tr Up to nh form

tr lt/}cre than I year of study torvards a qualifrcation at a polytechnic or university

tr Bachelore degree / trade certifrcate / adtranced trade certificale

tr Post graduate degree

What is your lMng anangement? (tick E the approPriate box)

tr Live in parents home El Own your otvrt home

tr Rent tr Odpr:

What is llour household income? (tick El the appropriate box)

tr Upto$2o,m tr From $4,@to$60,m
tr From$20.fiDto6.6,m E Morethan $6O,m

Are you a regular church{oen

Are yul a member of a union?

Are yqr a political party member?

Are you a m€tnber of il envirG
nmental group?

trYer trNo

tr Yeg tr ilo
trYec trNo

trYes tr No

lf yes, which one?

lf yes, which ore?

lf yes, wtrlch one?

lf yee, wtilch one?

THE END.

Thanks very much for your patticipation.
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APPENDIX 3: Phase Two Survey Questionnaire
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The scale belov runs from I to 7, where "l' means llou feeldo you feel about the pollflcel partlet In tlew Zcahnd? The scale bel@v runs from 1 to /, wnere -1- lrleans you leel
unfavourable toward a party, if" means you feel n€uhal toward a party, ard ?" means you feel very farourable torard a

Ppgee ih€ clrcle the number that b€st d€scdb€s pur fedirBs (lf pu don't kttorv an$hing about a partbubr party, then

the'no oplnlon" opuon.)

Very Unievourabh
U

Ndlonal 1 2

l{errr Zeeland Flret 1 2

Lrbonr 1 2

Atllance 1 2

Progrcsslve Grocns 1 2

Unfted lGwZealend 1 2

ACT12
Chrfsdan Coelltlon 1 2

nbutr.l
u

345
34s
345
345
345
345
345
345

Very Favourable
U

67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67

(tlo oplnlonl

(ilo oplnlonl

(No oplnlonl

(lrlo oplnlon)

(No oplnlonl

(No oplnlon!

(l{o oplnlonf

(llo oplnlonf

Ot the prllrls fstad abow, whieh one best /€presents peop,e tke yw?

Generatly spealdng, do you usually think of yourself as a National rroter, a Labour wter, an Alliance vcter, or rvhat? -

lf llou do think of )rours€lf in this way, horr strorg is that feellng of support? (circle a numb€r belolt )

VeryWeak 'l 2 3 4 5 6 7 Verystrong

Hofl likely are you to vole in the neld general electlon? (circle a number from 1 to 7)

Veryunlltely 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 VerYllkely

Who urould you moet llke to see as the next prkne mlnlriler of New Zeahnd?

lf an ebction was hefl in the near tuture, wttlch par$ would you vde lor with your pafi vde?

Whet pstty do lou think b the moet llkely coalition partner for yor farcured party?

Which crndldete do yotr think you lvouH vde br udtt your electorate vote?

Which party tloe this percon rePr€€nt?

th€ numb€r that reflecG trot favounble you feel tovards each of the people as prkne nlnlder.
means you feelwry wrfarlotrmbb touards the p€rson, 'f means neubal, and '?" rreans you feel very favourable tolvards

that person. lf you dont know mrrch about flo{rl, circle the'no oplnbn" opfion.

Very unfavouraDle lleutrel Very lev.ourableuuu
JfmBofger 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 NooPnlon

rnPeters | 2 3 4 5 6 7 NooPlnlon

Chrte 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 NooPlnlon

1234567
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you say thd th€re is srch a thing as a 'NeU' Zeehnd netlonal chrrrleP?
trYES trNO tr([TAYBE:

vrculd you describe the Nery Zealand National ciarao'ter?

you think of anpne wtro ercmplifies (or proddes a gpod enmple of) ttb characten

(}ou can write rnorolhan one name)

Do you ldefltify wifr thie $pe of characler, or do you thlnk it do€6nt apply mrch to yptt?

tr IDENTIFYWITH tr DOESNTAPPLYMUC}| TO ME tr

yut thinktherc is *rch a thing as a "typkd llonrZerlendcr"?
YES trNo tr(ltlAYBE:

you descdbe the tlpbal New Zeahnder?

you say that this \pical Nar Zealandef b an$hing like yousem
trYES trNO E(MAYBE:

kinds of thing6 make NarZealand pod$ve end dbdnct (dltrercnt) fiom ottter countfies?

ln what ways do you thlnk Nervtr Zealanders are porlsvc erd dltdnct frorn peoPle in other countries?

x1efg any y6ys In ufi'Eh New Zealand or l,lew Zealanders are lcrt porl$ve or deficlcnt (or weak) compared to other

or people fom o0pr counties?

lethera suci athing 6'Prldr. Herdf?
trYES trNO tr(MAYBE:

you descrlbe rvtst Pal<eha H€ntlty mbht be?
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you prefertheterm "PakehN'or *Nfl Zealand EuroFen'to dectibe New Zealanders of European origin? PAKEI'IA
)ZEALANDEUROPEAN (Otherterm:

ls there such a thirp as 'Meorl ldGntlty'?
tr YEs tr NO tr (tvtAYBE:

Can ),ou describe what Maori identfty might be?

What do yotr thinkof th€ Trcety of Weltengl?

pu thlnk iihort Trcaty cbirns ag€inst the Crovrrn stnuld bo s€iltled d a fariler or do*er rete?

tr FASTER tr SLOWER tr ABOUTTHE SAME

Do you tfrinlr more, less, or about the same rrrunt otrmney should be E€{ aside for ttlhoiTreaty chims (han the $l billlon

limit propGed bythe go,B6t1€nt)? tr MORE O LESS tr ABOUT THE SAME

Do you thlnk that ontinary people in Nerr Zeland will beneft fiom the prcnfi seitement of Trcaty claims?

trYES trNO tr(ttrAYBE:

yon thlnltthe iseues involwd in tvtaorl Treaty chims can ercr be sctthd ior good?

trYES ONO tr(lriAYBE:

lf New Z€&nd becomes a RepuUlc, do you think the TrEty sttouH bac{me an impoftant part of the ne*v condfiutbn?
)tr YEs tr NO tr (trtAYBE:

yo{r support Ntryzedard becomiru a RepuHlc?

YES trNO tr(ttlAYBE:

I New Zealand ]vsre b becorne a RepuHlc, do you thlnk there should be sop.rate govemlng bodle! fior t{aori and non-
tr

ls therc anythhg abou the dlruc0on ol rrce relillone in thb counry thd concern you?

Do you thhk that race reHom in New Zeahnd are getting beilter or worse?

tr BETTER tr WORSE T] ABOUT THE SAME

Do )rcu frink that economic condltlons for Maori in Nw Zealand have been gefting better or urcrse?

tr EETTER tr WORSE tr
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BOLGER

Intelllgnnt
Charlsn tlc
Prlnclpled

Strong
Cerlng

Gonslttart
Forthe p€ople

lloned

56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56

234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234

7 Stupld NS
7 tull Ns
7 Unprinclpled NS
7 Weat ils
7 ]leartless NS
7 lnconsldcnt NS
7 Folthemsclves NS
7 Deceittul NS
7 Rrci:ct

@ and circhtfie numberon aach rowthat bed repreeents holyou ttuould describe

each leadei tf you Orink ille l€ader F high[ Intelligent, br insbnce, circle the '1" next to intelhFnt. lf you think they are

somarfrat stupi!, cirde a "6" of '8'. lf you think they are neither $upid nor intellipnt, circle "4'. lf you are unsure or have no

opinion, circle 'NS" next to the item.

Of the charac,teris{ics lisiled above, wtrich do you think ate the three most impoftant for a TEADER?
?. 3.

Which do yrcu think are tfie three lessl impoftant?
1.- ,_

Intollgcnt 1

Cherlrrndc 1

Prlnclded 1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

6 7 StupH NS
6 7 trdt NS
6 7 Unprlnclple<l NS
6 7 Werl NS
6 7 ]leartless NS
6 7 Inconsildent NS
6 7 For themrclves NS
6 7 ttecslttul NS
6 7 Rrclst NS

PETERS
Strong
Grrlng

Gondltent
Forttc Foph

]lone{
ild racld

CLARTG

lntelllgcnt
Ch|r|trf|rt|G
Prlnclplcd

Stong
Cdng

Gondrtcnt
Fortho pcopb

Homd
1{ol

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
z
2
2
2

45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45

6 7 Stupld NS
6 7 tull NS
6 7 Unprlnclpled NS
6 7 ltfeal NS
6 7 llc.rtl€3 NS
6 7 lncondrilent NS
6 7 For tlrenrrelveg NS
6 7 Decelttul NS
6 7 Rrcld NS

Inleilgcril I
Cherlrndc I
Prlnclded 1

Sbong
Carlng

Conddcnt
Forthe pcopb

llonert
l{d r.clst

z
23
23
23
23
23
23
23

45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45

6 7 StuDld NS
6 7 Dull NS
6 7 tlnprlnciphd Mi
6 7 UUe.k t{S
6 7 tlcertlers NS
6 7 hconddent NS
6 7 Fortlrsncclwg NS
6 7 Deceltlitl NS
6 7 R*lst NS

JIM AilDERTON

Haw prere been any ctrangps in 1lo{,.tr life dudng Ore bst 6 morttrs that you uould de*ribe as'[rlAJOR' (thesc mlght include

having a UaOy, g€fiing Ohrorced, Sdittg a ttig prorndion, ctrarqing jobo, etc.)? YES NO

lf therc ha\rc been any maJor changes in your llf'e, please descrtbe them:

UFE EXPERIETTICES

Please circle any words that describe yor.n fition d uork (circb as many re are appropide);

Tenrponry Perm.nent Hlgh !ilatus (at wortl Medlum ltltus

Low Cetus I wort lor others Ofiiers woil ior rm Sec{rc

lruecurr SddYlng
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Thb page is a survey of your PERSO{IAL VALUES. Since there are no right or wrong answens, the best ans\i/er is your
personal opinion. Circle a number on the scale next to each item that represents hot important these values are AS
GUIDING PRINCIPLES IN YOUR LIFE.

First, Read all of the lterns carefully, and choose the value thal is most important to you - give that a rating of '6'. Ne)d,

chooee the value that is l€ast important and give that a '-1' or t}. Finally. go on to the oilpr values and rate them as vuell.

Not at all of suprcme oppos€d to
important lmportani importance my valuca

UUUU
Equafity(equal opportunityforall) O t 2 3 4 5 6 -1

Socfalpower(conUol ornrothers,dominance) O I 2 3 4 5 6 -1

m(freedomofactionandthought)0123456-t
order(sfabili$ofsociety) O I 2 3 4 5 6 -1

Poflten€ss(courtesy,goodmanners) O 'l 2 3 4 5 6 -1

Weafth(material possessions,money) O 1 2 3 4 5 6 -1

Natfonalsacurfty(prctectionofmynationfromenemies) O 1 2 3 4 5 6 -1

Recfprocetlonoffrvours(avoidanceofindebtedness) O 1 2 3 4 5 6 -1

worldatpeece(freeofwarandconflict) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 -1

for tradttbn (presenration of tirne'honored customs) 0 'l 2 3 4 5 6 -1

dlrcfpllnc(s€lf-restraint,resisbncetotemSation) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 -1

cecurlty(saf€fyforlov€dones) O 1 2 3 4 5 6 -1

rccognltlon(respect,apprwal byo$ers) O 1 2 3 4 5 6 -1

(amdureundersfandingoflife) O 1 2 3 4 5 6 -1

(the rigtrt to lead or command) O 'l 2 3 4 5 6 -1

worldofbeeuty(beau$ofnatureandthearts) O I 2 3 4 5 6 -1

Justke(conectinginjustbe,careoflheweak) O I 2 3 4 5 6 -1

(self-reliant,self-suffrcient) O 1 2 3 4 5 6 -1

Modente(avoidingextremesoffeelingandac{ion) O 1 2 3 4 5 6 -1

(haK,uorking,aspirlng) O I 2 3 4 5 6 -1

ofdifferentideasandbeliefs) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 {
theenvlronnrent(presewingnature) 0 'l 2 3 4 5 6 -1

Inf,uentlal(havinganimpac-tonpeopleandevents) O 1 2 3 4 5 6 -l

Honorlngofparontsrndelderc(showingrespec{) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 -1

Chooelngowngoala(selec-tir€otnpurpce) O 1 2 3 4 5 6 -1

Heatthy(ndbeingsickphyskallyormentally) O I 2 3 4 5 6 -1

Acceptlngrryportl,onlnllfu(acceptinglife'scircums{ances) O 1 2 3 4 5 6 -1

(genuine,sincere) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 {
lnypubllcbmge(protec'tingmy'face') O ,l 2 3 4 5 6 -1

(drmtul,meetirgobligations) O 'l 2 3 4 5 6 -1

(losical,thinking) 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 -1

(hofdingtoreligkrusfaihandbelleQ 0 t 2 3 4 5 6 -1

ilbfe(ttep€ndable,reliable) O t 2 3 4 5 6 -1

(interestediner,erything,o<ploring) O I 2 3 4 5 6 -1

Forglvlng(willingtopardondhers) O I 2 3 4 5 6 -1

Succetstu| (achl€lvinggoals) O I 2 3 4 5 6 -1

(neat,tldy)0123456-1
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Which of the stralemenls belorrr do you ha,/e a positive or negative feeling touards? Beside each obiect or statement, place a
number from 'l' to 7' wtrich represents ttte slrength of pur positirc or negative feelirB. lf pu have a strong negative feding
then circle '1', if pu have a slrong positive Eeling circle '7', and if you feel neither positive or negative circle tl'

Strongly Strongly
Negatlve Nedral Posftlveuuu

Read each of the statements below, ard then rate ho,\, strongly you agree or dlsagtee with each. lf yptt disagree compledely

with a statement, circle'1', if you agree compbtely circle 7'. lf you feel neutral circle f'

SornegroupaofpeoplearesimptyinferftrtoothergrouF. i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

itil;iiiii;nin;!r<ir-Fir:iv,iii&,iiirilirliiiii,iii6Gan-odG6.'---i--------"-1'--i--'i-'f--5-- 6---t---
:

1;-sa;llrea,iilli';;iiis-soil;ffiiii-;i:&dt-b;6i;ifr;------'i'----------1-'-t--3'--4 
--s'--6---i"--"'---'

groups. i

ifc;;!afi;'"ups-siilEi-iiitliiiii'iici,ivdiii;H-hai';r;r'ff----"'---i------'-'-'1--'i-'t--4'-t--6---t--'--------'

I take a pcithle dtitudetoward mysdf.

On thewtple, l'm satisfied with mysetf.

I feel that I canl do anythins riSht.

I feel I do nd have much to be poud of.

I feel thd rry llfe ie not very ueeful.

I feel that I am a person of nor$, on an €qu8l plane with others.

I am able to do thirgs as rvell as moot other people.

At times I think that I am no good at all.

I feel I have a number of good qualities.

All in all, l'm inclined to feel that I'm a failure.

coil|pletely
u
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

t{eutral Agree
cornpletely

u
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67

U

345
345
345
345
34s
3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

345
345
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Strongly
Dlragrce

U

Strongly
Neutral AgreeUU

Whendecidingtvtlotovdefor, lthinkabornhovmuchotherpeodewhovde: I 2 3 4 5 6 7
forthis party are like me i

--r'ri;ilad;;fftyportilGEiriil''FGni-d|ii;i;t-,i6ifid'i,i';i#i;vA;-'-i-'---'f--t --3 -.i-'3---6-'-i-'----'
for it. :

iAliriliii-rilFii;;,iAii;?6i-air-ti're-i,iitG-r[rbJ;ecid'ini-';,frifi6ia;'---i-'--'-i'--t--t-;'-s---6---i
for. i

:

iiFi6;;h;i'i.iiii6/a1rii;FriG:rfirtiiiiliiiitili;ndtiil. -------------l-"--'f -'r --t- a--s---6-"i------'
:'i Gfiilta;tihi;T;ilix'lih;dvffiil;iiGE;,i;i-nii;.----- -i------ r"-t--t-.i--6---6---i'--"'-
:'irili,aliy-i \fr; r;;;i6ni;i,h,ii-65J; NeilZ;'6naa;. 

----'-'---'-------i----"T--t--t-,i--5---6---t-------
i

iEGiiiini-viia-il;Elii-C&i$,i;i; riut i,sfis. 
-- ----'----i-----'\--- i" d"i--5'--5'--t-------

i

iii;riei,e i'i;ilis]ns;f6;nir-ild-;,iiH;ti;il-rsliG'.,ft;d;-kti;riili---'i---"'i--t--t- ,i--5---6---t-------
vote.

-irooi6-;'yrri;'ni;-oiiralir-iriliii&lilri6i,;-ii;il'rd;i-vffi1;'i'iht-iil;i6i-------i"-"'1"'i-' t-.i--6---6--'i----'--

-i;i;!.s-rineo{,t'a'i;'irrc-d,;md;6;iiai.;f 
Fd;ii';'ioi6i';b;il;a;ili'i.'d-----i-""'1-"r-' t'a--5'--6--'i'-"'-'

whom lo vote for.

iEli,-ve iiiE6e riiriiiifia-rniolfi''nfr-n a;ilfidwd;6\A; r;----'-----'--i--'-"\-"r" t- a--t---6'--i--""-
i

iiur;ust;ffi ffi-'iniili#rGs;;i;lEti-irG tfti-d;\,e-i#i-ui'6rni,iri,i'i'-----T--t--t-.i--6---6---i--'-'--
celtain people should be made to shot , greater mspect for them. i

obeo-kl,il-;iltiii*ii 1,;-aiirr6iitt;re ii;;i&ilm:firtailt'ii;tii.ls-';iiiadi'i---- "\-'-r--:-'-4--5---6---t--'----
strouH leam. i

d,i-sfi-Gtiiiti*-tr-ieoili 
'iiriiF;n-fti,,ii1s-6-slve'i#'il;i,iin- 

stit-i------i--t--t- a--5---6--'i
prnishment uiren they get out of line. i

It.;'diaih''ns-6 ques6n iliidoui,i fi;a#itifins fi;-riifrilil;p.b;;6i,i'i---'-'7--- i--i- a--5---6'--t--'----
(xloe a person b€com€s pdme minister v\te ou,e them our grealest support and i

loyalty. i

Fei;61iil.'lA-p€y-G-;tdrtid6-the--Bli*;;riiGaiti'o#iilft-ff;fisiil;'i---"-t--n--t- a'-5---6-"1"----'
guHance, and instead de.retop ttreir own personal s{andards of what is moral I

and immoral. i

ilfrffii;ln'i'iffi;Hi;;;,ii ri6iilA-di-;i;]ii;' ;,ulnii-sd,niii-ili-be-oii-i------i---t'-if 
- .i--i---6---t-------

emphaetsed to promote uni$ amorB all peoph of the ,lrcrld. 
i

6u; ir6d;-lil';-;r.ii-ki'ii-eiifiii,.-4,ffiffi6;;iirii,iiuir-i-e idriir;;li6-i-"---\"-t'-i-'4--5---6-'-7-------
desewe mucfr belter care, Inded of so much punishment. i

?i's;;aAitr-ll6-ri'€-;nntrmi6;Fary firuffi/-;iriri,;pd-Fd,l'--dg&'d;-i--'- 
--\---r";-'4--t--6---t----'-'

frey somedmes require urquedinning obedie'nce of commands from superiors. ;

-V,;{irissi,;lL-siilE il6usi'i6-;iiriidtiiiiil;G;d,'r,:{ihtiftffi;,'i\A-'-i'----\---i 
--t-;-'5---6'--i-"-"'

agree the war is just and neoessary.

Phew, finlshedl Thenke for helflng uo.
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PLEAE REIURN IEFORE FRIDAY the I llh of OCIODER

Whlch p.rty do you lntend to vdc for wt0r Fur party vote in the Oc{ober 12th ebc'tion?

What party tb you think is the most llkcly coalitm pattner for your favoured pertf

Which canfilete do lou Intend to vd€ for wlth yqr slectorate vol€?

Which party doc thts peBon rap'rsser'tn

Hor do you feel abori the polttlcal partles In lrbw Zeahnd? The Ecale below rum from 1 to 7, where'1' rneans )rou teel

\€ry unfa\ourabletqard a party,'4' means ylou feel neutral tortard a party, and 7 means you feel rtery favourable tourard a
pariy. Ptease ttre circle the number that best decribe your feelings (lf pu dont knor anything about a particular party, then

circle the'no oplnlon' oPtion.)

VerY Unfavourable
u

Natfonaf 1 2

NervZealendFlrst 1 2

Lebour 1 2

Afflance 1 2

Progresslve Greenc 1 2

Unltcd tlew Zealrnd 1 2

ACT12
Chrfstlan Corlltlon 1 2

Neuttal
u

345
345
345
345
345
345
345
345

Vevy Fevourable
U

67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67

(i,looplnlonl

(tlo oplnlonl

(Nooplnlonl

(Nooplnlonf

(No oplnlonl

lilo oplnlonl

(tlo odnlonl
(tlo oplnlonl

Of the parlies f;sled above, whitch one Des{ reprosenfs peof,e frke yw?

Hot'r important are political rndters to yott? (clrcb a number from I to 7)

lfdrtrllfnportnt 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Verylmportent

Generatty speakins, do yon usually thtnk of ynr.rself as a National vder, a Labour vder, an Alliance voter, or wtEt?

lf )ou do think of yoursell in this way, ttorr sdrong b that feding of support? (circle a number belor)

VeryWerk I 2 3 4 5 6 7 VcrYsttottg

Hov likely are you to vde in the next genenl elec{ion? (citcle a number fiom 1 lo 7)

YeryunllkctY 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 VerYllkelY

Who would you rrod lke to see as the rtc$ prfne n{nlder of Netv Zeahntr?

26



Wffi do rur political partbs stand for? What values do they represent?

Reid th€ description of eaoh of the valuee below, th€n Indicate with a

tick El any of the parties 1ou think migtd "stand for thd value. lf )lou

think any parties oppose a \Elue then put a cross E in the appropriale

boxes. lf pu think a party neither represents or oppos€s a value then

leave that spaca bhnk

Forglvlng (willing to pardon otherc)

ilii,ii-irilains 6 riliii ;us r;ir' ;-d beiEii'' 
- -

Ob€dhnt (ctXiful, meeting obligations)

li.ii;iiiis ftlinirir- ii titii iiicei,ii;iift;1;H,;idstaffi;t
fi iiffiini iiirvils a]i hid;.in 

-r$ire- ;ilt;6isT -

An excltlng lllte (etimulating eryeriences)

i#[iip:,# iiiiini-;/A- otfi ;, d.ilffiil;)' - - - - -

Ei";ini;t"qGiopFitfiit il ;ni 
- - - -' - - - - - -

Reclprocetlon of fevourr (arctidance of indettednees)

Soclel Justlce (cofi€c'ting injustice, care of the ur€ak)

Farnlly rcurlty (safety for loved ones)

Protectlng the cnvlrollrFnt (pre6eMng nature)

Honed (genulne, slncere)

Worldng herd (for one's reurards)

tsffirifiri liiiid tir:iil iil"dsl'i6 niii+;tsi - - -

Fdnit vriii; iGitifinai 6iri[; ;C-ff ffiiti
Adhodty (the right to le€d or commard)

F.lrna3s (in th€ disilrib|Ition of socid/@nomic resources)
-C;iih-r#iliiiffi-dii;i"iaii6il-;ift;;-J'€d-;Gffii6t-'------'--

Sochl order (daUlity of society)

W;,iii iil;ffi;iffi iin;ifi ; ; nffi ti' -

tiletloml rccudty (protectbn of the nation frorn enomiee)

-d;;a.{il;x[d 
[dffi;'i A ;fid'iil'ida;;rifieiii;r6)

ffi;ii ;ifiiif (ti&iui; ;i iilil-ri'ii s*;r6i - - - - - - -

llt

@o6z
trlul
ftuJ(qe
ooE(L

Nz,o
utF
z,
=

----l------

----t------

--'-l------

----l------

'---t----
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We are intercded in the afritudes and opinions of Nar Zeahnders concerning currcnt social and political issues. On lhe
foltoriry pages, ),0u will find a series of statemEnts aboti sorne lssues. Read esch one, and then indi:de horv much )lou
agree or dlsagree rrvltrr them by clrcling a number on the scale below each one.

For each of the statemerts belonr we wpuld like pu to try ald deecribe why you leel the way )lou do. Be as brief or as

detailed as yur wish.

It la ttre governrnenfr rerponalblllty to meke aure
everyone ls provlded $or llnenchlly

Brb0y summarise the reasons for your posilbn:

The govemnnnt hac aone too fil In glvlng
prclerentld trcrtnent for reclal nrlnorltles.

Bdetly summaris€ the reasons for lour posftion:

There ghouH be rmre Incandvcgto lorce
utr.nployed people to lGet wor*.

Brbry summarlse the reasone for your position:

1234s67

Thcrechouldbenrerelochlendhgrel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
indepcndence br Meod pcopb.

Bdefly aummariae the ressom fior your pooition::

Dlragree Agreq
Cor$etely Neutral Ccnpletelyoo{}
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We are intereded in ttre attitudes and opinions of New Zeahnders conceming cunent sochl and political issues. On the

follo,ving pagps, yrgu will find a serbs of statements about some issues. Read each one, and then indicate how much you

agree oi disagree with them by circling a number on thc scale below each one.

For each of the statements belovy ure would like lou to by and descrriUe wtry you feel the uay you do. Be as briel or as

detailed as )ou wish.

We have found that people gi\re th€ best indication of their tue attitudes and opinions rvien they.do not think too carcfully

aborn x1e statementi, Out ratrer, simply base their Judgements on the ftellngr or ernollonal reactlone they experierrce

when they read the statement. Thereiore, in analuating each of the statements W to base your ansivers on your feellnge' or
erndlo,ne that you eugerbnce wtren ynr read the statennnt..

Iilsegr€e Agree
Cornpletely l,leutrel Gompletelyo+o

It b the govenrnent'r rosponalblllty to male surc
eveqyone lt provlded br fnanclallY

Brietly summarise the reasons for your posilion:

The government h.s gone loo far In glvlng
Feferenthl tre.tnent br reclel nrlnorltlec.

Briefly summarise the reasons for your position:

There strotrld be more lncantlver to force
uneflployed peoPle to seet worlc

Briefry eummarise the reasons for ylilrr posiUon:

1234567

Therc shouH benrrs rochl and lcgal
lndependcnce $or Maorl eeople.

Briefly summarbe tlre reasons for your position::

1234567
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We are interested in the attitudes and opinions of Nevv Zealanders conceming cunent social and poliUcal issues. On the

folloring pagres, you will lind a series of statements about some isgues. Read each one, and then indicate horr much you

agree or disagree wilh them by circling a number on the scale below each one.

For e€ch of the statements below we vvould like pu to try and describe wtry ytu feel the uay pu do. Be as brief or as

detailed as you wish.

We harre found that people give the best iMication of their true attitudes and oilnions when they do not think too carefully

about the statements, but rather, simpty base their judgements on their dYn values rebting to the preseril issue, and life in

general. Therefore, in evaluating each of the statements try to base your ansvrrcrs on your o/vn personal values.

Agree
Completely

o

Dleagree
Gornpletely

o
Neutral

o

It ls the government's respottslblllty to make sure
everyone ls provldcd tor lln.ncLlly

Brieffy summarise the remons for your position:

The goverrrnent har gone loo far In glvlng
preferentlel treatnnnt for rachl mlnorltbs'

Briefly summarise the reasons for your position:

There shottld be rnore Incenllves to iorce
unemployed people to 8e€* work.

Brhfly summarise the reasons for your pcition:

1234567

There should be nrore soclel ild hgd
Independence for Mrorl FoP|c.

Briefly summarise the reasons for lour position::

1234567
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We are interested in the attitudes and opinions of NeryZealanders conceming cunent social and political issues. On the

following pages, you will find a series of staternents about some issues. Read each one, and then indicate hor much 1tou

agree or disagree with them by circling a number on the scale below each one.

For each of the slatemenls belotrr r,rre rarould like you to try and describe why you feel the way pu do. Be as brief or as

detailed as lou wish.

We have found that people give the best indir:ation of their true attitudes and opinions when they think about as many of the

possible corsequenies as they can of the action or e'vent describ€d. Therefore, wlren eralualing each of the statements,

ihink abo,rt the consequences it would have if the statement advocated were adopted, or if the event describe<l uere to

ccur, and bcse your ludgement on the desinbili$ of these Gonscquencea.

Dlsagree
Completely

{}
lleutnl

o

Agree
Completely

o

It ls the govemrnnt's recponsfblllty to rnale sure
everyone le provHed for financlellY

Brielly summarise the reasons for your pcitbn:

The governnnnt hat gone too far ln glvlng
prelbrenthl treafinenl for raclal nrlnorlties.

Briefly summarise the reasons for lour posiUon:

Thcre r*rouH be more Incentlves to force
ummpbyed people to seek wort.

Brieffy sumrnarise the reasons for pur pcition:

't234567

Ther€ should be rrprc coclal end legal
Independence for Maotl PeoPle.

Briefly summarise the reasons for your poeition::

1234567
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Please indicate on the scales belqry hoil much you agree or disagree with each statement.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Neutral Agreeo+o

ii,sfiriiftfl;iffi;p6;b;ffi-pi;F;b1il;.-'-- --'i---i"'6--'A--E'--6--- i---'------
iAFi-;+';ii6rffiiblfty;iiil;,ifii{i;sitiirt;nififr,iiuiieJ------ L"r'-'i-"I -- 5---6:--7-
a ld of thought.

.ltrrrei:.r+.Tr{tqnellvi',-.......-.--...::::-:--.--.....:...-::::...---1-.:1..1-..i:--.::--:-::-i--.-::----
i'prirel t[ringJth;i riid#iittte nougtrt to ttrings that are 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

sure to challenge my thinking abilities.

li'yi.;;rt6pA;iri.i-aviiiiitriiti.iil\ttrii;ir'ii;i;;bi,od-----" 
-i"'t-- 3---A-- 5---b:-- t

chance I will have to think in deflh about sornedhing.

t-q{.r!:Fslpr*r*sr-Fil-"gie'-r-Pr,-'-l,n:;--.:.-------..:..---1- -.?" t'-..1.--:---l-:-I...-------i-;1ithili;JffiAasinavlto. 1 2 3 4 s 6 7

rrri:'-!etliriir-{-:Teti-c-ry-ffile-'-T'-!T-r='..-------------.---l:--?.-.-:---L---:--:l::- j '--.'...

i'ii:k;AEA-i6A-niquiretitttCttrougtttoncelVebamedthem. 1 2 3 4 s 6 7

!9?.1prrF-!9 19: - -. -. - - - - - - -iiait;ilitliil-r1ai;'6G-d;ilsnidiih'riilffifi#----------------------i--i s 4 s 6 7

tpssilr{i-'e-F-'rF-.-lgHe*.TgEr!e:$r,-.----..--.:--.-----.1---:{:-l:-.1--:-:---l--:-1..:---:-:-ffi;i,ticri;ithinlduiustracltvappealstome. 1 2 3 4 s 6 7

iFirerFtilihilliJ;'Ebctua-a;;no*r':rt;;amp"'fi-------- 
---i'--T'--i- --A-- 5---6--"i-'-'--"'-

rather than on€s tH are quile important but do not require

ffl'_gYglt.
ifed;Ab\redmiherttransatisfierdaftercompl€ilingajob 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

!!1 r:-qvlg 9 -q .ol-T9rl9l 9191
if;giili6"ugh-titatnm€{hingge{stheFbdone;ldont 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
car€ holtv or why it \t{orl(s.

1u$;fiianit-uildeiib;mns-i$'n-iss-u;-6d;ifr;;ii'€y-e;-"'- 
-f "-t-- 5---a-- 5--'b:--;

not affec{ rne personally.

For each of the iterns listed bdorrv, pbase indlcate approimately ho,v many times over the past 3 days you ate this food:

Red meat (e.S., beeD

Seafood/Fish

White meat (e.9., chicken, Pork, eic)

Dairy products (e.9., milk, eggs, cheese, etc.)

Using the scale b€|oil, how much do yu.r corx$der purself a vegan (a person vYho eats vegchbl€s. grains, etc. but no animal

or s;tooddish produc.ts) versus at omni\rore (a person wtro eats vegntableo, grains, etc, and mod anirnal and seafoodfish
products)? Plesse circie your r€aponse.

Vegan 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10 Omnlvore

Which one of the following types of eders do you consider yatrself to be. tick one resPonse.

E Omnlrlore- Eats mod animal ard Beafood/neh products c vuell as rregetabbs, grains, etc'.

E] tlairy anO Fbh Vegntarian - Eats &iry and seafood/figtr but no white or r€d m€t.
E Orr+'Lac'to Veg€tarhn - Eats dairy produc'ts h.t no sefood/Ylsh, whib or I€d m€at.

E Vegan - Eab abaoftnef no anhnal fducis ircMing dairy, sefood/fstt, wltitc or red m€8t.

E Ottrer: Please sPecfi

PHEUvt Flnlghed d hst. Thsnb ageln ior ytur help O

n1
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PLEASE RETURN BY FRIDAY 20th Of TECEMBER TO GO INTO THE DRAW FOR I4OO

New Zealand? The scale belorv runs from 1 to 7, where'l' means you feel

unfivourable tomrd a pafy, "ll" means you feel neutral touard a party, and "7" means pu feel very favourable torvard a

. Please the circle the number that b6t descdbes your feelings (lf yor don't kno,rr anything about a particuhr party, then

the'no oplnion' option.)

Very Unfavourable l,leutral
UU

Natlonaf1234

Labour1234

New Zealand Flrsl

Alllance

ACT

Chrldlan Goalltlon

Unlted tlew Zeehnd

Progreeslve Greett

1234

1234

1234

1234

1234

1234

Very Favourable
U

67

67

67

67

67

67

67

67

(No oplnlon)

(No oplnlonf

lllo oplnlon)

(l,lo ophlon)

(No oplnlon)

(No opinlonf

(No oplnlon)

(No oplnlonf

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

Of the parties &l/ied above, whbh ute best represenb peofla ftke yut?

Hory important are political mdters to you? (circle a number frorn 1 to 7)

Notet.[fnportrnt 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Veryimportant

Generalty speakirq, do you usually think of yourself as a National vder, a Labotlr voter, an Allianc€ voter, or wtnt?

lf l,ou do think of yurrcdf in this rray, how strong ls that feelirg of supPort? (circ-le a number belorv)

VeryWeet 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 VerYstrong

Hor long before the electon rvere you deciffi wto you vuere going t'o vcte for?

vrould you moct like to see c the next prlnr nlnlster of New Zeahnd?

Who do wrr Utlnk will be the neld prime miniEter of New Zealand?

Dkl you campaigrn for a politlcal cause leading up to the election? YEStr NOtr

lf yes, rvto dil you campailn foll

t0rlch perty dld you vote for wilh your party vde in the ebcdon?

What party do pu thinlt ia the nrod tlkely celltbn paftne for your fa\oured paffi

Which elcctorete candldrte dkl lou vde for with your elec'torate vde?

Which party does this person represenf?
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@feacher assi,gned to dardop a course or.rtline for teaching History in Nen, z€land

(Aotearoa). The frst thing yl]u need to do is to decide uffi you think are the ten moet important arents in New Zeahnd

hidory. Th€se are errents that every child grorving up here should lmo\Iv about. A list of these e\rents will help you design

leeso(r plans. So write dorn each event (these €r/ents could be poces-ses bking place orcr time as well * singular

on the list belovrl.

fuiet Dascnilion of each event

8.

Here are sorne diflerent periods in time and plac€ ffi yrru may of may not consider to be relelant to your course on hbtory

in Nerrr Zealand. For each of the times and places that follorr, rate honr likely you uould be to include it in your class on a

soale from 1 to 7, with 1 being Not ukely, ard 7 being Very Likety. use the scale belour

llkety rvould you be to Include e lcctlon on:

l,lot Llltely
+

11. Nevvzeahnd (Adear€) from l@to 15il) 1 2

12. Poh/nesh hom 1o@to 15@ 1 2

13. Audralh from ldDto lSD 1 2

t4. Great Britain from 1mb lgD 1 2

Meybe
+

34
34
34
34

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

Very Ukely
o
7

t5. NewZeslard (Aotesrm) in tlp t?Ws.lffie

10. Polynesia inthe lilI}s.lffl}s

17. Audrafia in the t ZI}s-l rus

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

7

7

7

7

Grsat Britain inthe 1nDs.l8Os 7

7

7

7

7

It. NewZealand (Aotearoa) in the l$s 2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

5

5

5

6

6

6

6

Pobncsh inthe 1Ss

21. Austnlh in the lSDs

22. GrslBritain in the 190s
n4



imagine that you are reviewing modules to teach hi$ory to your class, and have been asked to edit some teltt. For each

the s€ntences on history belor, circle the rrrord in the bracket that you think best completes it-

ln 17@, Captain James Cook ldlscovered I redlscovered r reachedl NevvZealand'

The Maori popuhtion in Ner, Zealand was 1200,000+ , 125,000 , 85,(Xr0 , /O,000 I 20,000lprior to European arrival

and changed to 1200,000+ , 125,000 ,85,1X10 , '+0,000 
,20,0001 by 19D'

The llrst phase of contact beilnveen Europeans and Maori, from l76918O,can best be described as lmutually
agreeeHe tade I European explottatlon of Maorl I Maori tolerance of Europeansl.

The Muskel Wars of the 182Os are beet decribed as [rnaJor warfere of lvrtl agalnst hM , mlnor skirmlshes
b€fvyeen Maorl and Pakeha I mlnor clknlshes of hrvl agnlnst hrfl.

ZZ. The Maori chiefs who signed the Treaty of Waitangi lrvere trlched Into slgnlng I mlsunderstood I tully
understood, underdood thelr version o{ the Treaty.

2g- From the 18trrs to the 186Os, Europ€an [colonlctc t setthrsl and Maori ]netfves I peoplel fought a serbs of
engagpments knorn as the lLsnd , Ncw Zeatand I MeorIl Wars. lBrftlsh I Pakehal soldiers in most of these

enlalements loufrmmrcO t vrere outrrrnbered byl llaori lwarrlorr I coldlersl. In these battes (like th€ Wairua

lrnarcacre I anay), European castnlties nere ustnlly lhre than I greeter thenl Maori ccuanies.

29. In 1858, Te Wherorvhero became the king of the Maofi lnetion I trlbesl.

g0. Setuers from Europe wfro anived in Nerrtr Zeahnd from '183O1880 can b6t be descdbed as lpoor hbourera I
f.rmep snd craltlnren I gentlcmcn end cap,ltalldsl who anived because of lpoverty , grccd I hope for a better
lafel.

3i. The Native Land Act in the 18rc|s allorcd [Europeen I Pekehel]cettlers I qudterel to purchase land from Maori

individuals

Read each of questirns below, then circle the number that best represents your opinion.

92. The Treaty of Waitangi has had Eome porltlve conrequences for Maori. Do you think these reflect the motives

(e.g., lelrmlndednessf of the Europeans Mto helped prepare lhe tr€qn

Notveryllkely I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Veryllhely

The Treaty of Waitangi has had sorne negallve conrcquenoe3 for Maori. Do you think these reflect the motives

(e.g., rnallce or greedf of the Europeans rvho helped prepare the treaty?

Notverylikely 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 VeryllkelY

The Treaty of Waitangi lns had eome pocttlve conlrcquences fo{ EuroPeans. Do you think these retlec{ the motives

le.g., falnnlndcdne$l ot the Maori who helped prepare the tr€tyA

Notverylllrely 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Veryllkely

35. The Traty of Waitangi has had sorne negntlve coo*quences for Europeans. Do )rou think these reflec-t the

nptives (e.9., mrllce or greed) of the Maoi who helped prepare the tredy?

tlotveryllkely 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Veryllkely

Hour rrvell do you think Europeans have honoured their end of the Treaty of Waitangi?

Reesonebly well
$

Notrvellatall I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Ertrernelywell

. Hor lrell do lrou think Maorl lrave trono.rred thelr end of the Treaty of Waitangi?

ReaeoneblY nell
o

Notrwlletalt 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Ertremelyrvell

lf a llnanchl settlement of treaty clalms is made, should it be consklered to be absoluiely final (i.e., no further chirns)?

MeYbe
s

OeflnltetyNd 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 DefinltelyYee

30. Should the Maori language be taught to all New Zealanders in school?

Maybe
s

12 4 5 6 7 DeffnltelyYes
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We are all rnembers of different socbt grurpe and cdegod€€. Some enmples of these ate gender, race, relbion, nationalty,
and various clube. Please consider ypur membershipe in the $oup6 described belqr and think about horv you feel about

them.

Pleasa read each staternent carefully, then circle a number which represents ltot much you agree or disagree.

Illregrce
compHely

u
12
'1 2

12
12
12
12

Agree
Ncutral

u
34
34
34
34
34
34

canp|etedy

nationality (eg. Nartt Zealander) ie not very important to me.

hardly orer think of rnyself in terms of my nationality.

feel a sersa of gr€€tt pdde in my national gtoup.

ndimalfi is very important in who lam

ofren think of myself in terms of rry natimality

feel that I can bust peopb of my ovn naffonali$ more than peoSe

frorn other counbies.

€0rnlc'ity (th€t is Pakeha/ European, lulaori, Pacilic lCand,
Ashn, €tc) is not very importard to me.

I lnrdly ewr think of myEef in terms of my e$nbi$.

I feel a seme of gteat pkte in my erlhnlc group.

Wefrnicity isvery impoftar{ in}dto lam

I often think of myself in trerms of my ethniclty

I ted thal I can trust peofle of rry own ethni;ity more than people

ftorn other e$nic Aroups.

gpnd€r i8 nol wty important to me.

hardly arer think of rryself in tenns of rry gendet.

feel a s€ns€ of gteat pdde in my gnnder ktently.

gBrxbr b \r€ry lmportant in ufio I atn

Ioften think of rnyself in terns of my gonder

I fsl I can trust petsone of my gpnder morethan people of the
ober gender.

family ls nd \€ry important to me.

hardly ever think of mycelf In terns of rny family.

fed a serse of great pdde in my family.

famlty b a tlery importaril in who I am

often think of ml6df ln terms of my family

lfed that lcanfirs[ peopb ln rryhm0y morcthan peopleftorn
cfi€r fiardfies.

My uork group b ttol wry lmpottant to me.

I hadly e ,€r think of ntytef in tems of the group I work wih.

I bd a seme of gteat pride in mYrrcil.

Myworkgrct.p b very impottant inwho 1am

ofran think of myself ln tenns of rny trork group

fed tld t can tnrd people at tr'rofi more than people oublde otuofl(

u
s6 7

56 7

s6 7

56 7

56 7

56 7

2 3 4 5 6 7

1

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

1

1

I

7

7

7

7

7

7

234
234
234
23 4

234

56 7

56 7

56 7

56 7

56 7

56
56
56
56
56
56

4

4

4

4

4

4

1

I

1

I

1

I

1

1

t
I
1

1

23
23
23
23
23
23

23
23
23
23
23
23

23
23
23
23
23
23

45
45
45
45
45
45

45
45
45
45
45
45

67
67
67
67
67
67

67
67
67
67
67
67
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FRIENDII FRIEIID#I FRIEUDf,t FRIEND *I
FRIENTYS F{TTIALS;

FRIEND'S GENDER: (Wdte M or F)

FRIETS)IS AGE;

FRIEND'S OC-CIIPATFN:

ETHI.IEITY!
Write 1 for NZ Pakeha/Ewopean.2 for NZ
Maori,S for Asian{ for Paoific tshnder,and 6
for ot|€r (phase shte)

YOUR REI-ANONSHIP
Wrile 1 for romf,rfic pailnerl for family,3 for
friends,,l for co-wqker,E for olher.

}IOW CLOSE ARE YOU?:
From I ts 1O, where I means nol very close,
and l0 means \rery clqse.

HOUTI OfTEN DO YOT.| TALX TO EAGH OF
THESE PEOFL.E? Wrne I for daily, 2 for
wir€ldy, 3 for rnonttrty. and I for parfy.

HOW ITTITERESTED H POLITES DO YOT.|

THINK THEY ARE?
From I to 10, v/here t means not very
Interest€d, l0 m€€ns very int€reded.

HOW OFTEN DO.YOI' TALK TO EACH OF
THESE PEOPLE AAOUT POUTES?
Wrile I hr dalV,2 for nreeldy, t for monthly,
and4brlmrly.

HAVEYOT'PERSUADED ANY OT.IE TO
YOTJR FOINTOF VIEYU?
1 if you persrnded them, 2 it ttrey persrnded
you, or 3 for neither.

DID ANY OF THESE PEOPLE CAMPAIGN
FOR A FOLTIEALPARTY?
lf so, for wtrich parffi

wtKr Do You IHINK YouR FRIENDS
VOTEd FOR?
Wrile thepaty name

Please decribe your four best friends. These should be among the most important people you regularfy interac't with

(including parerils and siblings). You may include your romantic partner if you think of this person as an important friend.

Approximately, hor many people can you think of that fit thb description? 

-

Do any of ywr friends loorrv esch dher? YES tr NO O

Which of pur friends loorr each other? lndicate wtrich of your fiiends knor each o0rcr by drawing a llne betueen them. For

emmple, ii frienC *t aborc lnons frknd S you raould drarv a line betucen the boxes of friend #1 and friend ff'.

Hor frequently in the lead up to the elec{ion dkl ypu talk about politics

Very lnfrequently 1 2 5 6 7 VeryFrequently

l',-ffiffi,

FI

lffi-,#-l]

lffi;r
with people not on the list above?

PHEW FINISHEDI You deserve e rest. THANKS FOR YOUR HELP O
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Under MMp ure are rpre tiletyto gd mdti-psily Govemments. In the bones belovv ptase summarise what you see as being

the arcas of agreement aM dlsagreement b€tu/een each of the unkrns lieted.

AREAS OF AGREEMENT

.nd t{EW ZEAI-AND FIRST LAEOUR Nnd NEWZEAL,AND FIRST

AREAIS OF I,ISAGREEME]IIT

rnd NEW ZEALA,I{D FIRSiT l-ABOlrR.nd t{EW ZEALAND FIRST

tretwo@- ebow, wlrkh ls yor prelerred cosllt|onlGovtrmrer{, endwlty?

do you rec er the grcrtGd befreyd' end why?

f|o scal€s bdqtYhdlcdo hovv

ltlATK)ftlA|- .nd t{z FIRST

LAEd,R.Nd NZ FIRST

LAEOL[l]rd
]{ATIOf{ALACT.Nd Uil|TED

LABOt R. t{Z FlRST.nd ALJ.IAIrcE

you fed torvarG each

VcryUnfrrcunbb l{Gubd VGryFwounble
UUU
123 4 5 6 7

1234567
12 3 4 5 6 7

1234567
12 3 4 5 6 7
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Under MMP nre are more likdy to ged multi-pary Govemments. ln the bo)(€s below please descdb€ your emdiond reaction to
each of the anang€ments listed.

NATIOI'IAL atd NEW ZEAI-Ai|D FIRST

I.A8OI,R.Nd NEUY ZEALAND FIRST

Of the tvyo optlonc aDove, whhh lr your prelbnod ardwhy?

the two opttonr ebove, wlrlch errrngement do you tcc.s thc gr"dGd betrryd' and sthy?

the scales bebrv Indicde trorv favourabb you f€d buarde each coalitkn/bnangement lided.

NATIOI{ALild T{ZFIRST

LiAEOUR.td t{Z FIRST

l-A8olfR and Irl,ATlotrlAL

IIATIOML ACT etd I,T{ITED

LA8OI,R, 1{Z FIRST.Nd ALLIANGE

Vcry Unlevounble Neutr.l Vcry F.vour.ble
UUU
1234567
12 3 4 5 6 7

12 3 4 5 0 7

12 3 4 5 6 7

12 3 4 s 6 7
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APPENDIX 6: Advert Evaludon Bpaiment Questonnaire

NOTE:There are fve versions of tre questionnaire. Confol condilion participanb completed only

pages one (vdue ffiibutions b br dlfour parties) and four (Feeling thermomebr and polifical

dependent vaiatrle iterns). Allexperimental conditon participanb mmflebd pages two (advert

evalualion items) and bur (Feeling trennomebr and political depen&nt varaible items) and,

depending on fie experinrenbl condilion, one of the bur versions of he two value ffiibulion

pages (la b ld and 3a to 3d).
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What do our polftical parties stand for? What rralues do they represenf/

Read the descrision of each of the values belcw, then irdicale

with a tick Et any of the parties pu think might 'stand for that

value. lf pu think any parties oppose a value then put a cross E

in the appropriate bo<ee. lf you think a party neither represents

or oppos€s a \Elue then leave that space blank.

z.o
Ez.

F
U'g
tr-
Nz

Elodt
5

UJ
C)

=
J
J

Forglvlng (willing b p.rdon ofi,lct!)

Dcvout (holding b ruligiout hhh ad balicf)

Obcdlent (du tul, mccting ouigdion8)

Acceptlng posltlon In llfe (ecccpting lihb ciroumstanccr)

Intlucn$sl (lraving an imFcton pcoplc.nd cltltrta)

Ar ercrung llf€ (dimuhing cxp.thnc6)

Socld power (contol ovcr otroc, domimncc)

Equallty (cqurl opportunity for.ll)

Rcclprocrtlon of t vouG (.voidancr of Indcbirdnc.s)

Soclel lurillce (concc'ting inJurtico, carc dthc nruek)

Frmlly lecutlty (ssfdy tu lot .d onc)

Protec{ng tha €nvlronmcft (p|clGtyiqg n.Urs)

Honest (gcnuinc, tinccrc)

Flccdom (frccdom d ec't*m .nd tllougftt)

Pfescfvlng publk lmlgc (F#ittg thcir'faccJ

Frmlly valuc! (badi6on l yrhl.., nuclcer irmil9

Aihotlty (trc riShtb L.d orcomm.nd)

Felmesr (in thc dbiMion of socisu.commkt rcrourc..)

Rcryect for ffiltlon (F6.w.don dtimchonourcd outiom.)

Socld otder (d.bility of $ci.tty)

lflcrlllt (m$dd pocrn!.lom, ttlorto$

llatlonrl sccudty (prciaciion of thc ndon ftom cn mi6)

Bro.d-nlrdcd (blcnnt ol difttcttt lda* end bcliab)

Arvo'ld d bc.dy (b..rnyd n brc.td lhc.tb)
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Before erraluatrB ttre Quallty of Ol€ d\red, rrve realise that the wry you feel tonnrds National may influence your enluation.

enase comflae the table below so that u,e can get some Hea of your feelings tqvards National:

Read the descri$ion of each of the valu6 beblv, then indicate

with a tick El any of the parties you think might'stand for that

rralue. lf pu think any partiB oPpose a valrc then PUt a Gross

E in the appropriate boxee. tf yott thlnk a party neither

represents or opposes a rralue then leave that space Hank.

z,o
Ez.

Forylvlng (willlttg to perdon dtcrr)

Dcvod (holding to t llgious feilh .nd b.llGf)

Ob.dhnl (dutitul, m&ting oblig8liots)

Acccfdng posltlon ln llfe (acccfling lih's circunrierrccs)

Intlucntlrl (hevlng an imFc{ on pooglc end r\fit3)

An erclung l|fc (.dmulrting GxpctL{E)

SocLl porel (oonbol owr othcn, dorninencc)

Equ.Uty (cqu.l opporbnitY br .ll)

Rcclprocrtlon d f.vour. (s\n*r.ne of indobHfl..9

Socla! ludcc (corGcting injurlicc, c.r6 ot thc uraQ

Frmlly tccutlty (!d.tybt lotttd om.)

Prdcctlng thc Gnvltonmfit (praofvitrg ndlrc)

llotrorf (gcnuinc, 3inc.€)

F Gcdom (frc.dom ofacton.nd thougm)

Pt lGrvlng publk lmtg€ (precdttgthoir'facc')

FJfllly vduct (b.ditional veluc, nuchor fsnily)

fuOrotlty (thc tlghtb Led oroommend)

F.ltncla 0n tftc dh|brnfrn o,mchl/ommic rcrourccr)

Rc.p.ct tor trdltlon (pccwdbn of tm+hottoqad cu$m!)

gochl otdcr (d.bility of tocilty)

Wcrtth (mgmd poeodom. moncY)

t{ilon.l rccuilU (ptuccfion of ttG ndbn ftom dpmirt)

EmrGnlndrd (dc|rnt ot difittcit Ear .nd b.lLf.)

Awotld of bGtuty (bc.uty of tdlrc .rd lh. .rtr)
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Before erralualing the Qulity of the ad/€rt, we realise that the way you feel torarards Labour may influence your e\aluatlon.
Please complde the table belorv so tH rw can g€t some idea of your feelinge tounrds Labour:

Read the deecdption of each of the value bdcnv, then irdicate

uvi8r a tick EI any of the par0ee pu think might "stanf for that

rralue. lf ypu think any pailies oppose a nlue then put a cross

E in the appopriate botes. lf you thlnk a Party neither

represents or oppoGes a value then bave tM space blank

t
=o
co
5

Forglvlng (willlng b Frdon dtcts)

Dcvout (hoHing b niligiou. |bih .ttd bdio!

Ob.dLnt (dulitrl, m.ding oblig.fi.tns)

Acclpilm porldon |n |rc (accsp{ing litu's drcumttrnc6)

Infiu.ntlrl fteriq en lmpccton pcoplced rwntr)

An erclung lltc (ctimuLtir'rg c,pcritnoE)

Soclrl powtr (contol ow' odr.[. do.flimncr)

Equell$ (cquel opportuntty br dl)

Rcclprccdlon ot f.voot! (awi&noc of ittdctHn6s)

Socld ludcc (conccfirE initnticc. cerc of thc wla8

Fanlly.rcudty (.|fdybr lo,!d on6)

Mccting tfic cnviroomqrt (ptctcwing ndrc)

H,oncli GEnulnc, rlmac)

Frc.dotn (lhacdom otedim.td Orcugm)

Pllr.rvlng puuh lmegc (ptouc&f o!clr'fic.')

Famlly vduc. (tsedtlloml value, ntFL.rf.mily)

Itr0rorry Oro dghtb lcad orconmend)

F lrncrr (in thc dllfibdbn of rociaUconornic ruaourcca)

Rocpact tof ffiltlon (pucnnton of timehomunld cudom)

Socld ordcr (.trHlity ot roddy)

Wcrl[r (mebftl porrrioor, mmcy)

ilaffonal lccurlty (probcton otthr nstion from ficmi..)

8rcad+nlnlcd (toLnrrt d dfilt fll i.ttst .nd b.liGfE)

Asotltl d bc.uty (br.utyof n tutt end thc rrtr)
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Before eraluatirlg the Qmtity of the advert, we realise that the way yxl feet tonards N€$, Zeahnd Fitst may influ€noe your

enluation. pffu compteie the table belovrr so that urc can g€l some ide of lour feelingS touards New Zealand Filst:

Read the descriPtion of each of the rnlues belofl, then indicate

with a tick El any of the partles yul think might "stand for that

lmlue. lf you think any padies oppose a \talue then put a crcs

E in the appropiate bo:cs. ll you think a pany neih\€r

reprcsents or oppos€s a \taltrethen leat/e that space bbnk.

Fa
E
Lr-
Nz.

Forglvlng @illing b perdon oftcrs)

DGvout (holding b rdhiol,r hllh etd b.li.O

ODcdl.nt (dditul, mccling oblig8don )

Acccpfrng posltbn ln llt€ (.cclPdng libtclrcum.Lnccc)

mlucntl.l (hrvino an impac{ on poplc .nd cl|!ntr)

An Grclilng l|fG (rdmulethg c,gaktnca)

Socbl po$rcr (coffiol .nr.t d|rr. domlmnc.)

Rurllty (aquat oppoarnry br dl)

Rcclp|ocdbn ot trvouE (evc*r.nc. 0f indcsdlt6!)

Sochl luldcG (corEc{ing Injtdicc. caru of lhc Fek)

F.mlly lGcurlty (rafatyfu lo,rd ona)

Proffilno the Gnvlronmcnt (Prcrcrying nabrc)

llolrcst (gcauinc, dnc.G)

Frccdom (ftccdoct of edk'n erd thottght)

Prct lvlng publk Inagp (PtoLc{ingthok'teca')

Fmlly Yduct (U.ditmd veltrc. nrclcr irmfly)

Anhotlty(tt dghtb lced orcornmand)

Fdtrc!! (ln thc dhtrlbnbn of lochUcommlc tsourca)

Ratpcct lor fdf|on (poccwrtoo ot dmc'ionourtd coltom3)

tod.l od.r (dUnycf rooiotYf

rcrilh (n*&l poanbm, mmcY)

nilbml rcutlty (ptot c{ion o{ttG nr0on tfom Gncmi.t)

Broremhdcd (blctr[t of dillltr'|t id*.nd b.lFfr)

Awodd ot bcttfty (bc.!ty of nstu]r.nd th. .tt3)
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Before enaluating the Quality of the adv€rt, ur€ ratise that th€ way you ftel tomds the Allhnce may influence your

eyaluation. Please complete |he tafle belo,v so that we can g€d some iriea of your feellngs torvards the Alliance:

Read ttre deecriSion of each of the rralues belovt, then indicate

with a tick E any of the parlies you think might'dand for that

value. lf 

'ou 
think any padles oppose a nalue then put a croes

E in the appropride boxes. lf you thlnk a pady ndther

epre€ents or oppo€€s a \alue then leave that spaca blank'

IJJ(Jzg
J

ForeMng (willing b padon otp]s)

Dcvori (holdlng b ruligiousf;rith and bcl-tti)

Obcdhnt (dtrtfld, t|rctting oblignriom)

lccepdng pctltlon In lfc (ecccpting liicl citcumrtnrcca)

hnufiftl (havlne .n lmpecn on pcoplc and cvcntr)

Ar.rcltlng lltc (di|nuldng c'qctitnct )

SoclC pourcr (ooflbol ovcr o0|c[. dominancc)

Equrmy (cqud opportmity bN .ll)

Roclprocftlon ottrvout (.\tddcnc. of indcffi.lnci)

Sochl luslhc (conGcdqg initdicr, cerc dfi. uc.q

F.nlly tccurlty (rclbtyfor lo'.d ottct)

Protccdng thc cnvhonmcnt (pradving nsbrl)

lloncri (gpnuinc, rinccrc)

Frccdom (ftccdom dacdon.nd |hoqgm)

Prrtcrvhg Pr|bllc lm.gE (pttrcdne t'|dr'f€')

Fmrl} vdrs (trdilftrnd vrluc, nuclccrfemily)

Ar0rcotty (thG dgmb bed orcomm.nd)

Frlrnals (n thc dbtihtfiott of rocieUonomb rcourcc)

Rclpecf torHl0oft (praavdon of tmahomund ctem$

$cfd ofilcr (!t Ulily of locidy)

Wcdt}r (r*'blpucrion, mon Y)

l{rtlond lccudty (p|obcdott of $c tdon Fom c|tG|flLt)

Brord-rnlnrtcd (blcnnt of dlfbrcnt iftor end bclirfr)

A wodd of bcltny (bceuty of natuic rnd lhr .1b)
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Befors ragr€ the quality of ft€ advefi rrc rcdbe that yow orvn opinioils about tffike adim by th€ Publb S€rvice A$soclatort

rry lnlluence your enrduation of the quality of ttr adnrt.

Please indcate $€ odent u,hlch yott think the PSA strike 's:

8.d43-2-l +4

Bencnc|el

Foollsh

+4 +3 +2 +1

43-2-l

-t

.,|

-1

-l

-1

o

o

o

o

o

+1

-1

+l

-1

+1

+1

+1

+l

+l

+2

-2

+2

-2

+2

+l

+2

+2

+2

+3

€
+3

3

+3

+3

+3

+3

+3

o

o

o

o

Good

4 lienntul

+4 Wlss

4 Unirvoureble

+4 Hhh Ouel|ty

+4 llloghd

+4 Unertdottd

+4 comphr

+4 Uncomlmlng

Frvounbh +4 +3 +2 +1

Now rat€ the adt€rt on each of the lteme belot{

LtrAnfty 4 € -2

Log|cd 4 -2

Emodord 4 3 -z

SWc4€-2
Gonvlnclng 4 € -z
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Please rate the other mairr parties in the same way?

Read the description of each of the values below, then

indicate with a tick EI any of the parties )'ou think might

"stand" for that rralue. lf you think any parties oppose a value

then put a cross E in the appropriate boxes. lf you think a

party neither rePresents or opposes a value then leave that

space blank.

FaE
lr-
Nz

Efo
co

J

UJoz.
J

Forglvlng (u,illing b pardon o(hcrs)

Devout (holding to rcligious failh and bGlicf)

Obedlent (dutitul, mccting obligetione)

Acceptlng potitlon In llfe (accepting lib'3 circumstancc)

Influenthl (heving an impact on pooplc and cvcntr)

An cxcltlng life (*6mula ing exPoticncGa)

Soclat poryer (contol ovct odErs, dominancc)

Equallfy (equel oppoduni9for all)

Rcciproc.tloi of tavouts (.\roid.nc! d ind.btcdncEs)

Soclal lultlcc (conccting injusiico, carc of lhr wcak)

Famlly lccurity (:aicty fiotr lovcd onc!)

Protcc'tlng thc cnvltonmcnt (prc*wing naturc)

Honest (genuinc, sinccrc)

Frccdom (frc.dom of rctfuil and thought)

Prelcrvlng pubalc lmagc (ptot cling thcir "facc)

Famlly v.lue! (baditioml nluct, nuclcar hmily)

Anhodry (thc dght b lcad o. comm.nd)

Falmc3r (in thc dirfribution of :mhUccoltomic r6outco8)

Aegpcc{ tor tndltlon (prcrcrvaton of iimehonourcd customr)

Socltl ord.t (d.bility of ocittty)

t{Grlth (m#rhl poorcionr, moncY)

l{atlonal sccutlty (proriac'tion of thc nrlion ftom.ncmics)

Brordfllndcd (tolcrant of dilicrcnt Ure3 and bclictu)

A world of bcauty (bcauty d naturc and lhc arts)
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Please rate the offpr major paffes in the same way?

Read the dGcription of each of the valuee belofl, then

indicate with a tck EI any of the parties yut thlnk might

"stand' for that value. lf pu think any partieo oppose a value

then plrt a croqs E in the approprlate boxes. lf lou think a

party neither repreeents or opposes a value then bave that

spe blank.

F
U'g
lJ-
Nz

zo
Ez.

UJoz,
E
J
J

Fofglvlng (willlng b petdon dlcl3)

Dcvout (holding b rcliglou: feih ettd bcli.f)

Obcdlcnt (dutitul, fir..ting oHirditG)

Acccpdng posftlon In llfc (accaplittg lib'. citrumliaicc)

Influcntld (hevine en imped ot papb end cvcntr)

Ar crcltlng lltc (dimuLling c9ctionc.a)

Sochl powar (cofid ovrr drgr, dotninoncc)

Equdlty (cquel oppotunitytur rll)

Rcclprocrtlon of favoura (awtftlencc d Indcbbdncet)

Soclal Justke (cottcc{ing injucba, carc of thc u'sak)

Fanlly racurlry (tsfttybt lorrtd ot'tcr)

Pro{cctng ihc Gnvlronmcnt (pi.rGfi ing ndtro

lloncrt (gonuinc, sinc.r.)

Frcqlom (ftccdom of actlott .nd |t|drgm)

Prcscrylng publlc lmagc (prscdng lhch TrccJ

Famlly valuc! (baditond vrlucr, nuclc.r tstfdy)

futhorlty (trc rlChtio lccd or conrmend)

Frlrncrs (in thc dbtbutbo dtociaUccottomlc mrourcc)

Rclpcct fot tr.dltlon (pr|cnetbn of limc.honqrcd cudomr)

Soclel odcr (rieUllty of toohry)

Worlth (ndqhl pc.crdom, mom$

]|.tbnal tcc{|rlty (p$aim ottto ndion fiom cncnicr)

Btod.mlndcd (blGteni ot difbt nt idcer end bdicfi)

Awodd of batuty (bauiy o, ndrc .ttd ft. adl)
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Pbas€ rate th€ otrcr maior patties in the sarE waya

Read the decri$bn of each of the values befinr, then

indirxte with a tick El any of the parties yott thlnk might

"s{and" for that lalue. lf you think any parties oppose a value

tt€n put a cro€s E in the appropriate boxes. lf you think a

party neirner represents or opPos6 a value then leave that

space Uank.

u
fo
co

5

z.o
kz.

uto
z.sJ

Fo€lvlng (willingb pardon dtcra)

D.vour (hoHlng b rul'giout feih and b.lLf)

Obcdhnt (dutitul, mcstine oblqra$onr)

Acceptlng pottuon In lltc (ecc.Fing llfr'. citcumd.nc.t)

Intlucnlhl (having en imp.ct on popb .rld arcnt!)

An cxcltlng llfe (rilimulating cryabncar)

SocLl power (conbol ot,!t 06.r., dominenca)

Equdlty (cqud opportunfifor ell)

Rcclprocatlon of tavout3 (.rcidsnc. of i.rdcbdnc.8)

Socld tuldcc (con cting injucioc, c.rc otfi. w!.k)

Frmlly lccudty (|ri!tybt lolrd ooc.)

Prdccthg tha anvlronmqlt (Prr.6wing n.ttit)

tloncd (gpnuin . dnc.rc)

Frcedom (frccdom ofacdon and thougttt)

Pre|Grvlr|e puulc lmrgc (Fotrcdng th.f 'frct')

F.mlly v.luc! (Hilionel rnlucc, nuclcer hmily)

Amprfty (trc r|ehtb Lad or omtn nd)

Falmers (in thc dhfuibtttbn of mciaUccottotltic rc$utoc)

Rcapcct for trrdldon (pG..ntston of tmc'ltottotttcd cr$tB)

SocLl otdct (tt tility of !*ity)

WGrnh (rtcbtt l pctanbnr, monc$

lktlonal $cudty (protcciliotr ot|h. netlon fom.nalrti..)

Bro.dflhdcd (tolGnnt o, d'dtlGnt idc.. end bcliGtr)

Arcr|d ot bG.uty (badyof nebrc andlhc erte)
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Please rate the other rnaior parties in the same way?

Read the descrisbn of each of the raluee belory, then

indkate with a tick El any of fte partles you think might

'stand'for thal nlue. lf you think any parties oppoee a value

then put a cro6s E In the approphte boxes. lf you think a

party neilher represente or op,pos€s a rralue then leave that

space Hank.

F
@
E
lJ-
Nz.

E
=oo
5

2,o
Ez.

Forglvlng (willing to pardoa d|.rs)

Devout (hotdlng to rcligiout fiith.nd bcli.0

O,bcdldrt (ddiful, mcding oblifr.liom)

Acccptlng podtlon In lilc (ecc.gtittg 1ih'3 drcumdeno.G)

lntluentlal (having an impecton Pcopb.nd ctDntr)

An ercltng llfc (rtimulrlittg ctpcricnccal

Sochl pdncr (cont'o| ov.r dt ts, dotnanrno)

Equdlty (cqusl opportrnlty br .ll)

R.clprocaflon ot favouE (eioidencc of indcbtadncer)

SocLl luldcc (corrc,cdng injurdcc, cerc of thc u,rek)

Famlly 3ecurlty (rffyfor lotcd onct)

Protc(ilng thc covlroom.|il (F6.tying netrc)

Honcrt (g.nuinc, rinc.E)

Fr€€dom (frccdom ofection end tlrogght)

Prar€wlng prbllc Inrgc (polacdng $.ir'f.c.)

Frmlly vrluG! (tadtioael velucr, nucL.rlbmlM

Anhotlty (thc riglttb loed orcomtmnd)

Fatsncrs (ln thc dhfrlbudoa of rocbuGcollomb tcrolrrc6)

RG$cct to| trdltlot (prucwrtioo of tmohonound cusm)

SocLl ord.r (SHlltyof rocLty)

WGailh (mrb|bl pcanbnr, mopy)

llrtlonal mcurtty (P|oHon of $. n tbn fiom aErtica)

Broad{ilndcd (iolc'rril d dlfi!rcnt idcs and b.ltsF)

A world ot bcruty (bcetny ol tl.ttru and thc arb)
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Ao frou teet aUout f|e polltlc.l partl$ In l,lew Zealand? The scale belov runs ftom I to 7, where'1" means 1ou
unfiavourable toward a paily, 'f means you feel neutral tolrard a par$, and 7 means you feel very favounble torard a

please the circle the number that best describes pur feelings (lf pu dont lcrcrv anything about a particular party,

the "no oplnlon' optton.)

Natlonal

New Zealand Flrst

Lebour

Allence

Progreeslve Greens

Unlted New Zerhnd

ACT

Chrlsden Coalftlon

Very Unfavourable
u
12
12
1 2,

12
12
12
12
12

Neutrel
u

345
345
345
345
345
345
345
345

Very Favourable
U

6 7 (tlo oplnlonl

6 7 (No oplnlonl

6 7 (No of,nlon!

6 7 (No oplnlonl

6 7 (ilo oplnlonf

6 7 (llo oplnlonl

6 7 (tlo oplnlonl

6 7 (No oplnlonf

Of the padies frsted abave, whlch one best rapr"senfs people Jke yw?

Hor'v important are polftical matters to you? (circle a numbe from 'l to 7)

Notatell[nporlent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Verylrnpottnt

C'snerallY sPeaking, do 1ou usually think of yourself as a National roter, a Labour rroter, a Nerw Zealand First vc*er,an

Alliance voter, or whan

lf you do think of yoursetf in this way, holrv strong is that feeling of support? (circle a number belor)

VGryWc.I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 VerYstrong

Hovr likely are you to vote in ihe no<t general elecdon? (circle a number from 1 to 7)

Veryunllkely 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 VeryllltelY

Who would you mo€t like to see as the nexl prlne mlnlder of Neur Zealand?

lf an elecdon was held in the nGar fttture, wttkh perty would you vote br with pur party vde?

What party do you think is the met llkely cmlitinn parher for your favourcd party?

Wh'rch c.ndH.te do you think yotl nu.rH rote for with your elec'torate vde?

Which perty does this person rcpecenft
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APPENDIX SEVEN: Student social network questionnaire
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Are you: Male O Female O What is your age?: What is your ethnicily?

The scales below ask you io indicaie how farourable or unfaourable you fue| twards each of the frve maior parties in padiament al the momenl.

mark the circle thal indicates how you hel *out each one where lhe scale runs ftom 'unfavourable through 'neulnaf to'favourable

Very
Unfavourable

ACToo
Allbnce O O
Labour O O

llalional O O
Nw Zealand First O O

l.leutralooooooooooooooo

Very
Favourableoooooooooo

Sometimes we trear people using words like'conservative or'libenl' to descrbe lheir opinions about polilics. On the scale below mark lhe circle

lhat best represenls w6ere yur vias on politics in genenl hll, where lhe scale runs from polittcalV 'llberal' to poliltcaty 'conseruative -

Lriberal OOOOOOO0onservalive

PHEWT Flnlshed at lird. Thankr egnln br your help I

FRFMTI FilB|DJA FRIEID#l FREM'I'
FRIEIUS,GEI|IEFi (Write X ot:D

f,f,g0fiYi1 = NZ Pakeh4Eursp+qn,2 = ltlZ

irlaori,3 * Aaian,f " Pacific 1t6n4gi, t' 9ther.

YgtB REI.AIIOifS]|F: J = rumanlic Psber,
l = Emify,9 = ftknG;l = cqyrorter,i'= oter,

ARE fiEY lrECfIAruAft? Wrile dorn if lhey ate

vqgebrian, vegan, or' omnivores.

wt{t Do Y(tr, rtsl( Yot R FRIE G ilqr.u
IIOTEFOR? Write tlcpa$ name
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APPENDIX EIGHT: Secondary respondent questionnaire
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In the oourse of t1g 5$ year and a half lve hanp been conduc{ing a prolec{ looking at how New Zealanders ttdnk about
politics, hlstory. ud culure. Part of the research invohred asking ordinary New Zealanders lilre you tto giw eotne d€tails abqlt
itre peope uno arc impodant to them so we can see trory one's eocial netrrrork aflects the way ttpy eee thernsehrcs and the

rvorE.

One of thoee pcople war the frlend wlto has pased thls qrcrilonnelre to you.

In order b get an irdlcdim of horv acctrate thdr percepdons of thelr sodal rrfivo* b, tw upuld apprccHe lt lf you could

bke a few mingtes to complete uris bfbt eurwy and r€tum it h tte poctage pai<l envelope included. The quest'nnnairc ls

compl€tely conftler{ial aM $€re b no nay u,e can faoe il back to you, all questionnaias will be analysed togettnr so no

inOivtUuat reporm ls examined. Please note tM this b independent academlc research and iE thcretore not canied out for

the benen d any po|itrcal party. Any rnatefial based on il b available in the pu$ic dornain.

INITIALS:-
AGE:

GENI)ER (circle one): lilale

OCCUPATIOT{:

Female

ETHNIGITY:

Hoty cjoG€ are you tro the percon wfro gave you this quedlonmlre? Clrcle a number behrveen one and ten that represente honr

clooe you ftel you are.

Not et all clore 1 2 3 45678910 Vcryc-lore

o

o

o

o

NZ PalcharEurop€an

Prcillc lslander

1g tttaod

Otnr(Plwespecfi):

O Aslan

Hof, many ysam tmre you larowrt the person wfp gave thls quedinnairc to you?

Howoftendoyoublktohbperson? O daily O 'r€€ldy O rtorthly O F€rly

How Intrroded ln pofdcel mdtert are yotr? Clrcle a number befirveen one and ten that lefbct€ how anbr€sted yoLl are-

Not rt.l! Iniererlod 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 A 9 10 Vcrylnter€rted

Aencntty $c.tfig rb you usrdy think of yours€il as a Nalbnal vder, a Labour vder, a NZ FilS voter, an Allhnce vder,
or whafl

lf you rrded h tle ]lofit MMP eleclim, wtrhh party dH you rrcte fa wtrr your Patty vcile?

Dkl you canpalgn for a pollticd patty before tle dedion? lf eo whbh psrty wF in
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